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Chapter 0: Introduction
Just to clear stuff up

Cut out some common blast template areas
(such as spheres, lines, and cones of scales 1
and 2) from the Template section of the
appendix

THIS IS A ROLE-PLAYING GAME

RULE ZERO:

A role-playing game, or RPG, is a tabletop game
played with a group of friends in which you each
get to play as a fictional character of your own
design. You can, depending on your chosen setting,
slay dragons, fight crime, explore the galaxy, or
anything else you can imagine. The rules here
provide a framework for your adventures. One
person, the Game Master (or “GM” for short)
controls the Non-Player Characters (“NPCs”),
provides the story, and referees rules
disagreements.

All rules in this book are optional rules that the GM
can choose to throw out the window. He or she is
the final arbiter of all things game-related.

WHAT YOU NEED TO PLAY:








This rulebook
Standard gaming dice (or computerized dice
roller)
o A d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d20, and d%
A scatter die or other means of determining
random direction, like a spinner (or just spin a
pencil or bottle). One trick is to roll a d8, and
look at the point of the top triangle (ignoring
the number).
Character sheets
Pencils and erasers
Smiles!

RULE ZERO-POINT-FIVE:
There are two types of rules: RAW and RAI.
RAW stands for Rules-as-Written, and they are
exactly what is written down word for word in this
book.
RAI stands for Rules-as-Intended, and their what
we, the writers, are clearly getting at when we
wrote the rules.
At some point in your game, the RAW won't fit the
situation. Either it will let your character do
something clearly ridiculous, or allow some
loophole combination that makes your character a
living God, or will prevent your character from
doing something that any real person could do.
The rule of thumb is this: RAI trumps RAW, always.
For example, we never specify that humans have
two arms, two legs, and two thumbs- or for that
matter, that they don't have wings or laser eyes. By
RAW, they have an unspecified number of limbs
and noses. Use common sense here:
Humans rarely have more than one nose.

WHAT WOULD HELP PLAY:




A grid to play on. Either a large chart, or some
graph paper. You can use miniatures, scrap
paper, toys, or whatever to represent your
characters on the map. Another good idea is to
laminate it and use a dry erase marker to draw
terrain and characters on.
A lot more d6s. However many you have, you
probably could do with more when someone
breaks out the Extra Attacks on Burst Fire.

RULE ZERO-POINT-SEVEN-FIVE
Or, as we call it, the Anthropic Principle. In this
context, it goes as follows: if there were some way
to bend the rules such as they were never intended
and become a superpowerful demigod of
destruction, an NPC would have done it thousands
of years before.
And he wouldn’t let you do it too.
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Since no NPC has done that, clearly it is impossible;
and you are mistaken about the rules – and in any
case the GM has the final say
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Chapter 1: The Heroes
That's you, by the way

A hero is two things. The first (and less important)
is a collection of stats, abilities, skills, etc. that
determine your characters abilities mechanically.
The second is a life. There's no line on your
character sheet for "personality" or "hopes and
dreams" or "most downright cool achievement to
date". All of these things are created over the
course of play, not in character creation. Those
things are not the focus of this chapter. We're
dealing with the stats and abilities here.

(such as, say, many sports, wrestling, or fighting)
come naturally to him. This is represented by
gaining additional skill points (see Chapter 2: Skills
for more information) in skills governed by that
ability score. Ability scores increase and decrease
exponentially, so strength 4 is significantly more
than twice as strong as strength 2, even though the
number is only double. An ability increase of +3
roughly corresponds to being four times as
talented in that area.
Starting Ability Scores
At character creation, you have fifteen ability
points to place in the five abilities. They must be
between 2 and 4 before racial and other modifiers.
This is your “base” ability in each of the five
categories, and is used to determine how many skill
points you receive every level.

CHARACTER CREATION
At first glance, it might seem like there are a
bewildering number of details to fill in on your
character sheet. However, creating a character is
fairly simple if you have a general plan going in.
Just follow these steps in order:

USING ABILITIES
The main function of each ability score is to
determine how many skill ranks a character gets
every level. You use the base ability (the number
between 2 and 4 that you chose) for determining
how many skills you learn, but for everything else
you use the total ability.

1. Choose your five ability scores
2. Choose race, racial background, and
character background
3. Assign skill ranks (see chapter 2: Skills)
4. Build starting combos and/or spells (see
chapter 3: Combat and Chapter 5: Magic)
5. Pick starting equipment

Strength:

And you’ve done all the important steps. The rest
just involve filling in the boxes on your character
sheet for reference in game (such as Toughness
and Will).
THE FIVE ABILITY SORES:
The five ability scores are, as follow: Strength,
Dexterity, Endurance, Intelligence, and Spirit. These
five abilities represent your character's basic
strengths and weaknesses. Normal human range is
between 2 and 4 for each of these. An ability of 3 is
always defined as average for a human. A higher
score represents natural ability in that area, as well
as a knack for learning skills and techniques. So, a
character with a high strength is not merely very
strong, but also certain-strength based abilities
8

Your character's strength is, well, how strong he is.
It's exactly what it says on the tin. Strength is used
to determine carrying capacity, damage dealt in
melee, the size of weapon you can wield, etc..
Strength is your muscles, plain and simple. Players
who anticipate a lot of melee combat and heavy
lifting should take a high strength score. The
strength ability is independent of size, so a giant
human that is only proportionally as strong as an
average human has strength 3, despite the fact
that he could easily lift cars. See Scale in Chapter 3:
Combat for more information on size.
Strength
Score
0
1

Description

Example

Paralyzed*
Feeble

2

Weak

A jam sandwich
A very unhealthy
human
A notably scrawny

© 2010

human
3
Average
The vast majority of
humanity
4
Strong
A professional athlete
5
Mighty
The upper echelon of
human weightlifters, a
Vampire
6+
Superhuman A super-powered robot
*See Nonabilities, later in this chapter
Dexterity:

Endurance
Score
0

Description

Example

Dead*

1

Sickly

2

Frail

3

Average

Your character's dexterity is a the control he has
over his movement. It's his nimbleness and
reflexes. A character with a high dexterity may be
sneaky, good at dodging, be built like a dancer,
etc.. Dexterity is also used in determining who acts
first in combat. Players who anticipate a lot of
ranged combat and stealth should take a high
dexterity score. Wearing heavy armour or carrying
heavy loads can impose penalties to dexterity skills.

4

Tough

5

Invincible

A jam sandwich, a
zombie
A very unhealthy
human
A notably flimsy
human
The vast majority of
humanity
A professional
distance runner
Olympic distance
runners

Dexterity
Score
0
1

Description

Example

Paralyzed*
Sluggish

A jam sandwich
A very unhealthy
human
2
Slow
A notably slow human
3
Average
The vast majority of
humanity
4
Quick
A professional
gymnast
5
Lightning
The quickest of
humanity
6+
Superhuman A supernaturally fast
being such as a
Vampire
* see Nonabilities, later in this chapter
Endurance:
Your character's endurance is how much of a
beating he can take before he goes down, how well
he can survive in adverse environments, and how
much it takes before he collapses from exhaustion.
Endurance is added to every character's Toughness
score and is used to determine how much armour
he can wear. Players who want to be able to take a
lot of damage before going down should take a
high endurance score.

6+
Superhuman
* see Nonabilities, later in this chapter
Intelligence:
Your character's intelligence score represents his
rational thinking and cognitive abilities. It also
reflects his ability to learn new things and react to
new surroundings. Intelligence determines how
perceptive a character can be, how much and how
quickly he can learn, and generally how 'smart' he
is.
Intelligence
Score
0
1

Description

Example

Comatose*
A jam sandwich
Handicapped A very unintelligent
human, most
animals
2
Dim
A notably slow
human
3
Average
The vast majority of
humanity
4
Clever
A highly talented
scientist, writer,
lawyer, etc.
5
Genius
The very best and
brightest
6+
Superhuman
* see Nonabilities, later in this chapter
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Spirit:

BONUSES AND PENALTIES

Your character's spirit score is your sheer strength
of will. If Intelligence is how quick your mind is,
Spirit is how powerful your personality is. Spirit is
the attribute for charisma, magic power, faith, and
other skills.

Skill Bonuses and Penalties

Spirit
Score
0
1
2
3

Description

Example

Comatose*
Sheeple
Dull
Average

A jam sandwich

The vast majority of
humanity

4
Vibrant
5
Heroic
6+
Superhuman
* see Nonabilities, later in this chapter
ABILITY MULTIPLIERS:
An ability multiplier is calculated based off of your
ability score— so a character’s strength multiplier
is based off of his strength score. An ability
multiplier is calculated as follows: =4^(Ability-3)/3)
rounded to one decimal place.
Relevant Ability
Ability Multiplier
Score
0
0.3
1
0.4
2
0.6
3
1.0
4
1.6
5
2.5
6
4.0
7
6.3
8
10.1
Ability multipliers are used to calculate things like
weapon and armour effort (ie, how big of a sword
you can swing), and how much a character can
carry. Multipliers are used whenever a linear
increase in ability scores results in a nonlinear
increase in effects such as carrying capacity.

In general, bonuses from the same (or a very
similar) source do not stack with each other.
Penalties, however, do stack with each other.
Bonuses with the same name never stack.
For example, if you have two +1 Innate bonuses to
Knowledge, you only get +1. If you had a +2 and a
+1 Innate bonus, you would get +2. If you had a +1
Innate bonus and a +1 circumstance bonus, they
would stack to be +2.
Ability Boosts and Drains
Ability boosts and drains are usually temporary
modifications to ability scores, such as Strength
and Spirit. Some things cause permanent boosts or
drains, particularly Innate racial modifiers. While
boosts and drains modify your abilities, they do not
change the skill points a character gets every level.
Nonabilities and Abilities of Zero
Some creatures have ability scores marked with an
asterisk (*) instead of a number. This is because
that creature has a nonability. This is different from
an ability score of zero.
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* Strength: A creature with a nonability in
Strength This usually either means that it has
no physical body, or is completely immobile. If
it has no physical body, see Incorporeal in
Creature Abilities for more information. If it is
immobile, it can't use weapons, objects, or
anything. An immobile creature uses it's
Endurance for anything that would require a
Strength score. If it also has no endurance, it
uses its Spirit.
* Dexterity: Creatures with no dexterity can't
move. It applies its Intelligence to anything that
would normally require a Dexterity score, such
as initiative.
* Endurance: A creature with no Endurance has
no metabolism or other bodily functions, and is
generally treated as an object. It is not living in
the traditional sense. A creature with *

endurance simply adds 3 to its toughness
instead of an endurance score, and uses its
Strength in any other place that would require
an Endurance score. Creatures with *
Endurance never tire, have no need of sleep,
food, drink, air, etc.; are immune to poison,
disease, and the like;
 * Intelligence: A creature with no intelligence
has no thought beyond basic instincts or
instructions. It can never learn or improve. For
example, if a horde of zombies attack our
intrepid heroes, and there trap between them
and the heroes, the zombies will continue to
trigger the trap over and over again. Creatures
with * Intelligence use their Spirit instead of
their intelligence. Creatures with * Intelligence
are not smart enough to feel fear, and are
therefore immune to any fear effect.
 * Spirit A creature with no spirit has no free will
or soul. They use their intelligence score
instead of their spirit whenever one is
necessary.
A character or creature with an ability score of 0 is
almost always the victim of some sort of disease,
curse, or special attack. Depending on the ability
score, effects vary:
 0 Strength: A character with zero strength is
paralyzed. They cannot move at all, cannot
attack, or take any actions that cannot be
accomplished completely mentally. They
cannot even speak, meaning they can’t cast
spells except those that can be done
silently. A character who hits strength zero
immediately collapses to the ground, all his
muscles limp.
 0 Dexterity: Like a character with zero
strength, a character with zero dexterity is
also paralyzed. The difference is that the
character’s muscles remain rigidly locked in
their last position, but otherwise effects are
identical.
 0 Endurance: A character with zero
endurance has no functioning metabolism
and severe organ failure. A character in this
state falls unconscious in 1d4 rounds and
dies 1d4 rounds later.





0 Intelligence: A character with zero
intelligence is completely brain dead. They
enter a deep coma and remain there until
their intelligence increases past zero.
0 Spirit: A creature with zero spirit gains
the Broken condition until their spirit
increases past zero.
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CHARACTER RACE AND BACKGROUND
A character’s race comprises two parts: the core
Race and an optional racial background. Not all
race and racial background combinations will be
available in any campaign, check with your GM.





Bonuses from races, racial backgrounds, and
character backgrounds do not stack with each
other. Penalties do, however.
Ability Modifiers: Most races have ability score
boosts and penalties. These are permanent
changes to your abilities, and cannot be removed.
They do not affect the number of skills you get per
level. See: Ability Boosts and Drains in Chapter 3:
Combat for more information.


ELVES

Overcoming Racial Penalties
Some races get an Innate Penalty to skills. At
character creation or when levelling up, you can
sacrifice two skill ranks from any ability (they can
be from different abilities) to permanently remove
this penalty.
The Races:
There are seven races presented here, but the GM
should feel free to introduce custom ones into his
campaign. Not every race is available to the PCs in
every campaign; for example one set in the modern
times or the future is unlikely to have goblins, and
even in a typical fantasy setting it might be wildly
inappropriate for a character to play as an orc.
HUMANS
Physical Description: Look at yourself in the mirror.
Chances are, you are a human. Humans are among
the tallest of the seven races, topped only by orcs.
Personality: Humans are the most diverse and
adaptable of the seven races. They are capable of
learning and doing almost anything they set their
minds to. They are extremely diverse in their
customs and traditions
Game Statistics:


Scale 0: Scale 0 creatures operate on 1m
squares, have a scale multiplier of x1, have

6 toughness to size, and have no attack
bonus or penalty from size.
Diverse: Humans may choose up to two
character backgrounds. Use the higher
starting wealth of the two.
Traditional Humans: Humans with no racial
backgrounds can gain one additional
technique in one skill they have ranks in at
first level. Remember that Innate bonuses
to the same skills and abilities don’t stack.
Speed: 2m/s, or 6m/s running

Physical Description: Elves resemble humans from a
distance, although the differences become readily
apparent up close. Elves are shorter and slenderer
than humans typically are, with an average height
of about 160 cm (5’4”), without any noticeable
height difference between men and women. They
move with an innate grace that many humans find
attractive, and have characteristically pointed ears.
Elves are by far the longest-lived of the seven
races, with an average lifespan of roughly 1,000
years, but very rarely have children. An elf is not
considered an adult until she has reached her
hundredth year.
Personality: Elves, due to their incredibly lengthy
lifespan, tend to look at the world in a very
different way from humans. They are much more
conservative in their thinking, and while they don’t
necessarily dislike new ideas, it frequently doesn’t
occur to them that there might be a better way to
go about it than they have been for the past
several centuries. Elves tend to take the long view
in thinking, remaining aloof from what they view as
minor squabbles (a decades-long war is the blink of
an eye to them). Their long lives result in incredibly
deep relationships between elves, who have known
their friends, and family for longer than most
human nations exist. This results in what to a
human might seem disproportionate rage at the
death of a loved one. Despite this, elves take lives
only on very rare occasions because, to an elf, a life
cut short is a horror unlike any other. For this
reason, their behaviour can, again to a human,
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seem cowardly at times — they have much more to
lose if they die in a meaningless battle.

honesty, which may only be because they are so
rarely caught lying.

Game Statistics:

Game Statistics:











Scale 0: Scale 0 creatures operate on 1m
squares, have a scale multiplier of x1, have
6 toughness to size, and have no attack
bonus or penalty from size.
Ability Modifiers: +1 Intelligence, -1
Strength
Long-Lived: Elves get a +1 Innate Bonus to
Humanities (History), and gain access to
that branch for free (they know a lot about
history because it was fewer generations
ago before someone lived to see it).
Grace: Elves get a +1 Innate Bonus to
Charisma
Traditional Elves: Elves with no racial
background can inherently cast one spell of
either Complexity 0 and Power 0 or the elf’s
actual maximum Spell Complexity and
Power, whichever is higher. If the elf’s
maximum Complexity and Power ratings
increase, the elf can add new seeds,
abilities, and components to the spell like
normal one.
Speed: 2m/s, or 6m/s running

HALFLINGS
Physical Description: Halflings get their name from
being much shorter than a human, with an average
height of about 100cm (just over three feet), and
an average weight of about 15-20 kg. They more
than make up for their small stature in verve,
however, and are known to (when absolutely
necessary) show extraordinary resolve. Halflings
are much more likely to have curly hair than
straight, and Halfling men rarely have facial hair.
Personality: Halflings are, generally calm and
conservative folk. However, they have been known
to push themselves to accomplish feats of bravery
that stagger the larger races. Halflings are
rumoured to have a loose view of the finer points
of property ownership, a fact which they fervently
deny. Halflings are known for their upfront












Scale -1: Scale -1 characters have a scale
multiplier of x0.5, have 3 toughness to size,
and get a +1/0 size bonus to attack, as well
as a +1 to their Target score. For more
information about Scale, look at chapter 3:
Combat.
+1 CR (countered by the decrease in scale)
Ability Modifiers +1 Spirit, +1 Strength, +1
Endurance
Plucky: Halflings gain a +1 bonus to Will.
Survivalist: Halflings tend to survive attacks
that should have, by all logic, completely
flattened them. They get a +2 bonus to
maximum (but not minimum) toughness.
“Honest:” Halflings gain a +1 bonus the
Charisma (deceive) checks, except when
made against another Halfling.
Speed: 1.5m/s, or 4.5m/s running
Traditional Halflings: Halflings with no
Racial Background get a +1 Innate Bonus to
Athletics

DWARVES
Physical Description: Dwarves are short, stocky
humanoids with well-developed muscles and a
tendency to grow long beards. Dwarves rarely grow
more than four feet tall, but make up for their lack
of height in thick muscles and tough hide. Dwarf
females are almost identical appearing to dwarf
males (they have beards, too), leading to rumours
that there are no dwarf women.
Personality: Dwarves are generally honest and
conservative, and tend to dislike new ideas. They
have a deep hatred of goblins caused by
generations of war, and frequently attack them on
sight. Outside of their homes in the mountains and
underground, dwarves are rarely seen unarmed.
Game Statistics:


Scale 0: Scale 0 creatures operate on 1m
squares, have a scale multiplier of x1, have
13
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6 toughness to size, and have no attack
bonus or penalty from size.
Ability Modifiers: +1 Endurance, -1
Dexterity
Big for Their Size: Dwarves, while not much
taller than a Halfling or Gremlin, are very
stocky and wide for their height, which is
why they are scale 0 instead of -1. However,
they are smaller than most scale 0 races, so
armour and clothing made for them weighs
0.75 times as much for them as it does for
most scale 0 races.
Speed: 1.5m/s, or 4.5m/s running
Stocky: Dwarves can ignore one mobility
penalty.
Low-Light Vision: Dwarves count hazy
illumination as normal light, but still cannot
see in total darkness.
Gruff: Dwarves take a -1 Innate Penalty to
Charisma.
Mechanically Minded: Dwarves who put
one or more ranks in Engineering get one
free Engineering technique.
Traditional Dwarves: Dwarves with no
racial background gain proficiency with the
Axe or Blunt family for free, and one
additional Combo known at first level (as if
they had the Learn Combo technique).

ORCS
Physical Description: Orcs are massive, slow-witted,
green-skinned humanoid creatures. Their tall
bodies are covered in rippling muscles, and their
teeth are long, pointed, and fanglike. Orcs, when
standing straight, would be more than seven feet
tall, though they usually walk in a lazy slouch.











Scale 0: Scale 0 creatures operate on 1m
squares, have a scale multiplier of x1, have
6 toughness to size, and have no attack
bonus or penalty from size.
Ability Modifiers: +1 Strength, -1
Intelligence
Large: Orcs are in the upper limits of its
scale category. When determining the
creature's carrying capacity, weapon and
armour effort increments, multiply the
increments by 1.25. Armour for orcs weighs
1.25 times as much however. Orcs also get
a +1 bonus to toughness from size. Orcs
take a size penalty of -1 to Stealth.
Clumsy: Orcs take a -1/0 Penalty to ranged
weapon attacks, except for with thrown
weapons.
Gruff: Orcs get a -1 Innate Penalty to
Charisma
Speed: 2m/s, or 6m/s running
Traditional Orcs: Traditional Orcs take the
Savage racial background.

GOBLINS
Physical Description: Goblins are slightly shorter
than humans. They are quick and have a knack for
moving around completely silently. Goblins have
disproportionately large eyes for seeing in the dark.
Personality: Goblins have a tendency towards
cruelty and violence. They are fairly cowardly at
heart (though not so cowardly as Gremlin, who are
famous for it), and will generally not fight to the
death.
Game Statistics:


Personality: Orcs love violence, and they love it up
close and personal. Generally, they avoid ranged
combat – although whether they avoid it because
they are terrible shots, or whether they are terrible
shots because they avoid it is unclear. When they
do use ranged attacks, they like to find the largest,
flashiest weapon they can get their hands on.





Game Statistics:
14
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Scale 0: Scale 0 creatures operate on 1m
squares, have a scale multiplier of x1, have
6 toughness to size, and have no attack
bonus or penalty from size.
Ability Modifiers: +1 Dexterity, -1 Spirit
Low-Light Vision: Goblins count hazy
illumination as normal light, but still cannot
see in total darkness.
Stealthy: Goblins get a +1 bonus to Stealth







Natural Born Riders: Goblins get a +1 bonus
to Ride and Pilot
Speed: 2m/s, or 6m/s running
Traditional Goblins: Goblins with no racial
backgrounds can gain one additional
technique in one skill they have ranks in at
first level.

Traditional Gremlin: Gremlin with no Racial
Background get a +1 Bonus to Engineering.

GREMLIN
Physical Description: Gremlin are even smaller than
Halflings, and always seem to be moving slightly.
They never stand perfectly still. Gremlin have
remarkably good posture to maximise their
minimal height. Despite their size, they are
deceptively tough and quick.
Personality: Gremlin are clever and skilled with
machines, but due to their lack of size they are
frequently captured and enslaved by Orcs and
Goblins. This has led Gremlin, as a species, towards
a cynical and cowardly way of life.
Game Statistics:










Scale -1: Scale -1 characters have a scale
multiplier of x0.5, have 3 toughness to size,
and get a +1/0 size bonus to attack, as well
as a +1 to their Target score. For more
information about Scale, look at chapter 3:
Combat.
Ability Modifiers: +1 Intelligence, +1
Dexterity, +1 Endurance, -1 Spirit
Speed: 1.5m/s, or 4.5m/s running
Cowardly: If Gremlin have two or more
morale penalties, they increase their move
speed by +0.5m/s.
Edgy: Gremlin get a +2 Innate Bonus to
Initiative. This stacks with bonuses from
techniques like Nerves.
Go To Ground: Gremlin gain the Reflex:
Evasion technique for free, and can make 1
extra dodge defence per round at their
normal bonus.
Mechanically Minded: Gremlin who put
one or more ranks in Engineering get one
free Engineering technique.
15
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Racial Background:
URBAN

Your character’s Racial Background is an
amalgamation of the cultural and geographic area
from which he and his family came from.
Characters of different racial backgrounds but of
the same race are still of the same species.




All bonuses and penalties from racial backgrounds
are Innate bonuses and penalties, and therefore do
not stack with bonuses from race.



FOREST




Forest Background: +1 to knowledge checks
relating to forests
Camouflage: +1 to Stealth checks made in a
woodland area
Hunters: Gain proficiency with the Bow or
Firearms (as appropriate) weapon family for
free, as well as the Perception: Track
technique.

SAVAGE







Mountain Background: +1 to knowledge
checks relating to mountains
Climber: +1 to Athletics check made to
climb




DESERT



Desert Background: +1 to knowledge
checks relating to deserts and survival in
hot areas.
Heat Adaptation: Characters with a desert
background gain +2 to fortitude checks
against high temperatures and heat (but
not fire or heat damage)



Saddleborn: Nomadic characters gain a +1
bonus to Ride or Drive (whichever is more
appropriate)

DARK

TUNDRA



Training: Free weapon proficiency either in
one weapon family or one specialized
weapon even if you do not meet the
prerequisites.
Disciplined: Martial characters get one free
Discipline technique from the Teamwork or
Formation section
Gruff: Martial characters take a -1 penalty
to Charisma.

NOMADIC




Fierce: +1 to Intimidate
Uncivilized: Savage characters take a -1
penalty to Science and Humanities

MARTIAL

MOUNTAIN


Urban Background: +1 to knowledge checks
relating to cities, towns, and other
settlements
Connected: Urban characters get a +1
bonus to Contacts.
Citybound: Urban characters take a -1
penalty to knowledge checks relating to
nature and geography.

Desert Background: +1 to knowledge
checks relating to tundra and survival in
cold areas.
Cold Adaptation: Characters with a tundra
background gain +2 to fortitude checks
against cold temperatures (but not cold
damage)

16
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Darkness Adaptation: Dark characters gain
Night Vision, treating hazy light as normal
light, total darkness as hazy, and normal
light as blinding (which acts like total
darkness does for a surface creature). They
get a -3 penalty to fortitude checks against
blindness from bright light. A Dark character
can wear sunglasses or something similar to

treat normal light as hazy instead of
blinding.

ATHLETE


Character Backgrounds
All bonuses and penalties from character
backgrounds are Innate bonuses and penalties. The
starting wealth and starting gear respectively refer
to what the character has at the start of the
campaign in addition to what all characters start
with (clothes and appropriate residence – see
Starting Conditions for more information below). If
a character starts with a ranged weapon, it comes
with three full reloads (for firearms) or a quiver of
twenty arrows or bolts (for bows or crossbows,
respectively). Characters must meet all the
requirements for any free, optional techniques
(such as, “one free Weapon Proficiencies” from the
military background) from character backgrounds,
but not specifically mentioned free techniques,
such as Flat of the Blade (granted by Law
Enforcement).





Choose One:
o +1 Athletics
o +1 Fortitude
o +1 Acrobatics
Weapon Proficiency: Martial Arts Family
Starting Wealth: 50 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $5,000
Starting Conditions: Lower Class

RELIGIOUS




If the background has a separate listing for modern
starting gear and wealth, use that in a modern or
futuristic setting. If it has only one listing, use that
in both.



“Starting Conditions” refer broadly to the state of a
character’s wealth at the beginning of play. This
includes residence, on-hand clothing, and social
status. These conditions are relative to the setting,
and can be voluntarily lowered by the player (for
example, a player may wish to play a destitute, out
of work performer instead of a successful one). For
example, in a modern setting, an upper class
character might have a fancy downtown suite or a
large suburban residence and a luxury car, a middle
class character might have a small house or
apartment and a decent car, a lower class character
might have no car or an old beaten up one and a
small apartment in a bad district, and a destitute
character would have no car and probably be
homeless. In a fantasy setting, an upper class
character has a manor and possibly a title, a middle
class character has a small house, a lower class
character might have a tiny cottage, and a destitute
character would probably be homeless.





Choose One:
o Access to Humanities (Religion)
o Any one technique in Faith
Choose One:
o +1 Contacts (religious organizations
tend to be very well-connected)
o +1 Charisma
o +1 Discipline
Starting Wealth: 75 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $7,500
Starting Gear: One holy symbol and/or holy
book (if appropriate)
Starting Conditions: Middle Class

PERFORMER







Access to Humanities (Arts and Culture) or
Perform: Fame for free
Choose One:
o +1 Charisma
o +1 Perform
o +1 Acrobatics
o +1 Contacts
Starting Wealth: 75 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $7,500
Starting Gear: one musical instrument
Starting Conditions: Middle Class

DEALMAKER


Choose One:
o Access to Humanities (Business and
Economics)
17
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o Access to Humanities (Current
Events and Politics)
o Access to Humanities (Psychology)
Choose one:
o +1 Charisma
o +1 Perception
o +1 Contacts
Starting Wealth: 100 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $10,000
Starting Conditions: Upper Class



ACADEMIC





MILITARY










One free Discipline technique from the
Teamwork or Formation section
Choose One:
o Armour: Light and Medium armour
proficiency
o Any one Weapon Proficiencies
technique
o Combat Expertise: Learn Combo
o Any one technique in
Ride/Drive/Pilot
Choose One:
o +1 Ride/Drive/Pilot
o +1 Fortitude
o +1 Perception
Starting Wealth: 25 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $3,000
Starting Gear: One unmodified weapon
which you are proficient with from the
default listing, uniform (if setting
appropriate).
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Sidearm,
uniform
Starting Conditions: Lower Class













Choose One:
o Spell Repertoire: New Spells
o One technique in Arcana
o Access to Science (Alchemy)
o Access to Science (Elemental
Physics)
o Access to Humanities (History)
Choose One:
o +1 Arcana
o +1 Science
o +1 Humanities
Starting Wealth: 75 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $7,500
Starting Gear: One Complexity 1/Power 1
Scroll of your choosing
Starting Conditions: Middle Class

MECHANIC





Choose One:
o +1 to Science and access to one
branch of Science
o +1 to Humanities and access to one
branch of Humanities
Starting Wealth: 50 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $5,000
Starting Gear: Quill, inkwell, and a 100-page
blank book
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Laptop
Starting Conditions: Lower Class

MAGICAL EDUCATION

MEDICAL


Starting Conditions: Upper Class

Choose One:
o Access to Science (Biology)
o Access to Science (Chemistry)
+1 Medicine
Starting Wealth: 75 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $7,500
Starting Gear: Medical kit
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Choose One:
o +1 Engineering and access to one
branch of Engineering
o +1 Science and access to one branch
of Science
Starting Wealth: 30 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $3,000
Starting Gear: Toolkit
Starting Conditions: Lower Class

WILDERNESS








Choose One:
o +1 Perception
o +1 Stealth
o +1 Medicine
Choose One:
o Weapon Proficiencies: Bow family
o Weapon Proficiencies: Firearms
family [Modern only]
o Perception: Track
o Any one technique in Animal Backup
Starting Wealth: 10 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $1,000
Starting Gear: any bow
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Hunting
rifle or hunting shotgun
Starting Conditions: Lower Class






LAW ENFORCEMENT





DRIFTER







Choose One:
o +1 Fortitude
o +1 Stealth
o +1 Perception
o +1 Ride/Drive/Pilot
Choose One:
o Perception: Track
o Charisma: Low Profile
o Stealth: Blend In
o Access to Humanities (Geography)
o Fortitude: Immunity
Starting Wealth: 5 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $500
Starting Conditions: Destitute








+1 Contacts
Starting Wealth:1,000 mk
Starting Wealth [Modern]: $2,000,000
Starting Conditions: Upper Class



CRIMINAL


Armour: Light Armour Proficiency
Choose One:
o Weapon Skill: Flat of the Blade
o Any one Weapon Proficiencies
technique
o Access to Humanities (Law)
Choose One:
o +1 Perception
o +1 Athletics
Starting Wealth: 30 mk
o Starting Wealth: $3,500
Starting Gear: One unmodified weapon
which you are proficient with from the
default listing
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Sidearm,
club or tonfa, handcuffs
Starting Conditions: Lower Class

COVERT

WEALTHY





o +1 Stealth
o +1 Engineering
o +1 Contacts
o +1 Charisma
Engineering: Pick Lock
Starting Wealth: 15 mk
o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $2,000
Starting Gear: Lockpicks, Dagger
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Sidearm,
Lockpicks, Knife
Starting Conditions: Lower Class



Choose one:

Choose One:
o +1 Stealth
o +1 Charisma
o +1 Contacts
o +1 Perception
Choose One:
o Access to Humanities (Politics and
Current Events)
o Access to Humanities (Psychology)
o Weapon Proficiencies: Any one
technique
Starting Wealth: 75 mk
19
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o Starting Wealth [Modern]: $7,500
Starting Gear: Dagger
o Starting Gear [Modern]: Compact
pistol, Silencer
Starting Conditions: Middle Class

Chapter 2: Skills

SKILL BASICS
Gaining Skills
A character gets a certain number of skill 'ranks'
per level, which you can place in different skills.
The number of ranks you get to place are based on
your ability scores. You get a number of ranks in
dexterity-based skills every level equal to your
Dexterity score, a number of strength-based skills
every level equal to your Strength score, etc.. So,
an average human (who has 3 in every ability) gets
three dexterity based skills, three strength skills,
three endurance skills, three intelligence skills, and
three spirit skills every level. This means that
almost without exception, every character will get
15 skill ranks per level, split up amongst the
different abilities
For most skills, every rank you have in a skill boosts
your skill modifier in that skill by +1. Your skill
modifier is what you use to make skill checks  so if
you are making an Acrobatics check to jump two
metres (with a DC of 6), and you've placed two
ranks in Acrobatics (giving you a modifier of +2)
when you make your check you get a +2 bonus to
your die roll. A character with no ranks would have
to roll a 6, whereas you, with your two ranks only
need to roll a 4 (because 4 + 2 = 6, the DC).
Some skills have a ‘staggered’ skill rate. This means
that as you put ranks in, you get techniques and an
increase in the skill bonus alternately. The first rank
you put in gives you a technique, the second
increases your modifier by one, the third grants
you another technique, etc.. The end result is that
at every odd-numbered rank you can select a
technique and every even-numbered grants a +1
modifier. A staggered skill represents one in which
20

learning is either slow, or which is so chancy that a
professional (that is, a character with high ranks)
does not have as big of an advantage over a novice
compared to most skills. The majority of combatrelated skills, and skills in which opposed checks
are frequently made, are staggered.
You may not have more ranks in any one skill than
your level.
Only your base abilities determine skills per level,
not ability boosts (even from permanent racial
bonuses), drains, or temporary modifications.
Bonus Ranks at Higher Levels
At every level divisible by three (level 3, 6, 9, 12,
etc.) you gain a single extra skill rank that can be
placed in a skill of any ability. This rank is in
addition to the normal number of ranks that you
gain every level. This placement must follow the
other usual restrictions (a maximum number of
ranks equal to your level). This allows your
character to branch out into a few new skills at
higher levels that he would normally be prevented
from.
Skill Techniques
Techniques are special abilities that you learn as a
reward for training in a skill. Every rank you put in a
skill (if it is Skill Rate: Fast) or every odd-numbered
rank (if it is Skill Rate: Staggered), you permanently
receive one technique from the list. Some
techniques have requirements, which are listed in
[Italics and square brackets]. You must meet the
requirements to learn a technique. Techniques are
extremely varied in their effects, some of them are
underlined, and can be added to an attack combo.
Others are Italicised, meaning they can be added
to a spell. Some confer a special ability, others just
give you a passive bonus to something. Read the
individual descriptions for specific details. Unless
otherwise specified, a technique can only be taken
once.
Active, Opposed and Passive Checks
There are three kinds of skill checks that can be
made: active, opposed, and passive. An active
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Need Help Deciding?

check is one in which you roll a die, add your
bonus, and compare it to a fixed DC. If you meet or
beat the DC, you are successful. A passive check is
one in which someone or something else rolls a die
and adds their bonus, and your skill determines the
DC – in this case, the DC is almost always equal to 4
+ your skill modifier. Passive skill checks occur
generally when your character is not directly
acting, or does not necessarily have knowledge
about what is happening. An opposed skill check is
when two characters make active skill checks, and
the one with the higher result wins. In the event of
a tie, unless otherwise specified, both characters
reroll.

There are a bewildering array of skills listed in
this chapter, and sometimes it can be hard to
decide which to take. On the following page is a
brief description of all skills listed, but even then
some assistance might be helpful.
If you want to play a...
Fighter: Take weapon skill, weapon proficiencies,
combat expertise, armour, shield use, and
fortitude. Consider combat arts, reflex, ride, and
wrestle as well.
Wizard: Take magic skill, magic power, arcana,
and spell repertoire, unarmoured, and reflex.
Arcana in particular lets you customize how
exactly your character casts spells.

Critical Success
When the DC is higher than the character can even
manage, and if he is really lucky, he can pull off a
Critical Success. If he rolls a six on his skill check
and still fails, he can roll again using the same
bonuses, but with a +2 luck bonus. If that is still not
enough for him to succeed, then the DC is out of
his ability. Skill checks made on dice larger than a
d6 (such as with a focus skill) cannot have an
improbable success – they are already improbable
as it is.

Thief: Take stealth, reflexes, armour or
unarmoured, acrobatics, and engineering
(sabotage). Consider charisma, weapon or ranged
skill, as well as combat expertise and a weapon
proficiency or two
Cleric: Take magic skill, spell repertoire,
medicine, faith, and charisma. Consider some
combat skills or humanities as well.
Bard: Take charisma, contacts, and perform, as
well as some fighting abilities.

Focus Skill

Scientist: Take feebleness, frailty, unarmoured,
science, ingenuity, and contacts.

At character creation and again at every level
increase, a player may designate one skill as her
character's "Focus Skill." A character can only have
one focus skill at a time, so if a new one is
designated the old one becomes a normal skills.
Skill checks made with that skill roll a d8 instead of
a d6.

Doctor: Take medicine, unarmoured, science
(biology), ingenuity, and charisma.
If you have skill points left over...
Anyone can benefit from fortitude, perception,
discipline, and reflexes.
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Ability
Strength

Skill Name
Athletics
Combat Arts
Weapon Skill
Wrestle
Feebleness
Dexterity
Acrobatics
Reflex
Ranged Skill
Stealth
Timing
Endurance Shield Use
Armour
Unarmoured
Frailty
Fortitude
Ride/Drive/Pilot
Intelligence Combat
Expertise
Weapon
Proficiencies
Magic Skill
Arcana
Spell Repertoire
Perception
Science
Humanities

Spirit

Skill Rate
Staggered
Fast
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Fast
Fast
Staggered
Fast
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Fast

Used for
Running, jumping, climbing, and swimming
Various combat-related techniques for any fighting style
Melee combat and parry defence rolls
Wrestling, tripping, and throwing
Appearing harmless so as to be underestimated
Jumping and tumbling
Dodge defence rolls and initiative
Ranged combat
Avoiding being seen or heard, as well as pick-pocketing and theft
Having unnaturally good timing through luck and skill
Block defence rolls and shield bash attacks
Getting the most out of worn armour
Enhancing toughness and target without armour
Appearing frail so as to be underestimated
Resisting poison, disease, exhaustion, etc.
Riding horses and other animals, and driving and piloting all manner of vehicles
Learning new combos

Fast

Becoming proficient with new weapons. Without proficiency, you take a -1/-1
penalty to attack rolls
Casting more complicated spells, spell attack rolls
Various magic-enhancing techniques, and knowledge of magic
Learning new spells
Seeing, hearing, feeling, and smelling hidden creatures and objects
Knowledge of science-related concepts (such as physics and chemistry)
Knowledge of concepts and information in the Humanities fields (such as
history and law)
Hands-on construction, lock picking, and trap disarming
Treatment of wounds and diseases
Being extremely cunning
Casting more powerful spells
Gaining a daily pool of action points that you can spend for bonuses to die rolls
Gaining a daily pool of luck rerolls that you can spend to reroll checks
Teamwork and dealing with your own morale issues
Interrogating and terrifying your enemies
Smiting unholy creatures, casting divine magic, performing exorcisms, and
other uses
Flying into a mad rage to increase melee combat abilities and toughness
Charming, inspiring, and leading others; as well as deception and disguise
Gaining a network of NPC contacts for assistance
Gaining a trustworthy animal companion
Playing music, including powerful magical melodies
Transforming yourself into an animal temporarily

Staggered
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast
Fast

Engineering
Medicine
Ingenuity
Magic Power
Heroics
Luck
Discipline
Intimidate
Faith

Fast
Fast
Fast
Staggered
Staggered
Staggered
Fast
Staggered
Staggered

Berserk
Charisma
Contacts
Animal Backup
Perform
Shapeshift

Staggered
Staggered
Fast
Fast
Staggered
Staggered
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STRENGTH-BASED SKILLS
Athletics
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Climbing, swimming, running, and jumping
Jump Make an Athletics check. If you are making a
Long Jump, you may jump up to your check result
in squares of your scale, to a maximum of your
speed. You do this as part of a move, not as an
action in itself. For a High Jump, you jump up to
one quarter your check result in squares of your
scale. If you do not have a running start (4m of
straight movement before your jump) you take a -3
penalty.
Climb To climb, make an Athletics check. The DC is
based off of the type of wall you are trying to
climb. If you succeed, you move up the wall at a
speed of 0.25 squares per second (0.25m for
humans). For every point by which you succeed,
you can move at an additional +0.25 squares per
second, to a maximum of your normal speed. You
may not make defence rolls (such as block, dodge,
or parry) while climbing. All climb checks are at a -2
penalty if one of your hands is holding something
or otherwise incapacitated, unless you have the
Perch technique. The check only needs to be made
once per round, and in that round you can climb
for as many seconds as you’d like. You cannot run
while climbing.
Running and Chasing: Normally, moving around is
dealt with in Chapter Three: Combat. However,
when two characters have exactly the same speed,
the GM should let them run around for a few
rounds, then call for an opposed Athletics check. If
the runner wins, he escapes. If the chaser wins, he
catches up to the runner. For long overland chases
where endurance is more important than speed,
use the Fortitude skill instead.
Swim: To swim, make an Athletics check. The DC is
based off of the condition of the water you are
attempting to swim in (see the chart, below). If you
succeed, you can swim at a speed of up to 0.5
squares per second (or 0.5m for humans). For

every point by which you succeed, you can move at
an additional 0.5 squares per second, to a
maximum of your normal speed. You may not
make defence rolls while swimming. On a failed
check, you might be carried downstream by the
current. If you fail two rounds in a row, you start to
drown. See the suffocation rules in the combat
chapter for more information. You cannot run
while swimming.
Techniques:
Combo Components:








Leaping Charge: [Attack Combo -1]: This combo
component can only be included in a combo
that also includes Charge. Instead of having to
move 6 squares before your attack (as per
Charge), you must jump (or fall) the same
distance. The two combo components stack for
Combo Complexity (they each subtract 1 for a
total of -2).
Spring: [Attack combo +1] you may move up to
two seconds during your combo. This does not
add to the time it takes to use your combo, you
can just move while attacking. Attacks may be
made at any point along the move, and you can
move between attacks. You take a -1/-1 penalty
to ranged attacks while making a Spring, unless
you choose not to move.
Rush: [Attack Combo +2] [Requires Spring] You
may move at your full speed for the duration of
the combo (typically four seconds), but may not
run. Otherwise, this functions as Spring. This
may not be included in the same combo as
Spring.
Sprint Attack: [Attack Combo +4] [Requires
Rush] You may run during your combo. All
attacks are made at a -1/-1 penalty (this stacks
with the -1 /-1 penalty for ranged attacks from
Spring).

Other Techniques



Shot on the Run [Requires Spring] You can
ignore the -1/-1 penalty to ranged attacks while
making a Spring.
Nimble Climb: You may make dodge defence
rolls while climbing.
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Perch: You may climb leaving one hand free
without penalty, which can be used to (among
other things) make attacks, make Block checks,
cast spells, carry things, etc.. Normally, you take
a -2 penalty if you are using one of your hands
for other purposes.
Rapid Climb: You move at +0.5 squares of your
scale (+0.5m for humans) when climbing, to the
normal maximum of your speed.
Sprint: When your character uses the Run
action, he moves at 4x speed instead of at 3x
speed.
Fast: [Requires Sprint]. Increase your speed by
one half of a square of your scale (+0.5m for
humans).
Standing Jump: You are always treated as
having a running start when jumping.

Climb DC
0

2

3
4
5
6

8

Object to be Climbed
specifically designed to
be climbed, easily. No
check required unless
you have a penalty.
Relatively easy to climb

A surface with ledges to
hold on to and stand on
Pulling yourself up by
your hands
Surface with adequate
handholds and footholds
Uneven surface with
some handholds and
footholds
Rough surface

Overhang on a ceiling
with handholds but no
footholds
15
Perfectly flat, smooth,
vertical surface
-1 modifier Brace against
perpendicular or
opposite walls
+1 modifier Surface is wet or slippery

0

No current

2

Gentle Current

4
6

Moderate Current
Strong Current

8

Deadly Current

Combat Arts
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: If Weapon skill is for stabbing people,
Combat Arts is for stabbing people better
Techniques:


Example
A ladder

A rope with a
wall to brace
against or a
knotted rope.
Very rough
cavern wall
You’re hanging
off a cliff
An unknotted
rope, or a tree

Natural stone
wall or brick wall








10

Swim DC

Water Conditions

A swimming
pool
Lake or ocean by
the beach
A river
Water during a
storm
Rapids

A chimney or
corner
It just rained
Example
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Ambidexterity: Both of your hands are treated
as primary hands. If you have more than two
hands, you may gain this technique multiple
times. Each time, one additional hand (or handlike equivalent) becomes a primary hand. You
can use standard weapons on primary hands,
but only light weapons in off-hands.
Iron Grip: You can add 1kg times your scale
multiplier (1 for humans) to your maximum
effort for a Medium Weapon, half that to light
weapons, and double it to heavy weapons.
Quick Draw: You can draw or sheath (or pick
up) a weapon or other small object as a 0SA.
Rapid Charge: The Charge combo component
only requires 3m of movement, instead of 6,
with this technique. Similarly, Leaping Charge
only requires 3m of jump. Creatures of a
different scale must move 3 squares of their
scale.
Double Throw: You can throw two weapons
from the same hand as a single attack. If it is
your off-hand, the two weapons much both add
up to be a light weapon, and if it is your primary
hand they must add up to be a standard
weapon. The two weapons must be of the same
type – both shurikens, daggers, etc.. Make one
attack roll. If you beat the Target score by one
point or more, then you can roll two damage
dice as if you hit with two separate attacks. This
attack counts as a single attack made with a





single weapon, so does not grant an extra
attack for Dual Wield.
Dual Wield: You may use two different
weapons for extra attacks. Penalties for range
are doubled when you attack with two
weapons. Whenever you use a combo, you can
gain one additional attack. You decide how
many (if you have more attacks from other
sources) attacks are made with each weapon,
but at least one must come from each.
Remember that off-hands can only use light
weapons without Ambidexterity. The additional
attack is not modified by other combo
components (such as Massive Damage, cyclone,
lunge, precision strike, etc.)
Multi Wield: [Requires Dual Wield and either
Dexterity 4 or 6 ranks in Weapon Skill] You can
attack with a third weapon. You must have
some manner of pulling this off (i.e., using
Quick Draw (see below) and dropping one
weapon in the middle of a combo, having three
hands, or attacking once with each hand and
adding an unarmed attack). You get one
additional attack (on top of the one from dual
wielding) for a total of two extra attacks to your
combo. At least one attack must be made with
each weapon. Ranged attacks still only have
double range penalties. This technique may be
taken multiple times (the first time it's called
triple wield, the second time is called quadruple

wield, then quintuple wield, etc.) each time
adding another weapon you can make attacks
with and granting one bonus attack.
 Titan's Grip: You may wield heavy weapons in
one hand (they count as a standard weapon
when you do) but you take a -1/-1 Imbalance
penalty to all attack rolls made with the
weapon when you do so, as well as a -1
Imbalance Penalty to defence rolls (such as
parrying) made with the weapon.
 Implausible Weapon Wielder: You can use a
super heavy weapon (that is, up to double as
massive as a heavy weapon) without resting it
on anything. You take a -1/-1 Imbalance penalty
to all attack and defence rolls made with the
weapon.
Axe Combat Tree: All of the following require Axe
proficiency
 Rampage: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] If
while rolling for damage, you roll a kill (meet or
beat the target's Tougfhness) you may make
one additional attack against an enemy in reach
— your axe keeps going right through the first
enemy into the second one. This attack must be
with the same weapon and uses all the same
bonuses as the first attack. The original attack
must have been made with a weapon in the
Axe family.
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Example: Unusual Dual Wielding Combinations
Blade Combat Tree: All of the following require
Blade proficiency
 Riposte: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] on a
successful Parry defence roll, you get a single
free melee attack against the person who
attacked you. Your parry must have been done
with a weapon in the Blades family, and the
free attack must be done with that same
weapon.
 Dis-Arm: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] If
you score a "kill" on damage with a Blade on a
called shot, the hand, limb, etc. in question is
severed entirely.
 Elegance: [Requires 6 ranks in Weapon Skill,
Weapon Finesse] You may use the Weapon
Finesse technique with Standard Weapons, so
long as they are in the Blade family. Normally
you can only use it with Light weapons.
Blunt Combat Tree: All of the following require
Blunt proficiency
 Shock: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] While
using a weapon in the Blunt family, one target
per combo that you hit must make a fortitude
check (DC equals the damage you dealt) or be
stunned for two seconds.
 Rush: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] If you
deal a wound with a weapon in the Blunt
family, you may move your target one square
of your scale (not your target's) in any direction.
If your target collides with a solid object, he
takes damage as if he had fallen twice the
distance. You may only move an individual
target once in this manner per round
Spear Combat Tree: All of the following require
Spear proficiency
 Short Haft: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill]
While using a weapon in the spear family, you
may threaten and attack targets one step closer
than your weapon's typical reach. For example,
with a shortspear (Which has a reach of
Standard) you may attack enemies that are
Standard or Close. When combined with the
Lunge technique, you may attack targets that
are Close, Standard, or Long.
 Always Ready: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon
Skill] As an Interrupt 4SA, you may use a combo
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When you think about using two weapons, you're
probably picturing someone with a pistol or knife
in each hand. Those are only the most obvious
ways to do it – however, with a little creativity,
anything starts to look like a viable extra
weapon! For example, you could use:













A rifle and underslung grenade launcher
A crossbow with a bayonet
Both ends of a staff or spear
A two-handed sword and a kick
A punch and a kick
A punch from your left and right hand
A longsword and a shield bash
A shotgun, and then the butt of the same
shotgun (it counts as separate weapons when
used in this manner)
A turret mounted tank cannon and coaxial
machine gun
That same tank cannon and a kick to the face
of a ninja who snuck up behind you
A kick and an enemy you picked up using
Grab and Throw, in the Wrestle skill.
A carried and shoulder-mounted weapon in a
Mech

Also, remember that with Quick Draw you can
draw weapons in the middle of a combo, and just
because a weapon is heavy doesn't mean that it
takes both hands to carry – just to attack with. So
you could viably attack someone with a single
greatsword in both hands, let go of it with your
left, quick draw a dagger, and stab someone
behind you with it.
The attacks don't have to both be melee or both
be ranged, either – that dagger could be thrown
across the room at another attacker.
Things get even more fun with Improvised
Weapon Proficiency or Impale.
Dual Wield gives an incentive for characters to
add a little variety to their attacks, making
combats that much more interesting.
or single attack against a foe who has moved
more than 4 squares. At least one attack in the
combo must be made with a spear.

Unarmed Combat Tree: All of the following require
Martial Arts proficiency
 Living Weapon: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon
Skill, Dual Wield, Ambidexterity] You may use a
third limb as a weapon. For example, you could
attack with both arms and kick with one leg,
gaining two bonus attacks with Dual Wield.
Normally, you can only use two limbs.
 Skilled Martial Arts: Your Unarmed Attack
deals +1 damage (typically, 1d4 instead of 1d41).
 Combat Martial Arts: [Requires Skilled Martial
Arts] Your Unarmed Attack increases in damage
by one die (typically becoming d6's), and you
may deal lethal or non-lethal damage with it.
 Advanced Martial Arts: [Requires 4 ranks in
Weapon Skill, Combat Martial Arts] Your
Unarmed Attack increases in damage by an
additional die (typically becoming a d8).
 Stunning Fist: [Attack Combo +1] [Requires
Martial Arts proficiency] One target (that you
choose) who was wounded by an Unarmed
Attack in this combo must make a fortitude
check (DC equals the damage dealt by your
attack) or be Staggered for one round.
Firearms Combat Tree: All of the following require
Firearms proficiency
 Five Rounds Rapid: With this technique, you do
not increase range penalties for firing on Auto
while concentrating fire.
 Strafe: When firing an Automatic weapon,
instead of firing at a spherical area, you can fire
in a line of the same scale.

your chances of hitting the target in addition to
increasing your maximum combo complexity
Parrying: Every rank in Weapon Skill grants you one
parry defence roll per round. See Defence Rolls in
the Combat chapter for more information
To parry, you need a weapon with which you are
proficient. If you are proficient with unarmed
combat, you need a hand free. Natural weapons do
allow you to parry.
Without special training, you cannot Parry a ranged
attack (such as a bullet, arrow, or ranged spell).
Without special weapons, you can’t generally parry
energy-based attacks (such as many spells, fire
breath, plasma and laser guns, and beam swords)
Parry cannot be used against area attacks. As Parry
is based on a Dexterity-based skill, mobility
penalties apply.
Techniques:
Combo Components:






Weapon Skill
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Whenever you make an attack roll in melee,
you use your weapon skill modifier. Your weapon
skill bonus is similarly added to the DC to parry
attacks made with your melee attacks. So, with a
+2 Weapon Skill bonus, you get +2 to melee attack
rolls and your attacks have a DC of 6 to defend
against. A higher weapon skill modifier increases



Brace: [Attack Combo -1] This combo can only
be used in melee against targets who moved
more than 4 squares of your scale this turn,
such as if the enemy is charging you.
Cyclone: [Attack combo +4] You may make one
melee attack against every enemy in reach. All
attacks must be made at the same time – you
cannot move during your combo to attack
everyone standing in a line, for example. The
combined number of attacks made as a result
of Cyclone may not exceed your ranks in
Weapon Skill (minimum 2).
Mad Cyclone: [Requires Cyclone] [Attack
Combo +8] Similar to Cyclone, you may make
an attack against everyone in reach. However,
you may do so while moving (such as with
Spring or while riding on a moving mount) to
attack everyone you pass. The combined
number of attacks may not exceed double your
ranks in Weapon Skill.
Extra Attack [Attack combo +2]: You gain one
additional attack in your combo. You may add
this component multiple times, each time
making another attack.
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Flat of the Blade: [Attack Combo + 0]: You deal
nonlethal damage with melee weapons in this
combo without suffering the usual penalty. You
may not do lethal damage with any attacks in
this combo.
Impale: [Attack Combo +1] If you succeed on a
melee attack that deals a wound in this combo,
you leave your weapon stabbing in the enemy.
The attack must be made with a slashing or
piercing weapon (or another weapon with GM
permission). The target takes an additional
wound that cannot be healed without first
removing the weapon, which takes as much
time as it would to draw the same weapon.
Knockback: [Attack combo +2] Once in this
combo, you may send an opponent which you
hit with an attack flying backwards. You may
move your target one square of your scale (not
your target's) in any direction. If your target
collides with a solid object, he takes damage as
if he had fallen twice the distance. You may
only move an individual target once in this
manner per round. You can add this component
multiple times to the same combo, each time
knocking another creature that you hit
backwards.
Lunge [Attack combo +1]: you increase your
reach by one step for the purposes of this
combo (Close to Standard to Long to Long 2,
etc.) This increase in reach is variable – that is,
you can still attack enemies that are in the
unmodified reach area.
Mighty Strike: [Attack Combo +1 or more] All
melee attacks made as a part of this combo
deal one higher die of damage (d4 becomes d6,
then d8, then d10, then d12). Attacks that
already do d12 damage deal +1 damage. You
may add this component multiple times, and its
effects stack. Each time you add it, however, it
costs one more combo complexity point than
the last time. So the first damage increase is
combo complexity +1, two is complexity +3,
three is +6, etc.
Opportunist: [Requires Nick] [Attack Combo +5]
Combos with the Opportunist component may

be used with the Nick technique to attack in
one second.
 Precision Strike: [Attack combo +1] For the
purposes of attacks in this combo, reduce the
target bonus for called shots to one specific
area by 1 point. For example, one could add
Precision strike (Head) and reduce the +3 target
bonus to heads to only +2. This component may
be included multiple times, each time selecting
a different specific area.
Dirty Fighter Combat Tree: All of the following
techniques require the Extra Attack technique and
proficiency with a unarmed attacks.
 Punch: [Requires 2 ranks in Weapon Skill]
[Attack Combo +2]: For all purposes, this is
treated as an Attack or Extra Attack
component, except that it must be made
unarmed. If the punch hits, one other attack
you made this combo may be rerolled. You
must use the second result. If you have no
hands, or your hands or arms are otherwise
disabled (such as through a called shot) then
Punch has no effect. This component may be
added multiple times to the same combo, each
time making another Punch. Make sure you
designate which die is making the Punch (using
a separate colour is a good idea) so you know
for sure which one hit. If you have a claw,
smash, or similar natural attack; or are wearing
gauntlets or using a punch dagger, Punch made
me used with that weapon.
 Kick: [Requires 4 ranks in Weapon Skill] [Attack
Combo +2] For all purposes, this is treated as an
Attack or Extra attack component, except that
it must be made unarmed. If you have no feet,
or your feet or legs are otherwise disabled
(such as through a called shot) then Kick has no
effect. If the Kick hits, you may reroll one
damage die you make this combo. This
component may be added multiple times to the
same combo, each time making another Kick.
Make sure you designate which die is making
the Kick attack.
 Head-to-head Combat: [Requires 4 ranks in
Weapon Skill] [Attack Combo +2] For all
purposes, this is treated as an Attack or Extra
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attack component, except that it must be made
unarmed. You try to hit your target with a
headbutt. You get a -1/-1 penalty to this attack
unless it is made as part of a Charge or while
wrestling the enemy. If you hit, the target must
make a fortitude check (DC = Damage dealt,
even if you didn’t wound the target) or be
Stunned for one second. If you haven’t got a
head (and are somehow still alive) you can’t use
Head-to-head combat. If you have horns or
some other headbutt natural attack, you can
use that attack in place of an unarmed one.
Street Fighter Component Tree: All of the following
techniques require proficiency with unarmed
attacks.
 Blind: [Attack Combo +1] To use this
component, you must have a loose cloth item
in your hand (or available to grab with Quick
Draw or similar). Such an item could be a cape
or cloak (even one worn), a scarf, a napkin, a
handkerchief, a flag, etc.. You toss or fling the
item in the enemy's face (either in ranged or
melee - if ranged, treat is as a thrown weapon
with a range increment of one square). If you
succeed your attack, the target is blind against
anything else you do in this combo (you are
effectively invisible). You may add multiple
Blind components to the same combo, but
multiple successes on a single target do not
increase the penalty.
 Face Slap: [Attack Combo +1] You slap your
opponent upside the head, briefly disorienting
him. Make an unarmed attack as a called shot
to the target's head. This attack deals no
damage, instead, a successful hit imposes a -1
penalty to any defence rolls made against other
attacks in this combo. Multiple penalties from
multiple Face Slaps do not stack. This combo
component can be added multiple times to the
same combo, each time making another Face
Slap attempt at the same or a different enemy.
Targets can defend against a Face Slap as if it
were a normal attack.
 Kneecap: [Attack Combo +2] Make an unarmed
called shot to your target's leg. If you succeed,





make a damage roll opposed by your target's
fortitude check. If you beat the check, the
target is not wounded, but instead falls to a
crouching position and is stunned for 1d6
seconds. Multiple Kneecap components can be
added to the same combo, but only the first
successful kneecap has any effect on any one
creature.
Throat Jab: [Attack Combo +1] You jab your
opponent in the throat with your hand, giving
him trouble breathing and, more importantly,
preventing him from speaking. Make an
unarmed attack roll as a called shot to the
target's neck (a Critical Area), but do not roll for
damage. Instead, if your attack hits, your target
cannot speak until the beginning of your next
turn. This includes calling for help and casting
spells with Verbal components, among other
things. This combo component may be added
multiple times to the same combo, each time
making another attempt against the same or a
different enemy. Multiple Throat Jabs against
the same enemy do not increase the effect.
Targets can defend against a Throat Jab as if it
were a regular attack.
Wind: [Attack Combo +1] You hit your target in
the stomach, forcing the air out of his lungs.
Make an unarmed attack against your target,
but do not roll for damage. If you succeed, your
target must make a fortitude check (DC=4+your
weapon skill modifier). Failure means he is
Staggered on his next turn, and he can't
breathe or speak until he is no longer
Staggered. Further, if he was holding his breath,
he loses the air he had. This is useful if you plan
on strangling him or throwing him into a lake
immediately afterwards. Multiple Wind
components can be added to the same combo,
each time allowing you to try again against the
same enemy or another.

Other Techniques:



Lightning Parry: [Requires 10 ranks in Weapon
Skill] You may parry ranged attacks.
Controlled Fighting: If you are using a light
weapon (other than unarmed attacks,
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gauntlets, or similar) and one hand is free, you
get one additional parry per round.
Nick: You can make a single attack in one
second. You cannot use this technique if you
make any other attacks in your turn. If you have
a combo that includes Opportunist, you can use
that combo as your Nick attack.
Slice: Once per round, after making a successful
parry you may make a free attack against the
weapon you just parried. The attack must be
made with the weapon you used to make the
parry.
Weapon Finesse: You may add your dexterity
to damage instead of your strength with Light
weapons, or those with the "Finesse" special.
However, you apply mobility penalties to your
attack bonus when you do so.

the target ingests whatever food/poison/potion or
similar is in your hand.
Techniques:
Combo Components:




Wrestle
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Wrestling enemies, throwing them, disarming
them, etc.
Size Modifier: Add your scale to your wrestle
modifier
Strength Modifier: For every three points of
strength you have over 3, you add +1 to your
wrestle modifier. So, you get +1 at strength 6, +2 at
strength 9, etc..
Hold: Make an opposed Wrestle Check against an
enemy in reach as a 4SA. If you succeed, you
prevent the target from moving, casting spells
which require a free hand, or attacking until your
next turn. This requires at least one free hand,
which is used to hold the creature. You can carry a
held character and move with him, but (probably)
the added weight will slow you down. See the
Encumbrance rules for more information. Held
characters can't make block or parry defence rolls,
but can dodge with a -1 penalty. Less common
defence rolls can be made or not made with GM
discretion, unless otherwise specified.



Force Feed: As a 2SA, you can make an opposed
Wrestle check against a Held foe. If you succeed,
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Grab: [Attack Combo +1] You can try to use
Hold on someone as a part of this combo. You
may add this component multiple times, each
time making another Hold attempt. Normally,
grabbing a target takes a 4SA.
Throw [Attack Combo +1, Requires Grab]: You
can toss a held opponent. You can throw the
character one square of your scale per point of
Strength you have. So, a human with strength 4
can throw someone up to 4m away. If they
collide with a hard surface (such as a wall or
another person), they take 1d6 + your strength
score in bludgeoning damage. If the surface is
particularly hazardous, the GM may add
circumstantial damage using the falling damage
chart as a guideline. If you throw them off an
edge or something similar, they may take falling
damage as well. You can try to throw an enemy
at another one. Thrown targets land prone
unless they succeed on a DC 8 acrobatics check.
You may add the Throw component multiple
times, each time throwing an additional Held
creature. Targets that are thrown are obviously
no longer considered held by you. If you throw
your target through another character’s
occupied space, they might collide. Both
characters can make a defence roll (generally
speaking, parry and block would be impossible
in this situation) with a DC equal to 4 + your
Wrestle modifier. Both characters take 1d4 +
your strength score of damage in the event of a
collision.
Curbstomp: [Attack Combo +2, Requires Grab]
You can try to bash a Held opponent into the
floor (if he is prone) or a wall or enemy (or
similar object or creature) within your natural
reach (if there is one). If you try to bash him
against an inanimate immobile object, you do
not need to make an attack roll – so it is
strongly recommended that you use a called
shot to the head. The target takes 1d6 + your





Special Throw Options:

strength in bludgeoning damage. If you try to
bash him into a creature, you must make a
normal melee attack roll against the second
creature as if attacking with a heavy weapon. If
you hit , both creatures take 1d6 + your
strength score. The creature remains Held after
you use this, so you may follow it up with a
throw or another use of this component. You
may add this component multiple times to a
combo, each time against the same or different
Held creature.
Trip [Attack Combo +1] Adds a Trip attempt to
the combo. Make an opposed Wrestle check
against one target in reach. If you succeed, they
are knocked prone. Adding multiple Trips to a
combo results in multiple Trip attempts. Trip
has a default range of Close, but you may use a
weapon's reach if that weapon has the Trip
Special. If you successfully trip a rider, he is
instead unhorsed.
Disarm [Attack Combo +1] Adds a Disarm
attempt to the combo. Make an opposed
wrestle check with a target in reach. Success
means the target drops their weapon. If you
have a free hand, you can instead grab the
weapon. Some weapons allow you to make
Disarm attempts with them, in this case use the
weapon’s reach and your Weapon Skill or
Wrestle modifier, whichever is higher. This
component may be added multiple times to the
combo, each time allowing you to make
another Disarm attempt. The defender can use
his Wrestle modifier or his Weapon Skill
modifier, whichever is higher.

For whatever reason, one thing that varies widely
between different moods and atmospheres in
movies, TV shows, and novels is how effective it
is to throw someone across a room. As such, here
are some optional rules for differing takes on
throws in the Semiautomagic game:
Less Lethal Throws: For more realistic games,
throws can be easily de-powered as follows:
simply subtract a point of damage for each
square the character was thrown before colliding
with an obstacle.
More Lethal Throws: Throwing can be a problem
because it’s damage isn’t based off of weapons
or technology, so in a futuristic campaign, a
throw is useless against a heavily armoured
opponent. This can be remedied either by using
the More Detailed Armour special rule found in
Appendix C, or by increasing the damage die to a
d8 or even d10.
More Realistic Throws: Realistically, unless a
person has super strength (which is hardly
realistic to begin with) a human can’t throw a
human very far at all. So, you can try decreasing
the range to a single square.
These optional throw variants are a visible way to
change the tone of your campaign from a more
cinematic feel to a gritty, realistic one.

Passive Techniques:



Pin: Held targets take a -1 penalty to all skill
checks
Suffocate: You can prevent anyone you are
Holding from breathing or speaking (including
casting spells with a vocal component or calling
for help).

Active Techniques:


Curse You Treacherous Dagger: If you succeed
in an opposed wrestle check against a target in






reach, you may use a weapon he is holding as
you were wielding it. You make this check as
part of an attack, it does not take any extra
time. The enemy must be within your natural
reach (typically Close)
Foothold: [Requires Pin] If you are standing up
and your target is prone, you can use Hold
against them using only your feet, leaving both
of your hands free.
Hostile Cover: You may use anyone Held as
Heavy Cover against ranged attacks. See Cover
in Chapter 3: Combat for more information.
One Inch Punch: You may make unarmed
attacks while Held, but you must succeed on an
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opposed Wrestle check made as part of the
attack.
Bloody Wrestler: [Requires One Inch Punch]
You may use light weapons while Held, but you
must succeed on an opposed Wrestle check
made as part of the attack.

Scale from your Scrawny check, but add +3 to
make up for that. If you succeed, you are
treated as having +1 Target against attacks
made by them. This is because they are not
really trying to hit you as much as they could,
because you appear so unthreatening.
Creatures immune to Morale effects are
immune to Scrawny.
If your target sees you do anything that causes
a Wound or morale penalty or Kill anything, the
target is immune to your use of Scrawny until
your bonus increases, or they somehow forget.
If you are visibly armed, you take a penalty
based on the heaviest weapon. The penalty is 1 for a light weapon, -2 for a standard weapon,
and -3 for a heavy weapon. If you are carrying a
superheavy weapon, the target is immune to
Scrawny.

Feebleness
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: You are a particularly scrawny individual. This
has no penalty other than the fact that if you put
ranks in this, you probably didn’t put them in, say,
Combat Arts or Weapon Skill. On the plus side,
your enemies don’t register you as a threat and
may not take you seriously enough to really try and
hurt you.
Techniques:











Mass Scrawny: [Requires Scrawny] When you
use Scrawny, it affects all who can see you.
Make one Feebleness check and apply it to the
Will of anyone who can see you.
Pitiful Flinch: [Requires Scrawny]: You can use
Scrawny as a 1 second Interrupt Action.
Wiry: [Requires Scrawny, Strength of 3+] You
decrease the penalty from your Strength score
to Scrawny checks by one point. You may take
this multiple times, and its effects stack, but
never reduce the penalty to lower than -2.
Extra Scrawny: [Requires Scrawny, 2 ranks in
Feebleness] If you succeed in a Scrawny check,
you add an additional +1 Target to your target
score. You may take this multiple times, to a
maximum of one-half of your Feebleness
bonus. Its effects stack.
Size Down: When other creatures use the Size
Up technique against you, you subtract your
ranks in this skill from the CR they think you
have. See the Perception skill for more about
Size Up.
Scrawny: You can make a special Feebleness
skill check as a 1 second action against one
target who can see you. The DC is equal to their
Will. You subtract your Strength and triple your

DEXTERITY-BASED SKILLS
Acrobatics
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: The Acrobatics skill can be used maintain
your balance, and reduce falling damage.
Balance: Whenever you have to walk across a
narrow surface, or try to maintain your footing on
slippery or shifting terrain, you make an acrobatics
check. When balancing, you move at half speed.
You must make a balance check every round. If you
remain stationary, you get +3 to the check.
DC
0
4
6
8
10
12
+1

Terrain
Flat, stable ground
An area narrower than 10 cm
Area narrower than 5 cm, or a rope. Shifting
terrain.
Balancing on a swaying rope

Area is wet

Techniques:
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Rapid Stand: With this technique, standing up
from prone takes two seconds less (down to a
2SA from a 4SA).
Safe Landing: You take 2 points less damage
from falling
Acrobatic Jump: You may use your Acrobatics
modifier instead of your Athletics modifier
when making jumps. However, mobility
penalties apply.
Wall Kick: [Requires Acrobatic Jump] If you
finish your jump next to a wall or other sturdy
vertical surface, you can immediately make
another jump from that wall. You do not count
as having a running start. The DC for the second
jump is that same as a regular jump would be,
but +1 higher.
Multi Wall Kick: [Requires Wall Kick, Acrobatic
Jump] You may make multiple Wall Kicks, so
long as you finish your jump next to a wall each
time. The DC increases by a cumulative +1 per
jump, however.
Combat Wall Kick: [Requires Wall Kick,
Athletics: Leaping Charge] Normally, using the
Leaping Charge technique requires 4 squares of
jumping or falling in a single bound. With
Combat Wall Kick, add up the total distance of
all of your jumps or falls you made since last
touching the ground when using Leaping
Charge.
Skydive: [Requires Tuck and Roll] With this
technique, you can attempt to slow your
descent and even control it to a limited extent.
Once per round while falling, you can make a
DC 8 Acrobatics check as an Interrupt 0SA. If
you succeed, you slow your descent to 40m/s
for that round. Further, you can attempt to
glide horizontally. If you succeeded on your
skydive check, you can move horizontally at a
speed of 1m/s of movement. This takes a move
action as if you were moving normally.
Tuck and Roll: [Requires Safe Landing] Upon
landing, you can try to roll to take less damage.
Make an acrobatics check with DC 4. If you
succeed, you take one point less damage. For
every three points with which you beat the DC,
you take an additional one point less damage.



As part of the roll, you move one square in any
direction after landing. If you are landing in
liquid instead of on a solid object, you make a
dive instead. This functions the same way,
except you don't move into an adjacent square.
Steady Footing: You may treat up to two
squares of difficult terrain as ordinary terrain
per round.

Reflex
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses:
Initiative: Your Reflex bonus is added to your
Dexterity when you make an Initiative check to
determine the order that characters take their
turns in at the beginning of combat. Further, there
are a number of techniques (Nerves, Jittery Nerves,
and Iron Nerves) that increase your odds of going
first.
Dodging: The Reflex skill is used to make dodge
defence rolls. Every rank in Reflex grants you a
dodge defence roll per turn. Mobility penalties
apply to dodges, as they are dexterity-based. A
dodge against a damaging area attack reduces
damage by 3 points instead of ignoring it
altogether, and non-damaging effects cannot be
dodged at all without special GM permission.
Catch Yourself: If you fall off a ledge, are falling by
a branch or ledge, etc. you can make a Reflex check
with DC 4 to try to catch the ledge and not fall. This
counts as one dodge attempt per round, and can
be done on anyone’s turn. You can then make an
Athletics check to pull yourself up (a 4SA).
Catch Something: To catch an object that you’ve
dropped (such as by being disarmed) you require a
free hand. Make a Reflex check against DC 6. This
counts as one of your dodge attempts per round,
but does not otherwise take any time. This can be
done on anyone’s turn. To catch something that
has been thrown, it must pass through an area in
your reach. Make a Reflex check against DC 6 to
catch it, as above (counting as a dodge attempt)
unless the thrower is deliberately trying to make it
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difficult to catch. If so, the Reflex DC is equal to the
Defence DC of the thrown object (typically 4+the
thrower’s Ranged Skill bonus).

intervening obstacles, etc. The new target may
defend normally.
Initiative Techniques:

Techniques:



Dodge Techniques:








Evasion: You may make dodge rolls against area
attacks and non-damaging effects completely.
Normally, a dodge against a damaging area
attack reduces damage by 3 points, and nondamaging effects cannot be dodged at all
without special GM permission.
Harm's Way: You may make a dodge check in
place of an adjacent creature. If you succeed,
you are hit by the attack in the creature's place.
You can use this ability after the creature has
tried (and presumably failed) to defend. This
uses one of your dodge defences per round.
Thrown Into Danger: [Requires Harm’s Way]
Before using Harm’s Way, you can spend 2 of
your round’s allotment of dodge attempts to
make one second of movement as a one
second Interrupt Action. This move must be
used to move towards a target that you are
using Harm’s Way to defend.
Efficient Dodger: [Requires 5 ranks in Reflex]
Once per round, when you make a successful
dodge, you can choose to redirect the attack to
a creature adjacent to you. The attacker makes
an attack roll using identical modifiers,
weapons, abilities, etc. as the original attack.
The new target must be a valid target for the
original attacker – in reach or range, no





Nerves: Increase the die size by one for
initiative checks. Typically this means you roll a
d8 (unless Reflex is your focus skill, in which
case you roll a d10)
Jittery Nerves: [Requires Nerves, three ranks in
Reflex] Increase the die size by one for initiative
checks. Typically this means you roll a d10
(unless Reflex is your focus skill, in which case
you roll a d12)
Iron Nerves: [Requires Jittery Nerves, six ranks
in Reflex]: Increase the die size by one for
initiative checks. Typically this means you roll a
d12. If you already were using a d12 for
initiative, you instead gain a +2 bonus to
initiative checks.

Ranged Skill
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Attacking with a ranged weapon,
determining the complexity of attack combos. You
use your Ranged Skill bonus when making ranged
weapon attack rolls, and it is added to the DC to
defend against your ranged attacks.
Techniques:
Combo Components:


Double Tap: [Attack Combo +1] If you are firing
a semiautomatic weapon with a combo
including this component, all attacks count as

Example: Multi-Weapon Combat
This example will illustrate how dual wield, multi wield, and double throw interact with each other.
Colonel Mauve the walking arsenal finds himself surrounded by five knife-wielding ninjas. Fortunately, he's
prepared. On his turn, he uses his combo "Storm," which consists of four attacks. Mauve draws a pair of knives
using Quick Draw in his right hand and throws them both at ninja #1 (his first attack, using Double Throw).
Mauve uses his second attack to throw his last knife at ninja #2 (granting him an extra attack from dual wield).
Mauve still has two normal attacks remaining, but is now out of weapons… except the ones his mother gave him.
He punches ninja #3 in the face twice (his second and third normal attacks, granting him a second extra attack
from Triple Wield) and uses his fourth attack to punch ninja #4. He still has two extra attacks, which he uses to
clobber ninja #5 with his fists.
In total, Colonel mauve made six attacks:
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One with a pair of knives using double throw
One with a third knife, granting an extra attack
(from double wield)
© 2010
Two punches, granting another extra attack (from triple wield)
Two extra punches from the extra attacks earned using double and triple wield.











Burst even if the weapon does not normally
have a Burst rate of fire. This includes
increasing the recoil, range penalties, etc. Every
attack uses two bullets, not three (as is normal
for Burst).
Far Shot [Attack Combo: +1]: double the range
increment of ranged weapons used in the
combo.
Improbable Aim: [Attack Combo +1] You can
aim at a target as part of attacking with this
combo.
Shoot From the Hip: [Attack combo -1]: All skill
checks made as a part of this combo take a -1/1 penalty. You may apply this as many times to
a combo as you have ranks in Ranged Skill, its
effects stack.
Unorthodox Reload: [Attack Combo +1]
[Requires Rapid Reload] You may reload once
during this combo, so long as you could
normally do it in one second or less. You may
add this component multiple times, each time
reloading once more.
On the Exhale: [Attack Combo +X] You get a
+1/+0 Precision bonus to attacks made in this
combo. On the Exhale adds 2 complexity points
per attack (including extra attack, trips,
punches, kicks, etc.) in the combo.
Covering Fire: [Attack Combo +2] When you
attack an enemy with a combo with this
technique and beat their Target score (whether
they successfully defend or not) make a
Damage roll against the target’s Will. If you
succeed, the target gets -1/-1 to all attacks for
the next six seconds. The target never gets
Morale Penalties from this combo component.
The target gets a temporary +4 bonus to Will
against this combo component if he thinks
(correctly or incorrectly) that your attacks
couldn’t actually hurt him. Any bonuses the
target has against fear apply to his Will, and if
the target is immune to fear this component
has no effect. This combo component can
effect multiple targets (if you make several
attacks or an attack with an area of effect, for
example) but can only affect any one target
once per round

Other Techniques:










Deadly Aim: You may spend 6 seconds aiming
(instead of the usual 1 second) to get a +1/+1
bonus on your next ranged attack roll. This is in
addition to the benefits you normally get from
aiming (reduce range penalties by 1 point).
Cold Sniper: [Requires Deadly Aim, Steady Aim]
You can use Deadly Aim with only 3 seconds of
aiming instead of 6.
Indirect Fire: you may fire low-powered
projectiles (including bows, thrown weapons,
catapults, grenade launchers, and artillery) in
an arc half as high as it is long. Without Line of
Sight, you need to guess the location of your
target and suffer penalties as if Blind. By doing
this, you can ignore fairly low obstacles. If you
know where your target is by other means, you
obviously don't have to guess their location.
Steady Aim: If you aimed before your attack,
you can ignore 1 point of cover bonus to your
target's Target score.
Rapid Reload: With this technique, reloading
most weapons takes one second less. Weapons
that take more than twelve seconds to reload
instead take six seconds less. If this would
decrease the time it takes to reload a weapon
to below one second, it becomes a 0SA.
Lightning Reload: [Requires Rapid Reload] With
this technique, reloading most weapons takes
two seconds less. Weapons that take 12
seconds to reload take 6 seconds less, and
weapons that take 18 or more seconds to
reload take two rounds less. This replaces the
benefit from Rapid Reload. If this would
decrease the time it takes to reload a weapon
to below one second, it becomes a 0SA.

Stealth
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Sneaking, Sneak attacking
Size Modifier: subtract your scale from your stealth
modifier
Sneak: You may move stealthily up to half your
speed. Make a Stealth check every round. You are
35
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undetected so long as your Stealth Check beats
observers' passive Perception DC. The observer
takes standard penalties for distance. As long as
someone has not detected you, they are flatfooted to your attacks. If you attack from hiding,
your stealth check gets a -6 penalty until your next
turn.
Pick Pocket: as a 4SA, you can attempt to snatch an
item from a flat-footed target. Make a Stealth
check opposed a perception check made by your
target. If you succeed (meet or beat his roll), he
didn't notice you swipe the object. If the object is
larger than can be conveniently hidden in your
palm, you get -1 or more on the check. If your
target notices you trying to rob him, you can make
an opposed Wrestle check to steal it anyways.
Off-Screen Thievery: A character with Stealth can
use his skill to steal money from the surroundings.
Make a stealth check. You can generally get your
result squared in silver marks for every day out
robbing in a town of average wealth, per hour in a
wealthy area, or per minute in an extremely
wealthy area (like a palace). The GM secretly sets a
DC from 2 (barely defended) to 4 (average defence)
to 6 (well defended) to 8 or higher (paranoid
security). A result lower than the DC results in the
character not making any money. The point of offscreen thieving is to not derail the campaign with
one character's hijinks, while still being able to use
his skill. For attempting to steal a particular item,
don't use off-screen thieving. Instead, this qualifies
more as an adventure in and of itself.













Techniques:





Sneak Attack: [Attack Combo -1] This combo
only functions when you attack a flat-footed or
flanked foe. For every three ranks you have,
Sneak Attack subtracts an additional 1 combo
point (1 at 1-2 ranks, 2 at 3-5, 3 at 6-8, etc.
Rapid Sneak: You may move up to 3/4 your
speed while Sneaking. Normally you have to
move at half your speed.
Sniper: When attacking while hidden, you only
take a -3 penalty to stealth.
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Improved Sniper: [Requires Sniper] Further
reduce the penalty for making attack rolls while
hiding by 1 point. You may take this technique
up to three times, its effects stack. The penalty,
obviously, cannot be ‘reduced’ to above zero (it
never becomes a bonus).
Quick Pocket: You can make Pick Pocket checks
in 2 seconds instead of 4.
Concealed Faith: Supernatural Add your Stealth
modifier to the DC to detect you with Holy
Sight.
Concealed Casting: Supernatural Add your
Stealth modifier to the DC to detect you, or any
spell you cast, with Magic Sight.
Subconscious Stealth: [Requires Blend In, A
True Ninja, Hide in Plain Sight] You only take a 1 penalty while using Hide in Plain Sight.
A True Ninja: If you desire, you can always
considered to be "taking 0" on Stealth checks.
This means that, when you are just going about
your daily business, in order to be seen or
heard someone must beat 0+ your Stealth
modifier with a perception check. You suffer no
movement penalties. You may, of course,
choose not to be sneaking at any time, but it is
assumed that you are if you do not specify. You
may still only hide if you have cover or
concealment, as per usual.
Backstab: [Requires Sneak Attack] If you hit
flanked foe with a light weapon, you deal +2
damage.
Superhero Exit: [Requires Hide in Plain Sight]
observers do not automatically succeed on
their observe check if they are directly looking
at you, so long as they are flat-footed. (this is
commonly combined with a distraction to slink
away)
Blend In: You may make stealth checks in
crowds of people as if you had cover or
concealment. Your check automatically fails if
you are strikingly different from those you are
trying to blend in with.
Hide in Plain Sight: You may hide even without
cover or concealment, but at a -3 penalty to
sight-based stealth. Also, if you try to hide while
already under direct observation, the observer










automatically succeeds on his Perception
check.
Sneaky Run: You may move your full speed, but
take a -2 penalty to Stealth until your next turn.
Catch by Surprise: [Requires Quick Draw] if you
quick-draw a concealed weapon, you catch
your opponent flat-footed for the purposes of
any attacks or combos made with that weapon
the round you drew it.
Distant Distract: [Requires Distract, Distract
All]. You may distract any opponents who can
see or hear you.
Distract All: [Requires Distract]. When you use
Distract, you may instead distract all enemies
within 10m.
Distract: Make a Stealth check as a 4SA against
the passive perception DC of one target within
10m. If you succeed, he is flat-footed until the
start of your next turn. Every time you use
Distract on someone, they get a cumulative +3
bonus against your next Distract attempt. This
bonus decreases by one point every 24 hours.
Go To Ground: Whenever you have a bonus to
your Target from cover, that bonus increases by
+1.

allow, but some common examples are listed
below.
Crowd Navigation: This use of Timing is fairly
mundane, but can also be extremely useful.
Normally, moving through crowds of people limits
characters’ speeds to 1m/s or lower. The character
can make a Timing check to move at higher speeds
through crowds. If desired, the character can also
make optimum use of the surrounding crowd
members as cover. Simply make one check per
round and consult the chart for the results.
Obviously, a character can’t move faster through a
crowd than he can move in open terrain – the
maximum movement speed may still be higher
than the character’s normal move speed, so the
character simply moves at his normal speed.
Check
Result
5 or
lower
6

8

Timing
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: A character with the Timing skill has, as the
name implies, excellent timing – whether
deliberately or simply through chance. At very low
levels, the Timing skill could be used to, say, calmly
walk through a crowd without bumping into
anyone, arrive at a bus stop precisely as a bus
arrives, or hit an unusual amount of green lights. At
higher levels, a character could run through a
crowded area or drive through heavy traffic at high
speed, run through a corridor of swinging
pendulum traps, or jump off a bridge – and land on
a passing garbage barge. This skill relies heavily on
GM and player co-operation. Timing, like the
Ingenuity skill, has no techniques. Instead, it has
deliberately broad application if it’s basic uses. This
skill has as many uses as the player’s creativity will

10
12
14+

Sparse Crowd

Dense Crowd

normal speed,
no running, no
cover
Run at 2x
speed, light
cover
Run at 3x
speed, light
cover
Any speed,
medium cover
Any speed,
heavy cover
Any speed,
heavy cover

1/4 speed, no running,
medium cover
1/2 speed, no running,
medium cover
normal speed, no running,
medium cover
Run at 2x speed, heavy
cover
Run at 3x speed, heavy
cover
Any speed, heavy cover

Serendipity: This broad use of Timing means that a
character uses a combination of good timing and
simply being lucky to great effect. He describes
what he wants to have happen (such as a garbage
barge appear underneath a bridge he wants to
jump off of) and the GM sets a DC based on how
likely that is.
DC
4

Plausibility
Fairly Likely

6

Unlikely

Example
Arriving at a parking lot just
as someone is pulling out
Looking over a bridge and
seeing a passing truck to
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8

10

Very Unlikely

Extremely
Unlikely

12
14
16

18
20+

jump onto; a bus arriving
within 1 minute of arriving
at the bus stop, hitting a
green traffic light if desired;
saved from an awkward
moment by a phone call;
running out of gas near a
station
A bus arriving at precisely
the instant you arrive at a
stop; hitting only green
traffic lights while driving;
seeing a convenient grain or
garbage barge passing
underneath the bridge to
land on
Transit security searching
for bus tickets when you
have one and your pursuers
don’t.

another manner. However, if he was pressed for
time and jumped off the bridge before checking for
a boat, he’d make the same check (DC 8). If he
failed, he’d hit the water and might drown
(Acrobatics check to minimize falling damage,
Athletics to swim). Even on a success, he would
need to make an Acrobatics check to minimize
falling damage upon hitting the barge, and maybe
an Athletics or Acrobatics check to even land on it
at all.
Limitations: Timing can never be used as a
substitute for another skill. So, a character can’t
use Timing to run through a hail of bullets –
instead, he’d have to make defence rolls such as
Reflex checks to dodge the attacks. Similarly,
Timing shouldn’t be used offensively (e.g.,
“lightning strikes the person shooting at me!”) or
overused.
ENDURANCE-BASED SKILLS

Driving at top speed
through a crowded street
without risking a collision
Nearly
Impossible
Theoretically
Possible

Walking through a storm
without being rained on

Other possible uses could include running across a
prison yard without being tagged by a searchlight,
escaping from a prison cell while the guards are on
patrol elsewhere or are changing shifts,
Consequences of Failure: Characters cannot retry
Timing checks, but the consequences of failure can
vary. Generally speaking, failing a timing check
doesn’t mean that something bad happens, just
that nothing surprisingly good happens. So, a
character could fail his check to have a bus appear
conveniently. This doesn’t mean that a bus will
never appear, or that it will be late – just that this
character has the same chance of catching a bus as
a normal person would. However, this could have
dire consequences. Say a vigilante is being pursued
and is cornered on a bridge. He makes a Timing
check to have a boat pass underneath (DC 8) and
fails. No boat passes, so he has to escape in

Shield Use
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Blocking, Bashing
Block: To use a Block defence, you have to have a
shield in one hand. Shields can block area attacks.
As Block is based on an endurance skill, mobility
penalties do not apply (unlike Dodge). Every rank in
Shield Use grants you one Block defence roll per
round.
Techniques:
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Bash: You may use your shield as a weapon, so
long as it is within your weight category. It deals
1d6 Bludgeoning damage with a reach of Close.
Treat it as a weapon in the Blunt family.
Without this technique, Shields may only be
used as improvised weapons.
Stunning Bash: [Prerequisite: Bash] a target
who you wound with a shield Bash attack must
make a Fortitude check (DC equals the damage
dealt with your shield) or be stunned for two
seconds.
Shield Cover: Once per round, you may make a
Block defence roll for one ally within reach. You






may make this check even if they have already
made a defence roll and failed. This counts as
one of your Blocks per round.
Shield Wall: If you are within reach of at least
two allies with shields and have a shield
yourself, you get a +1 bonus to Shield Use.
Tower Shield Training: You may use Tower
Shields to make block defence rolls.
Buckler Training: You may use bucklers to make
Block defence rolls.
Arm Catch: With this technique, you can
attempt to block attacks without a shield. If you
succeed, instead of ignoring the attack, the
damage is dealt as if it were a called shot to one
of your arms. The arm must not be holding a
weapon heavier than a light one to do this.

Medium Armour Techniques:






Armour Proficiency: Medium. You are
proficient with all Medium armour.
Medium Armour Training: [Requires Medium
Armour Proficiency]: While wearing Medium
Armour, you only count ½ of its weight towards
your encumbrance limit.
Medium Armour Expert: [Requires Medium
Armour Training] Decrease the mobility penalty
by one for wearing Medium Armour.
Medium Armour Master: [Requires Medium
Armour Expert] While wearing Medium
Armour, you can ignore ¾ of its weight. This
does not stack with the weight reduction from
Medium Armour Training. Also, you add +1 to
your Target score while wearing medium
armour.

Armour

Heavy Armour Techniques:

Skill Rate: Fast



Uses: wearing armour. If you are wearing armour
with which you are not proficient, mobility
penalties apply to strength and endurance skills as
well, and no Armour techniques apply.
Special: If Armour is your focus skill, increase the
defence bonus of worn armour by +1.
Techniques:





Light Armour Techniques:






Armour Proficiency: Light. [Free] You get this
tech for free upon placing a rank in Armour.
You are proficient with all light armour.
Light Armour Training: While wearing Light
Armour, you only count ½ of its weight towards
your encumbrance limit.
Light Armour Expert: [Requires Light Armour
Training] If you are wearing armour and suffer
from no mobility penalty, you may add your
Dexterity to Toughness instead of your
Endurance (unless your Endurance is higher). If
you are unconscious or helpless, you use your
Endurance instead. Also, you add +1 to your
Target score while wearing light armour.
Light Armour Master: [Requires Light Armour
Expert] All Light Armour adds +1 defence, and
you can ignore its weight entirely.



Armour Proficiency: Heavy. [Requires Medium
Armour Proficiency] You are proficient with all
Heavy armour.
Heavy Armour Training:[Requires Heavy
Armour Proficiency]: While wearing Heavy
Armour, you only add 3/4 of its weight to your
encumbrance limit.
Heavy Armour Expert: [Requires Heavy Armour
Training]: Decrease the mobility penalty for
wearing heavy armour by one point.
Heavy Armour Master: [Requires Heavy
Armour Expert] While wearing Heavy Armour,
you can ignore ¾ of its weight to encumbrance.
This does not stack with the weight reduction
from Heavy Armour Training. Also, you add +1
to your Target score while wearing heavy
armour.

Other Techniques:




Armour Proficiency: Powered. [Requires:
Medium Armour Proficiency] You are proficient
with powered armour. See the Vehicles section
for more information.
Juggernaut: You can add 3kg x your scale
multiplier (3kg for most characters) to your
maximum effort for Medium armour, half that
to light armour, and double it to heavy armour.
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Skirmisher: Ignore one point of Mobility
Penalty from armour.

Techniques:


Unarmoured
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Fighting without wearing armour.
Special: If Unarmoured is your focus skill, you add
+1 to your Unarmoured Combat bonus to Defence,
if you have the technique.
Techniques:
Passive Techniques:








Unarmoured Combat: With this technique, you
add one plus your Unarmoured skill bonus as a
Defence bonus to toughness. This bonus is
negated if you are unconscious or helpless, and
it doesn’t stack with bonuses from armour,
natural armour, etc.. However, if you are
wearing armour that doesn’t cover your whole
body (such as a breastplate), any uncovered
areas get the benefit of your unarmoured
defence bonus.
Unarmoured Training: [Requires Unarmoured
Combat] If you are not wearing any sort of
armour, you can add +1 to your Target score.
Unarmoured Expert: [Requires Unarmoured
Training] When you are not wearing any sort of
armour, you can add your Dexterity in place of
your Endurance to Toughness. If you are
unconscious or helpless, you can’t use
unarmoured expert.
Unarmoured Master: [Requires Unarmoured
Expert] If you are not wearing any sort of
armour, you can add +1 to your Target score.
This bonus stacks with that from Unarmoured
Training.

Frailty
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Your character is thin and a little on the weak
side. This has no penalty other than that, if you put
ranks in Frailty, you might not be putting them in
say fortitude. However, it causes foes to
subconsciously pull their punches.








Glasses: (as in "You Wouldn’t Hit a Guy with
Glasses") As a 1 second action, you can make a
Frailty check against one enemy’s Will. The
enemy must be able to see you. If you succeed,
any attacks they make against you before your
next turn deal -1 damage. This is because,
whether they know it or not, they are
deliberately avoiding hurting you too badly –
you just don’t look like you could take it. You
take a -1 penalty to this check if you are
wearing light armour, -2 in medium armour,
and -3 in heavy armour. If the armour is
concealed or they otherwise don’t know about
it, the penalty is ignored. Enemies immune to
morale effects ignore any benefit you get from
Glasses.
Mass Glasses: [Requires Glasses] When you use
the Glasses technique, it affects anyone who
can see you. Roll the check once, and apply it
against everyone’s Will.
Weaker Glasses: [Requires Glasses, three ranks
in Frailty] When you use Glasses, enemies deal 2 damage instead of -1.
Sickly Glasses: [Requires Weaker Glasses, six
ranks in Frailty] As Weaker Glasses, but they do
-3 damage instead of -1
Quick Glasses: [Requires Glasses] You can use
Glasses as an Interrupt 1 second action

Fortitude
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Fortitude checks are made whenever you
come into contact with poisons or disease, as well
as to resist many kinds of special attacks and to
avoid dying.
Size Modifier: Add three times your scale to your
Fortitude modifier.
Techniques:
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March: you may walk for an additional 4 hours
per day without becoming fatigued.
Immunity: pick one poison or disease that you
have been exposed to in the past. You get +5 to














all Fortitude checks made to resist this poison
or disease. You may choose this multiple times,
each time choosing a new poison or disease.
Characters from a wealthy country in a modern
setting have likely been vaccinated at a young
age against a variety of diseases such as
influenza. Such characters count as having this
technique for those diseases for free.
Die Hard: instead of a 10% chance to stabilize
each round while dying, you have a 25% chance
Die Harder: [Requires Die Hard] Instead of a
25% chance to stabilize each round while dying,
you have a 50% chance
Live Easy: [Requires Die Harder] You
automatically stabilize when dying
Last Stand: While dying, you remain conscious;
though you are Disabled. If you stop dying, you
are no longer Disabled.
Sleep is for the Weak: You may go for one night
without sleep and suffer no ill-effects. You may
do this up to once per four nights.
Efficient Sleeper: You only need to sleep for six
hours every night instead of eight to get a good
night’s rest.
Zero-G Training: you ignore the -2 mobility
penalty for being in zero gravity.
Uncanny Resilience: [Requires 5 ranks in
Fortitude]: You add +1 to your Toughness, but
not your minimum toughness. As such, you are
just as vulnerable to wounding but harder to kill
outright. You may take this technique once for
every four ranks in Fortitude you have after the
first five (so, again at nine, thirteen, and
seventeen ranks). The bonuses all stack. So, if
before this you had toughness 9/3 (average
human), then afterwards you would have
toughness 10/3, or 11/3 if you took it twice.
Mule: Add +2 kg (times your scale multiplier, of
course) to your Encumbrance step. This allows
you to carry more gear without slowing down.
You may take this technique multiple times and
its effects stack, although its total increase
cannot double your original Encumbrance step.
Heavy Lifter: [Requires Mule] You can ignore
one mobility penalty from encumbrance.



Grit: You have an exceptionally high pain
tolerance. For you, the Stunned status effect
lasts for 1 second less, and the Staggered status
effect lasts for 1 second less every round. So, if
you were hit by an effect that would normally
cause you to be Stunned for one round (6
seconds), you are instead stunned for 5
seconds. If you are hit by an effect that causes
you to be Staggered (i.e., Stunned for 1d6
seconds every round) for five rounds, you are
instead Stunned for 1d6-1 seconds every round
for five rounds.

Ride/Drive/Pilot
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: This skill is used for riding on horseback (or
other similar animals), as well as driving and
piloting vehicles of all description.
If you attempt to ride an animal or pilot a vehicle
without the proper operation technique, you do
not add your skill modifier to checks.
Mobility Penalty: You do not add your own
mobility penalties to Ride, Drive, or Pilot checks.
However, if you are riding a mount or operating a
vehicle with a mobility penalty, that penalty is also
applied to checks made with this skill. Because of
this, it is easier to perform stunts with (for
example) a sports car than a heavily armoured
tank.
Task
Take-off or land
Land on a stationary
vehicle
Land on a moving
vehicle
Jackrabbit (with the
technique)
Techniques:

DC
5
6
8
8

Vehicle Operation Techniques
Note: If you take a single technique in this section,
you are also able to operate light wheeled vehicles
(such as cars and light trucks). There is no separate
technique for operating such vehicles. See chapter
4: Vehicle Combat for more information.
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Light Mech Operation: You can pilot mechs up
to two scales larger than you are
 Heavy Mech Operation: [Requires Light Mech
Vehicle Operation] You can pilot mechs more
than two scales larger than you are
 Light Aircraft Operation: you can pilot aircraft
up to three scales larger than you are
 Light Spacecraft Operation: [Requires Light
Aircraft Operation] You may pilot spacecraft up
to three scales larger than you are
 Heavy Spacecraft Operation: You may pilot
spacecraft greater than three scales larger than
you are
 Heavy Aircraft Operation: [Requires Light
Aircraft Operation] you can pilot aircraft more
than two scales larger than you are
 Light Tracked Vehicle Operation: You can drive
tracked vehicles up to two scales larger than
you are
 Heavy Tracked Vehicle Operation: [Requires
Light Tracked Vehicle Operation] You can drive
tracked vehicles more than two scales larger
than you are
 Light Naval Vehicle Operation: You can drive
boats up to two scales larger than you are
 Heavy Naval Vehicle Operation: [Requires Light
Naval Vehicle Operation] You can drive boats
more than 2 scales larger than you are
 Heavy Wheeled Vehicle Operation: You may
drive wheeled vehicles more than two scales
larger than you are
Other Techniques:
 Jackrabbit: If you succeed on a DC 8 Drive
check, you can move into the square that you
just left. If you fail, you lose one square of
movement and have to move around it.
 Rapid Transform: With this technique, you can
command a transforming vehicle to transform
in half the time (2SA instead of a 4SA, generally)
 Bogey on your Six: If you are piloting a vehicle,
you can make an opposed Pilot check with
another vehicle as a 2SA. If you succeed, you
gain +1 Target against attacks made by that
vehicle, and they take a -1 Target penalty
against attacks made by your vehicle (whether



made by you or other members of the crew).
You can attempt this multiple times in a round,
but the bonuses and penalties don’t stack.
Dive: [Requires Light Aircraft Operation] If you
are in a vehicle that moves at least 10 squares
down in a round, you gain a +2/2 bonus to
attack rolls made with bombs.

Animal Riding Techniques
Note: If you take a single technique in this section,
you are also able to ride animals with your full
bonus. There is no separate technique for
“operating” an animal. See Chapter 3: Combat for
more information on mounted combat.
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Mighty Charge: Charges from the back of a
mount do one die higher damage, to the
normal maximum of d12. If the attack already
did d12 damage, it deals +1 damage.
Trample: While mounted and moving through
an area occupied by enemies, your mount may
make a free hoof, claw, or similar attack on the
occupant of any square you move through.
Occupied squares count as difficult terrain for
these purposes (half speed).
Rapid Trample: [Requires Trample] Occupied
squares no longer count as difficult terrain
while using the Trample technique.
Devastating Trample: [Requires Trample] Your
mount may make a free Trip attempt against
enemies it tramples. You may use your mount’s
Wrestle modifier or one half of your Ride
modifier (round down), whichever is higher.
Guide with Knees: While riding a mount, you
may use both hands freely. Normally it takes a
hand to guide your mount.
Stay in Saddle: If an opponent tries to Trip or
Throw you while you are mounted, you may
use your ride modifier in place of your wrestle
modifier to avoid being tripped.
Skilled Rider: Controlling a mount no longer
takes 2 seconds of concentration every round
Fast Mount/Dismount: Mounting and
dismounting takes only 1 second for you,
instead of 4.
Mounted Evade: Once per round, your mount
may make a dodge defence roll using your Ride

skill modifier instead of its own Dodge bonus.
This still counts against the mount’s number of
defence rolls per round.

INTELLIGENCE-BASED SKILLS
Combat Expertise
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Determining number of combos known.
Technique:


Learn Combo: You learn one new attack
combo. You may take this technique multiple
times, each time learning an additional combo.
All characters start the game knowing one
combo.





with that weapon. You may gain this technique
multiple times, each time selecting a new
Specialized weapon.
Superheavy Firearms Proficiency: [Requires
any Firearms proficiency] when using a
superheavy firearm or missile on a bipod,
tripod, or other mount; you do not take a -1/-1
improficiency penalty to attack rolls
Improvised: You are skilled at using objects not
really meant as weapons as them. Any weapon
marked as Improvised, or in the Improvised
weapon family, requires this proficiency as well
as its other family to use without penalty.
Automatic Weapons Proficiency: (Requires Any
Firearms Proficiency) With this technique, you
can make attacks using an automatic rate of fire
or Burst fire without a -1/1 penalty.

Weapon Proficiencies
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Learning how to use weapons. If you are not
proficient in a weapon, you take a -1/-1 penalty to
attack with it.
Techniques:




Weapon Family Proficiency: with this
technique, you become proficient in one class
of weapon. You may select this technique
multiple times, each time choosing a new
weapon family. The weapon families are:
o Blades
o Axes
o Bows
o Crossbows
o Martial Arts
o Spears
o Blunts
o Thrown
o Firearms (Pistol)
o Firearms (Longarm)
o Firearms (Missiles)
o Firearms (Grenade Launcher)
Specialized Weapon Proficiency: [Requires
Relevant Weapon Family Proficiency] Choose
one specialized weapon from a family with
which you are proficient. You are proficient

Magic Skill
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Hitting people with spells, casting more
complex spells. Every rank in Magic Skills adds +1
to your maximum spell complexity.
Mobility Penalty: Apply mobility penalties (such as
from armour and encumbrance) to your Magic Skill
modifier.
Supernatural: Unless otherwise specified, all
techniques in Magic Skill are supernatural.
Techniques:
Metamagic Components:




Expensive Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity -1]
the spell costs 100 mk in rare materials to cast.
You determine the materials at spell creation,
but they must be at least 100 mk. They are
destroyed or used up in some way (your choice)
during casting.
Extend Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity +2]
spell's duration increases one step (Rounds>Minutes->Hours->Days->Permanent). You may
take this multiple times, it's effects stack. Each
time you take it costs one more complexity
than the time before, so to go from rounds to
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hours costs 5 metamagic complexity, or 9 from
rounds to days.
Line: [Metamagic: Complexity +1] The spell's
area changes to a line. The line is 5m long and
1m across and tall. The Line metamagic can be
added multiple times, each time it is used
either increases the length by 5m or the width
or height by 1m, chosen at the time of spell
creation. The line must originate on the target
of the spell, or, if the spell has a range of melee,
anywhere within the caster's reach. As with all
area spells, this may only be defended against
with special techniques (such as Evasion).
Cone: [Metamagic: Complexity +1] The spell's
area changes to a cone. The cone is 4m long
and 2m wide and tall at the end. The Cone
metamagic can be added multiple times, each
time adding 4m to the length of the cone. The
width and height area always equal to half the
length. The Cone must originate at the target of
the spell, or if it is melee, in the caster's reach.
Lingering Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity +1]: if
the spell has an area effect (such as through the
Explosive metamagic) then the spell stays in
place after it is cast for a duration of Rounds.
Anyone who enters the area during the
duration is affected by the spell. For example,
say the Lingering Spell metamagic is applied to
Fireball. The spell is cast at a target, and the
area keeps burning. Anyone who enters the
area of the spell takes 1d6 + Spirit fire damage.
The Lingering Spell metamagic may be applied
multiple times, each time increasing the time
lingered by one step (to a maximum of Days)
Randomize Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity -1]
Only affects area spells. Pick a square as a
target, and roll a scatter die and a d6. The
attack moves in the direction indicated by the
die one metre per number on the d6.
Reach Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity +1] adds
+1 to the spell's Complexity rating, but
increases the spell's range by a step (melee>short->medium->long) If the spell already has
Long or longer range, the range is doubled. You
may use this tech multiple times to the same
spell; its effects stack. Unless otherwise












specified, the spell becomes a Low-Powered
ranged projectile. Certain spells cannot be
affected by this tech, as mentioned in their
description.
Simplify Spell. [Metamagic: Complexity +1] You
may remove one non-costly component from
the spell (such as Verbal, Circle, or Focus).
Slow Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity -1] adds +2
seconds to the casting time. You may take this
up to twice. Slow Spell only affects spells that
normally have a casting time of 6 seconds or
less.
Delayed Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity +1] You
can add a delay to the spell. The delay can be of
any time you choose, but must be chosen
during casting.
Variable Delay: [Metamagic: Complexity +2]
[Requires Delayed Spell]: You can add a time
delay to the spell of up to one minute. You can
choose the exact delay during casting. Multiple
additions of Variable Delay to a spell each add
up to one minute to the delay. So, for example,
if you choose a one minute delay on a spell that
creates a large explosion, you would cast the
spell normally but the explosion would’t occur
for one minute.
Precise Spell: [Metamagic: Complexity +2] A
spell with this metamagic can reroll one die roll
made during the spell. This could be the initial
check to hit, or the damage roll, or anything
else you choose. You must choose which roll
can be rerolled during spell creation. This
metamagic can be added multiple times, each
time choosing a different die roll to be rerolled.
Mobile Cast: [Metamagic: Complexity +1]
Similar to the Spring component, you may
move for up to 2 seconds while casting this
spell. The complexity comes not from the fact
that the magic is more complicated per se, but
because it is more difficult to cast a
complicated spell on the move. Unless you have
Athletics: Shot on the Run, you take a -1/-1
penalty to all ranged spell attack rolls.

Arcana
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Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Arcana has a variety of techniques that are
critical to any character who wishes to be a
spellcaster of maximum potential, and a few
techniques (such as Magical Sense) that could be
valuable to non-caster characters.



Arcane Knowledge: At its most basic, Arcana can
be used to simply figure out if you know something
related to magic or the supernatural, including
magical creatures. This check cannot be retried
without either the Science: Research or the
Humanities: Research technique until you place
another rank in Arcana - you either know
something, or you don't. Making a knowledge
check is a 0SA. See the table: Knowledge DCs to
find out the DC for this check.



Supernatural: Unless otherwise specified, all
techniques in Arcana are supernatural.
Techniques:


Circle Magic: With this technique, you know
how to create powerful magical circles. A magic
circle can take many forms, from elaborate
runes to mystic pentagrams, but at its heart, a
circle needs just that – a simple circle drawn on
the ground. The circle can be drawn out of
anything, such as chalk, paint, a felt pen, or a
line drawn in sand. The circle keeps magic and
magical creatures out. If someone tries to cast a
spell across the circle (either from outside in or
inside out), he must make a Magic Power check
opposed by your Arcana check. If a magical
creature (such as a demon) tries to cross, you
must make an Arcana check against its Will. If
you succeed, it can’t cross and can’t make
another attempt for at least one day. Further, it
can’t attempt to break the circle (such as by
rubbing out a line) at all. If a non-magical
creature with supernatural powers (such as a
wizard or vampire) crosses, make the same
check. If you succeed, it can cross the circle but
loses access to its supernatural abilities until it
leaves. Anything that breaks the circle, even a
hair laid across it, negates its effect completely.



Depending on how big the circle is and the
methods used, it takes a different amount of
time to draw. However, for a 1m diameter
circle, it should take about six seconds using a
conventional drawing utensil such as a piece of
chalk.
Advanced Circle Magic: [Requires Circle Magic]
You can attempt to make particularly elaborate
magic circles for greater effect. This takes about
an hour for a 1m circle, and longer for larger
ones or if you’re using unusual methods. The
advanced circles might be decorated with
mystic runes and arcane sigils, depending on
your character’s style. They function as normal
ones (see above) except that you get a +3
bonus on Arcana checks to keep magic and
magical creatures out.
Artifice Technique Tree:
o Create Scroll: You can create magic
scrolls
o Create Potion: You can create magical
potions.
o Magewright: [Requires 10 ranks in
Arcana] You can enchant weapons and
armour
Link: [requires 1 rank in Magic Power] You may
link with one or more other characters, all of
whom must have this technique. One character
leads the linked group, the rest follow.
Following requires 3 second concentration.
Following characters may not cast spells,
although they are free to move, attack, and
otherwise act normally - although all members
of a linked group must remain in an adjacent
cluster (typically arranged in a circle). The
leading character gains a +1 bonus to the Magic
Power skill and maximum spell power rating
per follower. The number of casters that can
link together is limited by the Magic Power of
the weakest follower.

Lowest Follower
Magic Power
1
3
5

Maximum Number of Followers
1
2
3
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7
9
11
+2









4
5
6
+1
The leader of the linked group can pass control
to another as a 4SA, assuming both are willing.
The new leader may not cast a spell this round
if the old leader did on his turn. A character can
only be in one linked group at a time.
This technique also allows a character to use
mana wells. See Chapter 9 for more
information on mana wells.
Anchor Spell: You cast a spell on an Anchor
Point. The spell remains until it is triggered. You
may set your own trigger conditions, which can
be as complicated as you like. A common use is
to anchor traps to a Threshold. Ex: "Anyone (or
anything) who tries to open this door without
wearing this talisman becomes the target of the
spell." Common Anchor Points: Thresholds of
households, Wards, silver objects.
Muffle Casting: With this technique, you may
attempt to make it harder to detect your
spellcasting. Using Muffle Casting adds 1
second to the casting time of a spell, but the DC
to detect it with Magical Sense (or a similar
ability) is equal to an Arcana check result minus
the spell's power level.
Magical Sense: You gain Magical Sense as an
additional sense. This allows you to notice
magic being cast. The DC to detect magic being
cast is equal to six minus the Power rating of
the spell, so more powerful spells are easier to
detect. The DC increases by one for every 10m
away it was cast. This sense cannot penetrate
unbroken walls of lead, Cold Iron, or magic
circles. It is transmitted along silver like spells
are. Magical sense functions even if the user is
blind or deaf. A character with Magical Sense
immediately knows if an item is magical just by
touching it (though not necessarily what it does
without an Arcana check) and if another
creature is a spellcaster just by touching him or
her.
Double Cast: [Requires Rapid Fire, 5 ranks in
Arcana] If you use both your hands for casting a

spell, you can cast it as if you had added the
Rapid Fire metamagic to it. If you have added
Rapid Fire, you can cast it as if you added it
again. Both hands must be free (or holding the
required magic focus) to use this technique.
 Warlock Specialized Tree:
o Warlock Neophyte: You may add the Mad
Casting metamagic to spells for +0 power
instead of +1 power.
o Warlock Apprentice: [Requires Warlock
Neophyte, Mad Casting, 3 ranks in Arcana]
When you add the Mad Casting metamagic,
you swap your Magic Skill for Magic Power
for all purposes, not just for attack rolls.
o Full Warlock: [Requires Warlock Apprentice,
10 ranks in Arcana] You gain access to the
Warlock secret seed:
o Expert Warlock
 Wizard Specialized Tree: You learn the ways of
the Wizard. If you take a technique in this tree,
you may not take a technique in any other
Specialized casting tree.
o Wizard Neophyte: All of your spells must
share the same Focus, or else you lose all
benefits of Wizard Specialized tree. You can
replace the Focus if it is destroyed, but not
if it is merely lost – you must find it.
However, you can learn two new spells.
o Wizard Apprentice: [Requires Wizard
Neophyte, five ranks in Arcana] Increase the
maximum spell complexity by one point for
spells that use your Wizard's Focus as a
Focus.
o Full Wizard: [Requires Wizard Apprentice,
ten ranks in Arcana] You gain access to the
Wizard secret seed: Reflect.
o Expert Wizard:[Requires Full Wizard, 15
ranks in Arcana] You can memorize three
new spells.
o Magus: [Requires Expert Wizard, 20 ranks in
Arcana] Once per round, you can reroll a
Magic Skill check.
 Witch Specialized Tree: If you take a technique
in this tree, you may not take a technique in
any other Specialized casting tree.
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o Witch Neophyte: For you, the Curse spell
seed has 0 base power and complexity.
However, you may not cast spells while
inside a mortal humanoid's current
residence without permission. Once you
have gotten permission from someone who
is allowed to give it to enter once, however,
you can enter and cast spells freely
thereafter.
o Witch Apprentice: [Requires Witch
Neophyte, 3 ranks in Arcana]
o Full Witch: [Requires Witch Apprentice, 10
ranks in Arcana] You gain access to the
Witch secret spell seed: Hex
o Expert Witch:
o Master Witch:
Theurge Specialized Tree:
o Neophyte Theurge: [Requires 1 rank in
Faith] You cannot cast spells while touching
iron or steel, or when your Faith abilities are
denied to you. However, you may use one
half of your Faith bonus (rounded down)
instead of your Magic Skill for checks such
as attack rolls when casting spells.
o Apprentice Theurge:
o Full Theurge: [Requires Apprentice Theurge,
10 ranks in Arcana] You gain access to the
Theurge secret spell seed: Solar Ray
o Expert Theurge: [Requires Full Theurge, 15
ranks in Arcana] The light that shines from
you casting through silver is bright yellow
and counts as natural sunlight.
Mystic Specialized Tree:
o Mystic Neophyte: You cannot cast spells
unless you are blind, or wearing some sort
of blindfold that completely prevents you
from seeing.
o Mystic Apprentice:[Requires Mystic
Neophyte, 3 ranks in Arcana]
o Full Mystic: [Requires Mystic Apprentice, 10
ranks in Arcana] You gain access to the
Mystic Secret Spell seed: Divination.
o Expert mystic:
o Farseer:
Necromancer Specialized Tree:
Conjurer Specialized Tree:

Spell Repertoire
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Memorizing new spells
Technique


New spells: You memorize one new spell. The
first time you take this technique, you instead
learn two. You may take it multiple times after
this, learning one new spell every time. At each
level, you may alter your previous spells up to
your current maximum power and complexity
rating.

Perception
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses:
Spot, Listen, Smell, Feel, Taste: You can use
Perception to notice something, such as a hidden
trap or a sneaking ninja. The DC to see something
hidden is equal to its stealth check result,
increasing at distance. If the target is not hiding,
the DC is equal to zero minus the object’s scale,
then modified by distance. At 10m away and every
full doubling of 10m, the DC increases by +2. This is
much like with range increments and attack
penalties. So, if a target is 20m away, the DC is
boosted by +4, +6 at 40m, +8 at 80m, +10 at 160m,
etc..
Infrared: Some creatures and vehicles can see into
the infrared spectrum. This operates much like
normal vision, but use the following modifier chart
instead:
DC
Modifier
Example at Room
Temp.
-Scale Big or small target
+2
Target is roughly the
Cold-blooded
same temperature as
creature
surroundings
+0
Target is noticeably
Warm-blooded
warmer or colder than
creature or ice
surroundings
-4
Target is dangerously
Internal
hot or cold
combustion
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engine, a fire, or an
oven
-8
Target is ridiculously
Near absolute
hot or cold
zero, nuclear
reactor
Characters cannot make Stealth checks to avoid
being detected by infrared sensors, the best they
can do is stand nearby something with a similar
heat signature.
Sense Motive: You can use Perception to try to tell
what somebody is thinking or doing, in general
terms. To do so, make an opposed Sense Motive
check against the target's Charisma check. See
Charisma for more information on lying.
Disbelieve: Whenever you encounter an illusion
(such as one created by a spellcaster or hologram),
you can make a free perception check to determine
if it is real or fake. The DC is based on how realistic
the illusion is. A failed check cannot be retried
unless you have a new valid reason to doubt the
existence of the illusion. Simply being a paranoid
person does not count as a valid reason.
If someone points out to you that it is an illusion,
you get +6 on your perception check and can
immediately reroll it.
Techniques
 Blind Fight: You take no penalties for attacks
when you cannot see your enemy, so long as
they are within one square of you, and you can
hear them. Also, you are not treated as flatfooted against invisible attackers.
 Eagle Eyes: Ignore 1 point of the Perception DC
increase from distance
 Eyes on the Back of your Head: [Requires 10
ranks in Perception] You are never treated as
flanked.
 Figure out for Yourself: You can use perception
to try to figure things out for yourself, instead
of knowing them ahead of time. You can mimic
a Knowledge check to know details about
something, although the DC is higher by +6.
 Intuition: You can make a Perception check as a
2 second action to just look around and size up
the situation. The DC is 8. If you succeed, the
GM can give you his best guess of the situation
in extremely vague terms. For example, if the
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GM knows that there are five ninjas lurking
around the corner waiting to strike, he might
say "your hair is standing on end. Something’s
awry." He should not say that there are ninjas
hiding there. Intuition is a sort of "Gut Feeling,"
and not any sort of opposed check. The DC is
always 8, but a roll of 1 on the d6 is a failure.
Lowlight Vision: You treat hazy lighting as clear
lighting.
Read Lips: With a DC 8 Perception check (plus
modifiers for distance), you can understand up
to ten minutes of dialogue by watching people
speak. If you don't understand the language
that the target is speaking, the check
automatically fails. If you have been deaf for
more than a few months, the GM can lower the
DC substantially. This ability requires 4 second
concentration.
Size up: With a DC 10 perception check (plus
modifiers for distance) you can try to figure out
how tough an opponent is. The opponent can
use disguise or deceive to try to conceal this. If
you succeed, the GM tells you the targets CR. If
you fail by more than 2, the GM tells you the
wrong CR (he can decide what).
Light Sleeper: You take no penalties to
Perception while asleep. You immediately wake
up upon making a successful Perception check,
and you are not flat-footed. Normally, you take
a -6 penalty to Perception checks while asleep.
Track: You can try to track the trail of targets.
The base DC is 4, then add all the relevant
modifiers:
DC
Modifier
-Scale Big or small creature
+1
per day ago that the track was made
-1
For every full doubling of creatures
you are tracking
+1
For every day it rained since the track
was made
+1
For every hour that it snowed since
the track was made
-4
If the tracks were made in snow
+2
If you have the help of an animal or
character with Scent, or have Scent
yourself.

You can try to track creatures without the Track
technique, but you get a -2 penalty.




Knowledge is Power: You may add your
Intelligence to damage in place of your
strength, or in place of your spirit for magic
damage. You cannot use this technique when
attacking a type of creature or object that do
not have in-depth knowledge about – which
might require a science or humanities check
from you or an ally.
Combat Awareness: You have a knack for
knowing when you are in potential danger. You
can use your Intelligence or your Dexterity
score when rolling for initiative, whichever is
higher.

Science
Skill Rate: Fast
Like Humanities and Perform, there are several
branches of Science. The first time you get a rank in
Science, pick one branch. Your Science modifier
from skill ranks only applies to checks made in that
branch. With techniques, you can access other
branches, and use your full modifier in those
branches as well.
The branches of Science are:
 Mathematics
 Chemistry
 Biology
 Astronomy
 Computer Science
 Newtonian Physics
 Theoretical Physics
Futuristic Sciences
 Æther Physics
 Warp Physics
Depending on the campaign setting, the GM can
add other branches of Science.
Uses: Operate Sensors: Characters can use
computers to operate a computerized device with
its own sensors, such as radar or sonar. This
functions like the perception skill, except that you
use your Science (Computers) bonus instead, and

the DC to spot things with sensors increases at
different distances than with eyes. See individual
sensors descriptions in the Vehicles section.
Scientific Knowledge: At its most basic, Science can
be used to simply figure out if you know
something. This check cannot be retried without
the Scientific Research technique until you place
another rank in Science. You either know
something, or you don't. Making a knowledge
check is a 0SA. See the table: Knowledge DCs to
find out the DC for this check.
Technobabble: With Science, you can have a
conversation with another character who shares
the same Science specialty as you without another
understanding. Choose one specialty of science
while talking (such as theoretical physics or
computer science); characters without that branch
are unable to comprehend what you are discussing.
As the meanings of words in technical jargon are
often severely disjointed from their original
meaning, a creature with the supernatural Tongues
ability (or similar effect) which allows them to
understand any language cannot understand
technobabble. A pair of physicists with this
technique can have a full conversation directly in
front of a Sidhe Lord without the faerie
understanding a word. To use Technobabble, make
a Science (type of your choice) check. This is the DC
it takes for someone else to decipher your talking.
Once you’ve made your check, you can deliberately
lower the DC by any amount you want, but you
can’t increase it further than your check result.
Once someone has deciphered your meaning, the
two of you can converse at any length in
technobabble.
Techniques:
Universal Science Techniques:




Generalize: Choose one branch of Science. You
can now make skill checks in that branch of
science using your full modifier. This technique
may be taken multiple times, each time
choosing another branch.
Research: With access to a decent library, the
internet, etc., you can retry a failed scientific
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knowledge check. Each retry attempt takes one
hour. If you have taken this technique in
Humanities, you don’t also need to take it in
Science.
Dewey Decimal Training: [Requires Research]
When using Research, you are automatically
treated as having rolled a six.
Perfectly Rational Explanation: With this
technique, you can add your Intelligence to
your Will instead of your Spirit if it would be
beneficial.
Real Violet Kangaroos Don't Look Anything
Like That: [Requires Perfectly Rational
Explanation] You can make Science checks
instead of Perception checks to disbelieve
illusions. This technique can be called Violet
Kangaroos for short.



Computers Science Techniques: All of these
techniques require access to Science (Computers).
With Science (Computers), a character understands
Binary for free.







Hack: You can try to hack into a computer. The
DC for this is 6 for a computer with ordinary
defences, but if it is protected with Access
Denied (see below) it can be higher. Hacking
into a computer takes 1d4 hours, and you must
have some means of communication with it
(physical connection, internet, radio, etc.). If
you succeed, you can control the computer as if
it was yours. You cannot hack into an AI with
only this technique.
Quick Hack: [Requires Hack] You can try to hack
into a computer as a full round action with a -3
penalty.
Hide Tracks: [Requires Hack] Normally, when
you hack into a computer, it is obvious that you
have done so. With this technique, the only
way to tell you have hacked in is by taking an
hour and making a DC 6 + your Computers skill
check. (unless you deliberately make it obvious
you have broken in, of course).
Defend: If someone tries to hack into a
computer that you are currently using, you can
actively try to protect it. Whenever the hacker
makes a check, you can try to oppose it with an
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opposed computers check. You get a +3 bonus
to this check, because defending is easier than
attacking. If you succeed, the hack attempt is
thwarted.
Hack AI: [Requires Hack] You can use your skill
with computers to hack AIs. The DC to do so is
the AI’s intelligence +its Science (Computers)
modifier +3. This takes as long as a standard
Hack, and can be modified by Quick Hack. If you
succeed, you can perform any of the following
actions:
o Add Laws: You can add unbreakable
laws to the AI’s programming, although
this requires an additional hack check at
+3 DC.
o Modify or Delete Laws: You can edit or
delete existing laws, although this
requires an additional hack check at +5
DC.
o Shut Down: The AI shuts down
(effectively unconscious) until it is
awoken (a DC 6 Science (Computer)
check, takes a 4SA)
o Transfer: You can forcibly transfer the AI
into another body. The normal
restrictions for transferring apply.
Access Denied: [Requires Hack] With about a
week’s work, you can try to secure a computer
system. In order for anyone else to access your
system, they either need instructions from you
or need to hack in. The DC to hack in is 8 + your
computers skill modifier. If your skill modifier
increases, with an afternoon’s work you can
increase the DC to match your new modifier.
Salvage Data: You can make a DC 6 Science
check to rescue data from a damaged
computer, or one wiped by an EMP. Depending
on the level of damage, the DC can go up to 8
(totalled), or even 10 (hard drive is in pieces). A
failed check cannot be remade unless your
bonus in Science increases. The whole process
takes 1d6 hours. You can attempt to repair the
device using Applied Electronics to lower the
DC.
Resurrect AI: [Requires Salvage Data] You can
attempt to bring a ‘dead’ artificial intelligence

back to life. You need access to the AI’s last
inhabited body or computer. See Salvage Data
(above) for the relevant DCs and time taken.

Purple Prose: With Humanities, you can have a
conversation with another character who shares
the same Humanities specialty as you without
another understanding. Choose one specialty of
Humanities while talking (such as Arts and Culture
or Law); characters without that branch are unable
to comprehend what you are discussing. As the
meanings of words in technical jargon are often
severely disjointed from their original meaning, a
creature with the supernatural Tongues ability (or
similar effect) which allows them to understand
any language cannot understand Purple Prose. A
pair of lawyers with this technique can have a full
conversation in legalese directly in front of a Sidhe
Lord without the faerie understanding a word.

Humanities
Skill Rate: Fast
Like Science and Perform, there are several
branches of Humanities. The first time you get a
rank in Humanities, pick one branch. Your
Humanities modifier from skill ranks only applies to
checks made in that branch. With techniques, you
can access other branches, and use your full
modifier in those branches as well.
The branches of Humanities are:










Religion
Psychology
Current Events and Politics
Arts and Culture
History
Geography
Law
Linguistics
Business and Economics

To use Purple Prose, make a Humanities (your
choice) check. This is the DC it takes for someone
else to decipher your talking. Once you’ve made
your check, you can deliberately lower the DC by
any amount you want, but you can’t increase it
further than your check result. Once someone has
deciphered your meaning, the two of you can
converse at any length in Purple Prose.

If a check seems to be in two or more categories
(such as religious history), then a character with
any of the relevant branches can make the check.

Techniques:

Uses:

Generalize: Choose one branch of Humanities.
You can now make skill checks in that branch of
Humanities using your full modifier. This
technique may be taken multiple times, each
time choosing another branch.
 Research: With access to a decent library, the
internet, etc., you can retry a failed knowledge
check. Each retry attempt takes one hour. If
you have taken this technique in Science, you
don’t also need to take it in Humanities.
 Dewey Decimal Training: [Requires Research]
When using Research, you are automatically
treated as having rolled a six.
Humanities: Arts and Culture Techniques: All of
these techniques require access to Humanities:
Arts and Culture.
 Saw it on TV/Read it in a Book: You can use the
Humanities: Arts and Culture to make

Universal Humanities Techniques:


Knowledge: At its most basic, Humanities can be
used to simply figure out if you know something.
This check cannot be retried without the Research
technique until you place another rank in
Humanities. You either know something, or you
don't. Making a knowledge check is a 0SA. See the
table: Knowledge DCs to find out the DC for this
check.
Avoid Getting Lost: When travelling through
trackless terrain, a Humanities: Geography check
may be called by the GM to avoid getting lost. If
the check is failed, roll a scatter die; the party went
in that direction instead. The GM makes this die
roll secretly. The DC to avoid getting lost goes up by
1 point for each successive failure.
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knowledge checks in other areas (including
those in Humanities, Science, Engineering, and
Arcana), but at a -3 penalty. If the DC is higher
than 8, you fail automatically.
Humanities: Linguistics Techniques: All of these
techniques require access to Humanities:
Linguistics
 Linguist: You learn a language. You may take
this technique multiple times, each time
learning a new language. Languages available
include any used by people in the setting (such
as French, German and English in real life —
individual nations or regions may have their
own languages); racial dialects (depending on
the setting, different races such as elves and
dwarves may have their own languages);
ancient or extinct languages; as well as
languages primarily used by supernatural
creatures, listed below with the other
examples.





Business Acumen: Your study of money has
made your ability to make a profit more
efficient. Whenever you make a skill check for
profit (such as Stealth: Off-Screen Thievery or
Perform: Performing for Money) you make
+25% more.
Expert Haggler: [Requires Charisma: Swindle]
When you use the Charisma: Swindle
technique, you can purchase goods for 20% less
instead of 10% less.

Humanities: Law Techniques All of these techniques
require access to Humanities: Law.


Loophole Detector: Whenever making a
Charisma check against summoned magical
creatures (or similar creatures who have to
follow orders to the letter, not the intent) you
get a +1 bonus.
 Loophole Knack: [Requires Loophole Detector]
If you are for any reason bound to follow orders
to the letter, you can make a Humanities: Law
check to find a way out. The DC is
Language Name Used By
equal to 6 + the Intelligence or
Archaic†
Very old creatures; certain formal people and
Humanities: Law of the person who
events
came up with the orders, whichever
Ancient
People who lived long ago. Found in ruins, spoken
is higher.
by very old creatures
Humanities: Psychology Techniques
Celestial*
Angels, devils
All of these techniques require
Elven
Elves, fae
access to Humanities: Psychology
Dwarven
Dwarves, subterranean creatures
Orc
Goblins, Gremlin, Orcs, Trolls

Behavioural Psychology: You
Binary
Machines, AI
gain a +1 bonus to Perception when
*Celestial is an extremely precise, exact language with a vast
using sense motive against humans
vocabulary. It is said that there is a distinct word for every conceivable
and human-like creatures.
object and concept, and no word has more than one meaning. As
KNOWLEDGE CHECKS
such, finding a loophole in a law or agreement made in Celestial had a
Various skills (primarily Arcana,
DC of 5 points higher than it would in another language.
Science, and Humanities) allow you
†Roughly the equivalent of "thee" and "thou." Understandable by
to make “knowledge checks.” These
modern listeners, who can’t necessarily speak it fluently. Someone
are simply checks to see if your
speaking in a modern language to someone who only understands its
character knows something in a
Archaic form takes a -1 penalty to Charisma checks.
particular field. Regardless of the
skill used to make the check, use the following
Humanities: Business and Economics Techniques:
system to determine what you know:
All of these techniques require access to
First, find the base DC. To do this, the GM must
Humanities: Business and Economics.
determine (roughly) how obscure the topic is
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within its branch of knowledge. So, while
“theoretical physics” is a pretty obscure field, it is
as clear to a character with a +3 bonus as law or
economics is to a character with the same bonus.
However, within theoretical physics there are areas
that are relatively more or less obscure than
others, as with any field.

identify planes because he’s flown them in the
past, if not because he has dedicated book learning
on the subject.

DC
1
3
4
6
8
10
15
20+

Uses: Like Science and Perform, there are several
branches of Engineering. The first time you get a
rank in Engineering, pick one branch. Your
Engineering modifier from skill ranks only applies
to checks made in that branch. With techniques,
you can access other branches, and use your full
modifier in those branches as well.

Obscurity
Ubiquitous
Common Knowledge
Complex
Difficult
Very Difficult
Extremely Difficult
Esoteric
Legendary

Then, make your knowledge check using your skill
bonus. The check is only a 0SA as you simply find
out if you know something or don’t. You can’t retry
a failed check without either the Research
technique or an increase in your skill bonus (such
as from increasing in level and placing more skill
ranks).
Once you’ve made your check, you can find out
how much you know about the topic. Compare the
base DC to your check result to see how much you
know. Everything that is more than 2 points easier
than your result your character knows “by heart,”
without even having to think about it.
DC You know...
-4 that this branch of knowledge exists, but
nothing else.
-2 a few buzzwords associated with the topic.
+0 the basics. A few of the important thinkers in
the field, some basic tenants (ex., force equals
mass times acceleration)
+2 highly technical facts in the area
+4 things that even most experts don’t know
+8 everything there is to know. You have
complete mastery over this area.
With the GMs permission, you can use other skills
to make knowledge checks as well. For example, an
ace pilot might be able to make a Pilot check to

Engineering
Skill Rate: Fast

The branches of Engineering are:







Blacksmithing
Bowmaking
Carpentry
Leatherworking
Technology
Sabotage

If a check seems to be equally in two or more
categories, then a character with any of the
relevant branches can make the check.
Construction: You can use Engineering to construct
objects. The DC varies based on what you are trying
to make. If you succeed, you create the object in
the amount of time required. To know how to
make something, a Knowledge check is required;
this can be made by yourself or someone helping
you. The DCs are relative to your current era of
technology, so something complicated in ancient
times may be simple now. You need raw materials
to create the object, which generally cost 1/3rd of
the value of the object. Make the check halfway
between commencing the project and when the
time required is finished. If you fail, the time you’ve
spent is wasted, and you must try again. There is a
50% chance that the raw materials you used are
ruined.
Emergency Repairs: Some objects (such as vehicles
and robots) aren’t simply destroyed when they
take more damage than their toughness, but
instead start Dying much like a human. As a 4SA,
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you can make an Engineering check against DC 5 to
prevent the object from ‘dying.’ If you succeed, the
robot or vehicle stabilizes, and is no longer Dying.
However, it is still as disabled as it was while dying
until it is repaired of at least one wound.



Repair: Make a Engineering check against the DC to
craft the object -3 (unless otherwise specified in
the object description). If you succeed, you remove
one wound from the object. This process takes one
hour. The DC to repair objects that have been
destroyed (but are still more or less intact) is their
construction DC -1 instead of -3.



Construction DCs
DC
Time required
4
1 hour
6
8 hours
8
1 week
10
1 month
12
Six months
15
One year
15-20 One year
20+
One year



Complexity
Breeze
Simple
Complex
Difficult
Very Difficult
Extremely Difficult
Esoteric
Legendary

Tools: You get a -2 penalty to all uses of
Engineering without proper tools. Repair, Tinker,
and Construction require an appropriate toolkit,
while Disarm Trap and Open Lock require lock
picks.
Techniques:
Universal Engineering Techniques






Generalize: Pick another branch of Engineering.
You can use your Engineering modifier to
checks in that category. You may take this
technique multiple times, each time choosing a
new category.
Improvise: You can make a construction or
repair check without the necessary materials
out of whatever is on hand (with GM's
approval). The object only functions for one use
and has no monetary value.
Rapid Repair: You can try to repair objects
faster. You can optionally add +2 to the DC,
which drops the amount of time required from



one hour to one minute. You must choose to do
this before you start repairs.
Rapid Construction: You can try to build objects
faster. You can optionally add +2 to the DC,
which drops the amount of time required to
that of one complexity lower (minimum 1
minute). You must choose to do this before you
start construction.
Salvage: You may salvage completely destroyed
objects. You may use the remains of the object
as raw materials to construct an identical object
out of them, so long as the object is still more
or less in existence. If it has been melted into a
pool of ooze or disintegrated, or the like, you
may not use Salvage on it. For most common
means of destruction, this is not an issue. Ask
the GM on a case-by-case basis
Weaponsmith of Legend: [Requires 8 ranks in
Engineering] You may create artifact weapons.
See Chapter 9: Artifacts for more information.
Armoursmith of Legend: [Requires 8 ranks in
Engineering] You may create artifact armour
and shields. See Chapter 9: Artifacts for more
information.

Engineering (Blacksmithing) Techniques All of these
techniques require access to Engineering:
Blacksmithing. With Engineering (Blacksmithing),
you can construct objects in a forge. Checks to
build or repair objects with this branch of the skill
generally require a functioning forge and hammer.
Objects made with Blacksmithing are made of
metal and made by hand, not in a factory or other
situation. The metal used can have an effect on the
DC; see the Special Materials section of Chapter 6:
Equipment for more information.
Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill:
Complexity
Breeze
Simple
Complex
Difficult
Very
Difficult
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Example
A horseshoe or other common object
Most metal melee weapons
Specialized metal melee weapons,
scale shirt, chain shirt, or full scale
Full chain or breastplate
Full plate or field plate

Complexity
Breeze

Example
Simple mechanical toy, winch, or
pulley
Simple
Crossbow or Heavy crossbow,
waterwheel, drawbridge gear system,
crude or simple lock
Complex
Repeater crossbow, Light siege
engine, windmill, standard or complex
lock, simple printing press
Difficult
Heavy siege engine, clock, master lock
Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill in a modern setting,
which require use of the Science skill (though these
are rarely ever done by hand):

Engineering (Bowmaking) Techniques All of these
techniques require access to Engineering:
Bowmaking. Engineering (Bowmaking) is used to
make weapons in the Bow (but not crossbow)
family by hand out of (generally) wood, bone, or
horn.
Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill:
Complexity Example
Breeze
An arrow or bolt
Simple
Bow
Complex
Longbow
Engineering (Carpentry) Techniques All of these
techniques require access to Engineering
(Carpentry). Carpentry can be used to create
wooden shields and weapons (except for bows and
crossbows, which are made from a quite different
process), as well as furniture and other objects
made of wood.

Complexity
Breeze
Simple
Complex

Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill:
Complexity
Breeze
Simple

Example
Quarterstaff, club, or practice weapon
Tower or wooden shield; simple
household furniture
Rowboat, Canoe
Simple house
Sailing ship

Complex
Difficult
Very
Difficult
Engineering (Leatherworking) Techniques All of
these techniques require access to Engineering:
Leatherworking.

Complexity
Complex
Difficult

Engineering (Technology) Techniques All of these
techniques require access to Engineering:
Technology. Of all the branches, mechanical
engineering changes the most based on the state
of technology. Technological engineering requires a
mechanical toolkit (including screwdrivers,
wrenches, spanners, etc,).
Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill in a fantasy setting,
which don’t require any use of the Science skill:

Example
A bullet
Engine component
Semiautomatic or single-shot firearm,
car engine
Difficult
Automatic, burst, or auto 2 firearm;
wheeled vehicle, jet engine
Very
Auto 3 firearm; propeller plane or
Difficult
tracked vehicle
Extremely
Auto 4 or more firearm; jet or rotaryDifficult
wing aircraft
Esoteric
Humanoid vehicle, simple light
spacecraft
Here are some example objects that can be made
with this branch of the skill in a futuristic setting,
which require use of the Science skill (though these
are rarely ever done by hand):
Example
Laser weapon, sonic bladed weapon
Light humanoid vehicle; plasma
weapon, beam sword, or plasma
sword
Light spacecraft, skimmer vehicle,
Heavy humanoid vehicle
Heavy spacecraft

Very
Difficult
Extremely
Difficult
 Technomancer: [Requires 5 ranks in Magic
Power or Magic Complexity as well as 5 ranks in
Engineering] You gain access to the Engineering
secret spell seed: Power
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Tinker: You can rig up a mechanical device to
attain new heights of functionality...for a while.
The effect varies depending on the object. The
DC is the same as the DC to repair the object,
and takes the same amount of time (thus, you
could use Rapid Repair to decrease it). The
object functions in its newly enhanced manner
until it stops, at which point it is useless until it
receives Repairs. If an object falls into multiple
categories, the character may choose which
modification to make. Multiple Tinker effects of
the same sort on the same object do not stack.






Engineering (Sabotage) Techniques All of these
techniques require access to Engineering:
Sabotage.










Back Door: [Requires Concealed Disable, Bypass
Device] you add a hidden means of disarming
the trap, sabotaging the machine, or opening
the lock. Any time you (or anyone you explain
the method to) comes across this lock,
machine, or trap, you can disable it as a 2SA
without making a skill check. This method is
concealed as if you used Concealed Disable, if it
is located the observer may try to remove it or
use it (no check required).
Bypass Device: [Requires Disarm Trap] For
Disarm Trap, instead of breaking the trap you
rig it up to not go off for you, but it will go off
next time someone springs it.
Concealed Disable:[Requires Saboteur] In order
to notice that you have disarmed a trap, picked
a lock, or sabotaged a machine, an observer
must use Perception against a DC equal to 4 +
your Engineering modifier. Also, the GM may
rule that they must make an appropriate
knowledge check to even realise that that is not
how the machine should be.
Disarm Trap: Make a Engineering check against
the trap's Disarm DC. This takes one minute. If
you succeed, the trap is disarmed and will not
function again without repairs. If you fail by
more than five, the trap is activated instead.
Instant Disable: [Requires Rapid Disable] Open
lock and disarm checks take a 4SA.
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Pick Lock: With this technique, you can try to
pick a lock. This requires a Engineering check
against the DC of the lock and takes one
minute. If you fail by more than five, you break
the lock in such a way that it cannot be
unlocked.
Rapid Disable: [Requires Pick Lock or Disarm
Trap] With Rapid disable, Pick Lock and Disarm
Trap checks only 6 seconds.
Saboteur: You rig a machine to fail. Make a
Engineering check against DC 10, if you succeed
the device doesn't work. This takes ten
minutes. The GM may rule that you, or
someone helping you, needs to make a
knowledge check.



Skill Rate: Fast

Timed Disable: [Requires Saboteur] You rig up
the machine you are sabotaging to break only
after it is used for a while. You set the duration
at 1d6 rounds, 1d6 minutes, or 1d6 hours (you
choose which, but the GM rolls secretly). For
example, you can sabotage a wagon wheel to

Tinker Tasks
Device
Automatic or
Semiautomatic
Weapon

...Until
3d6 rounds
after it fires
its first shot.
The GM
rolls
secretly.
Energy Weapon
+1 Damage
3d6 rounds
(ex. Laser or
after it fires
Plasma)
its first shot.
The GM
rolls
secretly.
Crossbow or
+1 Damage
3d6 rounds
Siege Engine
after it fires
its first shot.
The GM
rolls
secretly.
Vehicle
3x speed on a
It stops
Run
moving for a
full turn or
3d6 hours
(secret roll)
after it
starts
moving.
Speakers,
-12 perception
3d6 minutes
Megaphone, etc. DC to hear
after it
starts
playing
fall off a few minutes after it starts moving.
Unless you have the Concealed Disable
technique, it is immediately apparent that the
object has been tampered with.
Medicine

Effect
Increases Rate
of Fire by one
step (Semi to
Auto 1 to Auto
2, etc.)

Uses: healing people. If you try to use Medicine on
a creature of a species other than yours, you get a 1 penalty without the proper techniques.
Use of Medicine
Emergency First Aid
Treat Wound
Long-Term Care
Treat Disease/Poison
Administer Medicine
Forensic Investigation
Diagnose
Resuscitate

DC
5
6
6
Infection DC
4
8
4+
6 + 1/round

Emergency First-Aid: Make a Medicine check
against DC 5 as a 4SA. If you succeed you may
administer First Aid to a dying target within your
natural reach (typically Close, meaning you must
enter their square). The dying creature stabilizes (is
no longer dying, but still unconscious).
Treat Wound: Make a Medicine check against DC 6.
This takes one minute. If you succeed, remove one
wound from one creature in natural reach. For
every 2 points that you beat the DC, you cure
another wound. This uses a bandage and thread. A
creature may only have Treat Wound used on it
once per day.
Long-term Care: Make a Medicine check against DC
6. This takes one hour every day, but you may treat
multiple patients simultaneously (up to your total
number of ranks in Medicine). The patients' natural
healing rate is doubled.
Treat Disease/Poison: Make a Medicine check on a
diseased or poisoned patient. The DC is the same
as the infection DC for the disease. If you succeed,
the patient is treated as having succeeded on his
next save against that disease or poison.
Diagnose: DC 4 for common ailments, 6 for
uncommon, 8 for rare, and 12 or higher for
esoteric. You determine all status effects currently
on the target, and how many wounds he has, and
the source of each. Takes 1 minute per wound or
status effect. You may not retry this check unless
the target's condition changes.
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Check Pulse: DC 4. You can tell as a 2SA if a
creature is dead or alive. The GM rolls this check
secretly. If you failed the check, there is a 50%
chance that you get the wrong answer, and the
other 50% chance is that you don’t know at all.
Forage for Food: You can try to forage for food.
Make a Medicine check every day, the DC is 5. For
every point by which you beat the DC, you can feed
another person. Foraging for food halves your
overland speed. In particularly lush or barren areas
the GM may apply a circumstance bonus or penalty
of up to 3.
Self-Treatment: Attempting to do any use of the
Medicine skill on yourself takes a -2 penalty.








Techniques:










Forage for Herbs: With this technique, you can
attempt to look for herbs to refill an herbalist's
kit. With a DC 8 Medicine check and four hour's
work, you can find enough herbs for 1d4 uses
of a herbalist's kit.
Forensic Investigation: You can determine the
cause of death of the target, assuming it is nonobvious. The GM can, of course, change the DC
depending on circumstance. This takes about a
minute. The DC is usually 8, but can go as high
as 12 if the cause of death is exotic or wellhidden.
Resuscitate: With this technique, you can, if
you act fast enough, use your medical expertise
to save someone who, to the untrained eye,
appears dead. This takes a 6SA (or one 3SA
from two people). If you succeed, you may
revive somebody who died within one round.
The DC starts at 6, but for every additional
round that the target is “dead,” add +1 to the
DC. If you fail this check, you may retry the next
round – but the DC still increases.
Surgery: Without this technique, the character
gets a -2 penalty when he tries to perform
Surgery. This stacks with the penalty for not
having appropriate surgical tools.
Skilled First Aid: When you use the emergency
first aid technique, you may heal an additional

wound for every 2 points that your check beat
the DC.
Veterinarian: You do not get the -1 penalty for
using Medicine on creatures of the [Animal]
type.
Xenomedic: You do not get the -1 penalty for
using Medicine on one specific type of creature
that you choose.
Cosmopolitan: You do not get the -1 penalty for
using Medicine on any creature of the [Mortal]
type, even if they are a different type from your
own. Such creatures include humans, elves,
halflings, orcs, dwarves, etc..
Create Medicine: Using an Herbalist's kit, you
can try to create medicine for a specific disease
or poison. Medicine can be created in the form
of an injection, a pill, or a drink. Drinks and pills
must be swallowed by the afflicted character (a
2SA), so are not much good for an unconscious
character. Injections can be given to
unconscious characters (or unarmoured,
unwilling ones with a successful attack roll) but
require a syringe. Creating medicine takes
about an hour and requires a DC 7 Medicine
check. Medicine is only effective against one
particular syndrome, decided when you create
it. This uses up one use of a Herbalist's kit's ten
uses.

Ingenuity
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Your character is smart. Very smart. Probably
smarter than anyone sitting around the table, so
who's to say he didn't think of this ahead of time?
Ingenuity does not have, or need, techniques.
The Great Reveal: If this were a movie, this is
where your character gets to reveal what he was
planning 'all along.' Make an Ingenuity check in
order to get the opportunity to describe actions
your character took in the past without the
knowledge of your other party members, the GM,
or, in fact, you yourself. The GM gets to make a call
on the plausibility level of the actions you describe.
Having beaten the plausibility of figuring out
something ahead of time, you can retroactively
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take any actions you wish based off of that
decision, but you must make any skill checks
necessary both to succeed what your goal is, and to
explain why nobody noticed what you did. If you
fail any of these skill checks, your entire attempt
fails. It is therefore recommended that you play
DC Plausibility
Description
3
Embarrassingly Something that a character
Obvious
really should have thought of.
Somebody with normal
intelligence would have thought
to do this (though you didn't).
6
Plausible
Is obvious with information
available to your character at the
time, but you still didn't think to
do.

10

Suspect.

Something the GM has dropped
hints about but nobody in the
party picked up on

15

Just Possible

Knowledge that has just been
revealed to you, you turned out
to have discovered in the past
given resources your character
had at the time.

your character as mysteriously as possible in order
to increase the plausibility later on that you did
things in the past.
The GM assigns the DC based on your explanation
and the situation.
Example
-Being the party thief and bringing lockpicks on a
heist.
-Packing food before going on a trip.
-You know the local count is a vampire, you
obviously brought along stakes and a holy symbol.
You are on the trail of a vampire. You hear that the
local count is allergic to garlic. Your character
retroactively figured out that he is the vampire.
-You are dining at a known enemy's house. You
drink the wine, and your GM tells you that you are
poisoned. You reveal that actually, you switched
glasses and your enemy is poisoned.
Last week in a tavern, you overhear an in-game
conversation that the local Count is allergic to
garlic. Now, the Count has just revealed with a
wicked cackle that he is about to suck your blood.
You reveal that you brought a holy symbol along.
The count has cornered you and revealed his fangs.
You pipe up "last week while we were in town I
overheard in a tavern that he had an aversion to
garlic. Combining this with my knowledge of
vampires, I brought along a holy symbol and a set
of stakes." Note that the GM never actually
dropped any clues about garlic.
-You are dining at a known friend's house, who
turns out to be an enemy in disguise. Your glass of
wine is poisoned, and you reveal that you
suspected ahead of time that the glass was
poisoned, and switched glasses.

20

Retroactive
Backstory

Thrown into a situation with
which you had no possible
forewarning- a random
occurrence, even- you
retroactively have the tools, and
knowledge, to deal with the

You stumble across a vampire in the woods. There
is no reasonable forewarning for this. It is a
"random encounter." You reveal that, sometime in
your murky past your uncle was a vampire and
from then on, you've always carried a holy symbol
and garlic on your person.
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situation.
You may be called upon to explain how you go to
where you are now, having done this. You are
responsible for your explanation maintaining
continuity given events that are known to have
occurred.
You cannot use this technique to emulate another
skill, i.e. "I learned how to pick locks ten years
ago!". The GM is justified in saying, "Then make a
Engineering check. Your modifier doesn't change,
though."
You can only do something retroactively that you
had the skills to do at the time.
You may not use this technique to change your
ranks in skills, change the components of combos,
spells, or the like. Regardless of the DC, you fail on
a 1.
Using the Great Reveal generally is a 0SA, but the
Gm may impose a time constraint.
The GM sets the DC, not you. And he doesn't have
to tell you, at that.
Outsmart: If an opponent is attempting to use
Ingenuity, and the GM rules it appropriate, you can
attempt to outsmart him using your superior
Ingenuity. After your opponent makes an Ingenuity
check (you must be aware of what he is doing) you
can attempt to outwit him. Make an Ingenuity
check. If it is 2 or more points higher than your
opponent’s check result, his Ingenuity check fails as
if he had failed to meet his DC, and he is somewhat
embarrassed.
For example, Colonel Mauve is hot on the trails of a
brilliant master thief known only as the Jackal.
After finally being cornered in his latest heist, the
Jackal cackles and reveals (with an Ingenuity check
result of 15) that the police agents Colonel Mauve
is with are, in fact, the Jackal’s lackeys. Colonel
Mauve says, “that’s what I wanted you to think all
along, Jackal – they’re triple agents secretly
working for me!” and makes an Ingenuity check. If
he makes 17 or higher (2 points higher than the
Jackal’s result of 15) then the police were working
for Colonel Mauve, and the Jackal’s crime spree is
at an end. If he fails, then the police were
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quadruple agents, who were pretending to pretend
to work for the police while actually working for
the Jackal, though secretly working for the police;
but were in reality working for the Jackal while
pretending to work for the police pretending to
work for the Jackal in the guise of ordinary police
officers.
To use Outsmart, the outsmarting character must
outline his cunning ploy that countered the first
character’s plot, as in The Great Reveal. While
making the plots unnecessarily complicated is not a
prerequisite of the Ingenuity skill, it is
recommended. The GM may rule that the
Outsmart DC has a minimum based on its own
plot’s complexity. For example, if the Jackal forgets
to bring a water bottle on a jog and wants to use
Ingenuity to get one (DC 3, the Jackal gets 5 on his
check) and Colonel Mauve comes up with an
elaborate plot involving having a satellite in orbit
over that very district of Chicago equipped with a
ray that dehydrates glasses of water and gets 7 on
his check, he would technically be able to Outsmart
the Jackal, but his plot (which would normally be
DC 20 or higher if outlined in the Great Reveal) is
well beyond the capabilities of what a check of 7
could accomplish. The GM could rule that the
dashing hero’s attempt fails, unless he gets higher
than the larger of the two (2 + the Revealer’s check
result or the plot’s own DC).
Retries: You can't ever use ingenuity twice to get to
the same effect. For example, if there is a guard
about to arrest you and you use ingenuity to have
tied his shoes together earlier, and fail, you can't
use ingenuity to have unloaded his firearm.
However, if you succeed in tying his shoes together
but that still doesn't solve the problem, you can try
something else - but the DC increases by +2 every
time. For this purpose, 'goal' is very loosely
defined, and the GM is the final arbiter as always.
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Magic Power



Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: turning spells up to 11. Your ranks in Magic
Power determines how many points of Power you
can include in your spells.
Supernatural: Unless otherwise specified, all
techniques in Magic Power are supernatural.
Techniques:





Mad Casting: [Metamagic: Power +1] You may
use your Magic Power skill instead of your
Magic Skill modifier for attack rolls in this spell.
Demoralizing Spell: [Metamagic: Power -1] You
take a Morale Penalty when you cast this spell.
You cannot apply this modification if you are
immune to morale effects.
Exhausting Spell: [Metamagic: Power -1] You
become fatigued immediately after casting.

Other Techniques:


Sometimes, More is More: You may use your
ranks in magic power to determine spell
duration, or your magic skill, whichever is
higher.

Metamagic Components:








Explosive Spell [Metamagic: Power +1] The
spell gains an area of effect at Blast Scale 1.
Instead of attacking individual creatures, you
attack an area. If the spell is type: Attack, and
you miss your attack roll, the spell scatters 1d6
metres per range increment out. If the spell has
a range of Melee, it instead emanates out of
any point in your reach. You may add this
metamagic multiple times, each time increasing
the area affected by one scale.
Rapid Fire: [Metamagic: Power +2] You cast the
spell twice. You may choose different targets or
the same target. You may add this metamagic
multiple times, each time casting the spell an
additional time. Each casting must be dispelled
or otherwise countered individually. Roll any
variable dice for each spell separately.
Quick Spell: [Metamagic: Power +5] Reduce the
casting time of this spell by 1 second. This
modification may be added multiple times, the
effects stack. The casting time of a spell may
not be reduced to shorter than one second.
Intensify Spell: [Metamagic: Power +1] Choose
one die roll made in this spell. Increase the die
size by one, to the normal maximum of d12.
This metamagic may be added multiple times,
each time either increasing the die roll further,
or increasing a different die roll.

Heroics
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Heroics allows you to push your abilities
further than you normally could. The Heroics skill
grants you a reserve of action points (abbreviated
AP) which you can use to grant you various
benefits, depending on which Heroics techniques
you learn. You have one AP per rank in Heroics. You
gain them back after a decent night's sleep. Unless
otherwise specified, using AP does not take an
action, it is simply done as part of another action,
such as a skill check or attack. You can never
expend more AP in a single round than your heroics
modifier.
Special: If Heroics is your focus skill, you gain an
additional 3 AP.
Techniques:






Keep Calm: You can expend one AP to ignore
one morale penalty until the start of your next
turn. Ignored morale penalties do not lower
your Will. Using Keep Calm is a 0SA that can
only be done once per round.
Improved Keep Calm: [Requires Keep Calm]:
When you use the Keep Calm technique, you
can expend more than one AP. Each AP you use
in this way allows you to ignore an additional
morale penalty.
Carry On: You can expend one AP to ignore one
wound until the start of your next turn. Ignored
wounds do not lower your Toughness. Using
Carry On is a 0SA that can only be done once
per round.
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Improved Carry On: [Requires Carry On]: When
you use the Carry On technique, you can
expend more than one AP. Each AP you use in
this way allows you to ignore an additional
wound.
Heroic Surge: You may use the Heroics skill to
give you a +1 bonus to one skill check. This
takes one AP. For every additional 2 AP you
spend in this way, your bonus increases by
another +1.
Active Caster: [Metamagic: Complexity -1]: This
spell costs one AP to cast.
Active Fighter: [Attack Combo -1]: This combo
costs one AP to use.
Great Heroics: Increase your number of AP by
one. You may take this technique multiple
times, its effects stack.










Luck
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: The Luck skill's primary use grants you the
ability to make a certain number of luck rerolls per
day. Every rank you place in Luck grants you one
LP, much like how Heroics grants AP. LP can be
expended to grant various kinds of benefits based
on the techniques you choose. After a decent
night's sleep, you gain your LP back. Unless
otherwise stated, using Luck techniques is not an
action but done after someone rolls a die instead,
regardless of who’s turn it is.
Like all abilities that grant rerolls, you can never
reroll the same die more than once. The reroll uses
the same modifier as the first roll.






Special: If Luck is your focus skill, you gain an
additional 3 LP.
Techniques:




Better Lucky than Good: [Requires 3 ranks in
Luck] When you use Luck to reroll a die you can
spend an extra 2 LP. If you do, roll two dice
instead of one. Use the higher of the two.
Black Cat: You can use one LP to force an
opponent to reroll a skill check. The check must
have been made within 10m of you.
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Broad Strokes: [Requires Lucky, Lucky Leverage,
Serendipity, Freak Chance] You can spend 3 LP
to force a reroll of any die rolled at the table,
even if you have no idea what the die was
rolled for.
Fortuitous: When you use LP to reroll dice,
instead of having to use the second result, you
can use whichever is higher.
Freak Chance: [Requires 3 ranks in Luck] You
can spend 2 LP to cause an enemy to reroll a
damage roll made against you. This includes
both physical damage and morale damage.
Gambler with an Edge: Whenever your
character rolls an in-game die, such as in a
game of chance, you can spend one LP to reroll
the die. You must use the second result.
It's Not Even Fun Anymore: [Requires Gambler
with an Edge, 10 ranks in Luck] After using
Gambler with an Edge, you can spend another2
LP to add 1 or subtract 1 from the result of your
in-game roll.
Lucky Leverage: [Requires 2 ranks in Luck]: you
can expend 2 LP to reroll an ability check. You
must use the second result.
Lucky Shot: [Requires two ranks in Luck] You
can spend 2 LP to reroll a damage roll that you
made. You must use the second result.
Lucky: You can expend one LP to reroll a skill
check that you just made. You must use the
second result.
Painful Accident: [Requires Unfortunate
Accident, 10 ranks in Luck] When you use
Unfortunate Accident, you can attempt to
cause the target to suffer an injury while falling.
This costs an additional 3 LP. If the target falls
prone, it takes 1d6 + your Luck modifier
damage. Even if you beat the target's
Toughness score, it only takes one wound, and
does not die.
Reliably Lucky: You gain one LP. You may take
this technique multiple times, its effects stack.
Serendipity: [Requires 3 ranks in Luck]: You can
use 2 LP to reroll an Initiative check. You must
use the second result.



Unfortunate Accident: [Requires 4 ranks in
Luck] Your natural luck has gotten to the point
where those who wish you ill are in actual
physical danger. As a 2SA, you can expend 4 LP
to attempt to cause an opponent to have a
bout of bad luck. Make an opposed luck check
with them. The defender gets a +2 bonus to this
check. If you succeed, they fall prone. This
ability has a range increment of 2 m. You do not
need to be able to see or hear your target, but
you must know approximately where they are.

Discipline
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: Removing adverse morale conditions from
yourself, and fighting in a team.
Special: If Disciplibe is your focus skill, you gain +1
to Will.
Techniques:










Resolve: You add one-half of your Discipline
modifier (round up) to your Will.
Zen Combat: You may add your spirit instead of
your strength to damage on attacks that
normally allow you to add your strength to
damage, such as melee weapon attacks.
Calm Down: You may spend a minute doing
nothing, taking no actions, but slowly relaxing
yourself. At the end, you may make a Discipline
check with the DC equalling your current Will. if
you succeed, you remove a morale penalty
Rapid Calm: [Requires Calm Down] you only six
seconds to use the Calm Down technique, not a
whole minute.
Independent: [Requires Calm Down]: you
instead remove two morale penalties on a
successful Calm Down attempt.
Snap Back: You can make a Discipline check
instead of a Spirit check to remove the Broken
condition.
Teamwork Techniques: These techniques are
useful when a large group of attackers all fire at
the same time, primarily with ranged weapons.
All characters involved must use the same



combo and attack with the same weapon.
Together, they are treated as one character
making a single large combo attack. Use the
average attack bonus of the group. For every
full doubling of people attacking, (one at two,
two at four, etc.) you can use one of the
following techniques to add a bonus. All
characters must have the technique in order to
use it. Each one may be used multiple times, its
effects stack.
o Volley Attack: add +1 to hit and one
extra attack.
o Concentrated Attack: Add +1 to hit and
if you hit by more than one point, (like
Burst Fire) you roll an additional damage
die. If you add this twice, you add +2 to
hit and if you beat the target by two or
more you roll three damage dice, etc.
o Area Attack: You attack a Scale 1 area
instead of one enemy. Each use of this
technique adds +1 to the scale. This only
works with ranged attacks. If the attacks
already had an area attack, simply
increase the scale by +1 for every
So for example, say 2 archers want to use
Volley Attack. They use the Rapid Fire combo
(one attack and one extra attack) and have a +0
attack modifier normally. Instead of each one
making two attacks, one of them makes three
attacks at +1. Together they use four arrows.
If they used Concentrated attack, they would
together make 2 attacks at +1, but roll extra
damage dice if they hit by more than 1.
Together they still use four arrows.
If they used Area Attack, they would make 2
attacks, each attacking a Scale 1 area. Together
they use four arrows.
If there were four archers, they could use one
Area attack and one Volley attack (for +1 to hit,
three attacks, and they attack a scale one area)
or two Area attacks (two attacks at +0 to hit
against scale 2 areas), etc.
Formation Techniques: All techniques in this
section are useful when fighting together in
large groups. Bonuses from formation
techniques only apply when you are adjacent to
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at least one ally who also has the technique,
and both of you agree to give the other the
bonus. You only get the bonus from one ally, so
a group of fifty people standing together with
Close-Order Drill (for example) all only get +1 to
Will each.
o Close-Order Drill: When in formation
with an ally with this technique, you get
+1 to Will.
o Support: When in formation with an ally
with this technique, you get +1 to
Wrestle checks made to prevent
yourself from being held, thrown,
tripped, or disarmed.

Good Cop Bad Cop: A character using Intimidate
can team up with a character using Charisma to
interrogate with greater effect. Because the DC of a
Charisma check is based off of the target’s Will, the
DC can effectively be lowered with a successful
intimidate check.
Techniques:


Intimidate



Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Intimidate is used to frighten your enemies,
and to keep your underlings in line using terror
tactics. It can also be used to interrogate answers
out of a prisoner, or in a similar situation. Creatures
that are immune to fear effects are also immune to
all uses of intimidate.
Interrogate: Intimidate can be used to get answers
out of characters otherwise unwilling to talk. Make
an intimidate check against the target's Will. This
deals no morale damage, but if you succeed, the
target 'cracks' and talks. He can attempt to lie, but
does so at a -1 penalty. Interrogating a target can
take several minutes or more.
There are a wide variety of circumstance modifiers
the GM can add to this check. Use the following
table as a guideline:
Situation
Target is disadvantaged (Interrogator
is armed and target isn't)
Target is severely disadvantaged
(unarmed, tied down, surrounded,
etc.)
Target has the advantage
Target is severely advantaged
Target is more frightened of what
will happen if he talks than if he
doesn't

Modifier
+1







+2

-1
-2 or more
-3 or more

Scare: As a 4SA, you can try to frighten your
enemies. One enemy who can see and hear you
(or in other situations the GM deems
appropriate) takes your Intimidate check result
in Fear morale damage.
Group Intimidate: [Requires: Scare] When you
make a Scare attempt, you instead target all
enemies within 6 m. Roll one die and apply it to
all targets.
Intimidate Legion: [Requires: Group
Intimidate]. When you make a Scare attempt,
all enemies who can see or hear you are
targets. Roll one die for damage and apply it to
all of them.
Foil: As an Interrupt Action, when a character
attempts to remove morale damage from one
or more of his allies (ex, through use of the
Charisma skill), you may make an Intimidate
check. If the result of your Intimidate check is
higher than the check result of the skill your
opponent used (typically Charisma), then the
attempt is negated and his allies keep their
morale penalties. Your target must be able to
see and/or hear you for Foil to work.
Fear is the Best Motivator: [Requires: Scare]
You may attempt to intimidate your own allies
with Scare. If you succeed, they suffer the usual
morale penalties. However, for one round, they
also ignore any morale penalties. If you wound
an ally, you can immediately use this technique
as a 0SA and gain a +1 bonus to your intimidate
check. If you kill an ally, you automatically
succeed.

Faith
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Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: You are entrusted with the responsibility to
direct the power of your deity. The higher your
ranks in Faith, the more you are trusted.
Supernatural: Unless otherwise specified, all
techniques in Faith are supernatural.
Special: if your ranks in Faith is not at least equal to
your level, you lose all abilities granted from the
Faith skill until such a time as it is maxed out again.
If you act grossly against your deity's code, you
may be suspended of your Faith powers for a time.
This is only for extreme violations. For example,
breaking a law while being faithful of Justicar (the
god of Law) is not enough, you'd need to
overthrow a well-established and reasonably fair
legal system and replace it with the worst form of
anarchy.
Techniques:









Delayed Martyrdom: If something would cause
you to die, you may remain alive and conscious
for a duration equal to your Faith modifier in
rounds.
Shield of Faith: You may automatically treat
one defence roll as having rolled a '6' on the sixsided die. You may not use this technique again
until you have spent about a minute in prayer.
You may choose to use this ability after already
rolling (and presumably failing) your defence
roll.
Holy Blade: Against enemies that are unholy to
your deity, you add your Spirit to damage in
addition to your Strength. This is added to any
damage roll you make— spell damage, weapon,
unarmed, ranged, Anima Wave, timed delay
explosive, etc.
Strike Down: [Attack Combo -1] This combo
may only be used against targets that are
unholy to your deity.
Stunning Smite: [requires Holy Blade] unholy
enemies wounded by a Holy Blade attack (see
above) must make a fortitude check
(DC=damage dealt] or be stunned for one
round.

Holy Sight: You gain Holy Sight as an additional
sense. This allows you to notice divine power.
With Holy Sight, you can detect holy and unholy
beings, creatures, and effects. Look at the chart
for DCs. The DC increases by one for every 10m
away it was cast. Holy Sight functions even if
the user is blind or deaf. Holy Sight ignores
obstacles such as doors and walls.
Thing
DC
Example
Holy or Unholy
10 – the
creature (of your creature’s
religion)
level
Faith skill being
6 – the
A paladin
used
user’s Faith
using Holy
skill modifier Blade
Faithful
12 – the
character’s
Faith bonus.
Success by 4
or more tells
you the
character’s
religion.
Consecrated area 6
A temple
Holy symbol of
8
your religion
Holy symbol of
10
other religion
Holy object of
4 – slightly
your religion
holy
2 – very holy
0 – relic
-6 – sacred
relic
-20 – Focal
relic
Holy object of
another religion
Your deity
An avatar of your
deity
Another deity
An avater of
another deity

As above,
but +2
-50
-40
-30
-20
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Holy Guidance: [Requires Holy Sight] you can
ignore concealment on any creature or object
detected with Holy Sight.
Holy Empathy [Requires Holy Sight] With a DC
4-8 Faith check (GM discretion), you can notice
extremely traumatic events that have taken
place in the past. Modifiers that affect Holy
Sight’s DCs also affect Holy Empathy DCs.
Exorcise: You can channel your deity's power to
try to rid a creature from domination. The
possessed creature must be able to clearly see
and hear you. Make a Faith check against the
possessing creature's Will. If you succeed, it is
banished from the creature or object it was
possessing, and cannot attempt to possess that
creature for 24 hours or until the next sunrise,
whichever happens first. If a character has
multiple creatures possessing it, you can
choose to target or exclude any number of
them with Exorcism, making one single Faith
check, and comparing it to each of their Wills.
Using Exorcism takes a six-second action and
involves speaking clearly and loudly in a firm
voice. Being deaf or otherwise hard of hearing
is no protection from an Exorcism.
Mass Exorcism: [Requires Exorcism] You can
attempt to use Exorcism against multiple
creatures at the same time. You take a -1
penalty on the Faith check if you attempt to do
so, but any number of creatures who can hear
you are affected by your Exorcise ability.
Cleric Specialized Tree: If you learn one of the
following techniques, you cannot learn any of
the techniques in other specialized casting
trees, such as from Arcana. If you have a
technique in another specialized casting tree,
you cannot take a rank from the Cleric
specialized tree.
o Cleric Neophyte: You gain access to the
Cleric secret spell seed, Smite. However,
you lose access to the Damage spell
seed.
o Cleric Apprentice: [Requires Cleric
Neophyte, 3 ranks in Faith]
o Full Cleric: [Requires Cleric Apprentice,
10 ranks in Faith]

o Expert Cleric:
Berserk
Skill Rate: Staggered
Techniques:
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Rage: You can activate Rage as an Interrupt
2SA, and it lasts for a number of rounds equal
to your Spirit score. While Raging, you gain a +1
bonus to strength and endurance (among other
things, this boosts melee weapon damage and
toughness by +1), but a -1 penalty to all
Dexterity- and Intelligence-based skills. Any
activity that requires focus or concentration
(such as casting a spell) cannot be done while
raging. After a rage ends, you cannot use this
ability again for 2d6 rounds. You can
deliberately end a rage as a 0SA.
Fearless Rage: [Requires Rage] While raging,
you ignore all morale effects (positive or
negative). You still accumulate morale
penalties, but you can ignore their effects. If
you are reduced to -6 Will or lower while using
Rage, your Rage immediately ceases and your
morale penalties take their toll.
Terrifying Rage: [Requires: Scare, Rage]
Whenever you activate the Rage ability, you get
to make a free Scare attempt.
Brutal Rage: [Requires Rage] While raging, you
add +1 to all damage rolls that you add your
strength score to.
Mage Rage: [Requires Rage] While raging, you
may cast spells- but only spells with a
complexity rating of 0 or lower. This does not
give you the power to cast spells if you could
not do so already.
Unstoppable: [Requires Rage] while raging, if
you take damage that would normally render
you dead or dying, you may continue to act
normally until the end of your Rage. At that
point, you begin dying.
Slow Burn: [Requires Rage, Spirited Rage]: You
can rage for 1 additional round. You may take
this technique multiple times, its effects stack.
Spirited Rage: [Requires Rage]: While raging,
you also add +1 to your spirit.





Then add the target's Will. That is the DC.

Rapid Recovery: [Requires Rage] With this
technique, reduce the time after a rage in
which you cannot rage to 1d6+1 rounds.
Lightning Recovery: [Requires Rapid Recovery]
As Rapid Recovery, except reduce the time to
1d4 rounds.

If you succeed, you convince your target to do
something. If multiple parties are vying for
something, then they all make checks and the
highest (assuming it beats the original DC) is
successful.
Deceive: Make a Charisma check against your
target's passive Perception DC + the target's
Attitude Modifier (to show how much they trust
you) plus a circumstance modifier based on the
believability of the lie. If you succeed, your target
believes what you are saying. This check takes no
action by itself, it is simply made as part of the
action of talking.

Charisma
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses:
Request: Make a Charisma check against your
target. Use the following charts to find the DC:
Attitude
Modifier
+8

+4
+2
0
-2
-4
-8

Attitude

Behaviour

Disguise: You can use Charisma to disguise yourself
as someone else. When you are trying to convince
someone you are someone else, make a Charisma
check against the target's Passive Perception DC. A
success indicates that they believe your disguise.
Depending on what you are disguising yourself as,
you may apply some of the following modifiers to

Hatred

Will take first opportunity
to kill, discredit, or
otherwise hurt you
physically or otherwise
Hostile
Will actively try to speed
your demise
Unfriendly Wouldn't mind seeing
you go
Neutral
Socially expected
behaviour
Friendly
Will help, within reason
Helpful
Will take risks to help you
Ally
Always has your back.
Will risk life to protect
you.

Circumstance
Modifier (add
any that apply)
+10
+4
+2
-1
-2
-2
-4

Disguise
Modifier
-1

Situation

Different Racial Background but same
race
-2
Different Race or Gender
-4
Different Race and gender
+2
You have ID or other "proof" of your
fake identity
+1
You are in the appropriate uniform (if
applicable)
your Charisma check:

Request

Most likely result in death
Extremely dangerous
Risky or unpleasant
Simple, safe, and quick
Very simple and very safe
Likely in the target's best interest*
Obviously in the target's best
interest*
*Or at least, the target believes it's in his best
interest.

The GM may give the observer a modifier of +1 to
+3 based on how well the observer knows the
person you are disguised as, and a +1 modifier if
they have reason to believe there is a spy in the
midst.
Provoke: This is a deliberate attempt to convince
someone not to like you. Make a Charisma check as
a full-round action against a target who can hear
and see you. The DC is equal to the target's
minimum Will minus their current attitude plus
your desired attitude. So, the DC to drop someone
with a Will of 9/3 from Friendly to Unfriendly is 7 (3
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+2 +2). Provoke can only be used to decrease the
target's attitude.
Charm: This is a deliberate attempt to get someone
to like you. Make a Charisma check as a full-round
action against a target who can see and hear you.
The DC is equal to the target's minimum Will minus
their current attitude plus your desired attitude. So
the DC to change someone with a Will of 9/3 from
Neutral to Helpful is 7 (3 +2 +2). Charm can only be
used to increase the target's attitude.
Gather Information: You can use Charisma to
canvass a neighbourhood, question locals in a
tavern, or generally get the word on the street. This
takes 2d4 hours to accomplish, and at the end you
can make a knowledge check using your Charisma
to determine what you have discovered. However,
gathering information in this manner can draw
attention to yourself: someone else can use gather
information to find out that someone has been
asking questions. The Obscurity for such a check is
Difficult (base DC 6). Depending on the check
result, they determine the following information:
DC
3 or
lower
4
6

8

12

14+

Information Discovered
Nothing useful
That someone has been asking questions
and the topic being investigated
A rough description of the individual
asking questions and when they were
asked
The name of the individual (or a very good
description of no name was given), who
they talked to, and when (within a few
days)
A fairly accurate account of what the
questions were, the names of everyone
the person talked to, and the time the
questions were asked to within an hour or
two.
A word-for-word account of every
question the person asked, every answer,
who they talked to, and precisely when
and where the questions were asked












Techniques:
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Challenge: You challenge your foe to single
combat. Your target must already be hostile to
you, or for some other reason fighting you or
your allies. Make a Charisma check against the
target's Will minus their attitude modifier. This
is a 4SA. If you succeed, they must fight you,
and not your allies. Your target continues to
fight you until one of you is victorious. If
anyone other than you takes visible hostile
action against your target, they become free to
act as they wish.
Combat Banter: With this technique, you can
make Charm checks in 2 seconds instead of 6.
Counter: As an Interrupt 2SA, when a character
attempts to deal morale damage to an ally or
allies, you may make a Charisma check. If the
result of your Charisma check is higher than the
morale damage, then the attempt is negated.
Your allies must be able to see and/or hear you
for Counter to work.
Inspire Group: [Requires Inspire] Requires
Inspire. You may instead inspire all within 6 m
on an Inspiration attempt. Roll one die and
apply it to all targets.
Inspire Legion: [Requires Inspire Group]
Requires Inspire Group. You may inspire all
allies in view who can hear you and/or see you
(including via radio, TV, or magical
communication). Roll one die and apply it to all
targets.
Distinctive Personality: Choose one use of
Charisma: request, deceive, disguise, provoke,
charm, or inspire. You get a +1 bonus to that
use of Charisma. This decision may not be
changed unless the GM agrees that you have
gone under major character development.
Inspire: Make a Charisma check against one
target's Minimum Will as a 4SA. If you succeed,
they remove one morale penalty. This is a
morale effect. The GM may grant you a
circumstance modifier to your check (+1 to +3)
if you have a truly spectacular inspiration
speech/method/etc. (ex. You just killed the
marauding giant king by running it through with
your nation's standard). Alternatively, you may
get an equivalent penalty (you just tried to run










the giant king through with the standard and
made a fool of yourself.). You may not inspire
yourself. You may not Inspire any character
who has no morale penalties. The target must
be able to see and/or hear you clearly (may
require a Perception Check). A character may
only be inspired once per turn.
Potent Inspiration: [Requires Inspire] Inspired
creatures instead remove 2 morale penalties.
Razor Wit: With this technique, you can make
Provoke checks in 2 seconds instead of 6.
Swindle: [Requires 4 ranks in Charisma]
Whenever you buy goods from a character who
is Friendly or better, you can pay 10% less.
Low Profile: Add +2 to the DC to determine any
information about you by using Gather
Information. You may take this technique
multiple times, its effects stack.
Word on the Street: You get +1 to Gather
Information checks.
Investigator: [Requires Word on the Street] You
can make Gather Information checks in only
1d4 hours.
Hard-Boiled: [Requires Investigator]: You get +2
to Gather Information checks. This replaces the
bonus from Word on the Street.

Contacts
Skill Rate: Fast
Uses: With the Contacts skill, characters can form a
network of supporting NPCs to help them. A
contact is a GM controlled character who, for
whatever reason, the character with this skill has
influence over. Depending on the nature of the
character, this could be because they are close
friends from before the campaign started, the
character holds some secret or power over the
NPC, or maybe the player helped out the NPC in
the past.
Gaining Contacts: When a character puts his first
rank in this skill, and again whenever the character
takes the Additional Contact technique, the
character gains a new potential contact. Do not
invent a story or name for this potential contact
yet. Later, when the character needs help, he can

make a Contacts check to see if one of his potential
contacts is in a position to help. Look at the chart
for a DC based on the contact grade, as judged by
the GM. On a success, the character loses a
potential contact and gains a proper one. At this
point, the character can either come up with a
name and brief description of why the contact is
loyal to the character (e.g. "We were roommates in
college" or "I helped her out of a jam involving a
vampire and an enraged ogress. She owes me – big
time."). Be sure to write this down somewhere, the
new contact is permanent. Characters can, of
course, gain allies and friends in the usual manner
over the course of the setting, this skill for attaining
helpers on the fly that just so happen to be in a
position to help the character. Essentially, the
character retroactively invents a friendly NPC at a
convenient moment.
Using Contacts: When a contact is gained after a
successful check, he immediately helps your
character to the best of his ability. To call upon a
contact that has already been gained, the DC is 2
points lower. On a failed result, the contact cannot
help you, even if he wanted to. For some reason,
his hands are tied or what you are asking is simply
beyond his abilities.
Contact Grades: There are four 'grades' of
contacts, ranging from A through D. A D-grade
contact is the lowest level, or, the least wellpositioned and influential. An A-grade contact is
the most influential sort. See the chart: Contact
Grades for more specific information.
General New Contact Restrictions: These
restrictions (which can be waived by the GM if he
deems it appropriate) are for contacts being
created. Once a contact has entered the campaign,
however, anything goes.




Contacts will not generally engage in lifethreatening behaviour to aid the character
Contacts are always level one
Contacts should use the stats for generic
characters presented in the monster list. GMs
decide which to use, and can of course modify
the originals to fit with the circumstances.
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Contact Grades
Grade DC Influence
A
18
Staggering

Examples
 A senator who owes you a favour and might vote your way
 A board member of a major company
B
14
High
 The master-at-arms of the city guard, or chief of a large city's police force
C
10
Fairly Low
 A mid-ranking police officer who can call in favours to delay the emergency
services response to gunfire while you and your party take out a group of
demon-assisted cultists in a warehouse. She doesn't like it, but she knows
that the police aren't well-equipped to deal with supernatural threats the
way that you are.
D
6
Bottom-Rung  A lowly guard or policeman, who can look the other way on minor offences
because he's seen you save lives before, and knows that your current illegal
behaviour will result in more lives saved, even though he doesn't like it
 A maid who occasionally passes on information she hears while
eavesdropping on her wealthy clients
 A journalist who sometimes tips you off before a story breaks
 A shady criminal who knows what's going on in the city's seedy underbelly
 A local priest who will let you hide at his temple after you were framed for
a crime and the city guard are looking for you
However, it is the GM, not the player, who
 Additional Contact: You can add one potential
finalizes the stats and abilities of the contacts.
contact into your reserve. You may take this
technique multiple times, its effects stack.
 Contacts can be trusted not to betray the
character except in extreme, rare, cases.
 A contact cannot be someone the GM has
already introduced without the GM’s express
Animal Backup
permission
Losing Contacts: If a contact dies, leaves, or in
other situations that the GM deems appropriate,
the player can add a new potential contact to his
reserve. After all, he spent valuable skill points to
attain that contact, his character would be
permanently weakened relative to the other
characters who placed their Spirit skill that level in,
say, Berserk.
Limited Retry: On a failed check to gain or use a
contact, you cannot make another Contacts check
to get another contact to help you out of the same
situation. However, if you succeed on your check
but the contact proves less useful than you might
have hoped, you can try again for another contact but the DC is 2 points higher.

Skill Rate: Fast
The knight's testy warhorse, the thief's uncannily
smart pet rat, and the magician's familiar: these are
unusually powerful and loyal animals, and are
acquired with the Animal Backup skill. A character
may have only one animal companion at a time. If a
character loses one for any reason, he cannot
designate a new one until he gains a level. Unless
otherwise specified, the following techniques can
only be taken once each. The creature's maximum
level is your ranks in Animal Backup minus one
(minimum one), and otherwise gains experience as
if it were a member of the party.
Techniques:


Techniques:
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Smart: The animal's intelligence permanently
increases by one point, and it can take ranks in
Knowledge and Engineering.













Clever: [requires Smart] the creature
understands one spoken language (but
obviously can't talk).
Strong: The animal's strength permanently
increases by one point.
Fighter: [requires Strong] One of the animal's
unarmed attacks deals one higher die of
damage.
Tough: The animal's Endurance permanently
increases by one point.
Thick-Skinned: [requires Tough] the animal's
natural armour increases by two.
Quick: The animal's dexterity permanently
increases by one point.
Sprinter: [requires Quick] The animal's speed
increases by one square of its scale
Spirited: the animal's spirit permanently
increases by one point.
Loyal: [requires Spirited] The animal's Will score
increases by three points.
Familiar: [Requires Arcana 1 rank, Magic Skill 1
rank, Magic Power 1 rank] The time spent
hanging around a spellslinger such as yourself
has had a noticeable effect on your animal.
Your animal can learn and cast one complexity
zero, power zero spell. This spell can use any
spell seed (except for secret seeds) and any
magic modifications that have no prerequisites.
It also gains the [Magical] tag. Your animal can
take ranks in Arcana, Magic Power, Spell
Repertoire and Complexity next level.

though you may be able to use it to train fierce
guard dogs to attack on command.
Uses:
Care for Animal: With a single rank in this skill, you
can handle the day-to-day care of domesticated
animals without much trouble.
As a Profession: Handle Animal can be used to get
by as an animal trainer or a herder. Make a Handle
Animal check, you can generally get your result
squared in copper pennies for every day of labour.
Techniques:






Handle Animal
Skill Rate: Fast



With this skill, you can train and care for animals
like a professional. Without this skill, a character
can take care of an already domesticated animal
(like a dog or housecat) and maybe teach them a
few simple tricks. However, training in the skill is
necessary for more ambitious endeavours, such as
domesticating a wild animal, training a horse for
combat, or even communicating, to an extent, with
wild beasts. Unlike with Animal Backup, this skill
will not grant you a fearless animal companion,

Nature’s Friend: This technique allows you to
communicate on a basic level with animals. You
can use your Handle Animal skill to
communicate with an animal in the same
manner as you could use Charisma to
communicate with another intelligent creature,
but with a -2 penalty. Any communication with
an animal is still limited by the animal’s lack of
understanding.
Nature’s Ally: [Requires Nature’s Friend] With
this technique, you eliminate the -2 penalty to
communicating with animals using Nature’s
Friend.
Nature’s Champion: Supernatural [Requires
Nature’s Ally] With this technique, you can
telepathically communicate with any animal
within 500m per point of Handle Animal bonus
you have. For example, a character with a +8
Handle Animal skill bonus could communicate
telepathically with a dog up to 4km (4000m)
away.
Call Lesser Wildlife: Supernatural [Requires
Nature’s Ally] As a 4SA, you can attempt to call
local animals to aid you. Make a Handle Animal
check and divide the result by 3 (round down).
The resulting number of CR 1 animals from the
surrounding area (assuming there are any) rush
to assist you. You can choose which kind of
animals appear. Domesticated animals and
animals that a character has from the Animal
Backup skill are not affected by this ability. How
long the animals take to arrive can vary, but
under ideal circumstances it takes 1d6 + 2
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rounds for them to appear. After helping, the
animals go back about their daily business.
Call Wildlife: Supernatural [Requires Call Lesser
Wildlife] When using Call Lesser Wildlife, you
can call animals of up to CR 2.
Call Greater Wildlife: Supernatural [Requires
Call Wildlife, Nature’s Champion] When using
Call Wildlife, you can call animals of up to CR 3.
Call Horde: Supernatural [Requires Call Wildlife]
When using Call Lesser Wildlife, add +2 to the
number of animals that you call.
Domesticate Animal: With this technique, you
can make a Handle Animal check against an
animal’s Will. This check is made after three
months minus one week per point of Handle
Animal bonus you have (minimum 1 day) of
spending at least an hour a day training the
animal. You can train a number of animals at
the same time equal to your Handle Animal
skill. If you succeed, the animal becomes
domesticated.
Train Animal for War: [Requires Domesticate
Animal] With this technique, you can train an
animal for war. This takes the same amount of
time as domesticating it in the first place. The
animal to be trained must be domesticated
already. If you are successful, the animal will
not panic and flee in battle (unless morale
effects force it to) and trades its current
character background for Military. This can be
combined with Train Animal for Riding (see
below) to create a steed for use in battle. With
this technique, you earn ten times as much
money when using Handle Animal as a
profession. With this and Train an Animal for
Riding, you earn twenty times as much.
Train Animal for Riding: [Requires Domesticate
Animal] With this technique, you can train an
animal for riding. This takes the same amount
of time as domesticating it in the first place.
The animal to be trained must be domesticated
already, and must be type: Rideable. If you are
successful, the animal can be ridden as a mount
without panicking. With this technique, you
earn ten times as much money when using
Handle Animal as a profession.
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Perform
Skill Rate: Staggered
Uses: Playing music, acting, singing, dancing, etc..
Like Engineering or Science, Perform is subdivided
into many fields. The first time you put a rank in
Perform, pick one means of performing. You add
your Perform modifier to perform checks with that
instrument.










Wind
Stringed
Percussion
Singing
Dancing



Performing is a 4SA that requires four seconds of
concentration on future turns to keep up the
playing.



Performing for Money: Make a perform check
every day. You can generally gain (your check result
squared) in mk every day.



Techniques:






Generalize: Pick another kind of perform. You
can use your perform modifier to checks in that
category. You may take this technique multiple
times, each time choosing a new category.
Fame: With this technique, you can attempt to
use your fame as a performer to influence
others. You can make a Perform check against
DC 7. If you succeed, the target has heard of
you before, and likes your music. Their starting
attitude is increased by one step. If you fail by 3
or more, they haven’t heard of you before. If
you fail by 2 or less, they’ve heard of you and
hate your music – decrease their starting
attitude to you by one point. The GM can
increase or decrease the DC based on how
likely it is that they’ve heard of you (in a world
with no radio or rapid travel, the DC might
increase if you travel far from home).
Underscore: As a 4SA, make a perform check. If
your Perform check beats DC 8, all Charisma,
Discipline, and Intimidate checks made by allies
listening are at +1 until you stop playing.



Battle Music: [Requires Underscore] When you
use Underscore, the Will of all allies listening
gains a +1 bonus for every point by which your
Perform check beats 8.
To 11: If your Perform check beats DC 6,
decrease the Perception DC to hear by 1 point.
Every point by which you beat DC 6, decrease
the DC by an additional point.
Shock: [Requires To 11] As a 4SA, make a
perform check. One target who can hear you
must make a Fortitude check (DC= your
Perform check) or be Stunned for one round.
Awe: [Requires Shock] When you use Shock, for
every point by which your Perform check beat
8, you can affect one additional target
Deafening: [Requires Shock] When you use
shock, the target is also Deafened for one
minute for every point by which he failed his
Fortitude check.
Magical Melody: [Requires 4 ranks in Perform]:
Make a spell with up to one power, complexity,
and divine power. As a 4SA, you can perform a
Magical Melody. Make a Perform check against
DC 10. If you succeed, one listener (whom you
designate) is affected by the spell. For every 1
point by which you beat the DC, one additional
listener is a target of the spell. This technique
may be taken multiple times, each time you
create a new spell to cast in this manner. This is
a minor magical effect, and can be countered as
normal.
Improved Melody: [Requires Magical Melody]
Choose one of the magical songs you made in
Magical Melody. You can increase the
maximum Power, Complexity and Divine Power
by +1 point, but the DC to perform this goes up
by +2. You may take this technique multiple
times, each time affecting a different melody.

Shapeshift
Skill rate: Staggered
Uses: With this skill, you can quickly change your
body from your natural form into a specific set of
other forms you have learned. This number
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increases with your skill: every even-numbered
rank (when your skill bonus increases), you can
learn one new form. When you first put a rank in
Shapeshift, you can learn one form. You can (at
first, anyways) only shapeshift into animals from
the Monsters list (and any others with GM
approval) of up to your natural scale. As there are a
finite number of forms you can shift into, it is
strongly recommended that you record your stats
in these alternate forms ahead of time, so that you
don't slow down play recalculating your toughness
and other statistics. Shapeshifting takes a six
second action.

Shapeshift to return to their natural state. This
requires use of the Dispel seed. The DC to do so is,
instead of 4 + the caster’s Magic Skill (as Shapeshift
does not require or benefit from a high Magic Skill),
4 + the shapeshifter’s Shapeshift bonus.
Techniques:

You keep the same number of wounds, conditions,
etc. between forms, and your Will does not change
even if your spirit does. If you change into a form
immune to one of your current conditions, the
condition is removed — so a quick way to cure
yourself or snake poison is to transform into a
snake and back. You do not gain any supernatural
abilities of the chosen form. Otherwise, you act
while shifted as if your chosen race were the
animal you have shapeshifted into.



Faster Shift: You can shapeshift as a 4SA
instead of a full round action



Lightning Shift: [Requires Faster Shapeshifting]
You can shapeshift as a 2SA



Larger Shift: Increase the maximum scale of the
type of animal you can shift into by +1. This
technique can be taken up to three times, its
effects stack.



Doppelganger: You can learn and transform
into humanoids



Nature Never Intended: You can take one
feature from a creature you can shift into and
add it to another. See the chart for examples.
This technique may be taken multiple times,
each time adding a new feature to a creature
you can shift into. You can't add two features to
the same form in a row. You can update your
modifications as you learn new forms, so (for
example) if you knew how to shift into a bear
and a snake, so you give the bear form snake
venom; then later learn how to shift into a
spider, you can change the bear's snake venom
to spider venom. If you decide not to do so at
that time, you cannot swap the snake venom
for spider venom unless you happen to learn
another form with spider venom.

People tend to react badly when they see someone
use this skill, so it is strongly advised that you do
not change shape in public. While in any form other
than your own, you gain the vulnerability:
Silver/Pain. This means that whenever you come
into contact with silver, you are Stunned for as long
as you are in contact, and Staggered for one round
afterwards. If you are attacked by a silver weapon,
you are Staggered for one round.
You can remain shapeshifted for up to 1 minute
plus 1/point of bonus in the Shapeshift skill, after
which you must return to your natural form for at
least one minute.
You decide when you first take this skill whether
clothing and armour you carry falls to the ground
undamaged when you shift, or whether it vanishes,
only to reappear on you when you shift back. This
decision can be changed every time you put a new
skill rank into Shapeshift.
Supernatural: Every use of this skill is supernatural.
Magic can be used to force a character using
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o

Wings: Requires creature with wings.
Wings of the same sort (updated for
scale) can sprout out of the back of one
of your forms. The new creature can fly
at a speed of 2 squares of its scale.

o

Claws: Requires one creature with a
claw attack dealing at least d6 damage.
Claws of the same sort sprout out of the
paws/hands/talons/tentacles/etc. of
one of your forms. They deal 1d6
slashing damage.

o

Poison: Requires one creature with a
poisonous natural attack. One natural
attack type (for example, a bite or both
claws) of one other form inject poison
of the same type, modified by scale.

o

Gills and flippers: Requires one form of a
creature that can breathe under water.
One other form of your choice gains a
swim speed of 2 squares of its scale, and
can breathe under water.

o

Natural Armour: Requires one form with
at least a +2 natural armour bonus. One
form of your choice gets a +2 natural
armour bonus, from the same source as
the first - so the animal might get scales,
or thick skin, or even a shell.



Extended Shift: You can maintain shapeshifted
for ten minutes per point of Shapeshift bonus
instead of the usual one minute.



Alter Appearance: With this technique, you can
change your appearance. When shapeshifting,
you can also choose to alter one of your forms
on the fly to change size and mass by up to
roughly 50% larger or 25% smaller (to appear
tall, short, fat, or thin); cosmetic details such as
eye, skin, and hair colour; gender; and other
relatively minor changes. The form you change
to must be of the same species as the original,
and regardless of changes has the same ability
scores, scale, skill modifiers, and other game
statistics as the original.







requires you to be within reach of the
target. Make a Possession check (see
Possession, Chapter 3) using your
Possession bonus. If you succeed in
possessing the target, you enter a Soul
Coma as your spirit enters the target’s
body. You can continue to possess your
target for up to a number of rounds equal
to your Possession bonus before returning
to your own body. See the Possession rules
for more information.
Extra Distance: [Requires: Dominate] This
technique adds 5m to the range at which
you can use your Dominate ability. You may
take this technique multiple times, its
effects stack.
Extended Duration: [Requires: Dominate]
This technique adds 3 rounds to the
duration for which you can use the
Dominate ability before it ends. You may
take this technique multiple times, its
effects stack.
Quick Dominate: [Requires Dominate] This
technique allows you to use the dominate
ability as a 4 SA.

Possession
Skill Rate: Staggered
With this skill, you can attempt to possess and
dominate the minds of others, similar to how
certain supernatural creatures (such as demons)
do.
Techniques:


Dominate: With this technique, you can
attempt to mentally dominate another
character. This ability takes a 6 SA and
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Chapter 3: Combat
Them's Fightin' Words

COMBAT BASICS
Turn Order and Initiative
At the beginning of an encounter, all involved
characters make a special Initiative check to
determine turn order, and go in the order from the
highest roll to lowest. An Initiative check is a special
Reflex check + your Dexterity ability. In the case of
a draw, have the characters who tied roll initiative
checks again, the one who rolled higher goes
before the lower. Initiative can be used to
determine actions both in-and-out of combat; any
time when you need to know who does something
first (who speaks first, who grabs the cursed magic
item first, etc.) have the contesting characters
make a Reflex check for initiative.
Late Arrivals
If a character shows up to an encounter late, simply
roll an Initiative check for that character (as above)
the same as for the others, and insert them into
the Initiative order based on their roll.
Delay Initiative
A character can, on his turn, choose not to act.
Instead, he can delay his turn until later. At any
time after his skipped turn but before his next turn,
he can take his turn — even if it is in the middle of
someone else’s turn (but not in the middle of an
action, such as an attack or combo). If this
happens, the other character begins his turn, the
delayed character interrupts him, and the other
character finishes.
Combat Rounds
A round represents six seconds. Every round, each
combatant gets a turn. On your turn, you have six
in-game seconds in which to act. To help keep
track, you can keep a d6 in front of you, and count

down one step for every second that you use in
combat.
Actions
An action represents any task that takes a relatively
significant amount of effort. A character can take
any number of actions in a round, so long as the
total time taken by them adds up to six seconds. In
one second, a character may (for example) move or
draw a weapon. In four, he could use a combo or
cast a spell. This means that in a full round, he
could move six times, aim a weapon and use a
combo, cast a spell and move twice, or any
combination thereof. Action time is sometimes
abbreviated, so a 4-second action could be written
as a “4SA.”
Unless otherwise specified, actions that take longer
than 1 second must use concurrent seconds. So a
character couldn't spend 3 seconds casting a spell
and then an hour later use the final second to
trigger it, all 4 seconds must be done successively.
This doesn't mean that the whole activity must be
done in one round, though. A character can, for
example, spend the last 3 seconds of one round
casting a spell and finish it on the first second of
the next round.
Delays
A delay is an activity that takes time, but little or no
effort. For example, if a character casts a spell that
has a 2-second delay, the spell comes into effect
two seconds after casting. Casting the spell takes 4
seconds, then the character has 2 seconds in which
to move before the spell occurs, and then one
second after that. If a delay makes the action
happen after the end of your turn, it happens on
your next turn. For example, if you cast a spell (4
seconds) with a 11 second delay, you could act
normally in your remaining 4 seconds on your turn.
The spell now has 7 seconds left of delay. On your
next turn, you have 6 seconds in which to act
normally. The turn after that, the spell occurs
immediately after your first second of action.
Zero-Second Actions
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A zero-second action (“0SA”) represents something
that takes little-to-no time or effort. An example of
a 0SA is talking, or dropping a held object.
Characters can take any number of 0SAs on their
turn (within reason). Despite the name, a 0SA need
not necessarily take zero seconds, but it must be
something that you could do without distracting
you from another action. The GM is the final
arbiter of what is within reason.

that's 18x your speed per round!) in a straight line
over relatively level terrain. You cannot run
through rough terrain, while wearing wildly
impractical shoes (such as high heels or stilts), or
while balancing on shifting or rocky terrain. While
running, you must move for at least three seconds
in a continuous straight line. Thus, you can take
two separate run actions on your turn, each in a
different direction.
Difficult Terrain

Example Actions:

Difficult terrain halves movement. So, for every
square that you move over that is difficult, it
counts as if you’ve moved two squares (or three for
diagonals). You cannot run through difficult terrain.

Time Taken Action
4SA
Cast most spells
Use a Combo
Single Melee attack
Single Ranged attack
Stand up from prone
3SA
Run (or longer)
2SA
Grab an object from a pack or pocket
Aim a ranged weapon
Go from prone to crouch
Stand up from crouch
1SA
Move
Draw or sheathe a weapon1
Aim before a ranged attack
Crouch or go to prone
0SA
Talk
Drop a held object

Rocks, underbrush, deep snow, steep inclines,
rubble, and highly slippery surfaces all count as
difficult terrain.
The GM may rule that in certain extreme cases,
movement costs in difficult terrain triples (such as a
combination of several of the above).

MOVEMENT AND SIZE IN COMBAT
Move
A move in combat takes 1 second. You can move
up to your speed in any direction. A round is six
seconds, so you can move up to six times a round.
If you move at distances fractional to the size of the
grid, use normal rounding rules: round up if the
distance is 0.5 or greater, round down if it is less
than 0.5; so a move speed of 2.5m allows you to
move three 1m squares per move.
Run
If high speed is necessary, you can attempt to run.
You can move up to triple your speed (that is, triple
your speed per second – so, for a six second run,
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Base
Size
Attack
Toughness Multiplier modifier

whenever an ability or rule refers to "squares," this
is what that rule or ability is talking about – a
human moving 2 squares would move 2m, but a cat
(scale -1) moving 2 squares
Target
Example
would only be moving 1m.

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27

0.25
1
4
16
64
256
1024
4069
16384

+1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7

5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

30

65536

-8

-4

33

262144

-9

-5

36

1048576

-10

-6

Scale
Scale

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Scale
Square
(m)
0.5x0.5
1x1
2x2
4x4
8x8
16 x 16
32 x 32
64 x 64
125 x
125
0.25 km
x 0.25
km
0.5 km x
1km
1 km x
1km

Cat
Human
Horse
Giant
Titan

Base Toughness: Add the
creature's endurance and
any other toughness
bonuses from Defence to
this to determine its
toughness. This is equal to
6 + (3x Scale).

ATTACKING
There are three common
forms of attack: melee,
ranged, and magical. All
are resolved by the
following basic system:

STEP ONE: ATTACK ROLL
Scale: A creature's or objects' scale is determined
by how large it is. Generally, round down – so if a
creature's dimensions are between 1m across and
2m across (that is, between scale 0 and 1), it is a
scale 0 creature. A character’s scale is subtracted
from attack rolls and stealth checks; and added to
wrestle and fortitude skills. See the individual skill
descriptions for more information.
Unusual Shapes: If an object is very small in one
dimension compared to its longest (eg. a flagpole
or a Longbow) then its scale might smaller than its
largest dimension. If an object is disproportionately
small in one dimension (such as a jet fighter, which
is much longer and wider than it is tall) then the
scale is usually about one point smaller than its
largest dimension would indicate. If it is
disproportionately small in two dimensions (such
as a train) then its scale is around two points
smaller than its largest dimension would indicate.
Scale Square: This is the size of square on the
combat grid that this creature takes up. Also,

Attacker's d6 roll + Attack Bonus vs. Defender's
Target Score
This determines whether or not the attack will hit
the target if they fails their defence roll. A failed
attack roll is a miss. If the attack roll succeeds,
move on to step two. Characters and objects have
a Target score of 4 – their scale. Your attack bonus
is generally equal to your bonus in the skill involved
(weapon skill for melee attacks, ranged skill for
ranged attacks, magic skill for attack spells, etc.),
minus your scale.
STEP TWO: DEFENCE ROLL
Defender's D6 roll + Defence bonus vs. 4 +
attacker's Attack Bonus (except scale) vs. Defence
DC
The defender can then choose to defend. He picks
one of his available defence options (typically
Block, Dodge, or Parry using the Shield use, Reflex,
and Weapon Skill skills respectively) and rolls. A
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successful defence roll negates the attack. If the
defence roll fails, move on to step three. Attackers
do not subtract their scale from the DC to defend
against their attacks.
STEP THREE: DAMAGE
Attacker's Damage vs. Defender's Toughness
If the attacker's damage exceeds the defender's
Minimum Toughness (Toughness - 6), the defender
receives a wound. If it exceeds the defender's
Toughness, the defender starts dying and receives
a wound. See Death, Dying and Healing for more
details. The damage depends on the type of attack
being used. Creatures typically add three times
their scale to melee attack damage.
Melee Attacks
A melee attack can be made with a weapon or
unarmed. The target has to be in a square
threatened by your weapon. Threatened areas are
all squares in reach of the weapon you are using.
For melee attacks, your attack bonus is equal to
your Weapon Skill bonus minus your scale.
Your target must be in your reach in order to attack
it. Humans have a natural reach of Close, meaning
they can use unarmed attacks against targets in
their occupied area only. Most melee weapons
have reach of Standard.
Close: In your occupied area

1. Range: As targets get further away, they likewise
become more difficult to hit. All ranged weapons
have a range increment, listed in metres. For every
full doubling of the range increment, the attacker
gets -1/0 to his attack. For example, the heavy
crossbow has a range increment of 15m. If the
target were between 0m and 15m, the attack is
made at no penalty. Between 16 and 30, the attack
is made at -1. Between 31 and 60, -2. 61 and 120, 3. Lastly, if the attack were made at a target
between 121 and 240m (the maximum range)
away, there would be a -4 penalty. Four is usually
the maximum number of range increments a
ranged weapon can be used at without special
weapons or techniques.
2. Ammunition: some ranged weapons (ex.
firearms and crossbows) need to be reloaded.
Reloading a weapon of your scale or smaller is a
4SA unless otherwise specified. The time it takes to
reload a larger weapon increases by 4 seconds for
every scale larger than you it is. Multiple people
can reload a weapon at the same time, dividing the
time between them.
3. Aiming: Before attacking with a ranged weapon,
you may choose to take time to aim. Aiming takes 2
seconds. If you move or the target leaves your line
of sight between aiming and attacking, you lose
any benefits of having aimed. Aiming decreases any
range penalties by one point, but various
techniques from Ranged Skill can increase the
effects of aiming.

Standard: Areas adjacent to your occupied area
Long: Areas one square away from adjacent to you
Long X: X squares away
You can't generally use a weapon to attack an
enemy closer than their reach without a special
technique or ability.

Magical Attacks
Magical attacks are like melee or ranged attacks,
but typically use the caster's Magic Skill modifier
instead of Weapon or Ranged skills. See Chapter 5:
Magic for more detailed information.
Ranged magical attacks otherwise work like ranged
attacks, except the caster cannot aim.

Ranged Attacks
Ranged attacks use your Ranged Skill bonus to
attack. There are a few considerations necessary
for Ranged Attacks that are not usually necessary
for Melee:

Attack Bonuses and Penalties
An attack bonus (such as from an advantageous
situation or technique) increases your chance to hit
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your target either by increasing your attack roll or
your defence DC. Attack penalties (such as from
range or cover), meanwhile, do the opposite.
Bonuses and penalties are written in the following
format: +X/+Y. The number before the slash (X) is
added to your initial roll against your opponent’s
Target score, while the number after the slash (Y) is
added to the DC to defend against your attack.
Most modifiers increase or decrease both ratings at
the same time, but some (such as range penalties
and scale) do not. For example, the Ranged Skill
technique On the Exhale grants an attack bonus of
+1/0, meaning that a +1 bonus is added to attack
rolls, but there is no change to the DC to defend
against. Conversely, the technique Shoot from the
Hip imposes a -1/-1 penalty to attack, meaning that
both attack rolls and defence DCs are decreased by
1 point.

3 points. Non-damage-dealing
effects cannot be dodged at all
without Evasion.
Step Four: Resolve effects. Most
often, this is some form of
damage, in which you attempt to
beat the target's
toughness. Remember
that you only roll one
damage die and compare
it to all targets' toughness.
Area attacks generally
come in one of three
forms — lines, cones, or
spheres. If the area doesn’t specify, assume it is a
sphere.
Spheres: have a diameter the length of one square
across, so a scale 0 sphere has a diameter of 1m,
and a scale 4 square has a diameter of 8m across.
The illustration shows a scale 0, 1, and 2 sphere
area overlayed over a scale 0 grid. The scale 0
sphere affects everything in one square, the scale 1
in a 2x2 area, and the scale 2 in a 4x4 area.

Area Effect Attacks
Attacks with an area of effect can hit more than
one target at a time. Attacks with an area of effect
include explosives, flame-throwers, vials of acid
that splash, and spells with the Explosive Spell,
Cone Spell, or Line Spell metamagics applied.

Lines: Lines are generally half a square across, and
two squares long. The illustration shows scale 0, 1,
and 1 lines on a scale 0
grid.

Step One: Choose a square in range, and make an
attack roll. The target area has a Target score the
same as if it were your scale – so, Target 4 for a
human-sized (scale 0) creature.

Cones: Cones are
generally one square
long, and one square
wide at the end. The
illustration shows cones of scale 0, 1, and 2.

Step Two: If you hit, everything (friend or foe
unless otherwise specified) that is even partly in
the target area is affected. If you miss, your attack
still has to go somewhere. Roll a scatter die and
1d6 per range increment out to see how many
squares (of your scale or the weapon’s scale,
whichever is larger) away it lands and in which
direction.

COMBOS

Step Three: All viable targets (typically all creatures
and objects) in the area are affected by the attack.
If a target can defend against area attacks they may
make an attempt. By default, shields may be used
to block area attacks without penalty, and dodges
can be used to reduce damage. A successful dodge
without the Evasion technique reduces damage by
80

The number of attack combos a character knows is
determined by their Combat Expertise skill.
Characters learn a number of Combo Components
from various skills (primarily Weapon Finesse,
Weapon Skill, and Ranged Skill).
Developing Combos
When a character gains the ability to learn a new
combo, he may either be taught one by someone
else or develop one himself. When developing a
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combo, simply add together known components.
Components are techniques that are Bold
Underlined and are followed by [Attack Combo +X]
where X is the Combo Rating that they add to the
combo. Combine the Combo Rating for each of
these components to determine the combos total
Combo Rating for your combo.

A character can use any combo he knows that is
within his Combo Rating. Using a combo is a 4SA.
The entire combo happens simultaneously. The
player has to choose before rolling how many
attacks are against which enemies, etc.. All the dice
should be rolled at once. If a combo has multiple
damage dealing attacks, do not add the damage
together. For example, Colonel Mauve attacks a
Goblin Mook. Mauve hits three times with an
arming sword, so rolls three d8s, and adds +3 to
each (his strength score). The results (including the
strength bonus) are 8, 6, and 4. The Goblins
toughness is 9/3, so the Goblin is wounded three
times (8, 6, and 4 are all above 3 but below 9). If
the damage were added together (it isn’t! Here’s
why) it would total 18, which is enough to kill a
Goblin eight times bigger in a single hit.

The total Combo Rating that can be included in a
combo is equal to your total number of ranks in
either Weapon Skill or Ranged Skill (whichever is
highest) plus one. As you increase in level and skill,
and your maximum combo rating increases, you
can update or replace your existing combos as you
see fit.
Two Combos Components are known to all
characters:
Attack [Attack Combo +1]: Make a melee or ranged
attack. To gain more than one attack in a combo,
the Weapon Skill: Extra Attack technique is needed.
Charge: [Attack Combo -1]: Your combo must be
made immediately following a straight movement
of at least 6 squares of your scale (6m for humans).
The movement need not be made on the same
turn as the combo is made, as long as it is
immediately prior. For example, on one round a
character could end his turn with a 2m movement
towards an enemy, and start his next turn with a
4m movement. He would then qualify for a charge.
The movement can be unintentional (such as falling
or being thrown), from the back of a mount (in
which case the mount has to move at least six
squares of the attacker’s scale, not the mount’s
scale), a vehicle, etc.
All characters start the game knowing one combo.
Whenever the character's maximum Combo Rating
score changes, they can update their combos to
meet the new value.
All moves made in a combo occur simultaneously.
So if you wound your target in your combo, for
example, all future attacks still hit against their
original toughness.
Using Combos

Attacks Without Combos
There are situations where a character is said to
only be able to make ‘single attacks,’ such as with
the Nick technique. The single attack can be
substituted with any single combo component with
complexity 1. For example, the character could use
a Grab, Trip or Disarm.
SITUATIONAL MODIFIERS
Situation
Flanked
Light Cover
Medium Cover
Heavy Cover
Total Cover
Concealment
Invisibility
High Speed

Effect
-1 to all defence rolls
+1 Target, perception DC
+2 Target, perception DC
+3 Target, perception DC, Evasion
Target invisible
+1 Target
+4 Target
+1 Target per 30 squares

Flanking
When a character is threatened by attacks on each
side, he has a much harder time defending himself
from both enemies at the same time. A character is
flanked when there is a threat on opposite sides of
him. Flanked characters take a -1 penalty to all
defence rolls (i.e., dodges, parries, or blocks) made
against attacks by any enemy, not merely the ones
flanking him. However, the Flanked character has a
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choice: he can choose to completely ignore one or
more enemy entirely. He takes a -3 penalty to
defences made against these enemies, but they do
not count as ‘threats.’ This decision can be changed
every round on the Flanked character’s turn. This
would be useful, for example, if (such as in example
3) a mighty knight were being Flanked by his
powerful arch-nemesis and, say, a kobold armed
with a broom. He can ignore the kobold (taking -3
to defences against him) and thus not count as
flanked, and be able to focus on the main threat.
Flanked characters are also vulnerable to sneak
attacks and other abilities.
FLANKING EXAMPLE 1:
In this example, our hero, Sir Valerian (the blue
circle), has a pair of hostile orcs (green circles) on
either side of him. Both orcs are carrying
battleaxes, which have Standard reach. Valerian is
Flanked, and can either focus his defences on one
orc (taking a -3 penalty against attacks made by the
other one) or try to guard against both, and take a 1 penalty against each.

FLANKING EXAMPLE 3:
Example 3 is a more complicated case. Valerian is
now surrounded by two orcs (the green circles), his
old foe, the Dread Knight Phyllis (grey), and a
kobold armed with a broom (brown). All of his
enemies have weapons with Standard reach. If not
for the kobold, Valerian would not be Flanked (the
orcs are not on directly opposite sides of Valerian,
and as such they don’t count). However, with the
kobold there, Valerian takes -1 to defences made
by the orcs and, more importantly, the Dread
Knight Phyllis. Valerian needs all of his focus on
Phyllis to survive, so he chooses to discount the
kobold (who is hardly a threat at all). Valerian
would therefore no longer be Flanked, and get no
penalty to attacks made by anyone except for the
kobold (against whom Valerian is at a steep -3
penalty).

FLANKING EXAMPLE 2:
In example 2, the situation is the same except that
Orc 1 is one square away, but armed with a pike
(which has Long reach). As both orcs can hurt
Valerian, he has the same choices as before and is
still Flanked.

Crouching and Prone
Characters can crouch or go prone to make
themselves smaller targets. A crouching character
gains +1 Target against ranged attacks, while a
prone character gains +2. However, these same
bonuses apply as penalties against melee attacks.
These bonuses do not exactly stack with cover.
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Instead, ignore the bonus (and penalty) from
crouching or prone, and instead increase the cover
value by one step (while crouching) or two steps
(while prone). So, a character crouching in an open
field gains +1 Target from ranged attacks but -1
from melee attacks, while a character crouching
behind light cover gains +2 Target against all
attacks (the light cover counts as medium).
Crouching or going prone each take 1 second.
Going from prone to a crouch takes 2 seconds.
Standing up from a crouch takes 2 seconds,
standing up from prone takes 4.

reduces its value by one step (total to heavy to
medium to light to no cover) because there are big
holes in it. Attacks that defeat the Toughness on
the cover continue and can hit the target hiding
behind it, who can use the cover’s Durability score
as a defence bonus that does not stack with
armour. Wounds to the cover can also hit the
target behind, but deal -3 damage. The target
behind the cover can still defend normally against
attacks, and may count as invisible.
Concealment, Lighting and Invisibility
Concealment: Your target has concealment when
he is, for whatever reason, hard to see but not
totally invisible. Cover or concealment is necessary
for a character to make a Stealth check. Even if the
character isn’t hiding, concealed creatures add +1
to Target. Example: smoke, fog, tall grass, an
Invisible creature covered in dust or flour, darkness
without lowlight vision.

Cover
Light Cover: Light cover is any cover that covers
approximately ¼ to ½ of the target. Increase the
target’s Target score by +1, and if the creature is
hiding behind it, +1 to its visual perception DC to
see. Light cover includes low walls, tree branches,
etc.
Medium Cover: Medium cover protects around ¾
of the target’s vital areas. Medium cover adds +2 to
the target’s Target score and, if the creature is
hiding behind it, +2 to its visual perception DC to
see. Medium cover includes shooting around
corners, chest-high walls with parapets, etc.
Heavy Cover: Heavy cover covers around 90% or
more of the target, and adds +3 to the target’s
Target score, and if the creature is hiding behind it,
+3 to its visual perception DC to see. Heavy cover
also allows the target to dodge as if he had the
Evasion technique. Heavy cover includes arrow
slits.
Total Cover: Total cover completely blocks the
target. You can attempt to attack targets through
the cover (see Hitting the Cover, below) but anyone
on the other side is treated as being Invisible.
Hitting the Cover: If it is ever important to
determine if the cover gets hit (i.e., it is weak,
expensive, explosive, or alive) then follow this
method: if the attacker missed by less than the
bonus the cover provides, he hit the cover but
missed the target. If he missed by more than the
cover provides, then he missed both the cover and
the target. Beating the Toughness on the cover

Lighting: For game purposes, lighting comes in
three types: clear, hazy, and total darkness. In clear
light, characters operate without penalty. In hazy
light, everything has concealment. In total
darkness, everything is invisible.
Invisibility: When a creature or object cannot be
seen, it is invisible. Invisibility is relative — a hiding
character who made a DC 6 stealth roll is invisible
to characters who rolled 5 or lower on perception,
but visible to those who rolled 6 or higher. If you
try to attack an invisible character, you must first
locate its square — there are a few ways to do this,
(guessing, having it pointed out, etc.) but the most
common way is simply by hearing the target.
Invisible creatures get +4 Target.
Speed
If you move 30 squares or more in a single turn
(whether deliberately running, or falling, or being
thrown, etc.), you add +1 to your Target score.
Every additional 30 squares after that you move in
the same turn adds a cumulative +1.
A melee attack made against or by an extremely
fast-moving creature can deal extra damage. Such
an attack, if the GM deems it appropriate, deals its
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normal weapon damage +1 per 5 squares/second
that the fastest-moving creature is moving at.
Squares use the scale of the creature taking
damage. For example, a human with strength 3
normally deals 1d8+3 damage with an arming
sword. However, from the back of a charging
mount moving at 18m/s against a stationary
human deals an additional +3 damage (18m divided
by 5 1m squares rounds down to 3).
For high-speed collisions, see “Falling and
Collisions,” below.
Surprise
A target caught by surprise is treated as FlatFooted. Surprised targets are those who are
attacked by foes they didn’t know were there, such
as invisible or stealthy creatures. Flat-footed

characters take a -1 circumstance penalty to all
defence rolls made against the creature that
surprised them, and are vulnerable to certain
abilities (such as Sneak Attack).
Called Shots
A called shot is an attack against the target's head,
hands, limbs, feet, stomach, tentacles, etc. Since
the target area is smaller, they are harder to hit.
See the chart for details — the "Target Modifier" is
what is added (or subtracted) to the creature’s
normal Target score, the "Toughness Adjustment"
column refers to how much easier it is to hurt that
location, and the "Minimum Toughness" and
"Toughness" columns show what happens when
you meet or beat the target’s minimum toughness
or regular toughness, respectively.
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Attacking a Worn or Held Item
This functions much like a called shot. An attack
against an enemy can instead be directed to
something he is wearing or carrying. A melee
weapon deducts its wounds from damage, and a
ranged weapon deducts its wounds from damage
and attacks. Wounded firearms jam when a ‘1’ is
rolled on an attack die. Destroyed weapons can’t
be used for their intended purpose, but might
make good improvised weapons. Here’s a chart of
some common items and their toughness scores.
The chart is for weapons made for scale 0
creatures. At increased scale, add +3 to toughness
and -1 to target for every increase.
Location:

Object
Small metal
weapon (knife,
sickle, etc)
Metal Weapon
(arming sword,
short sword)
Large metal
weapon
Wooden
hafted weapon
(spear, axe)
Armour

Target
6

Toughness
10/4

5

13/7

4

16/10

5

11/5

As wearer

(Wearer’s scale
x3) + Defence
bonus + 3

Leg

Target
Modifier
+1

Toughness
Adjustment:
-1

Minimum
Toughness:
Wound, Speed
drops by 1
square

Arm

+1

-1

Wound

Hand

+2

-2

Head

+3

-3

Critical
Region (ex.
Heart,
throat)
Torso

+3

-3

Fort check
(DC=Damage)
or drop held
item, -1 to
attacks made
with this hand
Wound,
Fortitude
check
(DC=damage)
or be
Staggered for
one round
Wound

No
Change
-1

No Change

Wound

Target starts Dying

-3

Creature's
flight speed
drops by 1
square

Wound, creature cannot fly.

Wings

Toughness:
Wound, speed decreased by an additional 1 square. Leg cannot be
used to make unarmed attacks. If all legs are hurt in this manner,
the character can only crawl. Further, the character must make a
fortitude check (DC=damage dealt) or fall prone.
Wound, Arm cannot be used to carry objects, weapons, shields,
etc. until the wound is healed. This arm cannot be used to make
unarmed attacks.
Wound, Hand cannot be used to carry objects, weapons, shields,
etc. until the wound is healed. Hand cannot be used for unarmed
attacks

Target starts Dying

Target starts Dying
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Mounted Combat
A character with ranks in Ride riding a trained
warhorse has a significant advantage in battle.
Fighting from horseback (or another animal) works
just like fighting on foot, with the following
changes:




Controlling a mount without special techniques
takes the equivalent of 2 seconds of effort
every round.
Controlling the mount takes one hand, unless
the mount remains stationary.
Your mount always acts on your initiative count
under your control, but may take its own
actions at your command. For example, your
mount could spend its entire turn running
forwards, while you still have 4 seconds
(because 2 are used controlling it) with which
to use a combo or cast a spell.

MORALE
All characters and creatures have a Will score. It is
equal to their Spirit + 6 + any miscellaneous
modifiers (such as from Discipline). They also have
a Minimum Will score, which is equal to their Will
minus 6. The primary use of the Will score is in
determining the effects of Morale damage.
Morale damage works in a method very similar to
normal damage. If a character takes more Morale
Damage from a single source than his Minimum
Will score, he gets a Morale penalty. This decreases
his Will by 1.
If he takes more Morale damage than his Will
score, depending on the source, something
happens:
Fear: If a character's Will is beaten by a Fear effect,
he is panicked. The character flees as fast as
possible from the source of fear, as well as any
other dangers he encounters during the escape. If
there are multiple possible escape paths, roll a
scatter die and run in that direction. The character
may still make defence rolls normally. A panicked
character can use spells, skills, and techniques to
aid the flight, and in fact must do so if they are the
fastest means of escape. A fleeing character will

attack anyone that prevents him from fleeing. Once
a character reaches perceived safety, he can stop
fleeing and try to recover. In 1d10 minutes of
safety, he is no longer panicking and regains
control.
Insanity: If a character's Will is beaten by an
insanity effect, he is treated as Confused until at
least one morale penalty has been removed.
Rage: If the character’s Will is beaten by a Rage
effect, he flies into a screaming frenzy. What
exactly happens depends a little on the situation,
but generally he attacks the source of his rage, or
failing that any nearby creature. If the GM
approves, rage can manifest in other ways than
physical combat. He takes a -1 penalty to all
Dexterity- and Intelligence-based skills. Any activity
that requires focus or concentration (such as
casting a spell) cannot be done while raging. If the
character has ranks in the Berserk skill or a similar
ability, the ability automatically activates – so a
skilled enough Berserker can actually benefit in
certain ways from being forced into a rage.
Untyped: If the character's Will is beaten by morale
damage that does not specify a type (like fear or
insanity), the character takes two morale penalties
instead of any other effect.
If the character's will is reduced to 0, he gains the
Broken status, effectively giving up. He cannot take
any actions, move, speak, or make defence rolls.
The character is Helpless. A character's Morale
cannot fall below zero. Every round, the character
can make a Spirit check against DC 10. On a
success, the character is not broken and he
recovers one morale penalty. On a failure, the DC
decreases by one, so a character can generally
shake off the Broken status in three rounds or so.
At this point, the character removes a single
morale penalty.
Skills such as Discipline can increase a character's
Will, and Charisma can be used to help allies who
have taken morale penalties.
If a character goes for a full, relatively calm hour
without taking any morale penalties, he removes
all morale penalties.
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POSSESSION
Certain creatures can attempt to possess
characters, taking over the character’s body
entirely. First, when a creature attempts to possess
someone, he must make a Possession check against
the defending character’s Will. The creature’s entry
will detail what the creature’s bonus to this check
is, as well as other details (such as maximum range
of the possession ability).
If the possession check beats the character’s
Minimum Will, he takes a morale penalty (untyped
damage).
If the possession check beats the character’s Will,
the character is possessed. Now the defender and
possessor have equal control over the character’s
actions. On their respective turns, they can direct
the character’s body to act. However, the body
can’t act for more than six seconds per turn, which
could be three seconds each from the possessing
creature and the possessed character, six seconds
from one and none from another, or any
combination thereof. Whoever is currently
controlling the character uses their own skill
bonuses and techniques, their own mental ability
scores (intelligence and spirit) but the possessed
character’s strength, endurance, and dexterity.
Acting characters can use only their own combos
and cast only spells that they know.
Either of the actors involved can attempt to veto
the other’s turn. To do so, make an opposed Will
Check (1d6+Will). If the acting character wins, he
has control for the turn and the vetoing character
takes a morale penalty. If the vetoing character
wins, the acting character’s turn is skipped. In cases
of a tie, roll again. A character with zero Will
cannot attempt to veto.
Example 1:
In this example, the fell demon Bal-Ziggaroth
attempts to possessthe hero Jack Clancy. First BalZiggaroth makes a Possess check (his bonus is +4)
against Jack’s Will (9/3). Bal-Ziggaroth rolls a 6,
meaning his total Possess check result is 10, so he
succeeds. Jack is now possessed.

Bal-Ziggaroth acts before Jack in the initiative
count, and decides to use Jack’s body to shoot one
of his comrades. Jack, wanting none of this, decides
to veto Bal-Ziggaroth’s turn (risking a morale
penalty in the process). Each makes a Will check
(1d6+Will). Jack’s Will is only 8, while BalZiggaroth’s Will is 11. In the end, Jack only got 12,
while Bal-Ziggaroth got 14. Jack fails his veto, takes
a morale penalty (dropping his Will to 7/2), BalZiggaroth is able to control Jack’s body for his turn.
Bal-Ziggaroth shoots Jack’s friend using one of the
demon’s own combos (taking four seconds) and
takes no actions for the remaining two. On Jack’s
turn, he has two seconds to use (which BalZiggaroth can attempt to veto).
Cooperative Possession
In an unlikely but theoretically possible scenario, a
creature can attempt to possess a character and
work with him, instead of against him. In this case,
the character can deliberately allow the creature in
(negating the need for a Possession check). Then,
when either one acts, they can use the highest skill
modifiers and mental ability scores of both the
possessor and possessed, as well as techniques,
and spells and combos known from both. At any
point, either can stop working together and begin
vetoing the other’s actions, just as a hostile
possession attempt can turn cooperative if the two
characters involved decide to work together.
Multiple Possessors
Multiple creatures can attempt to control the same
character’s mind, each vying for dominance. If
attempting to possess someone who already is
possessed by one or more creatures, the initial
possession check is made against the creature with
the highest Will. However, that creature can
deliberately forgo the check (and take no risk of a
morale penalty for failure), meaning the check is
made against the second-highest Will. That
creature can similarly refuse the check, and so on.
If the possession check is successful, that creature
can now attempt to control the character’s body as
normal – but has to struggle with more parties. Any
of the creatures involved can attempt to veto any
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of the others’ actions. A single creature can
attempt to veto any number of other creatures
(risking morale penalties each time), but no more
than once per round against any one creature. The
body, as always, can take no more than six total
seconds of action per round.
Broken Possessors
If a possessed character gains the Broken condition
(has Will of zero), he can no longer attempt to veto
other creatures, nor act on his turn. He is still alert
and can use all of the body’s senses, but can’t
actually act in any way. The character cannot
remove any morale penalties without outside help
(such as an ally inspiring him with Charisma). If a
possessing creature gains the Broken condition, it
ends up in the same situation. A Broken character
cannot aid another possessing creature with a
cooperative possession (see above). A Broken
creature cannot attempt to flee (see Ending a
Possession, below) without permission of all other
possessing creatures.
Ending a Possession
Generally speaking, creatures can choose to stop
possessing a character at any point on their turn as
a 0SA. However, this action can be vetoed by
another possessing creature or the possessed
character, thus trapping the creature. A creature
whose escape attempt has been vetoed takes a
morale penalty.
Possessions can also be ended forcibly, such as
with an Exorcism (see the Faith skill).
Possessing an Object
An inanimate object can be possessed like a
character. As it has no will score, there is no check
needed, although the possessing creature generally
has limits on the scale of the object it can possess.
A possessed object gains the possessing creature’s
physical stats (such as strength, speed, etc.), but
uses its original toughness.
Possessing a Vehicle
Possessing a vehicle (or other object of great
complexity) works the same as possessing an
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object, except that the possessing creature has a
few more options. If (and only if) the possessor has
an understanding of how the object works (make a
Knowledge check) it can use the vehicle’s built-in
abilities. For example, most demons don’t
understand how cars work, so a demon possessing
a car can magically force the wheels to spin,
moving up to the demon’s normal speed. However,
if a demon actually understood the mechanics of
the car, it could fire up the engine and move
around at the vehicle’s speed, or operate the car
radio, or the like. Even if a possessing creature
understands how a vehicle functions, computerized
systems cannot be controlled unless they are first
hacked, as with the Science (Computers) skill.
A demon possessing a computer, therefore, could
(for example) force the keys to move up and down
(thus typing), push buttons on the computer or
monitor, eject the disc drive, force internal
components such as the hard drive to stop spinning
or otherwise malfunction, but could not access the
data unless it hacks in. So, a demon could possess a
nuclear submarine and force the propellers to spin
or the hatches to open. If the demon had in-depth
understanding of submarines, it could fire up the
motors and use the submarine’s normal movement
speed. However, unless it knew the launch codes
or could hack in, it could not arm or fire the
onboard nuclear missiles.
Similarly, if a creature possesses an object with a
lock (such as a door or safe) it has to make an
Engineering (Sabotage) check to unlock it, just as a
character trying to pick the lock would.
If the possessor does not have the valid vehicle
operation technique for the possessed vehicle, it
takes a -1 mobility penalty due to disorientation.
Usually when a character is driving a vehicle and
needs to make a skill check with the vehicle, he
uses either his pilot skill or the relevant skill,
whichever is lower. For example, the pilot of a jet
fighter would use his pilot skill or ranged skill when
firing onboard weapons. A possessing creature,
however, uses only the relevant skill.
Attempting to drive a possessed vehicle is nearly
impossible if the possessing creature tries to keep
© 2010

it from happening. Every round, the pilot must
make an opposed check (the pilot’s Drive/Pilot skill
against the possessor’s Possession skill) to be able
to control the vehicle at all. The pilot takes a -4
penalty on this check and all other pilot/drive
checks, even if successful.
Possessing an AI
Possessing an object controlled by an AI is a
different matter entirely, and works more like
possessing a creature. As with possessing a
character, the possessing creature must first defeat
the AI’s Will. If successful, the possessor gains
control of the AI’s robot body as if it were a vehicle,
except that the AI can attempt to veto the
possessor as a character could. The possessor is
controlling the robot’s body, not the AI, so it can’t
(for example) use the AI to jump into a different
robot via radio. The AI, however, can easily escape
the possessed robot body if the possessor doesn’t
somehow disable the radio, or other methods of
communications.
DEATH, DAMAGE, AND HEALING
Creature or Object Toughness:
6 + (3 x Scale) + Endurance + Defence
All characters, creatures, and objects (referred to
simply as "characters" from here on out) have a
Toughness score. For an average, unarmoured
human, this works out to be 9.
All characters and objects also have a Minimum
Toughness, which is simply 6 lower than their
toughness. An unarmoured, average human
therefore has 3 minimum Toughness.
Objects, which have no endurance, are treated as
having an endurance of 3 in this case.
Defence
Defence bonuses are added to toughness, along
with endurance and scale bonuses. The most
common form of defence boost comes from worn
armour. There are several other types of Defence,
however:

Natural Armour: This is an amour bonus that
comes from having thick skin, scales, bony plates,
etc.. Creatures have a +0 natural armour bonus
unless otherwise specified, which is why armour
bonuses lower than +0 can’t decrease your
toughness. If you are wearing a paper shirt
(defence ‘bonus’ -3), you don’t decrease your
toughness. Your natural armour takes over, with its
+0.
Durability: This bonus comes from the material an
object is made out of. Living creatures usually do
not have a Durability Defence bonus.
Unarmoured: This bonus is granted by the
Unarmoured skill.
Stacking Bonuses: The bonuses from different
Defence sources do not stack.
Damage
If a character takes more damage from an attack
than his Minimum Toughness, he is wounded. A
wound decreases the character's Toughness (and
therefore Minimum Toughness) by 1.
Dying
If a character ever takes equal to or more than his
Toughness in damage from a single hit, he starts
dying. A dying character is unconscious and must
make a DC 4 endurance check every round, with a 1 penalty for every wound the character has.
Success means he gets to make another check next
round. For every failed check, the DC increases by
1. If the DC becomes too high for the character to
be able to succeed (ex., the character has
Endurance 3 and the DC is higher than 9), then the
character dies. If a dying character gets wounded
while dying, he dies.
A dying character has a 10% (a roll of 10 on a d10)
chance to stabilize each round. A stabilized
character is still unconscious, but is no longer in
danger of dying. A successful Medicine check can
also stabilize a dying character.
If a character dies, a timely Medicine check, using
Resuscitate, can bring character back to life.
Healing
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Characters heal one wound every day that they
spend with at least eight hours of sleep, and a
number of wounds equal to their Endurance score
every day that they spend bedridden.

Panicked: The character flees as fast as possible
from the source of fear, as well as any other
dangers he encounters during the escape. If there
are multiple possible escape paths, roll a scatter die
and run in that direction. The character may still
make defence rolls normally. A panicked creature
can use spells, skills, and techniques to aid the
flight, and in fact must do so if they are the fastest
means of escape. A fleeing character will attack
anyone that prevents him from fleeing.

Wounded objects don't generally heal. An object
that takes more damage than it's Toughness is
destroyed. A destroyed object is unusable. Objects
can be repaired using the Engineering skill,
however.
Condition Summary
Wound: A wound decreases the character's
Toughness (and therefore Minimum Toughness) by
1. A character can have several wounds. The effects
stack.
Mobility Penalty: Mobility penalties represent
encumbrance (usually) from armour or from
carrying heavy objects. Mobility penalties are
subtracted from your bonus to the following skills:
Acrobatics, Athletics, Wrestle, and Stealth. Each
mobility penalty also subtracts half a square of
movement from your speed. If you have multiple
movement types (such as the ability to either walk
or fly), it subtracts from all of their speeds. Multiple
mobility penalties stack. If you are piloting a vehicle
which has a mobility penalty, the penalty applies to
all Pilot checks you make. Similarly, when riding a
mount, the mount’s mobility penalties are
subtracted from your Ride bonus.
Morale Penalty: A morale penalty is like a wound,
but to the character’s Will instead of his
Toughness. A morale penalty decreases the
character’s Will (and therefore Minimum Will) by 1
point. If a character hits zero Will, he gains the
Broken status.
Flat-Footed: Caught by surprise. A flat-footed
character takes -1 to all defence rolls.
Confused: The character is driven totally insane
(usually temporarily). This is usually caused only by
supernatural abilities. Roll once on the Confusion
chart every round to see what the character does.
If the result doesn't really make any sense, the GM
can roll again, or make up something for the
character to do.

d20 Roll
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13
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Action
Roll the die again, ignoring any future
results of '1.' The character is confused
for an additional 1d6 rounds.
Roll a scatter die. Character uses
whichever spell, combo and weapon
combination the GM thinks most
deadly against the creature closest to
that direction.
Character uses whichever spell, combo
and weapon combination the GM
thinks most deadly against whichever
creature the character dislikes the
most.
Character uses whichever spell, combo
and weapon combination the GM
thinks most deadly against whichever
creature is closest
Creature is Panicked for this round
Reroll the die. The character screams as
loudly as he can while doing whatever
the reroll says, ignoring any results of
'5'
Roll a scatter die. Character throws
whatever it is holding in the creature
closest to that direction.
Character attacks nearest creature with
its least powerful (but still harmful)
attack once
Character drops what he is holding
Character stares off into space
Roll a scatter die. The character walks in
that direction (3 seconds of movement)
Roll a scatter die. The character runs in
that direction.
Character hallucinates ghostly

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

attackers, and attacks random space.
The character is flanked for the round.
Character falls prone
Character sits down (counts as a
crouch)

Player regains control for the round
Player regains control for 1d6 rounds
Player regains control for one minute

Stunned: Hit so hard your senses are jostled.
Usually only lasts for a few seconds. The character
cannot take any actions for the duration he is
stunned, though he can still make defence rolls as
normal.
Staggered: A staggered character rolls 1d6 every
round. He is stunned (as above) for that many
seconds. The staggered condition usually lasts for
1d6 rounds.
Disabled: The character is, well, disabled. He can't
walk, but can crawl one square as a 4SA. The
character can't use any weapon heavier than light.
The character can't use any combos, but can make
single attacks.
Broken: If a character's will is reduced to 0, he
gains the Broken status, effectively giving up. He
cannot take any actions, move, speak, or make
defence rolls. The character is also Helpless.
Helpless: A Helpless character is one who, for
whatever reason, cannot react to his surroundings.
He may be unconscious, have a Broken morale, or
be paralyzed. Melee attacks against a Helpless
character automatically hit. Helpless characters
cannot make defence rolls.
Unconscious: Unconscious characters are also
always Helpless. They do not wake up simply from
loud noise or violent motion. A character who falls
unconscious wakes up in 1d4 hours per wound it
has taken, unless otherwise specified. When a
character first wakes up from being unconscious,
he is flat-footed for one round.

character will wake up if it hears a noise louder
than DC -5. However, characters get a -6 penalty to
Perception checks while asleep. When a character
first wakes up from being asleep, he is flat-footed
for one round.
Dying: If a character ever takes more than his
Toughness in damage from a single hit, he starts
dying. A dying character is unconscious and must
make a DC 6 endurance check every round. Success
means he gets to make another check next round
(yay!) For every failed check, the DC increases by 1.
If the DC becomes too high for the character to be
able to succeed (ex., the character has Endurance 3
and the DC is higher than 9), then the character
dies. If a dying character gets wounded while dying,
he dies.
Soul Coma: If a body is deprived of its soul, it
enters a coma-like state. It appears dead at casual
glance — a DC 7 Medicine or DC 8 Perception check
reveals that it is alive. Every hour for which the
spirit is away, make a Fortitude check against DC 1.
The DC goes up for every hour which the spirit is
away. On a failed check, the body beings Dying. A
character can make a Treat Injury check against the
same DC to keep it alive, and in this case the DC
does not go up with every check, so a trained
doctor can keep it alive virtually indefinitely. This
falls under the Long-Term Care use of Medicine.
Held: Held characters can't make block or parry
defence rolls, but can dodge with a -1 penalty. Less
common defence rolls can be made or not made
with GM discretion, unless otherwise specified.
Tired: A character can become Tired from
overexertion, lack of sleep, magical effects, hunger,
or dehydration. A tired character takes a -1 penalty
to all skill checks, and cannot Run.

Sleeping: Sleeping characters are also always
Helpless. Unlike unconscious characters, a sleeping
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Physical Damage Types
Piercing: Piercing damage is any that inflicts
injuries primarily with a stabbing attack. Weapons
that can deal piercing damage include spears, some
swords and knives, bows, and firearms.
Bludgeoning: Bludgeoning damage comes from
attacks that deal primarily blunt-force trauma. This
could include a club, mace, collision with the
ground, or even the shockwave of an explosion. As
most bludgeoning weapons rely on a large mass to
deal damage, bludgeoning weapons made out of
lighter materials (such as aluminum, titanium, and
mithril) deal one die smaller damage.
Slashing: Slashing weapons use a sharp edge to
deal cutting damage. Weapons that deal slashing
damage include most blades, axes, and shrapnel
from explosions.
Energy Damage Types
Electric: Electricity damage generally comes from
magic or advanced technology. It shocks the target
with a sudden jolt.
Heat: Heat damage is dealt by extremely high
temperatures such as from fire magic, laser or
plasma weaponry, or natural flames. Heat damage
may include a risk of being lit on fire.

that an object has depends on its complexity.
Armour, size, etc. is irrelevant.
Type
Very Simple
Simple
Moderate

EMP
Toughness
8
7
6

Examples
A flashlight

Civilian cars,
motorcycles, and
airplanes, a radio
Complicated 4
Cell phone, desktop
or laptop computer
Advanced
3
Extremely
complicated precision
computers, robots
If a device takes more EMP damage than its EMP
toughness, it ceases to function without repairs.
(see the Repair skill)
Nonlethal Damage: this is not a damage type in
itself, but always comes with another one. Ex.
nonlethal Chemical or nonlethal Bludgeoning. It
functions exactly like normal damage with regards
to wounds, but in the case of a would-be-fatal
attack with nonlethal damage, the target is simply
knocked unconscious instead of killed. Objects are
immune to nonlethal damage.

Cold: Cold damage is dealt by extremely low
temperatures. Generally, this is the result of magic
or extreme environments.
Sonic:

POISON AND DISEASE

Chemical: Chemical damage results from a
corrosive substance, such as a powerful acid or
base.

Poison and Disease Traits

Special Damage Types
EMP: This type of damage is unlike others. It only
affects electronic devices, and as such probably is
irrelevant in most fantasy settings. Only objects
such as vehicles, robots, and electronic equipment
are vulnerable to an EMP. The resistance to EMPs

Symptoms: The symptoms of a syndrome are what
happens to the unfortunate afflicted character. If
they are listed as cumulative, the penalties stack.
Otherwise, they just last for the duration of the
disease or poison. Symptoms cannot be removed
or dealt with until the poison or disease has been
cured, so a wound from snake venom can’t be
cured until the poison is. Typically, symptoms are
wounds, fatigue, and/or nausea. If a character is
infected by a poison or disease which can afflict
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wounds as a symptom, the character does not heal
naturally every day regardless of whether he
succeeded on his fortitude check or not.

Fort DC: This is the DC that a character must beat
to avoid that round of symptoms. Three successful
checks in a row mean the character has recovered.

Primary Transmission: The Transmission of a
syndrome is how someone gets it in the first place.

Overdose: The given DCs and effects are for one
standard dose of poison. If the afflicted character
is, say, bitten twice in the same round or injected
with more sedative, the DC goes up. You still only
make one fortitude check, however. For every
doubling of dose, the DC increases by +1 and the
effects increase. If the character fails the check, he
counts as having been poisoned twice (for double
dose) three times (for quadruple dose), etc.. So, a
quadruple dose of sedative would have DC 8 (6 +2),
and would cause the drugged character to fall
unconscious for 3d4 minutes.

Injury: If the poison is present on the weapon
dealing damage (even if it doesn't do a wound), the
character is afflicted. Injury syndromes are also
always Ingestion transferrable.
Inhalation: Breathing in the toxin causes the
syndrome. The DC increases by +1 for every full
time increment, based on the check rate (ex. For
every round spent breathing tear gas, or every day
spent in the presence of one or more plague
victims).

Example Poisons and Diseases

Ingestion: Eating or drinking the toxin causes the
syndrome.

Alcohol: Alcohol’s fortitude DC generally varies
between 3 (fairly-low alcohol content) to 6
(extremely strong). A character who fails their
check becomes Drunk for 1d4 hours. Even on a
success, the DC for all further alcoholic beverages
drunk in the next hour increases by +1. This
increase stacks with each additional drink.

Vector: A vector refers is a small creature, usually
an insect (such as fleas or mosquitoes) that carries
a disease from subject to subject. Vectors are
almost always insects.
Secondary Transmission: This is the way that it
gets from an infected creature to a healthy one.
Airborne Secondary: Every round the character is
within 3m of an infected creature, roll a d6. On a 1,
the character gets infected.
Waterborne Secondary:
Check Rate: The check rate is how often the
character has to make a Fortitude check against the
syndrome's DC. Each failed check incurs Symptoms.
Three successful checks in a row mean the
character has recovered from the poison or disease
and is no longer afflicted
Diagnosis DC: This is the Medicine DC required to
diagnose the character. If it is obvious what the
character has (i.e., you saw him get bit by a viper)
this check is unnecessary. See Medicine for more
information. If the poison or disease is something
the diagnose has never heard of before (such as a
new disease) increase the DC by +3.

Infection: A character has a 10% chance to get
infected after an unsterilized surgery. Characters
can also be infected if they are in unsanitary
conditions after receiving cuts (such as an attack by
a slashing or piercing weapon) without seeking
medical attention, if the GM rules it.
Plague:
Radiation: Generally speaking, radioactive objects
emit radiation that decreases at distance. A
radioactive object emits radiation of its severity to
one scale larger than it, then one scale larger than
that in one severity less, etc.. For example, a Scale
0 chunk of radioactive material that emits
Moderate radiation will expose anyone within a
scale 1 area centred on the chunk to moderate
radiation, to a scale 2 area with light radiation, a
scale 3 area to minor radiation, and no noticeable
radiation at distances further than that.
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Name

Secondary
Transmission
None
None

Fort
DC
3-6
4

Diagnosis
DC
2
6

Check Rate Symptoms
1/drink
1/day

See text
1 cumulative wound, Nausea
for 24 hrs

Plague

Primary
Transmission
Ingestion
10% chance
from
unsterilized
surgery
Flea bite

Airborne

6

4

1/day

Radiation
(Extreme)
Radiation
(Heavy)
Radiation
(Moderate)
Radiation
(Light)
Radiation
(Minor)
Sedative

Radiation
Exposure
Radiation
Exposure
Radiation
Exposure
Radiation
Exposure
Radiation
Exposure
Injury

None

12

4

None

10

4

1/second
(6/round)
1/round

1 cumulative wound, tired
for 24 hours
1 cumulative wound

None

8

4

1/hour

1 cumulative wound

None

6

4

1/day

1 cumulative wound

None

4

4

1/day

1 cumulative wound

None

10

4

1/round

Chloroform Inhaled

None

8

4

1/round

Snake
Venom
Spider
Venom

Injury

None

6

4

1/round

Unconsciousness 1d4 x 10
minutes
Unconsciousness 1d4 x 10
minutes
1 cumulative wound

Injury

None

6

4

1/round

Alcohol
Infection

1 cumulative wound

Staggered 1 round. Three
fails in a row results in fullbody paralysis for 1 hour.
Tear Gas
Inhaled,
None
6
4
1/round
Blinded (if it gets in your
Contact with
eyes), Staggered (if you
eyes
inhale it) both for 1d6 rounds
Zombie
Injury
None
5
12/7
1/hour
Random: 1 cumulative
Virus
(zombie bite)
(see text)
wound, morale penalty, or
or ingestion
mobility penalty . Death
(infected
creates a zombie in 1d4
material)
rounds
The fortitude DC increases by 1 for every 2 points
below -15 that the perception DC drops (+1 at -17,
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
+2 at -19, etc.). Failure leaves the character
deafened for 1d6 hours. Failure by 5 or more
Sensory Overload
leaves the character deafened permanently. At DC
Dangerously Loud Sounds: Any time a character
-20, microphones are destroyed.
has to make an auditory perception check against a
Dangerously Bright Lights: Any light with a
DC of -15 (including modifiers from range and other
Perception DC of -15 or lower risks blinding
changes) or lower, the character risks being
creatures who see it. Creatures must make a
deafened. Make a Fortitude check against DC 6.
fortitude check against DC 6. The fortitude DC
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increases by one for every 2 points which the
Perception DC drops. Failure leaves the character
blind for 1d6 hours. Failure by 5 or more leaves the
character blinded permanently. Cameras get burnt
out at DC -20.
Suffocation
If a character is deprived of air for long, bad things
start to happen. A character can hold his breath
without fainting for as long as his endurance score
+ a Fortitude check in rounds. Make the Fortitude
check as soon as you start to suffocate (the die roll
represents how much air is in your lungs when you
start suffocating. On a high roll, you just took a
deep breath). If you had time to prepare (such as,
deliberately diving under water as opposed to
being caught off-guard and strangled) and took a
deep breath before hand, you count as having
rolled a natural 6 on your Fortitude check, or 8 if it
is your focus skill. The GM may wish to make this
check secretly to add to suspense. After the time
runs out, the character immediately starts Dying,
and cannot stabilize unless he regains access to air.
Creatures that don’t need to breathe, and
mechanical beings like robots, obviously cannot
suffocate.
Starvation and Thirst
A scale 0 character (such as a human, Elf, Dwarf,
Goblin, or Orc) requires at least 0.5kg of food per
day, although they generally would eat more if
available. Scale -1 characters (such as Halflings and
Gremlin) require one-quarter that (or 125 grams of
food per day) although Halflings in particular will, if
given the chance, eat at least as much as a decentsized human.
Scale 0 characters should also drink at least 2 liters
of water (2kg) per day to avoid dehydration, or
one-quarter that (0.5L, or 0.5kg) for Scale -1
characters.
Starvation: If a character goes for an entire day
without eating, he becomes increasingly hungry
and uncomfortable. Make a Fortitude check every
day (DC=1 +1/day without food after the first). If
you fail, you are Tired for that day (-1 to all skill

checks, and you cannot Run). After 18 days, you
must make another Fortitude check every day
(DC=4+1/day without food after the first 18) or die
of starvation.
Dehydration: If a character goes for an entire day
without drinking, he becomes increasingly thirsty
and uncomfortable. Make a Fortitude check every
hour (DC=4 +1/hour without water after the first
24). If you fail, you are Tired for that hour (-1 to all
skill checks, and you cannot Run). After three days,
you must make another Fortitude check every hour
(DC=4+1/day without water after the first three
days) or die of dehydration.
Lack of Sleep
If a character gets less than 8 hours of sleep in a
night, he must make a Fortitude check (DC=
1+1/hour of sleep less than 8) or be Tired for the
entire day. The Efficient Sleeper technique reduces
the amount of sleep the character needs to 6
hours, so the DC for missing sleep becomes
1+1/hour of sleep less than 6.
If a character gets less than 8 hours of sleep (or 6,
with Efficient Sleeper) more than one night in a
row, the DC increases by +1 per night with less than
the requisite amount of sleep. So, if a character has
poor sleep four nights in a row, then only gets 4
hours of sleep, the DC to avoid being Tired is 9 (1+4
for missing 4 hours of sleep +4 for 4 nights in a row
before this night).
Trouble Sleeping: The GM may rule that a
character who has gone through a particularly
traumatic event, who is in a great deal of pain, or
under a great deal of stress. Depending on the
nature of the problem, the character must make a
Fortitude (for physical problems, such as pain) or
Discipline (for mental problems, such as stress)
check with a DC from 4 to 8, depending on the
severity of the issue. If the character fails, he can
only sleep for 1d8 hours that night.
Weather
Heavy Rain and Sleet: Heavy rain can cause
visibility problems for characters, and can make the
ground slippery. The DC to make an Acrobatics
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check for balance increases by +1 if the ground is
wet, and anything further than 10m away has
Concealment.

55m
60m+

Fog: In heavy fog, anything further than 5m away
has Concealment.

Modifications:
Deep Water:
Very Soft surface (ex deep
snow, trampoline)
Soft Surface (ex. overhang,
dumpster, mattress)
Slightly Soft Surface (Mud,
thick carpet)
Hard Surface (ex. concrete,
stone, pavement)
Hazardous Surface (broken
glass)
Spikes or similar

Snow: Deep snow counts as Difficult Terrain
(halves movement speed and prevents running),
although it can reduce falling damage (see Falling
and Collision, below). If it is snowing heavily,
anything further than 10m away has Concealment.
Falling and Collisions
If an object or creature collides at high speed or
falls on another object, creature, or vehicle,
someone could get hurt.
Falling Hazards: After falling from a height,
characters and objects take damage, modified by
the surface they impact. See the chart for details.
Falling damage is always Bludgeoning. Characters
take 1d6+(triple their scale)+1 per 5m fallen.
Characters generally fall at up to 60m/s (roughly
terminal velocity), so any additional distance after
the first 60m doesn’t add any damage. There are a
few things characters can attempt to do to save
themselves during a fall:
1. You may make a Reflex check (DC 4) to try to
catch a ledge or branch (if one is present) on
your way down. This takes one of your Dodge
attempts per round.
2. If you have the Acrobatics: Tuck and Roll
technique, you can make a check to reduce
damage.
Distance Fallen (up to)
5m
10m
15m
20m
25m
30m
35m
40m
45m
50m

1d6+11
1d6+12

-12
-6
-3
-1
0
+1

+3, and all
damage is
Piercing
In the event of a collision (one object moving into
the occupied square of another) use the following
procedure:
1. Roll to evade: All creatures can make a Dodge
roll to avoid taking damage. The DC is 4 + the
scale of the largest object or creature - the
scale of the smallest object or creature.
2. Damage: All creatures and objects involved that
fail their dodge roll take damage equal to 1d6+
(triple the scale of the smallest object
involved)+1 per 5 squares/second of speed the
fastest-moving object (or creature) is moving
at. If they are crushed against a hard surface,
they take damage based on the scale of the
largest object involved (other than the hard
surface).

Damage Taken
1d6+1
1d6+2
1d6+3
1d6+4
1d6+5
1d6+6
1d6+7
1d6+8
1d6+9
1d6+10
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ENCUMBRANCE
The term “encumbrance” refers, generally, to the
accumulated mass of everything a character is
carrying. Like weapons and armour, a character can
be encumbered in several steps, based off of his
endurance score. High encumbrance imposes
mobility penalties which do not stack with those
from armour. To find out how much a character
can carry, add his endurance and strength abilities
together and consult the following chart to find
your “encumbrance step”. For every additional
encumbrance step in weight you are carrying after
the first, you take a mobility penalty — so a
strength 3, endurance 3 human can carry up to 8kg
with no penalty, 16kg with a -1 penalty, 24kg with a
-2 penalty, etc.. Every mobility penalty gives a -1
penalty to dexterity-based skill checks, and a half
square (0.5m/s) drop in speed. Regardless of your
original speed, a character carrying more than five
encumbrance steps of weight can only stagger at
one square per six seconds of movement.

19
20

3251.0 kg
5160.6 kg

If the mass is on wheels or otherwise has very low
friction, it only counts for one quarter its actual
mass with regards to encumbrance.
Endurance
+ Strength
0 or less
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Encumbrance
Step
0
0.8 kg
1.3 kg
2.0 kg
3.2 kg
5.0 kg
8.0 kg
12.7 kg
20.2 kg
32.0 kg
50.8 kg
80.6 kg
128.0 kg
203.2 kg
322.5 kg
512.0 kg
812.7 kg
1290.2 kg
2048.0 kg
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EXPERIENCE AND LEVEL GAIN
ENEMY DEFEATED OR OUTSMARTED
If a character or party ‘defeats’ an enemy, the
whole party receives the XP shown on the chart.
The calculation works out so that defeating an
enemy of your level grants you 100 XP, so that at
most ten such victories always results in a level
increase.

Experience Points
Experience Points (XP) are a measure of your
character’s progress and advancement. A character
gains XP as the campaign progresses, mostly from
achievements, adventures, and quick-thinking.
Characters gain a level every time they attain 1,000
XP. Upon reaching 1,000 XP, the character’s XP
count drops back to zero. If a character gains
enough XP in one go to go beyond 1,000 XP and
still have some left over, halve the remaining XP.
So, for example a level four character has 996 XP
and gains 10 XP for having a Clever Idea. This puts
the character at 1,006 XP. Subtract 1,000 XP for
levelling up, so the character is left with 6 XP. Halve
the remaining XP, and the character continues life
as a level five with 3 experience points. This means
that if a character (somehow) manages to get to
2,000 XP all at the same time, he will level up once
(dropping him to 1,000 XP) and halve the remaining
(to 500 XP) instead of levelling up twice.
Situation
Enemy Defeated or
Outsmarted
Easy Enemy
Hard Enemy
Overwhelming Enemy
Defeated by Enemy
Adventure completed
Story Arc completed
Clever Idea or
Realisation
Minor Achievement
Stroke of Genius
Major Achievement
Crowning Moment of
Awesome
Rule Zero

XP Gain
100(enemy level/your level)) per
enemy
-50% XP
+50% XP
+100% XP
100 XP
200 XP
600 XP
10 XP
10 XP
50 XP
50 XP
100 XP
Varies

XP can never decrease under any circumstance,
except after going up a level. GMs should not
penalize characters by decreasing their XP.

Note that it is enemy defeated or outsmarted, not
"enemy slain." So if the party thinks up a clever
plan that means that an enemy which in a straight
fight would be a serious challenge is instead a
cakewalk, they gain XP as if they had won in a
straight fight.
GMs and players shouldn’t limit themselves to
thinking this only means enemies defeated in
combat, either. Negotiating past a guard or
convincing a courtroom to see their side counts as
an enemy defeated.
Even if one player did most (or all) of the work, the
whole party gains experience — they were helping
by merely being present. Say one player wins the
battle with a lucky roll, and went first in the
initiative count, the whole party still gains XP. The
character who won single-handedly may get extra
XP for a Minor or Major achievement (see below).
The formula to determine the XP looks
complicated, but it works out like so: if the players
defeat an enemy equal to their level, they get 100
XP. If the enemy is one level higher, they get 200
XP. If the enemy is two levels higher, they get 400
XP, and so on.
Some enemies (as listed in their entry in the Book
of Monsters) grant bonus XP due to being
exceptionally difficult for their level. So, if a level 1
character defeats a level 1 Easy monster, he only
gets 50 XP (instead of the usual 100). If that same
character instead defeated a Hard enemy, he
would get 150 XP.
Here are some examples of an enemy being
defeated or outsmarted:
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Four Lv.1 Mooks defeated in a fair fight







Four Lv.1 Mooks knocked unconscious, caused
to flee, detained, or that the party talked over
to their side
Four Lv.1 Mooks on watch the party snuck past
Four Lv.1 Mooks the party defeated without
even rolling a die due to a brilliant scheme
Convincing a border guard, using Charisma or
bribes, not to search the players’ luggage
(which includes an illegal substance)

DEFEATED BY ENEMY
Yes, even losing grants XP – sometimes even more
than winning, in the case of a particularly
embarrassing defeat. (a high level character gets
more XP for losing to a weaker enemy than for
winning – because if they lost, they must have
learned some sort of lesson).
Players should only be awarded "defeated by
enemy" XP if they were actually defeated. The
players had to have actually legitimately tried to
win. Deliberately losing to row after row of onelegged goblins won’t grant the players any XP

CLEVER IDEA OR REALISATION


Doing something described as a high DC use of
ingenuity... without having to use the ingenuity
skill.

MAJOR ACHIEVEMENT



Rescuing a prisoner (if rescuing the prisoner
was the goal of the adventure, this is instead
"Adventure Completed" and earns 200 XP)
Winning a battle singlehandedly. The whole
party gains normal XP, but this player also gets
+50

Effects of Level Gain
MAX SKILL RANKS:
This is the maximum number of ranks a character
can put into an individual skill. It is equal to the
character’s level. See Chapter 2: Skills for more
information.

ADVENTURE COMPLETED

SKILL BONUS (FAST):

STORY ARC COMPLETED

This is the skill bonus a character would have in a
Skill Rate: Fast skill if he has maximum ranks in it.
See Chapter 2: Skills for more information.

MINOR ACHIEVEMENT
The GM can award 10 XP to a character for a
relatively minor but still notable achievement.
What this entails can vary, but the general rule is
that if congratulations are in order, 10 XP is, too.
Examples:





Being extra useful in a fight
Roleplaying what makes the best sense for the
character would do even if it isn’t necessarily
the best option for you — such as giving money
to the poor or refusing a small reward.
If the character is a witty swashbuckling type,
delivering a particularly good (or awful) pun in
combat

TECHNIQUES (FAST):
This is the number of techniques a character would
have in a Skill Rate: Fast skill if he has maximum
ranks in it. See Chapter 2: Skills for more
information.
SKILL BONUS (STAGGERED):
This is the skill bonus a character would have in a
Skill Rate: Staggered skill if he has maximum ranks
in it. See Chapter 2: Skills for more information.
TECHNIQUES (STAGGERED):
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This is the number of techniques a character would
have in a Skill Rate: Staggered skill if he has
maximum ranks in it. See Chapter 2: Skills for more
information.
BONUS SKILL RANKS:
At every level divisible by three, a character gains a
single extra skill rank that he can place in any skill,
with the normal restrictions. See Chapter 2: Skills
for more information.
ABILITY BOOSTS:
At every level divisible by four, a character can
permanently boost a single ability score (strength,
endurance, intelligence, dexterity, or spirit) by +1.
This increase does not change the number of skill
ranks a character gains per level.
A character cannot increase the same ability two
increases in a row — so a character who boosted
his strength at level 4 must boost a separate ability
at level 8, but can increase his strength again at
level 12. Similarly, a character’s first ability score
boost (at level 4) cannot increase an ability score
that has a of base higher than 3.

Level Max
Skill
Techniques Skill Bonus
Skill
Bonus
(Fast)*
(Staggered)*
Ranks (Fast)*
1
1
+1
1
+0
2
2
+2
2
+1
3
3
+3
3
+1
4
4
+4
4
+2
5
5
+5
5
+2
6
6
+6
6
+3
7
7
+7
7
+3
8
8
+8
8
+4
9
9
+9
9
+4
10
10
+10
10
+5
11
11
+11
11
+5
12
12
+12
12
+6
13
13
+13
13
+6
14
14
+14
14
+7
15
15
+15
15
+7
16
16
+16
16
+8
17
17
+17
17
+8
18
18
+18
18
+9
19
19
+19
19
+9
20
20
+20
20
+10
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1/2
*Assuming that you have maxed out the skill in question.
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1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
1
1
+

Chapter 4: Vehicle Combat
In general, combat involving vehicles works much
like combat among characters and creatures. The
main difference lies in the fact that vehicles can
have multiple crew on-board who can act
independently, and that vehicles are often capable
of actions that creatures are not.
Vehicle Crew:
Typically, small vehicles have only one
crewmember who does every task. However,
vehicles can have multiple crewmembers for
different positions (such as a pilot, an engineer,
and a gunner). Large vehicles require a number of
assistants for every crew position. So, a single
engineer position on a scale 6 sailing ship requires
20 assistant engineers who do not make skill
checks, but allow the head engineer’s skill checks
to function properly. Gunners never need
assistants, although for some weapons one or
more loader may be necessary for it to function
practically in a combat situation.
Driver or Pilot:


Drive: The pilot flies the ship, drives the car,
etc.. Generally speaking, the pilot moves the
vehicle using the same rules that he uses to
move himself. Any techniques the pilot has
(such as Fast and Sprint) affect the vehicle, too.
A vessel with multiple pilots can’t move faster
than it could with only one — that is, no more
than six seconds of movement per round.
Multiple pilots can each move the vehicle for a
few seconds on their turn, and spend the rest
of their time doing something else. Only one
pilot can make defence rolls of any one type
per round. For example, two pilots cannot both
make dodge defence rolls, but one could make
dodge rolls and the other could use flares (it
does not have to be the same pilot making the
flare and dodge rolls, however). As always, only
one type of defence roll may be made per
attack.
o Move: The vehicle moves up to its
speed. All other crew can go about their
business normally. This takes a one

second action from the Driver for every
second of movement made by the
vehicle. Generally, vehicles can run like
humans can. Some vehicles might be
able to climb or jump (the pilot makes a
check using his athletics or drive skill
bonus, whichever is lower)
o Cruise [Space Only]: This is a 0SA,
though it cannot be taken if the vehicle
moved that second. The vehicle
continues at the same speed and
direction as it did the second before.
This action may only be done in a ZeroG, frictionless environment (such as in
space).
 Attack: the Pilot usually fires any fixed-forward
guns. This uses his drive or ranged skill
modifier, whichever is lower. This functions as a
regular attack, just that the pilot can use the
ship’s weapons (or any handheld weapons) to
make them. He can use combos as usual.
 Dodge: The Pilot makes Dodge Defence rolls
using his Drive modifier or Reflex modifier,
whichever is lower. They function in all ways
like a regular dodge (limited effectiveness
against area attacks without Evasion, etc.)
 Deploy Flares: If the vehicle is equipped with
flares, the Pilot can make defence rolls against
guided missiles with the Pilot skill.
 Other Actions: Generally speaking, the pilot can
make the vehicle anything that could be done
as a character, such as block (if it has a shield)
with the shield use skill, parry (if it has a melee
weapon) with weapon skill, etc.. For any
physical skill check, the pilot uses his Drive/Pilot
skill modifier or his relevant skill modifier,
whichever is lower.
Example 1: In this example, the pilot is flying an
Interceptor in an encounter with a pair of Drone
Swarmers. The pilot is 3.5km away from the
Swarmers. The Interceptor has a move speed of
75m, but the Pilot has Fast (+1 square, or 8m) and
Run (5x run speed), so on his first turn, he uses the
run action, but decides not to use Afterburners to
save on power. This takes his whole turn. He moves
2430m this turn (75m speed +8m [from Fast] all
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times 5 [from Run] per second for six seconds). This
puts him 1070m from the drones. One of them has
been modified to fire missiles, and shoots a guided
rocket at him. The other fires its autocannon. The
pilot deploys flares against the rocket, and
attempts to dodge the autocannon rounds.
Fortunately, he is successful.
In his second turn, the pilot uses Cruise to continue
moving towards the Drones for 2 seconds, while he
Aims his railgun. This moves him another 830m
towards the drones, putting him 240m away —
which is in the guns’ second range increment.
Fortunately, having aimed, he ignores the range
penalty and fires his .50 rail gun. He uses a combo
with three attacks, so he shoots one drone once
and the other twice. The first drone is takes more
damage than its toughness and begins dying, the
second drone dodges one and is wounded by the
other attack.
Example 2: In this example, the pilot is an
inexperienced pilot but skilled fighter in a Charon
assault mech battling a forest troll. The combatants
are 10m away from each other.
The pilot, nervous to close with the troll, opens by
emptying his wrist-mounted PDW. His combo
normally allows him three attacks, and the PDW
runs dry in two. The Pilot has a +0 Pilot skill and is
not proficient with light mechs, so takes a -1
improficient penalty. He normally has a +2 ranged
skill modifier, but uses his lower pilot skill. His total
attack bonus is +2 (-1 improficiency, -1 scale, +2 for
point defence weapon, +2 for auto 2, +0 from skill).
The pilot ignores the Charon’s normal -1 mobility
penalty because he has the Armour: Skirmisher
technique. The forest troll has target 3, so the pilot
hits both times. The troll fails both dodge rolls. The
pilot rolls 11 and 14 for damage, so wounds twice
(the troll has toughness 18/12, but the PDW fires
AP1 rounds). He uses his third attack to fire the
held Heavy Machine gun, which only has a +0
attack bonus (it isn’t point defence). The pilot
curses as he rolls a 2, his shots went wide. He
tosses the gun aside and draws his mighty Ogre
Sword in his remaining 2 seconds.
The troll, enraged by the bullets, closes the
distance to the armoured vehicle (2 seconds of

movement moves him 8m closer to the Charon,
bringing the vehicle within reach of the troll’s
claws). The troll then uses ROAR (charge, two
attacks, Massive Damage). The troll rolls 5 and 2, so
he hits the Charon (target 3) once, and misses with
the other. The troll rolls 1d8 + 8 for damage,
getting a 15 on a lucky roll of 7. The Charon is
wounded as the claws rake the tough cerametal
plating.
On his second turn, the pilot slashes the troll three
times with his Ogre Sword. The pilot isn’t a trained
swordsman, but the improficiency penalties with
the vehicle and the weapons don’t stack. The pilot
has +1 weapon skill, but is hampered by his +0 pilot
bonus. His total attack modifier is -2 (+0 skill, -1
improficient, -1 scale). Of his three attacks, he only
hits once. The mech’s servos awkwardly respond to
his clumsy commands, and he deals a mighty 15
AP2 damage with the diamond-edged blade. The
troll is wounded.
Commander/Captain: The captain can make
Charisma checks to inspire the crew, Intimidate
checks on the crew of other vehicles (if you have
open channels of communications), persuasion
checks to negotiate with the enemy, and ingenuity
checks to try to gain a tactical advantage.
If each character has their own ship, they should all
be captains, and control all the NPCs under their
command.
If the party all are in the same ship, the Captain can
double as another roll – especially the Pilot, who
doesn’t do a lot in large vessels (due to massive
mobility and size penalties), or a Gunner.
Regardless of rank, PCs should probably not be
ordering other PCs around on a regular basis.
Gunner:
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Attack: The gunner can fire a vehicle-mounted
weapon in the same way that he can fire a
handheld one, except it is the vehicle itself that
wields the weapon (the gunner doesn’t have to
be superhumanly strong to pull the trigger on a
tank cannon, for example). Only one gunner
can fire a particular weapon per turn, but a ship

can (and often does) have several gunners; one
for every weapon.
Loader: Some weapons are best suited for use with
a loader. The loader can reload a weapon inbetween attacks from the gunner. Loaders typically
have the Rapid Reload technique, and are often
gunners-in-training.



Engineering: many larger vessels carry multiple
engineers, and smaller ones often don't carry any.









Repairs: The Engineer can attempt to repair the
vehicle. see the Engineering Skill.
Angle Shields: If the vehicle is equipped with
Shields, the Engineer can make Shield defence
rolls against enemy attacks. These use his
Engineering skill, and can be made as an
Interrupt 4SA. If successful, the shields take
damage instead of the hull. Unlike normal
defence rolls, this can be made after another
defence roll has failed, such as Flares or Dodge
or ECM.
Raise/Lower Shields: Takes a 2SA, and is
usually seen as a sign of hostile intent.
Activating shields costs power points. See the
shield’s description for more information.
Overcharge Shields: The engineer can attempt
to boost power to the shields. This takes a 4SA,
and has a Engineering DC of 8. This increases
the shield's toughness by +1, but costs one
additional power point per round. Reversing
this is only a 2SA.
o Hypercharge Shields: The engineer can
try to further power an overcharged
shield generator. Every round, the
Engineer can make a Engineering check
to channel more power into the shields.
The DC starts at 9 and goes up by 1
every turn, but increases the toughness
of the shields by a further +1. See the
Hypercharge chart, below, to find out
how much power this costs per turn.
Overcharge Engines: The engineer can attempt
to boost power to the engines. This takes a 4SA
and has a Engineering DC of 6, and increases

the vehicle's speed +50%. This doesn’t affect
Warp drive or any other faster-than-light
method of travel. Costs 1 pp per round.
Reversing this is only a 2SA, and does not
require a skill check.
Overcharge Weapon: The engineer can
attempt to increase the power of one of the
ship's weapons. This takes a 4SA, with a
Engineering DC of 10. Success confers one of
the following benefits to the weapon:
o Increase rate of fire by 1 (Automatic
weapons only). This increases recoil
accordingly
o Increase damage by 1 (energy weapons
only)
o Increase blast by 1 scale (plasma
weapons only)
o Increase range by +50%
Every attack the weapon makes costs 1 pp.
Disabling this modification is a 2SA. The
same weapon can have multiple
modifications, but each of a different type.
PP costs stack.



Hypercharge Weapon: An overcharged energy
weapon can have further power routed through
it. This takes an additional full round action
from Engineering per round. Every round, the
Engineer makes a Engineering check, with the
DC increasing by +1 every round (starting at
11). Success increases the damage of the
weapon by a further +1. The increases stack.
However, every increase also adds one more
power point than the one before. Roll a D20
when firing the weapon. On a 1 or 2, the
weapon overheats. If the weapon has been
hypercharged for two rounds, on a roll of less
than 4 it overheats, for 3 rounds roll of less
than six, etc

Round

DC

-1
10
(overcharge)
1
11

Damage/
Toughness
increase
+1

PP cost Overheat Roll
per
(D20)
attack/
Turn
1
0

+2

3

2
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9

6
10
15
21
28
36
45

4
6
8
10
12
14
16

another vessel, object, planet, creature, etc..
The base DC is 4 (modified by range, as always).
For every point by which the DC is beaten, one
new fact is discovered. See the charts for more
information. A high result tells you everything
in that row, and on earlier ones, too. A
previously scanned target can be scanned again
with a cumulative +1 bonus.
Vehicles:

 Overcharge Strength: The engineer can
attempt to increase power to the motors,
engines, hydraulics, etc.. This has a DC of 12
and takes a 4SA. A successful attempt
boosts the vehicle's strength by +1, but
drains 1 pp per round. Changing this back is
a 2SA.

Check
Result
4

ECO (Electronic Communications Operator): On
smaller vessels, this role is sometimes combined
with the Commander and/or Engineer. Larger
vessels frequently have multiple ECOs. Two ECOs
cannot use the same sensors or other equipment at
the same time, so vehicles with multiple ECO
positions often have multiple sensor or radar
devices. The primary skill for an ECO is Science
(Computers and Electronics)






Jam Communications: This takes a 4SA every
round in which you want to continue jamming
communications, and requires a
communications jammer. Communications can
be jammed with a radio instead of a
communications jammer, but at a -2 penalty.
To jam communications, make a Science
(Computers) check against DC 8. If you succeed,
all wireless communications devices in range
can no longer broadcast signals without a
Science (Computers) check from their operator.
This check is opposed by your initial roll and
takes a standard action.
Operate Sensors: Operating sensors does not
take an action. The ECO can use the vehicle’s
onboard sensors (such as radar) to make sensor
percpeption checks. This uses the operator’s
Science (Computers) skill instead of Perception,
and uses the equipment’s longer view distance.
Sensor Scan: As a 4SA, the ECO can make
concerted effort to discern information about

Information Received

Ship scale, number and class of weapons (one
heavy and three light, for example), armour
(light, medium, or heavy)
5
Ship Design,* Skeleton and armour
composition, move speed, strength
6
Power source, exact weapon stats, ship name
(if it has one, otherwise, it simply gives it a
computer-generated ID code and can
recognize it if later encountered)†
7
Toughness, shields toughness
8
Sensors and communication systems
9
Presence and number of living creatures
onboard
10
Position of all living creatures onboard
11
Number of wounds, remaining power points,
and general condition of the ship
12
Species of all living creatures onboard
13
Full abilities and statistics of the vehicle, as if
you had its stat sheet. Also, condition of all
living creatures onboard.
14+
Weak Point: crew can make called shots to the
weak point with -2 attack penalty and -4
toughness, and virtually anything else you
could want to know about the vehicle.
*If this vehicle has been encountered before, the ship’s
computers tell you all known information. If the vehicle
is common, then the database will generally include all
information up to DC 8.
† If the individual vehicle is on the database, it will also
tell you: manufacturer, captain’s name, allegiance,
employer, and other data.

Planet:
Check
Result
4
5
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Information Received
Planet scale, distance from star
Planet gravity, Name*

6

Planet’s atmospheric content, map of planet’s
geography, average temperature
7
Presence and general type of life (flora, fauna,
or microbial only — does not tell you whether
the fauna is sentient or not)
8
Location of major artificial structures
9
One planetary feature. Every point higher
than 9 tells you one more planetary feature.†
14+
Most anything else about the planet you could
want to know
*If it has been given one. This result will also tell you all
known data about the planet from the database
†from the planetary features chart, such as unstable
magnetic poles or tectonics







In general, vehicles move just like characters do.
There are a few exceptions for non-bipedal
vehicles, however:




Triangulate: The ECO can try as an Interrupt
4SA to locate a ship or object that is
broadcasting. If the ship is using any
communicators, the ECO can make a Science
(Computers) check against DC 8 or an opposed
check by the ECO aboard that ship (whichever is
higher) to locate it, even if it is invisible to
sensors.
Blind Target: Takes a 4SA and requires a DC 8
Science (Computers) check. Choose one target
vessel within communications range. The ECO
on that ship may not use Operate Sensors on
any round you use Blind Target unless he or she
beats you in an opposed Science (Computers)
check. Characters on board the Blinded vessel
are forced to use Perception to locate enemies.
This requires a computer and the Hack
technique.
Activate Countermeasures: requires that the
vehicle has ECM. Using ECM requires active
effort, and the ECO must concentrate to do so.
This may be started as an Immediate 4SA and
continue as long as the ECO concentrates on it.
While activating countermeasures, the ECO can
use his Science (Computers) Skill to make
defence rolls against guided missiles. Treat your
Science (Computers) Skill as if it were staggered
rather than fast (half your modifier, round
down).

MOVEMENT IN VEHICLES:

Most vehicles can’t enter the square (of their
scale) that they just left. If they wish to turn
around, they have to go around that square. In
this sense, larger vehicles are less
manoeuvrable than smaller ones – they have a
larger area to move around.
Vehicle Mobility Penalties only apply to the
Drive modifier of the pilot for the vehicle, and
not to other Dex-based skills. They still reduce
the vehicle's speed by one square at its scale
(except in space, see Zero-G combat).

Land Vehicles:

Mecha:

Flying Vehicles:
Depending on the method used to achieve flight,
vehicles manoeuvre a little differently in the air
than on ground. If the vehicle is using fixed-wing
movement, such as from jet engines or propellers,
it risks stalling if it doesn’t move at least 4 squares
of its scale horizontally every round. Otherwise,
flying vehicles can move up, down, and horizontally
at their speed. This is a bit of an abstraction, but it
keeps the game simple. Rotary-wing vehicles, such
as helicopters, can hover without problem.
Vehicles that can hover can also take-off and land
vertically, and therefore have no need of a runway.
They merely need a large, flat area at least the
same size as the vehicle.
Vehicles that cannot hover require a long, flat
stretch of paved area to use as a runway.Vehicles
must move a distance of 100 squares of their scale
to take off. For a vehicle to land or take off on
another vehicle (such as an aircraft carrier), that
vehicle must be large enough to include the
runway distance. The vehicle is treated as flatfooted for the first six seconds after launch.
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VEHICLE CONDITIONS:

SPACE TRAVEL:

Stall: A stall occurs when a vehicle dependant on
wings fails to achieve the requisite lift . This
happens when the vehicle does not move at least 5
squares horizontally in a round. Jets and propellers
stop functioning, and the vehicle must attempt to
glide. To pull out of a stall, the pilot must succeed
in a DC 8 pilot check as a 4SA. The DC decreases by
1 point every round after the vehicle begins to stall.
While stalling, the vehicle gains the Movement
Failure condition for the stalled movement type or
types.

Launching:

Power Down: If a vehicle hits 0 pp (even if it can
recharge), it gains the Power Down condition. all
electronic systems (i.e., basically everything)
immediately shut down until the vehicle gets to 1
or more pp.

The first, and some would say trickiest, step of
space travel is getting out of the planet’s
atmosphere.
Movement in Space:




Flying vehicles can never stall in space
A character without Zero-G Training gets a -2
mobility penalty in a no or very low gravity
environment
Mobility penalties (such as from armour or
carrying capacity) do not apply to speed, but
still apply to Drive checks and other dexteritybased skills

Mech Combat:

Dying: Vehicle destruction works almost identically
to character death. If a vehicle ever takes more
than its Toughness in damage from a single hit, it
becomes disabled. A dying vehicle must make a DC
4 strength check every round, with a -1 penalty per
wound. Success means it gets to make another
check next round with no penalty. For every failed
check, the DC increases by 1. If the DC becomes too
high for the vehicle to be able to succeed (ex., it
has strength 3 and the DC is higher than 9), then
the vehicle is destroyed. If a dying vehicle gets
wounded while dying, it is destroyed.
For every wound a vehicle has, roll once on the
Calamity chart to see what happens to it when it
starts dying. Multiple of the same effect means
reroll. If the effect doesn’t apply, roll again.

Works just like character-scale combat, with the
following exceptions:
1. Drive Skill: Whenever you make a physical skill
check (dexterity, endurance, or strength) from
a mech, you use your relevant skill modifier or
your Drive Skill, whichever is lower. Without
the proper mech operation technique, your
drive skill modifier is treated as 0. For example,
if you are trying to make a Dodge defence, and
you have a +6 acrobatics modifier but only a +4
drive modifier, you would use the +4 bonus.
2. Use the mech's stats in place of yours. Use the
mech's strength, toughness, size, scale, speed,
etc.
Ramming and Collisions:
If a vehicle collides with another object, creature,
or vehicle, there are often catastrophic results.

A dying vehicle has a 10% (a roll of 10 on a d10)
chance to stabilize each round. A stabilized vehicle
is still immobile, but is no longer in danger of dying.
A successful Repair check from Engineering (which
takes a 4SA) can also stabilize a dying vehicle.

In the event of a collision (one vehicle moving into
the occupied square of another) follow the
following procedure:

A dying vehicle can still be controlled by a skilled
enough pilot. The pilot takes a -3 penalty to pilot
and must make a DC 6 check every round in order
to move it at all. Failure means that it doesn’t move
(or, in space, it Cruises).

1. Roll to evade: All creatures, vehicles, etc. can
make a Dodge roll to avoid taking damage. The DC
is 4.
2. Damage: All targets involved that fail their dodge
roll take damage equal to 1d6 + the Base
Toughness (from size) of the smallest vehicle (or
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creature or object) plus 1 per 10 squares of move
speed made by the fastest vehicle

Toughness (6 at scale 0, 9 at scale 1, etc.) from size
in Heat and Slashing damage.

In the event of a deliberate Ram by one vehicle,
use this procedure instead:

Dying vehicles do not regenerate any pp.

1. Enter the defender’s area
2. Roll to evade: the defender (s) makes a Dodge
roll. The DC is 4 + the attacker's Pilot modifier - the
vehicle’s scale
3. Damage: both sides take the smaller vehicle’s
Ram damage. If the defender took a wound, the
attacker may continue moving and either bring the
defender along for the ride or leave him behind.
Vehicle Destruction, Damage, and Repairs:
Wound: When a vehicle takes more damage from a
single hit, it is dealt a wound. Wounds function
identically with vehicles as they do with creatures.
To remove a Wound, the vehicle requires repairs.

Unless it is important, dying NPC vehicles can be
ignored except as obstacles.
Destruction in Space: If a vehicle starts dying in
space, there are a plethora of dangers to the crew.
As soon as a vehicle starts dying, it begins to lose
atmosphere. Certain areas may depressurize.
Escaping from a wreck can be an adventure in
itself.
Piloting a Dying Vehicle: A dying vehicle can still be
controlled by a skilled enough pilot. The pilot takes
a -3 penalty to pilot and must make a DC 6 pilot
check every round in order to move it at all. Failure
means that it doesn’t move (or, in space, it
Cruises).

Dying and Destruction: Vehicle destruction works
almost identically to character death. If a vehicle
ever takes more than its Toughness in damage
from a single hit, it becomes disabled. A dying
vehicle must make a DC 4 strength check every
round, with a -1 penalty per wound. Success means
it gets to make another check next round with no
penalty. For every failed check, the DC increases by
1. If the DC becomes too high for the vehicle to be
able to succeed (ex., it has strength 3 and the DC is
higher than 9), then the vehicle is destroyed. If a
dying vehicle gets wounded while dying, it is
destroyed.
For every wound a vehicle has, roll once on the
Calamity chart to see what happens to it when it
starts dying. Multiple of the same effect means
reroll. If the effect doesn’t apply, roll again.
A dying vehicle has a 10% (a roll of 10 on a d10)
chance to stabilize each round. A stabilized vehicle
is still immobile, but is no longer in danger of dying.
A successful Repair check from Engineering (which
takes 1 4SA) can also stabilize a dying vehicle.
If a vehicle dies, it explodes. Look at the vehicle’s
Reactor to see how big and powerful the explosion
is. The default damage is 1d12 + the vehicle’s base
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Die
Roll
1

Calamity

Effect
Ship becomes Zero-G
(assuming it's in space)
Ship becomes totally dark

3

Artificial Gravity
Failure
No Emergency
Lights
No life support

4

Fire

5

Reactor Failure

6

Trapped!

7

Sensor Failure

8

Defensive Failure

2

9

Weapons failure

10

Limb/Turret
Failure

11

Communications
Failure

12

Control loss

13

Movement
Failure

14
15
16
108
17
18
19
20

Vehicle Power

In about an hour, the ship
becomes freezing cold. See
the Adventuring chapter
Whenever a new area is
entered, there is a 20%
chance the room is on fire.
One of the ship’s reactors
ceases to function
Internal doors aboard the
ship have a 25% chance to be
stuck.
One of the vehicle’s sensor
systems, chosen at random, is
disabled.
One of the vehicle’s defensive
systems, chosen at random, is
disabled.
One of the vehicle’s weapons
ceases to function, starting
with the heaviest weapon
and going down from there.
In the case of a draw,
randomly decide
If the vehicle has any limbs, it
completely loses any
movement in one. This
counts as a ‘kill’ roll on the
called shot table. If it has no
remaining limbs, it instead
loses complete functionality
in one of the turrets, chosen
at random
The ECO loses use one
random communications
device
The vehicle gains a mobility
penalty. If this is rolled
multiple times, the effects
stack.
One movement type, chosen
at random, loses movement.
This counts as a ‘Kill’ roll on
the called shot table.

Any vehicle with an engine has a reserve of Power
Points (abbreviated "pp.") The number of power
points a vehicle has are based on its engine. A
number of vehicular devices 'use up' power points
to function. Power points are only regained when
the vehicle refuels, recharges its batteries, etc..
Some engine types have a "recharge rate." This is
the number of pp (per round) that the vehicle
recharges, to a maximum of its normal amount of
pp. Engine types with a recharge rate last, unless
otherwise specified, essentially forever.
If a vehicle hits 0 pp (even if it can recharge), it
gains the Power Down condition. all electronic
systems (i.e., basically everything) immediately
shut down until the vehicle gets to 1 or more pp.
Long Distance Travel
Every 8 hours of operation at normal speed costs 1
pp, or 2pp at a run. These costs are multiplied by
(the vehicle’s mobility penalty as a positive number
+1). So, a vehicle with a mobility penalty of -1
would multiply the costs by 2. Since vehicles never
tire, their maximum overland speed is their Run
speed.

© 2010
reroll twice
reroll three
times

Vehicle Called Shots
Location:

Attack
Toughness
Minimum
Modifier Adjustment: Toughness:

Toughness:

Arm

-1

-1

Wound

Wound, Arm cannot be used to carry objects, weapons, shields,
etc. until the wound is repaired. This arm cannot be used to
make unarmed attacks.

Engine/ Power
plant/ Reactor

-3

-2

Vehicle loses
2 pp

Vehicle loses all power. 10% chance for the reactor to explode
(DC 8 Engineering check by the engineer as an Interrupt 4SA
prevents this)

Hand

-2

-2

50% chance
to drop held
item, -1 to
attacks made
with this
hand

Wound, Hand cannot be used to carry objects, weapons, shields,
etc. until the wound is repaired. Hand cannot be used for
unarmed attacks

Hull/ Torso

No
Change

No Change

Wound

Target starts Dying

Legs

-1

-1

Wound,
speed
decreases by
one square

Wound, speed decreased by an additional 1 square. Leg cannot
be used to make unarmed attacks. If all legs are hurt in this
manner, the vehicle can only crawl (if it has arms). Character
must make an acrobatics check (DC 10) or fall prone.

Weapon
Hardpoint

-2

-2

-1 to attacks
made with
these
weapons

Hardpoint mounted weapons have a 50% chance (roll each
separately) to cease functioning

Movement
System

-1

-1

Wound,
speed
decreases by
one square

Wound, mobility type disabled

Wings

+1

-1

Vehicle's
flight speed
drops by 1
square

Wound, vehicle loses wing functionality. A vehicle that loses its
wings and is attempting to fly with rotary or jet powered flight
immediately begins to stall. The stall, however, cannot be pulled
out of unless the wings are repaired.

Sensor system

-2

-6

-1 to
Perception or
Science
(Computers)
checks made
with the
sensor

Sensor disabled entirely (counts as if the vehicle didn’t even have
it)

Communications -2
systems

-6

-1 to Science
(Computers)
checks made
with the
system

System disabled entirely (counts as if the vehicle didn’t even
have it)
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Optional Rule: Physics

it only moves once a round)

Obviously, the current spaceship movement rules
are an abstraction. If you want to add a little
realism, you can play with these optional rules.
In real life you can’t stop on a dime, and there’s no
top speed in space. A spaceship has to spend as
much of its energy slowing down as it does
speeding up. These simple rules capture those
dynamics without overly complicating gameplay.
Movement:
You carry your speed from the turn before. When
you move on your turn, leave behind a ‘ghost’
marker on the square you left. At the beginning of
your next turn, put a marker ahead the same
distance as between your current location and the
ghost marker. You can move your ship anywhere
within one movement distance from there as a 4SA
(a single move) or double the distance (a double
move). This allows you to attain incredible speed,
but you should start decelerating ahead of time.
With Physics on, you do subtract your mobility
penalties from your speed in squares, as in the
atmosphere. This represents the slower
acceleration of clumsier vehicles.

The Orange circle is the Frigate, and the shaded
squares are the squares that the Frigate can move
to this turn (ie, everywhere within six squares). The
Frigate decides to move three squares south and
once square east, which is well within the area it
can move to. It leaves behind a ghost marker in the
original square.

Missiles move at a speed of 600m per round (they
are always Double Moving).

Round By Round Movement Examples:
Example One:
ROUND ONE:
A Frigate is moving through empty space. Frigates
have a speed of six squares, so from a stationary
start, these are the Frigate’s options for moving (if

ROUND TWO:
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The Frigate places another ghost marker three
squares south and one square east of its position at
the start of round two, the same distance and
direction it moved last turn. The Frigate can move
to any square within six squares of the new ghost
marker this turn.

The Frigate moves to the dark orange circle, which
is within its ring of possible moves. It leaves behind
a ghost marker at the light orange circle for next
turn’s movement.
ROUND THREE:
Last turn, the Frigate moved a total of four squares
east. So this turn, it places a ghost marker another
four squares east of itself, and can move to within
six squares of that marker.

The Frigate decides to turn, and goes three squares
east and three squares north of the new ghost
marker (or a total distance of four squares east of
its current position).
Example Two:
ROUND ONE:
In this example, the Frigate has to narrowly dodge
an obstacle. As before, the orange circle is the
frigate, the shaded area shows the Frigate’s
possible moves, and the dark rectangle represents
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a wall the Frigate will try to avoid.

within six squares of that token.

Foolishly, the Frigate flies towards the wall at full
speed this round. It leaves behind a ghost token for
next turn.

As you can see, this leaves the Frigate with limited
options to avoid a collision. Note that even though
the ghost is now on the far side of a wall, this does
not necessarily mean a collision. The frigate is still
travelling at a speed where it can avoid a crash. If it
were going much faster, it would have to use a
Jackrabbit stunt or possibly fire afterburners to
avoid a crash. It chooses to fly south one square
and east two squares.

ROUND TWO:
Since the distance at the start of the turn between
the Frigate and the ghost token is 6 squares, place
another token six squares in front of the Frigate’s
new position. The frigate can move anywhere
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By doing this, it avoids a collision with the wall. As
always, leave behind a ghost token for next turn’s
movement.

full speed.

ROUND THREE:
The distance at the start of round three between
the frigate and its ghost is one square south and
two squares east, so place another token one
square sound and two squares east of the Frigate.

Changed Techniques:
Jackrabbit [Pilot]: Succeeding on a DC 8 Pilot check
allows you to move your beginning of turn ghost
marker up to one square closer than you. For every
1 point that you beat the DC by, you can move the
marker an additional square closer to you. This
allows you to make sharper turns.
Many of the available moves will still result in a
collision, but the helmsman decides to fly away at
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Chapter 5: Magic
Stay back. You don't know what you're dealing
with.

as he would for a woodsman chopping down trees
for hours without rest).
SPELL ASPECTS
Magic spells are constructed from one or more
spell seeds and metamagic components. A
metamagic component is a technique learned from
skills (primarily Magic Skill and Magic Power) which
can be added to a spell. Metamagic components
usually grant some benefit to the spell at a cost of
increasing the spell’s Power or Complexity rating.
See Building Spells (below) for more information.

MAGIC BASICS

SPELLS
A ‘spell’ is generally a fairly specific magical ability
used by spellcasters with the Magic Skill and/or
Magic Power skills. Spells are custom-made by the
individual caster well ahead of time using one or
more spell seeds (individual effects such as
Damage, Dispel, and Summon) and Metamagic
Components (techniques learned with Magic Skill
and Complexity that modify a spell in some way,
such as increased range). Spells are completely
memorized by their creator, who can cast them on
the fly. Spells are generally ‘quick-and-dirty’ magic,
cast in a few seconds (usually four) with some brief
arcane utterances and a gesture or two. While spell
seeds detail the in-game effects of a spell, it is up
to the player to decide cosmetic details – what
does the spell look like to viewers? What does the
player’s character say and do, exactly, to produce
the spell?

Spell seeds all have several aspects, including
range, casting time, target, duration, and effect.
Most of these can be modified with spell
metamagics. See Building Spells (below) on how
multiple spell seeds with conflicting aspects work
together.
Range: Spells can have a range of Self, Melee,
Short, Medium, or Long
Self: the spell affects only you, and cannot be
improved with the Reach Spell component.

The act of casting a spell with a Power rating equal
to the maximum available to the caster is roughly
as tiring for a magic user as swinging a Heavy
weapon with maximum effort is to a warrior. A
high Magic Power skill represents both the ability
to handle more powerful spells safely and for spells
to be relatively less tiring. So a character with a 14
ranks in Magic Power casting a spell with a power
rank 1 (for example) would barely expend more
effort than clapping one’s hand. Spellcasters don’t
have any hard limit on how frequently they can use
their magic any more than melee fighters have a
hard limit on axe swings before resting, but the GM
could impose the Tired condition on a character
who continually casts spells for hours at a time (just

Melee: you must physically touch the target. You
use your natural reach (typically Close reach- see
Combat). If you are proficient with unarmed
attacks, you can use an unarmed attack roll instead
of a magic skill check to hit enemies. Also, you can
use a silver weapon for a similar effect: see
Materials in Chapter 6: Equipment for more
information.
Short Range: The spell has a 5m range increment
Medium Range: The spell has a 20m range
increment
Long Range: The spell has a 40m range increment
Casting Time: Typically, the casting time of a spell is
one 4SA (4 seconds). The spell comes into effect at
the end of the casting time.
Target: The target of the spell. The target must be
in range. Unless otherwise specified, you need Line
of Effect to the target, just like with a ranged
attack.
Type: There are three types of spells: Attack,
Reactive, and Specialized.
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Attack: You must roll to hit the target with an
attack roll using your magic skill modifier. The
target can defend as normal. Projectiles are always
clearly visible, although their exact appearance is
based on the spell.
Reactive: Reactive spells are usually Interrupt
Action castings, and are only useful in a specific
situation. Reactive spell seeds generally do not
require an attack roll, and can therefore not be
defended against normally.
Specialized: Specialized seeds vary the most.
Generally, they are useful outside of combat in a
utility role, although with a little creativity they can
turn the tide of battle. Specialized seeds generally
do not require an attack roll, and can therefore not
be defended against normally.
Duration:
Instant: the spell lasts for less than a second, then
is over before the caster's turn ends. Any effect
remaining after the spell’s duration ends is
completely real and non-magical. An Instant spell
can only be countered by a defence roll, a readied
action or an Interrupt Action, otherwise the magic
is gone before it can be countered or dispelled.
Rounds: the spell lasts for one round per point of
magic skill bonus the caster has. For example, if
Magnus the Black (a sorcerer extraordinaire) casts
a spell with Rounds duration and has a +3 Magic
Skill modifier, the spell lasts for 3 rounds (18
seconds).
Minutes: One minute per point of magic skill bonus
the caster has.
Hours: One hour per point of magic skill bonus the
caster has.
Days: One day per point of magic skill bonus the
caster has.
Permanent: The spell lasts forever, or until some
other effect causes it to dissipate.
Concentration: The spell lasts for as long as you
concentrate on it. Concentrating on a spell takes
one 4SA every round.

Effect: What the seed does. Effects vary
dramatically; see the spell’s description for
information.
Modifications: While building the spell, you may
select these modifications in order to make the
spell more Complex or more Powerful.
Spontaneous Effects: Sometimes, the power of
your spell is modified on the fly, in play and not
during spell creation. For example, this happens
when a caster has been Severed, or is using Go All
Out.. The character must make changed to the spell
to accommodate the increased or decreased
complexity or power. Modifications and
metamagics that can be changed on the fly like this
are clearly marked.
As a rule of thumb, any change to a spell's power
rating not done at spell creation can only be made
using these specially marked modifications and
metamagics.
The player is encouraged to do this quickly so as
not to slow down play.
Whenever a spell's Power rating is lower than the
character's maximum, he can fill in the gap using
these spontaneous modifications.
Spell Description: How the spell looks is defined by
the player who created it. There are a few
restrictions, however:
Spells are always clearly visible, with a Visual
Perception DC of 0 minus the spell's Power rating.
So, a powerful spell is brighter and easier to see
than a weak one.
Spells are always clearly audible, with an Auditory
Perception DC of 0 minus the spell's Power rating.
So, a powerful spell is louder and easier to hear
than a weak one.
Creatures with especially good noses can detect
spells by scent. This has an Olfactory Perception DC
of 10 – the spell's Power rating.
Despite this, how exactly the spell looks, sounds,
and smells is up to the player, subject to GM
approval. Spells usually reflect their caster's quirks
and personality in some way.
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MAGIC COMPONENTS:
Verbal: To cast a spell with a Verbal component (all
spells without the specific metamagics), the caster
must speak in a loud clear voice the words of the
spell. The caster can choose the verbal components
of the spell upon spell creation. They are almost
always either deliberately nonsensical words or
words in a dead language to prevent the caster
from accidentally casting the spell midconversation. Verbal components have a DC of at
most 3 to hear (before modifications from distance,
intervening obstacles, etc.). A character can make
an Arcana check at DC 4 + the spell's Complexity
score to determine the seeds involved in a spell
cast from hearing the Verbal components. This
does not reveal the metamagics in the spell.
Spells designed for use in combat typically have
short, simple verbal components of one or two
syllables. Players are encouraged to come up with
the coolest sounding verbal components they can
think of.
Circle: Some highly delicate spells must be cast
from the inside of a Magic Circle. This prevents
random magic in the air from disrupting the spell
during casting. At the end of the casting time, the
caster must break the circle to release the spell.
See Magic Circles in the Arcana Skill for more
information.
Focus: spells require a material focus to work
properly. The focus may be any object, and come in
two flavours:
1. Worn: The Focus must be carried on your
person somewhere. If it is article of clothing or
jewellery or the like, it must be worn. Casting a
spell with a carried focus requires a hand free
for arcane gestures. Examples: Bracelets, boots,
gloves, rings, charms, etc.
2. Held: The Focus must be held in one of your
hands. Casting a spell with a Held focus does
not require a free hand. Examples: wands,
staves, weapons, rods, musical instruments,
sceptres, etc.

Multiple spells may have the same Focus object as
a component, and while this is convenient, it is
much like carrying all of your eggs in one basket. If
a Focus is lost or destroyed, it may be replaced. It
takes 4 hours of work per the total complexity of all
spells included to turn a mundane object into a
Focus component. As casters increase in skill and
spells become more complicated, they must spend
time updating previously constructed Focuses. A
character can make an Arcana check at DC 4 + the
complexity of the spell in the focus to determine
the seeds involved in the spell. This does not reveal
the metamagics in the spell.
BUILDING SPELLS
When you build a spell (whenever you get a rank in
the Magic School skill) you may choose one or
more Seeds and Metamagics to include.
Metamagics are always marked in Bold Italic and
are followed by a description of how complicated
or powerful they are in square brackets. Some
Metamagics actually decrease the complexity or
power of the spell, but are detrimental in some
way. Add the Power ratings together to determine
the Power score, and the Complexity ratings
together to determine the Complexity score.
Range: Use the shortest range of all seeds present
in the spell.
Casting Time: Use the longest of all seeds present
in the spell. If all seeds involved are casting time:
Interrupt, then the spell can be cast as an Interrupt
(that is, on someone else’s turn).
Type: If any of the seeds are Type: Attack, then the
spell becomes Type: Attack and requires an attack
roll before any other effect comes into play. If
there are no attack seeds, but there are Specialized
seeds, the spell becomes type: Specialized. If all of
the seeds are type: Reaction, then the spell is Type:
Reaction.
If any of the seeds require an attack roll, then the
whole spell needs to hit before any of the effects
work.
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Check: If the seeds require checks that are
identical, you only need to make the check once. A
success on the check makes both seeds succeed, a
fail makes them both fail.

If there is a mix of Concentration with Rounds,
Minutes, Hours, Days, or Permanent, then the
duration becomes Concentration with a maximum
of Rounds, Minutes, etc.

If the seeds require checks that are against
different DCs but use the same skill, still only roll
once. Apply the check against both DCs (so, if one
DC is 7 and the other 8 and you rolled a 7, you beat
the first but not the second).

Effect: What the seed does. The effects all apply to
any valid target in the spell's area.

If the seeds require checks that use different skills,
then roll the separate skills separately.
For example, a spell with the seeds Damage,
Telekinesis: Move and Sever is cast. The caster rolls
one Magic Skill check and one Magic Power check.
The magic skill result is 8 (on a roll of 4), which is
enough to beat the target's Target score but not his
Wrestle DC. The Magic Power check is 7 (on a roll
of 3) fails to beat the target's Magic Power DC.
Target: The seeds' effects only apply to targets
valid for that seed. For example, say you cast a
fireball spell (targets objects and creatures) with
the Dispel seed (only targets spells) added. All
spells in the area are affected by the Dispel seed
(but not the Damage from fireball), and all
creatures and objects are affected by fireball's
Damage effect (but not Dispel).
If one or more seeds can target Spells, or the
effects of other seeds, you may choose when
building the spell to have those seeds target the
spell or its effects. For example, a Teleport seed
combined with a Damage seed could teleport itself
to a location. Or, a Seed that creates a quantity of
stone combined with Transmute could build a wall
all in the same action.
Duration: Use the shortest duration present with
two exceptions:
If there is a mix of Instant and any other duration,
the Instant affect applies immediately and the
others start right afterwards. For example, say you
were combining the Conceal seed (duration of
Rounds) with the Heal seed (duration Instant). The
target is Healed immediately and Concealed for
one round per Magic Skill Bonus.

Area: If more than one seed affects an area, use
the one with the smallest scale. If they are of
equivalent scales, then you can pick (at spell
creation) which area to use
Modifications: While building the spell, you may
select these modifications in order to make the
spell more Complex or more Powerful.
SPECIAL CASTING OPTIONS
There are two ‘special’ ways to cast a spell, both of
which are risky and as such seldom-used. A spell
may be Overpowered (by adding some of your own
life force directly into the spell’s power) or as a
Death Curse (casting a spell using all of your
remaining life force, killing yourself in the process).
Overpower: When casting an Overpowered spell,
you simply cast a spell you already know in the
normal manner (with the usual casting time,
components, etc.). However, you may then add
your Endurance to a the Spell’s Power rating
Spontaneously (you can, on the fly, add any Spell
Component marked with [Spontaneous] or other
modifications as mentioned in the spell’s Seed
descriptions). However, immediately after casting
the spell, you are Staggered for one round and
Wounded. If you are immune to the Staggered
condition, nonliving, or have no Endurance score,
you may not attempt to Overpower a spell.
Death Curse: As a last, dramatic act, a spellcaster
can cast a Death Curse. This channels the entirety
of the character’s will, soul, energy, and strength
into a single, incredibly powerful spell. The
character can design his death curse at the instant
of casting using any Spell Seeds and Components
he has access to, whether or not they can normally
be added Spontaneously. The Death Curse’s
Maximum Power rating is equal to the caster’s
normal Maximum Power rating plus the sum of his
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Endurance, Spirit, and Strength. The Death Curse’s
Maximum Complexity rating is equal to the caster’s
normal Maximum Complexity rating plus the sum
of his Intelligence and Dexterity. For all purposes
related to the spell, the character’s skills all gain a
+4 bonus. So, for example, a spellcaster who
normally has a +2 Magic Skill bonus would add +6
to any Attack Rolls made with his Death Curse (his
normal bonus plus the flat +4). A Death Curse takes
as long to cast as the spell would normally, to a
maximum of 4 seconds (spells that take longer to
cast than 4 seconds may be cast in 4 seconds). Any
attempts to counter, dispel, or reflect a Death
Curse take a -2 penalty. After casting his Death
Curse, the spellcaster immediately dies. Nonliving
casters cannot use a Death Curse, and characters
that were killed because they used a Death Curse
cannot be resurrected by normal means, requiring
direct intervention from a deity or similarly
powerful being.
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SEEDS

Attack Seeds
The seeds in this section function much like a
weapon attack. The caster must make a Magic Skill
check to against the target's Target score (who can
attempt to defend as normal). On a successful hit,
the spell's effect affects the target. They almost
always have a casting time of one 4SA.

-1 Power: [Spontaneous] The spell deals -1
damage. You may add this multiple times, its
effects stack
Damage Type
Heat

Cold

Sonic

DAMAGE
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

Chemical

Electric

The target(s) of the spell takes 1d6 points of
damage plus your Spirit score.
Choose one damage type: heat, electrical, cold,
sonic, chemical, piercing, slashing, or bludgeoning.
The damage is of that type.

Piercing,
Slashing, or
Bludgeoning

Modifications:
+5 Complexity: On a successful kill roll, the target
may be disintegrated into dust. The target must
make a Fortitude Check opposed by a Magic Power
Check made by you. If you win, it skips dying
entirely and goes straight to Dead.
+1 Complexity: Choose another damage type. This
spell does damage of either type, whichever would
be more advantageous to you. You can take this
modification multiple times, each time adding
another damage type.
+1 Complexity: Depending on the damage type you
chose, the spell gains a secondary effect. You can
take this modification multiple times, one for each
damage type the spell can deal.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] The spell deals +1
damage. You may add this multiple times, its
effects stack

Special Effect
If the target is wounded and at least
slightly inflammable (this includes
people), it catches fire.
The target must make a fortitude
check (DC= damage dealt) or be
Staggered for 1 round.
Any target that takes a wound must
make a Fortitude check (DC=damage
dealt) or be deafened for 1d6 minutes.
A failure by more than 6 results in
permanent deafness.
On the following turn, the target takes
damage equal to 1d6 + your Spirit
score - 1.
On a successful wound, electrical
devices take 1d6+1 EMP damage.
Targets made of metal, wearing a lot
of metal, or wearing metal armour
take +2 damage.
Choose a material. The spell deals
damage as if it were a weapon made of
that material for the purposes of
monster weaknesses and the like. It
does not behave in any other way like
that material (ex. Dealing damage as if
it were Uranium or Arsenic does not
expose the target to radiation sickness
or poisoning)

CAUSE FEAR
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

The target of the spell takes 1d6 points of Fear
Morale damage plus your Spirit score plus.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: The spell deals +1 damage. You may
add this multiple times, its effects stack
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INSANITY
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

The target of the spell takes 1d6 points of Insanity
Morale damage plus your Spirit score.

Sickness

1 End drain

Weakness

1 Str drain

Fatigue

Fatigued for 1d4
+1 hours
Drunk for 1d4 +1
hours

The
Drunkard
Shock

Modifications:
+1 Complexity: The spell deals +1 damage. You may
add this multiple times, its effects stack

Staggered for one
round

Slumber1

SAP WILL
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

The target of the spell takes 1d6 points of untyped
Morale damage plus your Spirit score.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: The spell deals +1 damage. You may
add this multiple times, its effects stack

Target falls
asleep for 1d6
rounds. Sound
does not wake it,
but taking
damage or being
slapped (a 2SA)
does, falling
prone in the
process.
*This penalty goes away when the ability drain is
removed.
1
The Slumber Curse adds an additional +2 to the spell’s
Power rating.

Modifications:
+1 Power, +1 Complexity: Choose a different Curse
effect. The target is afflicted with both.

CURSE
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

Choose one effect from the list during spell
creation. If your magic skill check beats the target’s
Minimum Will, the effect from the Minimum Will
column occurs. If you beat the target’s Will, then
the effect in the second column occurs (which
overrides the first column). Unless otherwise
specified, the effects last until they wear off
normally.
Curse Of...
Clumsiness

penalty to Dex skills*
1 End drain, -1
penalty to End skills*
1 Str drain, -1 penalty
to Str skills*
Exhausted for 1d4 +1
hours
Drunk for 1d4 +1
hours, Staggered for
one minute
Stunned for one
round, staggered for
one nine rounds after
that
Target falls into a
deep coma-like state
of repose, and
appears dead without
a DC 6 perception or
DC 4 medicine check.
Target is otherwise
unconscious for one
minute

Minimum Will
1 Dex drain

Will
1 Dex drain, -1

THROW
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: Attack Roll or Attack Roll and Magic Power vs.
Wrestle (see text)
Components: Verbal, Focus

You can use your magic to throw characters or
weapons. To throw a weapon or other unattended
object, the object must be within range (the GM
may require an attack roll of it is far away). From
the objects original position, you can throw it at its
normal range increment (its target need not be
within the spells range). Make an attack roll to hit
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your target as usual, except that you use your spirit
to calculate damage and range. For example, Saul
the Psion decides to use telekinesis to throw a
knife at a goblin. His telekinesis spell only has
range: melee, so he must be touching the knife to
throw it. Then, he makes an attack roll against the
goblin (who can defend normally) using his Magic
Skill modifier and the weapon’s range increment
(equal to his spirit score in meters). Then he rolls
for damage, which is 1d4 + 4 (Saul’s spirit). The
thrown weapon must have a mass of less than a
standard weapon for you, using your spirit
multiplier in place of your strength multiplier.
Throwing a character is more difficult, because
they can fight back. First, make an attack roll to hit
the character you wish to throw. Then, make a
Magic Power check opposed by your target’s
Wrestle check. If you succeed, you can throw the
character one square of your scale per point of
Spirit you have. So, a human with spirit 3 can throw
someone up to 3m away from their original
location. If they collide with a hard surface (such as
a wall or another person), they take 1d6 + your
spirit score in bludgeoning damage. If the surface is
particularly hazardous, the GM may add
circumstantial damage using the falling damage
chart as a guideline. If you throw them off an edge
or something similar, they may take falling damage
as well. You can try to throw an enemy at another
one. Thrown targets land prone unless they
succeed on a DC 8 acrobatics check. If you throw
your target through another character’s occupied
space, they might collide. Both characters can
make a defence roll (generally speaking, parry and
block would be impossible in this situation) with a
DC equal to 4 + your Magic Skill modifier. Both
characters take 1d4 + your strength score of
damage in the event of a collision.
TRIP
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Power vs. Wrestle

Components: Verbal, Focus

If you hit the target, you get to make Trip attempt
against the target. Use your Spirit instead of your
Strength, and your Magic Power modifier in place
of your Wrestle modifier.
If the target is an object that you could knock over
with a Strength score equal to your Spirit score,
you can knock it over (no skill check other than an
Attack Roll is necessary).
DISARM
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Skill vs. Wrestle
Components: Verbal, Focus

If you hit the target, you get to make Disarm
attempt against the target. Use your Spirit instead
of your Strength, and your Magic Skill modifier in
place of your Wrestle modifier.
TELEKINESIS
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Skill vs. Wrestle
Components: Verbal, Focus

You may lift up to 80kg of material and move it
anywhere within the spell's range at a maximum
speed of your Spirit score in metres every turn.
Every round you may move a different object, or
continue to move the same one. To lift an unwilling
creature, you must succeed a Wrestle check using
your Magic Skill modifier in place of your wrestle
modifier. Creatures lifted in this way are
considered Held (see the wrestle skill). You may do
anything not specifically mentioned with telekinesis
as long as it can be done using one hand. If you use
this seed with the Rapid Fire spell modification,
divide the total weight you can move by the
number of projectiles fired.
Modifications:
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+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Increase the maximum
weight by 40kg. You may take this modification
multiple times, it's effects stack.

The spell's Target score is either the Target of the
creature or object the spell is cast on, the Target of
the area of the spell, or 4; whichever is lowest.

+1 Power: Double the speed at which you can
move objects. This modification may be taken
multiple times, its effects stack. Remember that a
doubled double is a triple, etc.

SEVER

+1 Complexity: Pin: Held creatures are instead
Pinned. (see wresstle skill)
+1 Complexity: Suffocate: Held creatures cannot
breathe or make vocal noise (including casting
spells with a verbal component)
Notes: You may not lift yourself with telekinesis.
You must be firmly positioned (for example,
standing on solid ground) to cast a telekinesis spell
to full effect. If you are standing on extremely
slippery ground (ice), swimming, flying, falling, or
the like then the maximum lift power of Telekinesis
is halved (the other half is preventing you from
going flying in the other direction).
DISPEL
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Spells
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Skill vs. Magic Skill DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

You may attempt to dispel an active spell. An active
spell is any spell with a duration greater than
Instant that has already been cast. The DC to dispel
the spell is 4 + the original caster's Magic Skill at
the time of casting. If you succeed, the spell
unravels.

Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Concentration
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Power vs. Magic Power
Components: Verbal, Focus

Make a Magic Power check opposed by a Magic
Power check made by the target. If you succeed,
the target's Maximum Power rating for spells
decreases by one (the change is Spontaneous) for
the duration of the spell. Sever can lower the
target’s maximum Magic Power rating to below
zero. This just means that they can’t cast zero (or
lower, as appropriate) level power spells.
Modifications:
+1 Power:[Spontaneous] The target's maximum
power decreases by an additional one point. You
may add this multiple times, its effects stack.
MARK
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Concentration
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures, Objects (Max 1 cu. Metre)
Check: Attack Roll, Magic Skill vs. Minimum Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

The target object or creature is Marked. This does
not directly harm it, but allows for other spells or
effects to target it. For example:


If you modify this spell to give it an area, you affect
all spells in the area (you may not designate
particular spells). Roll the check once and compare
it to the DC of each spell active.
If you modify this spell with the Rapid Fire
metamagic, you may attempt to dispel multiple
spells in range. Roll the check individually for each
spell targeted.



With the Call seed, you can transport the
target to you
With the Clairvoyance seed, you can
observe the target

Modifications:
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] add 1 cubic metre to the
maximum size of target to be marked.
+1 Complexity: Add +1 to the DC for others to try to
summon the Marked object using Call or a similar
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ability. This modification may be taken multiple
times, its effects stack.
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Reactive Seeds

one attack in the same manner as you would use a
Dodge, Block, or Parry defence roll.

Spells with reactive seeds are usually cast in
response to another action. They can always be
cast as an Interrupt

Modifications:
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] You may make an
additional defence roll. You may add this
modification multiple times. Its effects stack.

COUNTERSPELL

Note: Using the Extend Spell metamagic increases
this spell's duration to Rounds on the first addition.

Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: Interrupt 2SA Power: 0
Duration: One Round
Type: Reactive
Targets: Spells
Check: Magic Skill vs. Magic Skill
Components: Verbal, Focus

SLOWFALL

At any point in the duration of the spell you may
attempt to make a sort of defence roll against any
spell cast within range. The spell does not have to
be cast against you. As the spell is cast, you
attempt to dissolve the magic holding it together.
You and the initial caster make an opposed Magic
Skill check. If you succeed, the spell has no effect. If
you fail, it acts as normal. As with defence rolls, you
can only make one check against each spell being
cast.
Each projectile from a spell with the Rapid Fire
metamagic counts as a separate spell that you
must counter individually.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: You may counter one additional
spell per round. You may add this multiple times,
its effects stack
Note: Using the Extend Spell metamagic increases
this spell's duration to Rounds on the first addition.

Range: Melee
Casting Time: Interrupt 2SA
Duration: One Round
Targets: Objects, Creatures
Check: None
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 1
Type: Reactive

This spell can target any number of creatures or
objects in range with a total mass less than or
equal to 80kg.
The air around your target actively resists
movement. This has no effect if the target is
walking, but when travelling through the air (being
thrown, falling, or flying) you move extremely
slowly (no more than 2m per second). You take no
falling damage (or damage from being thrown).
Modifications:
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Add +80kg to the
maximum amount you can effect with this spell.
You may add this modification multiple times, its
effects stack.

BLOCK
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: Interrupt 2SA Power: 1
Duration: One Round
Type: Reactive
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: Magic Skill vs. Defence DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

You defend the target of the spell against physical
attacks using magic. After you cast the spell, at any
point in the rest of the round (or longer with
Extend Spell) you may make a defence roll against
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Specialized Spell Seeds
The only thing these spells have in common is that
they don't fall into any other convenient category.

+2 Complexity: You can hear anything audible from
the position of your target, using your Perception
skill and any special listening powers you have.

CLAIRVOYANCE

+1 Complexity: You can smell from the position of
your target, using your Perception skill and any
special smell powers you have.

Range: Short (5m inc.)
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Choose at spell
Type: Specialized
creation: Concentration or
Rounds
Targets: Creatures, Objects
Check: None
Components: Verbal, Focus, Circle

Notes: If you choose a duration of concentration,
then the direction to the target is simply known to
you. If you chose modifications that let you see and
hear the target, then you can see and hear them
within your mind's eye.

The spell indicates the exact direction from you to
the target. You require either a piece of the target
or something symbolically connected to the target
(GM's discretion) for the spell to work. The spell
does not require Line of Sight or Line of Effect
unless other Seeds do. This spell must be cast from
inside a Magic Circle, and as part of the spell you
must break the circle (included in the casting time).
Clairvoyance does not require line of sight or line of
effect to work.
Some examples of symbolically connected objects
are:







Something the target owns
The blood of a close relative of the target
The blood, hair, or skin of the target
A portrait in the likeness of the target
An object the target owns
The other object of a matched pair (the left
glove or sock to find the right glove or sock)

Alternatively, you can use Clairvoyance on any
target that you have Marked with the Mark seed
even without a connected object.
Modifications:
+2 Complexity: The spell's range becomes infinite,
but must be cast from inside a Magic Circle (see
Arcana Skill).
+2 Complexity: The spell does not require a Magic
Circle
+4 Complexity: You can see everything within ten
metres per Magic Skill bonus of the target.

Conversely, if you chose the duration of Rounds,
then the effect is different. The piece of the target
or symbolically connected object will pull very
slightly in the direction of the target for the
duration of the spell, even if you get up and leave
it. If you added the ability to hear, then the object
makes the noise clearly audible. If you chose the
ability to see, then any reflective or transparent
surface you choose (you must touch it during
casting of the spell) will display everything the spell
makes visible.
The Clairvoyance seed cannot penetrate Cold Iron,
lead, antimagic areas, or magic circles
FIGMENT
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Concentration
Type: Specialized
Targets: None
Check: Magic Skill vs. Perception
Components: Verbal, Focus

You create an illusion in the spell's target area (up
to Scale 0 [1m] without modifications). When you
cast the spell, make a Magic Skill check. This
determines how realistic the illusion is. Whenever
the illusion is encountered by a character, the
character can make a Perception check to
determine if it is real or not. See the Disbelieve use
of Perception for more information. The Figment
seed cannot change the appearance of anything
already there; it can only create new things. You
can use Conceal to hide objects or Glamour to
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change them, however. Cameras and other sensors
cannot see or hear figments. You can decide, when
casting the spell, what the Illusion depicts. Without
modifications, the spell can only affect one of the
following senses (chosen at spell creation):

low as – (6 + your Spirit). A light created in this
manner illuminates the area of the illusion, and
risks blinding any creatures in the spell's area.
Creatures outside of the spell's area cannot be
blinded in this manner. See the Perception skill for
more information on blinding lights.

Tactile: The illusion can be felt as if it were a
physical object. Unless the illusion also has sight
component, every round the character touches it
he may make a free disbelieve check. Tactile
illusions can deal damage if they appear to be a
weapon. An illusory weapon always deals 1d4 +
your Spirit score in damage, but has to hit (using
your Magic Skill bonus) and can be defended
against as normal. The damage type is based on
what the illusion appears to be. A character who
can feel a wall in front of him and fails the
disbelieve check cannot walk through the illusory
wall. Tactile illusions have a toughness equal to
your Magic Power plus your Magic Skill modifier,
regardless of size. They can support up to 2 kg x
your Magic Power modifier before shattering.
Characters who realize it is an illusion fall right
through.

Spatial: You can try to disorient the sense of inertia
of creatures in the spell's area. You can make them
feel as if they are moving, as if they are not moving
(if they already were) or as if they were weightless.
Creatures who believe they are weightless suffer
the usual penalties for being in zero-G.
Sixth Sense: You can try to trick a character's
precognitive abilities. Characters who fail their
perception check can believe they are in danger or
totally safe. You can only implant vague feelings
with this illusion.
Modifications:
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Tactile illusions can deal
+1 damage. You may take this modification
multiple times, its effects stack.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Tactile Illusions can
support an additional 2 kg x your Magic Power
modifier before shattering. You may take this
modification multiple times, its effects stack.

Auditory: The illusion can make noise. The noise
must originate in the spell's target area, but can be
heard outside of it. The illusion can have a DC to
hear as low as –(6 + your Spirit), although this can
be increased with modifications. The DC can be as
high as you want (making things quieter is easy). If
you can get the DC low enough, you might risk
deafening targets who believe the illusion. Only
creatures actually inside the illusion's target area
risk being deafened, however. Creatures who hear
the sound outside the area are just mildly
discomfited. See the Perception skill for more
information. If you try to make music, you must
make a Perform check along with the spell you cast
to determine how good the music is.

+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Decrease the DC to hear
your auditory illusions by up to 2 points. You may
take this modification multiple times, its effects
stack.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] Decrease the DC to see
your blinding lights by up to 2 points. You may take
this modification multiple times, its effects stack.
+1 Complexity: Choose one sense. Your illusion can
affect that sense as well. You may take this
modification multiple times, its effects stack.

Visual: The illusion has a visual component. The
figment cannot appear to be any larger than the
spell's target area. It can appear to be one object or
many, or anything in fact that you can think up of,
so long as it all fits in the spell's area. Your
imagination is the limit. Visual illusions can create
dangerously bright lights with a Perception DC as

+2 Complexity: Your illusion shows up on cameras,
radar, microphones, sensors, etc.
SPIRIT PROJECTION
Range: Short (5m inc.)
Casting Time: 8SA
Duration: See Text
Targets: Self Only
Check: None
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Complexity: 1
Power: 0
Type: Specialized

Components: Verbal, Focus

When you cast this spell, your spirit — your mind,
your memories, your personality, everything that is
you — leaves your body to go for a ‘walk.’ Your
projection appears within the spell’s range, but
afterwards can walk or float at a speed of your
Spirit in metres, but must stay within the spell’s
range of your body. Your projection can see, hear,
and smell in the same way that you could (if your
body had night vision, so does your spirit, for
example) but being insubstantial, you cannot feel
anything. In many ways, your spirit is like a ghost.
Your projection cannot cast spells with any target
other than yourself (and even that is limited, as you
have no hands, mouth, or capacity to hold focuses
or other components), attack, speak, or otherwise
have any effect on the material world. Your
projection can be noticed if it goes within 5m of a
creature that makes a DC 8 Perception check. The
creature feels as if he or she were ‘being watched,’
but gains no further information.
Your body gains the Soul Coma condition while
your spirit is absent.
At any time on your turn, you can end the spell as a
4SA and return to your body.
Your projection can move through walls and floors
as if they were insubstantial, or stand upon them as
if they weren’t (so, a moving ship wouldn’t leave
you behind unless you wanted it to). Your
projection cannot move through cold iron or any
material denser than platinum, but can move
through silver (even silver as thin as a wire)
instantaneously. You cannot dismiss the spell if you
cannot trace a path from your projection to your
body without going through any cold iron, or
material denser than platinum.
If the spell is ended any way other than you
deliberately dismissing it (it is dispelled, for
example) then you return to your body
immediately but are stunned for 1d6 rounds. This
experience is extremely unpleasant. Being hit by a
weapon or other object made of cold iron or a
suitably dense material instantly ends the spell. If
the spell is ended and you can’t trace a safe path
(no matter how winding or complicated) to your

body, your spirit is trapped until it can trace a path.
While trapped, you cannot move, act, or even think
- you are effectively unconscious.
As a spirit creature, your projection can interact
with other spirit creatures. See the monster
descriptions for info.
Your projection has a spirit copy of all of your gear,
although the copies keep no magical effects or
special material properties of the original.
If your body dies while you are under the effects of
Spirit Projection, your soul immediately becomes a
ghost (see the creature description for more
information) permanently.
Modifications:
+2 Power: Your projection can exert physical force
as if it had a strength of your spirit -2. Normally,
your projection cannot interact with physical
objects.
+3 Power: Your projection can exert force as if it
had a strength of your spirit -1. Normally, your
projection cannot interact with physical objects.
+4 Power: Your projection can exert force as if it
had a strength of your spirit. Normally, your
projection cannot interact with physical objects.
+1 Complexity: At your option, you can send your
shadow along with your projection. Your body now
has no shadow regardless of the surrounding light,
and your projection is visible to those around you.
It appears exactly like you, although any clothing or
armour you wore appears to be nearly black, and
your face appears indistinct, as if concealed in
shadow. Your shadow projection can speak,
although its voice sounds raspy and hoarse. A DC 8
Perception or DC 6 Arcana is required to identify
the shadow as belonging to you (assuming the
person watching knows who you are, of course,
and even then you can try to disguise your
appearance with the Charisma skill).
This spell seed has no effect if it is cast by a
creature that is already a spirit, such as a demon or
ghost.
Modifications:
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+3 Complexity: At your option, the projection
includes an illusory replica of yourself, as if created
with the Figment seed.

cannot be answered by a yes or no, there is no
response.

+1 Complexity: Increase the DC to detect your
projection with Perception by +2. The DC is
normally 8.
SOUL LOCK
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Concentration
Type: Specialized
Targets: Possessed Creatures or Objects
Check: Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

This spell can only be cast on a creature or object
that has been possessed by a creature with the
Possession ability. You make a Magic Skill check
when you cast the spell opposed by the Will of any
and all creature or creatures possessing the target.
Any creature whose Will is beaten by your check is
trapped in the target and cannot leave for the
duration of the spell. For example, if an imp (a type
of demon) possesses a statue, you may cast a spell
with this seed to keep it from exiting the statue and
(for example) possessing a friend.
+2 Complexity: You may deliberately exempt any
number of creatures possessing the targeted object
from the effects of this spell.
MIND READ
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Concentration
Targets: Creatures
Check: Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 0
Type: Specialized

Using this spell seed allows you to pluck the answer
to one or more questions from your target’s mind,
possibly without being noticed.
First, make your magic skill check against your
target’s Will. If you succeed, you may
(telepathically) ask up to one question per point of
Magic Skill bonus plus one, but no more than one
per round. The question is answered by a simple
(and honest, according to the target’s best
knowledge) yes or no answer. If the question

The target makes a Perception check to notice the
effects of the spell (if the target or someone else
can detect magic using Arcane Sight or in another
manner, this is largely irrelevant) each time a
question is asked. The DC equals 4 + your Magic
Skill modifier. On a success, the target becomes
aware that his mind is being probed, and can take
steps. He becomes aware of any future questions
asked, and can attempt to mentally lie about the
answers. He makes a Charisma (deception) check
as usual, but the mind reader gets a +2
circumstance bonus to perception checks to detect
the lie.
As a character’s Will is generally extremely difficult
for a spellcaster to beat with a magic skill check,
Mind Read is only effective against the weak
minded, or against the seriously agitated (i.e., one
who has taken several morale penalties).
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: For the duration of the spell, you
get a +2 circumstance bonus to Perception against
any sort of deception, disguise, or similar Charismabased skill uses. This does not stack with the
existing +2 bonus against attempts to fake the
answer.
+1 Complexity: Add +1 to the DC to detect your
mindreading. This modification can be added
multiple times, its effects stack.
+3 Complexity: If you beat the target’s Minimum
Will, but not the target’s Will, you can ask a single
yes or no question; but there is a 50% chance that
the spell will simply fail. The answer is always a yes,
no, or no answer; regardless of other modifications
the spell has.
+3 Complexity: The answers to your questions can
be as complicated as any one-word answer, rather
than simply yes or no. The answers are still limited
by the target’s understanding, so a creature with
animal-level intelligence may not be able to convey
more than a feeling.
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+9 Complexity: The answers to your questions can
be full sentences. The answers are still limited by
the target’s understanding, so a creature with
animal-level intelligence may not be able to convey
more than a feeling.



NECROMANCY

If you succeed your Magic Skill check, you raise the
creature as a Ghost. The Ghost appears directly
above its former body. If, when the creature died,
it was Confused, Panicked, or Berserking; the Ghost
is instead a Shade, Spectre, or Revenant (as
appropriate). This makes raising the spirits of
ghosts who died in extremely stressful
circumstances, such as battles, extremely risky.

Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 0
Duration: Concentration
Type: Specialized
Targets: Dead Creatures
Check: Magic Skill Fixed DC and Magic Skill vs. Min. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

With this spell seed, you can attempt to raise the
spirits of the recently deceased for questioning.
This is an extremely hazardous and risky
endeavour.
First, cast the spell upon a dead body, and make a
Magic Skill check. The base DC is 3, but the
modifier increases based on those that apply from
this chart:
DC Modifier
+1
+4
+1
+2
+2
+1

+2

+2

Situation
Per hour since death (maximum +4)
If at least one sunrise has passed since
death
Every sunrise after the first sunrise has
past
The sun is up when you cast the spell
One or more bones are missing
Less than 50% of the body is present
(stacks with the penalty for missing
bones)
Less than 75% of the body is present
(stacks with the penalty for missing
bones, but not with the penalty for less
than 50% missing)
You do not know which race the
creature is (for example, you mistakenly
identify the body as an elf, when it is a
human)

The targeted body must comply with the following
restrictions:



Have had a soul at the time of death (which
excludes any creature with the Soulless type,
such as most undead)
Have a corporeal body (which excludes spirit
creatures such as ghosts)

Not currently have a Ghost or other spirit
creature anywhere else – so if you and another
caster each have a part of a body, you cannot
summon the creature’s spirit if the other caster
already has.

The Ghost, when summoned, is not necessarily
under your control. When the spell is cast, and
every round afterwards, make a Magic Skill check
against the Ghost’s Minimum Will. If you succeed,
the Ghost is compelled to answer one simple yes or
no question (similar to with the Mind Read seed),
except that verbal communication is necessary. If
you and the Ghost do not share a spoken language
(the Ghost speaks any language the creature did at
the time of death), communication is virtually
impossible – the Ghost will not communicate with
anyone else (unless compelled to in some other
manner), but a third party can tell you what to say
in the Ghost’s language, and then translate the
Ghost’s response. The Ghost cannot lie or try to
deceive the caster in any manner whatsoever, even
by manipulating the truth. Regardless of their
motives while living, they don’t care enough
anymore to twist the truth one way or another.
If you fail the check against the Ghost’s Minimum
Will, it immediately begins to attack you, and you
cannot attempt to control it in the manner
presented above again. If for some reason it cannot
get to you, it will attack whatever it perceives as
the easiest target for its Soul Drain. Fortunately,
the Ghost will only linger for 1d6 rounds after you
end the spell (which you really should do if the
Ghost breaks loose). If the Ghost manages to
devour any creature’s soul using Soul Drain, it
remains a Ghost permanently, generally haunting
the location of its death, taking revenge upon its
enemies, or the like. It will usually leave as soon as
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it has succeeded in devouring any creature’s soul.
This is one of the most common ways in which
permanent Ghosts are created.

Range: Melee/Close
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 8SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Specialized
Targets: Dead Creatures
Check: Attack Roll and Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

If you, or someone helping you, have the Arcana:
Magic Circle technique, it is strongly recommended
that the ghost is summoned into a circle. The act of
casting the spell triggers the circle, trapping the
Ghost inside. This does not sever the spell
compelling the spirit to speak, even though there is
a magic circle between you and it.

This spell can target any number of objects or
creatures in range as long as the total mass is no
more than 80kg. the Target(s) are immediately
transported somewhere within Close range that
you designate. The spell fails if you try to teleport
into another object- into a solid wall, or a person,
etc. or if you try to teleport a part of an object or
person. You must have been to or seen the
destination. The spell leaves a vacuum behind as
the target disappears. Normally, this just results in
a loud 'popping' sound as air rushes to fill the
space. For extremely large vacuums, small objects
might get sucked towards the displaced area. See
the Void effect of the Creation spell for more
information, void created by the Teleportation
seed works the same way.

Modifications:
+2 Complexity: The answers to your questions can
be as complicated as any one-word answer, rather
than simply yes or no. The answers are still limited
by the Ghost’s understanding.
+5 Complexity: The answers to your questions can
be full sentences. The answers are still limited by
the Ghost’s understanding.
+1 Complexity: Add +1 round to the duration that
the Ghost stays after you lose control of it. You’d
better have a really good reason for using this
modification. You can add this modification
multiple times, its effects stack.

This spell has two 'ranges.' The one before the
slash is how close the target of the spell has to be
to you, and the one after the slash is how far away
the area your target can be teleported to is. Each
can be increased using Reach Spell, but for any
other purpose the spell's range is treated as the
one before the slash.

+1 Complexity: Subtract 1 round from the duration
that the Ghost stays after you lose control of it. You
can add this modification up to three times, its
effects stack.
+4 Complexity: You can attempt to summon the
creature’s spirit even if it is already a ghost or other
spirit creature somewhere else. You must make a
Magic Skill check opposed by a Magic skill check
made by the initial summoner (if the spirit is in any
way controlled by that caster still), or by the
target’s spirit’s Will if it is not. The spirit, whichever
type of creature it is, appears over the body you
are casting the spell at if you succeed, and you can
try to compel it to answer questions. If you do not,
nothing happens, but the spirit can make a
Perception check (DC= 4+ your Magic Skill modifier)
to realize someone has attempted to summon it. If
it succeeds by more than 2, it also learns your
name.
TELEPORT

Restrictions: (the spell fails if any of these are
attempted)






You cannot teleport through a vacuum (as in,
space)
You cannot teleport through cold iron
You have to teleport someplace you have seen
or been to. For example, you can't just teleport
"ten metres in that direction" unless you've
actually been there or can see the place.
You cannot teleport into another object, even
partially.

Modifications:
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] add +75 kg to the
maximum target mass. You may add this multiple
times, its effects stack.
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+1 Power: Instead of teleporting targets, you create
a gate from your location to the target location.
The gate must appear in an area in the spell's range
(not the teleport tange). The gate lasts only as long
as you concentrate, and disappears as the original
caster enters it. It also disappears after it has
transported a mass equal to the maximum mass of
the teleport (default 75 kg, but increased with
modifications). The gate created this way is oneway. With this modification, the duration of the
spell changes to Concentration from Instant.

+2 Complexity: You can choose what parts of the
target to transmute. For example, you could turn a
car into gold but leave the windows and engines as
they are.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] add 1 cubic metre to the
maximum size of the target.
Note: only matter may be affected by this spell, not
light, energy, or the like. Also, immaterial objects
and beings (like most ghosts) are not affected.

TRANSMUTE
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 8SA
Duration: Instant
Targets: Objects
Check: None
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 0
Type: Specialized

This spell has two targets, both must be inanimate
objects: the object to be transmuted, and an
equivalent volume of raw material. Without
modifications, the spell can only transmute 1 cubic
metre of object.
The target of the spell is transformed into a
particular material, destroying an equal volume of
raw material that must also be in range. Both the
target and the raw material must be nonliving. The
target and the raw material must be of the same
phase of matter (solid to solid, liquid to liquid, gas
to gas). Nonliving creatures (such as undead)
change their Durability to match the new material,
but are otherwise unharmed. Electrical devices and
other machines probably cease to function.
Example: Johannes the Theurgist casts a spell with
this seed to transmute a stone statue into gold. In
order to do so, he must possess the same volume
of gold as there is statue. After casting the spell,
the stone statue is now made of the gold that
Johannes was holding, which disappears. Where
the stone that made up the statue went, nobody
knows – some theorize the matter is evenly
distributed throughout the universe, or sent to
another plane of existence.
Modifications:
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CALL

when dealing with mortals. Then, if you are able,
you may draw a circle in the ground (see the
Arcana: Circle Magic technique) and then cast the
spell (which takes an hour to cast). To succeed in
summoning the creature, you have to beat its Will
with a Magic Skill check. If you fail this check, the
being does not appear, but you can try again
(which takes another hour). Each consecutive time
you attempt this check, you get a cumulative +1
bonus. If you succeed, (or the creature deliberately
allows you to summon it) the creature appears in
the circle you drew, activating the Magic Circle. See
the Arcana skill for more details on Circles. If you
choose to cast this spell without first drawing a
circle, the creature is free to act normally (with the
same three restrictions as laid out below).

Range: Infinite/Short
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Specialized
Targets: Marked Objects or Summoned Creature
Check: None
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: The target object or creature appears within
Short range of you (this is modifiable with the
Reach metamagic) for the duration, then goes back
from whence it came. Only objects that have been
Marked with the Mark seed or Summoned
creatures (see the Summon seed) can be Called in
this manner. If the target was Marked or
Summoned by someone other than you, you must
succeed in a Magic Skill check. The DC is equal to 6
+ the Magic Skill of the original caster. Success
indicates that you Call the target to you normally
(although, if it is a Summoned creature, you gain
no control over it).

A summoned creature will immediately try to
escape from its confinement. If they can escape
from the circle in any way, they are free to act as
they will for 24 hours or until the next sunrise,
when they go back to from whence they came.
Typically, they will kill the summoner first.

The manner in which the Called target appears is
very similar to the Teleport seed. Any effect that
blocks Teleportation also blocks Calling. The
creature to be Called can be anywhere on the same
plane of existence, but must appear with in Short
Range (thus the range of Infinite/Short).

Once you've successfully summoned the creature,
you need to decide what to do with it. It is in no
way under your control, but it is bound by a few
restrictions. Summoned creatures must:

Modifications:



+10 Complexity: The duration changes to Instant.
The Called object or creature appears, then the
magic vanishes and the target remains. It cannot be
counterspelled, dispelled, etc. because it is
nonmagical.
SUMMON
Range: Interplanar /Short
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: One hour or
Power: 1
more
Type: Specialized
Duration: Instant
Targets: Summonable Creature
Check: Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus, Circle

Effect: You risk your very soul to summon an
otherworldly being. First, you must know the
creature's name. Supernatural beings take great
care to hide their true names, going by aliases
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Speak no word that is not true (but are by no
means required to speak the whole truth)
 Follow through on any agreements or deals
made with the summoner
 Follow the same restrictions as a Magic type
creature.
If the summoner is looking for information from
the summoned creature, typically he must swap
information that the creature perceives as equally
valuable. Individual monster descriptions detail the
relative value that creatures place on various items
or pieces of information.
If the summoner wants the creature to perform
services, he must offer the creature something that
it wants. See the creature's individual entries for
loose guides on this.
The summoner can attempt to persuade the
creature using the Charisma skill, but the
summoned creature is almost always Hostile to the
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summoner. The summoner can also threaten the
creature into working for him.
Notes:
No Circle: This spell can be cast without a circle, but
it is a spectacularly bad idea. It works the same
way, but the caster doesn't need to make a circle.
He must provide his own protection from the
creature. Usually casters only do this if they
absolutely have to, and avoid it like plague. They
also do this if they don't have the Magic Circle
technique in Arcana.
Call: Summoned monsters can be Called with the
Call seed. Any caster can Call a Summoned
monster, but he must know it's name and say it
outloud as part of the verbal component in a Call
spell.
Typical Uses of Summon:



Information: Even the simplest of otherworldly
beings are usually immortal, and have over the
eons gathered huge fonts of knowledge.
On-Call Service: The summoner summons the
creature for a fairly long period of time (a few
days) and uses the Call seed to make it appear
at his side whenever he needs help-- for
fighting or scouting or heavy lifting or the like.

Modifications:
+1 Complexity and Power: Increase the maximum
level of creature you can summon by +1
ANIMATE
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Concentration
Type: Specialized
Targets: Nonmagical Objects up to Scale -1
Check: None or Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: The target object becomes an Automaton
under your control for the duration. See the
Monsters entry for more information. After the
spell ends, the Automaton reverts to its original
state. If the spell is cast on the corpse of a dead
creature, the automaton gains the [undead] type.
Unless the creator has some means of
communicating telepathically, commands are
generally given vocally. Commands could range

from simple to elaborate, such as “kill that man” or
“protect this area” or “when you hear an alarm,
attack anyone who enters this room that isn’t
wearing this uniform.” Commands are limited by
the creature’s lack of understanding.
A living creature can be turned into an Automaton
with this spell. You must defeat the creature's Will
with a magic skill check. Success leaves the
creature unharmed, but you gain control of its
body for the duration of the spell. You must make
another magic skill vs. Will check every round, a
failure ends the spell. The stats and abilities of the
creature animated in this manner are ignored; the
Automaton is treated as a flesh automaton of the
creature's scale. Any special bonuses a creature has
against Possession can be used to defend against
this effect.
You can control a number of automatons equal one
plus the sum of your Magic Skill and Magic Power
ranks. Any attempt to create additional
automatons results in spell failure.
Modifications:
+2 Power: [Spontaneous] Increase the maximum
scale of the automaton by one. You may take this
modification multiple times. Its effects stack.
+2 Complexity: the automaton is level 2. You may
take this modification multiple times, its effects
stack, each time increasing by one level.
WARD
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: One Hour
Power: 0
Duration: Hours, or until
Type: Specialized
spell trigger, whichever
comes first
Targets: Objects, Areas up to Scale 0
Check: None or Magic Skill vs. Will
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: You create an Anchor Point for up to one
spell at the area of the spell. If the ward is dispelled
or otherwise disappears, then all spells anchored to
it vanish. See the Arcana skill for more information.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: Increase the maximum number of
anchorable spells by one. All spells are triggered
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simultaneously. You may take this modification
multiple times, it's effects stack.
+1 Complexity: If the anchored spell has a duration
of greater than Instant and other than
concentration, then at your option (decide when
anchoring the spell) the anchored spell may be
active for the entirety of the existence of the Ward.
+1 Power: The spells present 'reload' themselves
once- they may be discharged one additional time.
You may take this modification multiple times, it's
effects stack.
Notes: Two wards may not overlap in position. The
one there first cuts its area out of the new one.
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Healing Spell Seeds

disease, although the GM may specify some rare
diseases or poisons are immune to this ability. If
you succeed, the target is cured.

HEAL WOUND
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Instant
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 1
Type: Healing

Duration: Instant
Effect: The target of the spell heals one wound. A
single character can only be healed in this manner
once per hour.
Modifications:
+2 Power: This spell heals an additional wound.
HEAL DRAIN
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Instant
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 2
Power: 2
Type: Healing

Effect: Choose one ability score at spell creation.
The target of the spell is cured of one drain to that
ability. A single character can only be healed in this
manner once per day.
Modifications:
+2 Power: The spell heals one more ability point, of
the same or a different ability (you choose during
spell creation).
HEAL SYNDROME
Range: Melee
Complexity: 3
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 3
Duration: Instant
Type: Healing
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll; Magic Skill vs. DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: Make a Magic Skill check against the
fortitude DC of one syndrome (such as poison or
disease) the target is afflicted with. This generally
works even if there is no known cure for the

REVIVE
Range: Melee
Complexity: 1
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Healing
Targets: Dead creatures
Check: Attack Roll; Magic Power vs. DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: Make a Magic Power check against DC 6. If
you succeed, the dead target comes back to life.
Every round for which the target has been dead for
increases the DC by +1. A target who comes back to
life is treated as Disabled until he is healed a
wound. This seed has no effect if it is cast on a
target who is not dying. This seed also has no effect
if it is cast on an undead creature.
Modifications:
+4 Power: Instead of the DC increasing by +1 per
round, it increases by +1 per minute
+9 Power: Instead of increasing by +1 per round,
the DC increases by +1 per day
+14 Power: The DC does not increase with time.
SHELL
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Rounds
Targets: Creatures
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 1
Type: Healing

Effect: The target of the spell gains a buffer against
wounds. The next wound they take, if it within the
duration of the spell, is ignored entirely as if the hit
had never happened. A creature can only be
affected by one Shell spell at a time; to cast a Shell
spell on a creature that is already under the effects
of one, the first must be dispelled.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: The target can ignore another
wound. You may take this modification multiple
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times, each time adding one to the maximum
number of ‘wound buffers’ the target can have.
Secret Spell Seeds
Secret spell seeds are not available to most
characters. They are made available by techniques,
most of which can be found in the Arcana skill.
REFLECT SPELL
Range: Short
Complexity: 4
Casting Time: Interrupt 4SA Power: 1
Duration: One Round
Type: Reactive
Targets: Spells
Check: Magic Skill vs. Magic Skill DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: For the remainder of the round (or longer
with Extend Spell) you may attempt to make a sort
of defence roll against any spell cast within range.
The spell does not have to be cast against you. As
the spell is cast, you attempt to seize control of the
magic. Make a Magic Skill check against the target's
Passive Magic Skill DC (4 + his Magic Skill bonus). If
you succeed, you may designate the target of the
spell. If you fail, it acts as normal. As with all
defence rolls, you can only make one check against
each spell being cast.
Each projectile from a spell with the Rapid Fire
metamagic counts as a separate spell that you
must Reflect individually.
Modifications:
+1 Complexity: You may reflect one additional spell
per round. You may take this multiple times, it's
effects stack.
HEX
Range: Melee
Complexity: 5
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Creatures
Check: Magic Skill vs. Magic Skill DC
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: Choose one from the list during spell
Casting, not spell creation:
Hex Of...
Sloth
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Effect...
Beating the target's Will results in 1

Dex drain, and -1 to all Dex skills for
1d6 minutes
Frailty
Beating the target's Will results in 1
End drain, and -1 to all End skills for
1d6 minutes
Langour
Beating the target's Will results in 1
Str drain, and -1 to all Str skills for
1d6 minutes
Exhaustion Target becomes Fatigued for 1d4 + 1
hours
Nausea
Target becomes Nauseated for 1d4
+1 hours
The
Target becomes Drunk for 24 hours
Drunkard
and gains Alcohol Poisoning
Pain
Target becomes Stunned for 1d4 + 1
rounds
Slumber
Target falls asleep for 1d6 rounds.
Sound does not wake it, but taking
damage or being slapped (a 4SA)
does, falling prone in the process.
Tenacity
Target must follow through with any
decisions he makes for 1d6 days –
He can't change his mind.
Candour
The Target cannot lie for 1d6 days.
GM may give him a circumstance
penalty to Charisma of up to -3,
depending on the situation.
Dearth
The Target becomes ravenously
hungry, but eating simply doesn't
help. The target may starve to death.
See: Starvation for more
information. This lasts for 1d20 days,
and the Target immediately is
treated as having been starving for
one week.
Blindness:
The target is Blinded for 1d6 minutes
Deafness
The target is Deafened for 1d6
minutes
Suffocation: The target cannot breathe this
round. Every round after casting,
make another Magic Power vs. Will
check. Success prevents the target
from breathing that round, too.
Failure means the curse is broken,
and he can breathe just fine.
The Tower: The target can only speak one
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language (that you choose) for 24
hours. The language need not be
one they already knew, or one that
you know.
Modifications:
+1 Power, +5 Complexity: Choose a different Hex
effect. The target is afflicted with both. If the
effects have the same duration (ex. Nausea and
Exhaustion) just roll the die once, and they have
the same duration.

+0 Power: You can decrease the damage by 1 point
to increase the die size by one (from d6 to d8 then
d10 and d12) to a maximum of d12. You may take
this multiple times, its effects stack.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] This spell gains a Blast
area of scale 1. This modification may be chosen
multiple times, each time increasing the blast area
by one step. Unlike with most blast spells, you can
deliberately choose not to target any targets or
creatures in the area you specifically designate.

SOLAR RAY
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Instant
Targets: Anything
Check: Attack Roll
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 1
Power: 5
Type: Attack

Effect: The target gets struck by beams channelled
directly from the sun. This is usually harmless, but
certain creatures and objects react to sunlight –
particularly certain types of undead, like vampires.
Particularly vampires.
Modifications:
+2 Power: The light is so bright that any creature in
the area must make a Fortitude Check (DC = 4 +
your Magic Power) or be blinded for 1d6 minutes.
Failure by 5 or more results in permanent
blindness.
SMITE
Range: Melee
Complexity: 0
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 1
Duration: Instant
Type: Attack
Targets: Anything
Check: Attack Roll; Damage vs. Touchness
Components: Verbal, Focus

Effect: The target(s) of the spell takes 1d6 points of
damage plus your Faith modifier.
The damage is of a type determined by your Deity.
Against unholy targets, you add your Spirit to
damage in addition to your Faith modifier.
Modifications:
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DIVINATION
Range: Short
Casting Time: Varies
Duration: Instant
Targets: Anything
Check: Varies
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 10
Power: 0
Type: Specialized

Cast Dice: Casting Time: 4SA. Both you (the player)
and your character roll a pair of dice to determine
one Target's short-term future. Add the total
together and consult the chart for your fortune.
The target must be on the same plane, but
otherwise can be anywhere, as long as you know
where they are to within a 10 m area. Nothing but
the Screw Fate use of the spell (below) can affect
or allow you to reroll the dice.

reroll either die again if you are still not satisfied.
You may do this indefinitely – if you beat the DC by
4, you can roll again at a DC of 2 higher than the
time before. If you beat that DC by 4, you can do it
again, etc.. Once you've predicted the target's
fortune, you can't use it on them again for three
days.
Read Tea Leaves: Casting Time: 2SA. By glancing at
undisturbed tea leaves, you can tell the rough
fortune of the person who drunk the tea. Although
the casting time of the spell is only a 2SA, boiling
water, steeping tea, and drinking it take several
minutes. Make a DC 15 magic skill check. If you
succeed, you can predict their fortune.

Screw Fate: Casting Time: 2SA. This must be cast
immediately after using Cast Dice. The player can
attempt to change the fate predicted. Make a
Magic Skill check against DC 14. If you are
successful, you can reroll one of the two dice you
rolled for Cast Dice. If you beat the DC by more
than 4, you can attempt another check at DC 16 to
Die
Means
Effect
Result
2
Doom
For every skill check for the rest of the day, roll
twice and pick the lower result.
3
Poverty
For all treasure rolls, roll twice and pick the
lower value. This lasts for the rest of the day.
4
Sickness
Every 24 hours for a number of days equal to
your Magic Skill, roll a d6. On a 1, the target
catches an Infection.
5
Unconfident Maximum will decreases by 1 point for 24 hours
6
Unpopularity When you meet new people for the next day,
they default to Unfriendly instead of Indifferent.
7
Tall, Dark
No effect
Stranger
8
Popularity
When you meet new people for the next day,
they default to Friendly instead of Indifferent.
9
Confident
Maximum will increases by 1 point for 24 hours
10
Health
Target immune to all diseases for the rest of the
day.
11
Fortune
For all treasure rolls, roll twice and pick the
higher value. This lasts for the rest of the day.
12
Blessed
For every skill check for the rest of the day, roll
twice and pick the higher result.
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POWER
Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Duration: Concentration (See Text)
Targets: Powerable Device
Check: None
Components: Verbal, Focus

Complexity: 0
Power: 1
Type: Specialized

Effect: You can use your own magical energy to
provide power for a device. The object gains a
power point reserve (even if it didn't have an
engine or reactor at all) of 8 pp at scale 0. (or 2 pp
at scale 1, or 32 pp at scale –
1, etc.).
Casting a spell with this seed can be exhausting.
If the pp reserve ever drops to ½ or less of its
maximum, you become fatigued. If it drops to ¼,
you become exhausted. If its reserve ever hits zero,
you immediately fall unconscious.
At any point while concentrating, you can (as a
0SA) take a wound to recharge 8 pp. You can do
this only once per round.
If you stop concentrating on the spell (whether
deliberately or because you fall unconscious) the
object remains powered at first, but loses 1 pp per
round until you start concentrating again. When
the reserve hits zero, the spell ends.
Modifications:
+4 Power: You create a buffer between yourself
and the object. You do not become fatigued,
exhausted, or fall unconscious from this seed's
effects.
+1 Power: [Spontaneous] The object's pp reserve
increases by +8 points. You may take this
modification multiple times, its effects stack.
+4 Complexity: You can concentrate on this spell as
a 0SA.
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Sample Spells
This is a list of basic sample spells, just so players
can understand how they work. Players can choose
their spells from this list if they want, and modify
them however they like. The spells on this list are
cast so frequently that any character with a rank in
Arcana can recognize them without a skill check.
DETONATE
Range: 20 m Range Inc
Complexity: 4
Casting Time: 4SA Power:4
Target: anything in range
Type: Attack
Check: Magic Skill vs. Target; Damage vs.
Toughness
Duration: Instant
Favoured by demons and other supernatural beings
for its simple efficiency, Detonate is a reliable and
destructive precision attack.

Components: Verbal, Focus (a carved oaken rod
about a foot long, usually carried in the right hand)
SPEAR OF WILL
Range: Melee/12 m line
Complexity: 4
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 4
Target: anything in range
Type: Attack
Check: Magic Skill vs. Target; Damage vs.
Toughness
Duration: Instant
Thousands of glimmering, deep purple tendrils
shoot out of your open hand. The tendrils are razor
sharp.
Effect: The target(s) of the spell takes 1d6 + 3 +
your spirit in Piercing damage. The spell effects a
line originating from you that is 12m long.
Required Metamagics: Supersonic Arcana, Line
Spell

Effect: The target(s) of the spell takes 1d12 + your
spirit in Sonic damage. This spell is commonly
found dealing other types of damage, however. An
Afrit's detonate is always Heat damage.

Components: Verbal, Focus (A long, thin purple
cloth strip worn wrapped and tied around the right
hand and wrist)

Required Metamagics: Reach Spell, Supersonic
Arcana

SHOUT

Components: Verbal, Focus (a plain simple brass
band worn like a ring on the right hand)
FIREBALL
Range: 40 m Range Inc
Complexity: 4
Casting Time: 4SA
Power: 4
Target: Everything in a scale 2 Sphere
Type: Attack
Check: Magic Skill vs. Target; Damage vs.
Toughness
Duration: Instant
"Catch"
Effect: The target(s) of the spell takes 1d6 + your
spirit in Heat damage, then are lit on fire. The spell
has an explosive area with a 4 m radius.
Required Metamagics: Reach Spell, Explosive Spell

Range: Melee
Casting Time: 4SA
Power:3
Target: Everything in a 4m cone
Type: Specialized
Check: Magic Skill vs. Perception
Duration: Concentration

Complexity: 3

You take a deep breath and then scream with a
deafening blast.
Effect: You create noise in a 4m long and 2m wide
cone originating on you. The noise has a DC as low
as -12-your Spirit. If this hits -15 or lower, targets
who fail their Perception disbelief check must make
a DC 6 Fortitude check or be deafened for 1d6
hours. Failure by 5 or more leaves the target
deafened permanently.
Required Metamagics: Cone
Components: Verbal, Focus
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Chapter 6: Equipment

Weapon Descriptions

This is my greataxe. There are many like it, but this
one is mine.

WEAPONS
In most campaigns, every character will carry at
least one weapon. Weapons are useful for fighting
off the snarling hordes of the abyss, orc warbands,
and various tentacle monsters.
Weapon Effort
Light: The weapon's weight is equal or less than
half the medium weapon limit. Light weapons can
be used in your off-hand.
Medium: The weapon's weight is equal or less than
your Scale Multiplier times your Strength Multiplier
times 3kg. For human-sized characters, this works
out to be equal to your Strength Multiplier.
Medium weapons only require one hand, and it
may be a primary or off-hand.
Heavy: The weapon's weight is equal or less than
double the medium weapon limit. Heavy weapons
require two hands to use effectively.

Cost: How much it costs to buy the weapon in
normal circumstances. The cost may vary
enormously depending on availability.
Damage: How much damage this weapon deals on
a successful hit. This is before you add your
strength, unless it has the Machine special.
Reach:
Close: You can only attack targets in your natural
reach (in your occupied area for most creatures)
Standard: You can only attack targets who are one
square outside of your natural reach (adjacent
squares for most creatures)
Long: You can attack targets that are two squares
outside your natural reach (one square away from
your area for most creatures)
Range Increment: You may fire at targets up to 4
full doublings of the range increment away. Each
doubling imposes a -1 attack penalty. So, for
example, with a bow (range increment 10m); you
could attack targets up to 10m away with no
penalty, 11-20m away with a -1 penalty, 21-40m
away with a -2 penalty, 41-80m away with -3, and
finally 81-160m away with a -4 penalty.

Strength Ability
Light
Medium
Heavy
Multiplier Weapon (kg) Weapon (kg) Weapon (kg)
Note: Some weapons simply require
0.45
0.9
1.8
two hands to use properly anyways,
0
0.3
0.6
1.2
2.4
like a bow. Those weapons are marked
1
0.4
0.9
1.8
3.6
with '2H' (short for Two-Handed) in the 2
0.6
1.5
3
6
Specials column. Double weapons must 3
1
2.4
4.8
9.6
be used in two hands in order to attack 4
1.6
3.75
7.5
15
with both ends.
5
2.5
6
12
24
6
4
Scale: A non-firearm weapon may be
9.45
18.9
37.8
6.3
scaled up. This multiplies the weight by 7
15.15
30.3
60.6
8
10.1
4 and adds +3 to the damage.
Thrown: Thrown weapons have a range given in
Weapons can be wielded that are designed for a
multiples of your strength. This means that if you
size category other than your own, but for every
have a strength of 2, you can throw a knife with a
step up or down you get a cumulative -1 penalty to
range increment of 2m. If it is 3, you can throw at
attack. All weapons presented on the chart are
3m. Throwing a Javelin with a strength of 4 would
scale 0 weapons (in that they are designed for scale
give it a range of 8m because it has a range of 2x
0 people, not that they are all as large as a human)
strength.
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Improvised Thrown: Weapons and objects not
explicitly designed for throwing can be thrown as
well. If a weapon that is not part of the Thrown
weapons family and has no range increment listed
(such as a sword) is thrown, attacks suffer a -1/-1
improvised penalty to attack. The weapon deals its
normal damage (adding your strength, as usual).
The range increment is your strength score in
squares of your scale.

toughness by the same amount. AP weapons are
recommended against enemies with high
toughness that you would have trouble even
wounding normally.
AP-1 or -2: These types of weapons are the
opposite of Armour-Piercing weapons. While
Armour-Piercing weapons concentrate as much
force as possible in a small area to penetrate heavy
armour, these weapons are designed for use
against unarmoured enemies by causing severe
internal damage. They decrease the target’s
toughness by 1 point, but increase the target’s
minimum toughness by 1 point (for AP-1), and by 2
points (for AP-2). Negative AP weapons are
recommended against unarmoured targets with a
relatively low toughness.

Specials
Mounted: Weapons with this special deal one die
higher damage (d4 becomes d6, which becomes
d8, etc.) when used while mounted on an animal
(or motorcycle, or in similar situations) in any
combo that includes Charge.
Brace: You do one higher die of damage against an
enemy that moved more than 4 squares this turn
Double: This weapon is a double weapon. You may
choose which end to attack with on every attack. In
addition, if you have the Dual Wield technique, you
may attack with both ends as if your off-hand
weapon is Light and your primary is Medium. In any
case, in order to attack with both heads in a single
combo (Dual Wielding or not) you must hold the
weapon in two hands.
2H: This weapon requires two hands to be used
properly.
Machine: This weapon is machine-powered, and
uses its own built-in strength. You do not add your
strength to damage.
Trip: You may make trip attempts with this
weapon, using the weapon's reach.
Disarm: You may make disarm attempts with this
weapon, using the weapon's reach.
AP1 or 2: “AP” stands for Armour-Piercing, and is
rare outside of firearms and other futuristic
weaponry. AP1 means that the weapon treats the
target’s toughness as 1 point higher, but the its
minimum toughness as one point lower — resulting
in a weapon that is more likely to wound, but less
likely to kill the target. AP 2 increases the target’s
toughness by 2, but decreases its minimum
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Blades

concealability, and low cost. Daggers are carried as
sidearms by soldiers, by cutpurses, and by civilians.

Bladed weapons are among the most versatile of
melee weaponry, and fill a huge range from
concealable daggers to the massive greatswords.
Weapons with the Thrown family require Thrown
weapon proficiency to be thrown without penalty,
but can be used in melee (with the exception of the
throwing dagger) normally with the Blades
proficiency. Those marked with the Blades
(Specialized) family require both the Blades family
proficiency, and specialized training with that
particular weapon.
Name

Cost

Damage

Reach

Dagger

2 mk

1d4

Dagger,
Hooked
Dagger,
Throwing
Poignard
Sickle
Kukri
Shortsword

6 mk

Dagger, Hooked: This is a dagger with one or more
ugly hooks and barbs, sometimes with a serrated
edge. Hooked daggers devastate the internal
organs of their targets, and deal more damage
coming out than going in. However, they are
ineffective against even lightly armoured targets.
Dagger, Throwing: This is a light dagger designed
only for throwing. When used in melee, it imposes
a -1 penalty without both blades and improvised

Close

Range
Inc.
Strength

0.5kg

1d4 AP-2

Close

—

0.5kg

2 mk

1d4

Close

0.3kg

10 mk
6 mk
8 mk
10 mk

1d6 AP2
1d6 AP-1
1d6 AP1
1d6

0.7kg
1kg
1kg
1kg

Piercing
Slashing
Slashing
Piercing

Rapier
Arming
Sword
Scimitar
Sabre
Longsword

20 mk
15 mk

1d6
1d8

Close
Close
Close
Close or
Standard
Standard
Standard

2x
Strength
—
—
—
—

Damage
Type
Piercing or
Slashing
Piercing or
Slashing
Piercing

15 mk
20 mk
40 mk

1d8 AP-1
1d8
1d10

Standard
Standard
Standard

—
—
—

Falchion
Double
Sword
Claymore
Greatsword

10 mk
100 mk

1d10
1d8/1d8

Standard
Standard

—
—

1.5kg
Piercing
Finesse
2kg Slashing or
Piercing
2kg
Slashing
Finesse
2.5kg
Slashing Mounted
3kg Slashing or
Piercing
4kg
Slashing
5kg
Slashing
Double

30 mk
80 mk

1d12
1d12+1

Standard
Standard

—
—

6kg
12kg

Arming Sword: This is the weapon that comes to
most people's minds when they think "sword." It is
a straight blade, sharp on both edges, suitable for
stabbing and cutting.
Dagger: This is probably the most common weapon
in existence. It is favoured for its light weight,

Mass

—
—

Slashing
Slashing

Specials

Trip

Family
Thrown,
Blades
Blades
(Specialized)
Thrown,
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
Blades
(Specialized)
Blades
Blades
(Specialized)
Blades
Blades
(Specialized)

weapons proficiency.
Falchion: This short, heavy blade is relatively cheap
and has a tendency to cause grizzly wounds.
Kukri: This is a heavy, curved knife. Unlike most
curved weapons, the blade runs along the inside
edge. A Kukri can be used to make trip attacks.
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Longsword: These expensive swords are often
extremely well made. They are generally about a
metre and a half long, and require special training
to use properly. The stats presented for a long
sword can also be used to represent a Japanese
katana.

war. The blade runs along the inner edge. A
farmer’s sickle functions the same as the more
warlike version, but counts as an improvised
weapon (-1 to attack without Improvised Weapon
Proficiency). A farmer’s sickle costs half as much,
and can be upgraded to a military one with a
Simple (DC 6) Engineering (Blacksmithing) check.

Poignard: This long, thin stabbing dagger is used to
puncture heavy armour. It makes a good secondary
weapon against heavily armoured foes.
Rapier: This elegant, thin sword allows you to make
complicated fencing manoeuvres.
Sabre: This long, heavy, slightlycurved sword is
sharp along one edge. It is generally used by
cavalry.
Scimitar: This lightweight blade can be used with
Weapon Finesse, even if it is a standard weapon. Its
curved blade makes it effectively sharper than a
straight weapon.
Shortsword: This light weapon makes an excellent
sidearm. It is long enough to attack enemies at
standard reach, and short enough not to be
awkward at close reach.
Sickle: This is a heavy, curved weapon that
resembles a farmer’s sickle, but is reinforced for
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Blunts
Blunt weapons tend to be the least expensive, and
the heaviest. If you are playing with the more
detailed armour special rule (see the appendix),
they are highly effective against armoured

from a chain attached to a wooden handle. It can
be used to make trip or disarm attacks.
Hammer: These statistics can be used to represent
the civilian tool, or as a deliberate weapon.

Mace, Light or Heavy: A mace is a hafted weapon
with a
Name
Cost Damage
Reach
Range Mass
Damage
Specials
Family
heavy
Inc.
Type
metal
Sap
1
1d6
Close
—
1kg Bludgeoning Nonlethal
Blunt
,
mk
blunt
Hammer
1
1d4
Close
—
1kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
head
mk
on
Club
5 cp
1d6
Standard
—
1.5kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
one
Shortspear
1
1d6/
Standard
2x
1.5kg
Piercing/
Double
Spear,
end.
mk
1d6
Strength
Bludgeoning
Blunt,
Light
Thrown
mace
Mace, light
5
1d6
Standard
—
2kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
s
mk
gener
Quarterstaff 5 cp 1d6/1d6 Standard
—
2kg Bludgeoning Double
Blunt
ally
Flail
8
1d8
Standard
—
2.5kg Bludgeoning Disarm,
Blunt
have
mk
Trip
wood
War
12
1d8
Standard
—
2.5kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
en
Hammer
mk
hafts,
Morningstar
8
1d8
Standard
—
3kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
but
mk
and Piercing
heavy
Mace,
12
1d8
Standard
—
4kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
ones
heavy
mk
are
Greatclub
5
1d10
Standard
—
4kg Bludgeoning
Blunt
solid
mk
metal
Flail, heavy
15
1d12
Standard
—
5kg Bludgeoning Disarm,
Blunt
.
mk
Trip
(Specialized) Impro
Flail, double 90 1d8/1d8 Standard
—
5kg Bludgeoning Double,
Blunt
vised
mk
Trip,
(Specialized) weap
Disarm
ons
opponents.
such as crowbars use a light mace’s stats, though
(as always) require Improvised Weapons
Proficiency to use without penalty.
Club: This weapon is basically just a heavy stick of
Morningstar: A Morningstar is a spiked metal head
wood. Its stats can be used to represent many
on a wooden haft. It resembles a mace, except for
improvised weapons, such as baseball bats and
the spikes. Morningstars are not to be confused
table legs; as well as other types of club-like
with flails, which have their metal heads on short
weapons, such as cudgels and truncheons.
chains.
Flail: A flail is sometimes confused as a mace or
Quarterstaff: This is a simple wooden pole, carried
morningstar. A flail has a heavy blunt head hanging
by travellers and some of the more traditional
wizards. A quarterstaff is a double weapon, but
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using both ends requires it to be held in both
hands.
Sap: This light weapon, favoured by muggers and
other criminals for its concealability and small size,
deals nonlethal damage. It is also called a blackjack.
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Axes
Axes are inexpensive, extremely common weapons
that double as tools. The axe family also includes
picks, which are sometimes used in battle because
of their impressive ability to penetrate even the
thickest armour.
Name

Cost

Damage

Reach

Handaxe

4 mk

1d6

Close

Pick,
light
Battleaxe
Waraxe

4 mk

1d6 AP2

Close

—

1.5kg Piercing

6 mk
30 mk

1d8
1d10

Standard
Standard

—
—

2kg Slashing
2.5kg Slashing

1d8 AP2 Standard

—

3kg

Piercing
Piercing
or
slashing
Slashing

8 mk

Range Inc. Mass Damage
Type
Strength
1kg Slashing

Pick,
heavy
Halberd

10 mk

1d12

Long

—

5kg

Greataxe

20 mk

1d12

Standard

—

8kg

Specials

Family
Thrown,
Axes
Axes
Axes
Axes
(Specialized)
Axes

Brace,
Trip

Axes

Axes

Handaxe: This light axe can be thrown.
Battleaxe: This single-bladed weapon packs a lot of
punch for a low cost. It has a wooden haft, and is
an extremely common weapon.
Pick, Light or Heavy: These resemble the mining
tool, but are designed for war. A mining pick
functions as a light pick, although is an Improvised
weapon. Light picks have wooden hafts, and heavy
picks have metal ones. A mining pick can be
converted into a light pick with a Simple (DC 6)
Engineering (Blacksmithing) check.
Halberd: A halberd is a heavy polearm with an
axelike head and a spear point. The piercing
damage is done with the spear head, which is the
end used when making a Brace attack. Halberds
can be used to trip enemies.
Waraxe: A waraxe is an expensive, single-bladed
axe designed exclusively for war.
Greataxe: This is a mammoth double-bladed axe. A
man carrying a greataxe is not a man to be trifled
with.
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Martial Arts

as a weapon – so, for example, you could not use
your fists to parry an attack.
Nunchaku: Also known as "nunchucks," these

Name

Cost

Damage

Reach

Unarmed

—

1d4 -1

Close

Range
Inc.
—

Gauntlet

2 mk

1d4

Close

—

Armour
Spikes
Spiked
Gauntlet
Punch
Dagger
Palm
Knife
Tonfa
Kama
Nunchaku

—

1d4

Close

—

5 mk

1d4

Close

—

5 mk

1d4

Close

—

Damage
Specials
Type
—
Bludgeoning Nonlethal,
Unarmed
0.5kg Bludgeoning Unarmed,
+4 Def
—
Piercing
Unarmed,
See Text
0.5kg Piercing or Unarmed,
Bludgeoning
+4 Def
0.5kg
Piercing

4 mk

1d4

Close

—

0.5kg

5 cp
2 mk
2 mk

1d6
1d6
1d6

Standard
Close
Close

—
—
—

1.5kg Bludgeoning Nonlethal Martial Arts
1kg
Slashing
Trip
Martial Arts
1kg Bludgeoning
Disarm
Martial Arts
simple-looking weapons are deadly in the hands of
a master. A Nunchaku can be used to make disarm
attacks.

Gauntlet: The "Gauntlet" weapon entry also covers
weapons such as Brass Knuckles, Steel-Toed Boots
and the like. Gauntlets come for free (the weight is
included) with any metal armour that has
coverage: full. Gauntlets (but not brass knuckles)
grant a +4 defence bonus to your hands’
toughness. Further, they allow you to make
unarmed attacks using the gauntlet’s weapon
damage. Gauntlets deal lethal damage.

Mass

Slashing

Concealed

Family
Martial Arts
Martial Arts
Martial Arts
Martial Arts
Martial Arts
Martial Arts

Armour Spikes: For information about armour
spikes, see the Armour Modifications section.

Punch Dagger: Punch daggers do not protect your
hands from attack.
Spiked Gauntlet: These function like gauntlets
(above) except as listed on the chart.
Unarmed: An unarmed strike is any attack made
without a weapon or other natural weapon. It
could be, for example, a punch, kick, uppercut,
elbow to the stomach, etc.. Without the Living
Weapon technique in the Combat Arts skill, all
unarmed attacks made in a combo count as if they
were made with a single 'weapon.' If you are not
proficient with Unarmed Strike, it does not count
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Spears

Name

the same stats as a trident but costs half as much,
although is Improvised. A pitchfork can be
reinforced for war with a Simple (DC 6) Engineering
Cost

Shortspear 1 mk

1d6/
1d6

Range
Inc.
Standard 2x
Strength

Spear

2 mk

1d8

Standard Strength

3.5
kg

Piercing

Brace

Pike
Javelin

3 mk
1 mk

1d8
1d6

6 kg
1 kg

Piercing
Piercing

Brace

Trident

15 mk

1d8

Long
—
Standard 2x
Strength
Standard Strength

2 kg

Piercing

Brace

Naginata

10mk

1d8/1d6 Standard —

Lance
2 mk
Boar Spear 5 mk
Heavy
15 mk
Pike

Damage

1d8
1d10
1d8

Reach

Mass

Damage
Specials
Type
1.5kg Piercing/
Double
Bludgeoning

4.5
Slashing/
Double
kg
Bludgeoning
3 kg Piercing
Mounted
5 kg Piercing
Brace
7.5
Piercing
Brace
kg
check.

Long
—
Standard —
Long 2
—

Family
Spears,
Blunts,
Thrown
Spears,
Blunts,
Thrown
Spears
Thrown,
Spears
Spears
(Specialized)
Spears,
Blunt
Spears
Spears
Spears
(Specialized)

Pike: Basically just a very long spear, pikes deal
extra damage against charging targets. Pikes are
favoured by military infantry units as they are
cheap, effective, and easy to learn.
Shortspear: This lightweight weapon, about a
metre long, is one of the most versatile weapons
ever devised. You can stab with the sharp end,
bash people with the blunt end, or throw it across a
room. Attacks made with the tip deal piercing
damage and require Spear or Blunt Weapons
proficiency, those with the blunt end deal
bludgeoning damage and require Blunt proficiency,
and thrown attacks require Thrown proficiency to
attack without penalty.
Spear: Resembling a shortspear though slightly
longer, and with a larger head, a Spear deals d10
damage against a charging foe.
Trident: This three-pointed spearlike weapon is an
uncommon sight on the battlefield. It can be
braced against a charge for extra damage, or
thrown. A trident resembles a pitchfork, which uses
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Ranged Weapons

can also be used as a crude Improvised melee
weapon. A bolt deals 1d4-1 piercing damage. Bolts
used in melee break on an attack roll of 1, but

Name

Cost

Damage Range Inc.

Mass

Bolas

5 mk

1d4

Strength

1

Bow
-Arrows (20)
Bow,
Composite
-Arrows (20)
Bow, Long

30 mk
1 mk
100 mk

1d8
—
1d8 + 1

10 m
—
12m

1 mk
100 mk

—
1d10

—
15 m

1 (6)
1.5
1 (8) (see
text)
1.5
1.5 (8)

-Arrows (20)
Crossbow,
Repeater

1 mk
250 mk

—
1d8+4

—
10 m

-Bolts (5)
Crossbow,
Hand
-Bolts (10)
Crossbow,
Heavy
-Bolts (10)
Crossbow,
Light
-Bolts (10)
Shuriken

1 mk
100 mk

—
1d6+3

1 mk
50 mk

Sling
-Bullets (10)

Specials

Family
Thrown
(Specialized)

Piercing
—
Piercing

Ranged
Trip,
Nonlethal
2H
Ammo
2H

—
Piercing

Ammo
2H

1.5
3

—
Piercing

—
8m

0.5 k
1

—
Piercing

Ammo
Machine,
Box 5
magazine
Ammo
Machine

—
Bow
(Specialized)
—
Crossbow
(Specialized)

—
1d6+6

—
15 m

0.5
4

—
Piercing

Ammo
Machine

—
Crossbow

1 mk
25 mk

—
1d6+4

—
10 m

0.5
2

—
Piercing

Ammo
Machine

—
Crossbow

1 mk
2 sp

—
1

—

0.5
0.25

—
Piercing

Ammo
Flurry

—
1 sp

1d4
—

3x Strength
—

0.05
2.5

Bludgeoning
—

—
Ammo

—
Thrown
(Specialized)
Thrown
—

Arrow: Arrows are similar to bolts, and come with
their own quiver. Arrows are fired from bows and
longbows, and deal the weapon's damage. An
arrow can be used as a crude Improvised melee
weapon, dealing 1d4-1 piercing damage. Arrows
used in melee break on an attack roll of 1, but
when fired at range are generally recoverable.
Arrows from different types of bow are compatible
with each other.
Bolts: Bolts come with their own quiver, and are
also known as quarrels. They resemble arrows, but
are shorter and heavier. Bolts are fired out of
crossbows (dealing the crossbow's damage) but

Damage
Type
Bludgeoning

Bow
—
Bow

—
Crossbow

when fired at range are generally recoverable.
Bolts fired by heavy, repeater, and light crossbows
are compatible with each other, but hand
crossbows fire more compact, solid metal bolts.
Bullets: Lead bullets come in bags, and are fired by
slings. See the sling description for more
information. Bullets can be thrown by themselves,
and do 1d4-2 bludgeoning damage with a range
increment of Thrown.
Bow, Composite: These powerful bows are made
of animal bone and horn. They only weigh 1kg, but
have an effective mass for determining weapon
effort (whether the bow is a light, medium, or
heavy weapon) of 8kg. Composite bows are not
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specialized weapons, but with Specialized Weapon
Proficiency (Composite Bow), they only have an
effective mass of 6kg.
Crossbow, Hand: Hand crossbows are a feat of
engineering and machinery. They pack a lot of
force into a tiny machine that can be fired (but not
reloaded) with one hand. A hand crossbow takes 2
seconds to reload, or twice as long without
Crossbow Proficiency. A hand crossbow cannot
effectively be used as a melee weapon.
Crossbow, Heavy: A heavy crossbow takes 6
seconds to reload, or twice as long without
Crossbow Proficiency. A heavy crossbow butt can
be used as a sort of a club, treated as an
Improvised Blunt weapon dealing 1d4 bludgeoning
damage at standard reach.
Crossbow, Light: A light crossbow takes 3 seconds
to reload, or twice as long without Crossbow
Proficiency. A light crossbow butt can be used as a
sort of a club, treated as an Improvised Blunt
weapon dealing 1d4 bludgeoning damage at
standard reach. A light crossbow butt can be used
as a sort of a club, treated as an Improvised Blunt
weapon dealing 1d4 bludgeoning damage at
standard reach.

fire five times before needing to be reloaded, as if
it were a firearm with the Single rate of fire. A
repeater crossbow takes 6 seconds to reload, or
twice as long without Specialized: Repeater
Crossbow Proficiency. The price given for the bolts
includes the box magazine.
Dart: Darts are lightweight projectiles that can be
thrown at fairly long range. Darts are frequently
poisoned to make up for their lack of damage. They
can be used in melee, but are treated as
Improvised.
Javelin: Javelins are light, flexible spears designed
for throwing at long distances. They can be used in
melee, but are treated as Improvised.
Sling: Slings are common peasant weapons used to
drive off wolves and hunt small game. A sling can
be easily improvised from cloth or scarves, and
with a few minutes of effort (no skill check
necessary) they don’t count as improvised
weapons. Slings fire lead bullets. They can also
throw stones, which deals 1 point less damage.

Crossbow, Repeater: Repeater crossbows have a
magazine of five bolts. The Repeater crossbow can
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Weapon Modifications

Cold Iron, Mithril, Silvered Blades: See the special
materials section (below)
Combination Weapon: You can, generally
speaking, combine any two weapons into one. You
simply add the cost and weight of the two weapons
together, and it becomes a double weapon.
Examples could include a hammer with a pick end
on the other end of the haft, or a sword with a
dagger at the hilt. Some weapon combinations, like
a sword that is also a bow, are impossible. With
Combat Arts: Two Weapon Fighting, you can get
extra attacks.

Weapon modifications can be added to the base
weapons on the charts, often at added cost and
weight.
Practice: Reduces the cost by 75% of the base. The
weapon deal’s one smaller die of damage, the
damage is nonlethal, and bludgeoning. Practice
weapons are usually made of wood, and
sometimes even padded.
Bayonet: This modification may be added to a
crossbow (except for hand crossbows), firearm,
guitar, or similar object. The bayonet weighs 0.5 kg
and lets the weapon be used as a Spear in close
combat. Costs 2
Money Values
mk. Attaching or
----Exchange Value--removing a
Name
Abr.
cp
sp
mk
gc
pp
$
Weight*
bayonet is a 4SA,
Copper
cp
1
1/10
1/100 1/1,000 1/10,000 1/5 (20¢) 1/250kg
or a 2SA with
Penny
Rapid Reload or
Silver
sp
10
1
1/10
1/100
1/1,000
2.00
1/250kg
Quick Draw. For +2 Penny
mk, the detached
Silver
mk
100
10
1
1/10
1/100
20
1/25kg
Bayonet may be
Mark
used as a dagger.
Gold
gc
1,000
100
10
1
1/10
200
1/25kg
Crown
Ornate: add any
10,000 1,000
100
10
1
2,000
1/25kg
amount of value to Platinum pp
Piece
the weapon. This
Dollars
$
5
½
1/20
1/200
1/2000
1
Varies
does not actually
*Usually
you
can
just
discount
the
weight,
as
it
is
close
to
negligible.
However,
for
large
improve the
quantities of coins, weight might be an issue.
weapon in any
practical way, but
WEALTH AND MONEY
it looks impressive. The prices listed are a bare
Paper Money: is money printed on paper with an
minimum. Some common improvements include:
equivalent value to precious metal currency. It
Brass Hilt:+5 mk
functions the same way except it's weight is
Silvered Hilt: +5 gc
negligible. Typically societies will have a bank or
Ivory Hilt:+10 gc
government-run institution that converts paper
Gilded Hilt: +50 gc
money into coins and vice versa. Paper money is
Silk Tassel: +2 gc
only used in the most advanced (by fantasy
Engraved Blade:+10 gc
standards) societies.
Unusual Colour: +2 gc
Artifact: this weapon is of extraordinary quality,
and likely has its own name. See Chapter 9:
Artifacts and Magic Items for more information

SPECIAL MATERIALS
In general, gear such as weapons and armour is
made of iron by default. This is by far the most
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common material in use. Other materials are
available, generally at a much greater cost.

after that increase due to the difficulty involved in
forging)

Cold Iron

Silver

This metal is mined deep underground and forged
at a lower temperature to maintain its delicate
antimagic properties. Many magical creatures are
weak to cold iron weapons. If cold iron is forged
into steel or other alloys, it loses its special
properties and becomes ordinary iron. Chemically,
cold iron is identical to regular iron, although
anyone with spellcasting capabilities or magic sight
can immediately tell the difference.

Silver acts as a magic conductor of sorts, in addition
to being the weakness of a number of creatures
(most famously lycanthropes, such as werewolves).

Special Effects: A thin sheet of Cold Iron prevents
magical teleportation, clairvoyance, and summon
effects from passing through. A tiny hole is all that
is necessary for this protection to fail. A full suit of
cold iron armour makes the wearer immune to
magical detection (except for mail armour, as it is
essentially full of tiny holes).
Cold iron is undetectable by magic of any sort, as is
anything contained in cold iron (such as treasure in
a cold iron chest).
You can’t detect cold iron by trying to see what you
can’t detect. It just doesn’t work like that.
A character wearing cold iron restraints cannot
teleport or be summoned.
The presence of cold iron makes spellcasters feel
slightly uncomfortable, although they take no
actual penalties. The more cold iron, the more
uncomfortable they feel.
It is more difficult to craft cold iron than regular
iron. The DC to create anything with this rare
material increases by +2.
Cold iron also counts as iron for any special
abilities, effects, or vulnerabilities, such as a Fae’s
vulnerability to iron.
Durability: 5
Density: as iron
Density Multiplier: 1x
Cost: 10 sp /kg (and double the cost of the item

Special Effects:
Magic Conductivity: If a spellcaster is touching a
silver object, any spell he casts can originate from
anywhere that same silver object touches. For
example, if Mordok the Magician casts fireball
while holding onto a 5m silver wire, the fireball can
originate from the end of the wire, thus boosting
the range by 5 m. Well-to-do Warlocks sometimes
create large networks of silver wire in their homes
to defend against marauders from safety. Smart
well-to-do Warlocks think twice before doing this,
because the marauders may be Wizards from the
neighbouring arcane gang, and silver runs both
ways.
Light: When a spell is cast through silver, the silver
glows pale blue. This lights an area 50 cm per
Power Point of the spell. Spellcasters can make
silver glow without casting a spell as a 2SA, with an
area of up to 50cm for every power point they are
capable of casting. (a character with 5 ranks in
Magic Power could light up an area with a radius of
2.5 m, for example).
Anchor Point: Objects made of silver are always an
Anchor point, although casting a spell (any spell)
through the silver makes the Anchored spell
disappear.
Silvered Weapons: A silver-coated object (such as a
pole, fork, or melee weapon) can allow a caster to
cast Melee spells with the reach of the object or
weapon rather than the caster's natural reach. The
caster must have direct contact (skin to silver) with
the object for this to function. When attacking in
this way, the character uses his attack bonus for
the weapon instead of his magic skill for checks to
affect the target (anything written like Check:
Magic Skill vs X in the spell description). Silvered
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gauntlets allow an armoured caster to use silvered
weapons without removing his gloves.
Durability: 2 (pure silver)
Armour Defence Bonus: +0 for silvered, -3 for solid
silver (this weapon or suit of armour would be
purely decorative, prohibitively heavy, and
ridiculously expensive)
Cost: 250 sp/kg
Silver wire costs 10 sp per metre.
Silvered object: + 5 sp/ kg of the object

defence bonus by +7. Can only be applied to
armour listed as made of iron.
Durability: 12
Armour Defence Bonus: +7
Weight: Half as much as Iron
Cost:
Solid Mithril object: +250 gc / kg of the original
Mithril-Coated Weapon: +20 gc / kg of the weapon,
or +10 gc if its hafted
Bronze

Mithril

Special Effects: Bronze is much easier to work with
than iron is, though it is more expensive. Creating
an object of bronze has a Engineering DC of one
lower than it would be to make it out of iron.

This light, silvery metal is mined far beneath the
surface
Special Effects: Mithril is almost impossibly strong,
and incredibly light. It is also easy to work with, as
such any DCs for crafting mithril items are 2 lower
than usual.

Some creatures are vulnerable to bronze weapons,
and others can't stand the touch of iron, so they
use bronze instead.

Mithril Weapons: Mithril can only be applied to
weapons usually made of metal. The Durability
changes to 12, the weight is decreased by 50% and
the cost increases by 500 gc (2500 mk) per kg of
the original. In addition, some creatures are
vulnerable only to weapons made of Mithril. Due to
the decreased mass, bludgeoning weapons deal
one die lower damage when made of mithril and
gain no benefit from the material bonus to
damage. Mithril piercing or slashing weapons deal
+1 damage and become Armour-Piercing 1.
Mithril-Plated Weapons: Can only be applied to
weapons usually made of metal, and cannot be
applied to weapons already made of mithril. Does
not change the weapon’s Durability or weight, but
counts as if it was made as Mithril (not the base
material) for creature weaknesses. Increases the
cost by +20 gc per kg of the original, or +10 gc per
kg if it is a hafted weapon. Mithril plating does not
affect the weight of the weapon, or the damage of
bludgeoning weapons.
Mithril Armour: MIthril armour costs an extra +500
gc per kg of armour, and can only be applied to
armour usually made of metal. Decrease the
weight of the armour by 50%, and increase the

Durability: 5
Density: 8.58
Density Multiplier: 1.1x
Material Bonus: no change
Cost: twice as much as iron

Name
Paper, Cloth
Glass, Ice
Dirt, Mud
Soft Leather
Treated Leather
Silver, Gold, Lead
Wood
Aluminum*
Bronze
Stone
Iron
Refined Steel
Titanium*
Cerametal
Mithril*
Adamantine
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Durability
-3
-2
-1
-1
1
2
3
3
5
5
5
7
7
9
12
13
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ARMOUR
Armour Effort
Armour effort, like weapon effort, determines how
much armour you can wear and how encumbered
you are by it. Each weight class of armour requires
the appropriate armour proficiency technique in
the Armour skill. Without the technique, you apply
the mobility penalty to all Strength, Dexterity, and
Endurance-based skill modifiers. When choosing
armour to buy, you can either design your own (see
the “Custom Armour” section) or use a premade
set (see the “Premade Armour” section). For most
purposes, the premade sets of armour should be all
you need.
Negligible Armour: Armour is
‘negligible’ if it weighs half as much (or
less) as your Light Armour limit.
Negligible Armour imposes no mobility
penalty, and requires no proficiency.
Light Armour: Light armour requires
Light Armour Proficiency, and imposes
a -1 mobility penalty while worn. Light
armour can weigh up to half as much
as Medium Armour.

Endurance Ability
Light
Multiplier Armour (kg)
1.8
0
0.3
2.4
1
0.4
3.6
2
0.6
6
3
1
9.6
4
1.6
15
5
2.5
24
6
4
37.8
7
6.3
60.6
8
10.1

Medium Armour: Medium armour
requires Medium Armour Proficiency, and imposes
a -2 mobility penalty while worn. Medium armour
can weigh as much as your Endurance Multiplier x
your Scale multiplier x 4kg.

Heavy Armour: Heavy armour requires Heavy
Armour Proficiency, and imposes a -3 mobility
penalty while worn. Heavy armour can weigh up to
twice as much as Medium Armour.
Super Heavy Armour: Super heavy armour weighs
more than heavy armour. You cannot move in
super heavy armour faster than a crawl, at ¼ of a
square move’s speed. Super Heavy armour imposes
a -4 mobility penalty, and you can never be
proficient in it.
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Medium
Armour (kg)

Heavy
Armour (kg)

3.6
4.8
7.2
12
19.2
30
48
75.6
121.2

7.2
9.6
14.4
24
38.4
60
96
151.2
242.4

Premade Armour

Scale Armour: Scale armour consists of small,
overlapping sheets of iron either sewn onto a
leather backing or held together with wire. It
provides more flexibility than solid plate armour
and has straps to distribute the weight, but is still
uncomfortable to wear for prolonged periods of
time. Scale shirts cover only the torso, while the
heavier full scale covers the whole body. Full scale
comes with gauntlets (+5 Defence to hands) and a
helmet (+5 Defence to head), which are included in
the cost weight. For an endurance 3 human, scale
shirts are medium armour while full scale is heavy.
It is easy to maintain (broken scales can simply be
replaced) so any Engineering checks to repair it get
a +2 bonus and take half the time.

Reading the Chart:
Defence: This is the defence bonus added to your
toughness when wearing the armour.
Mass: This is the mass of the armour, used to
determine whether the armour is light, medium, or
heavy for you, based on your endurance. The mass
assumes the armour is made for a scale 0
character. For other scales, see the “Armour for
Large or Small characters” section, below.
Cost: This is the cost to buy the armour, assuming
there aren’t any unusual market conditions.
Coverage: This column tells you where the armour
covers you. It is only important if someone is
attempting to make a called shot to an extremity
(see the Combat chapter for more information).
Full coverage means that the armour covers every
part of you, so you add the Defence bonus to all
attacks made against you, regardless of location.
Premade Armour
Name
Defence
Leather
+1
Leather,
+2
Studded
Scale Shirt
+3
Mail Shirt
+4
Breastplate
+5
Full Scale
+3
Full Mail
+4
Field Plate:
+5
Full Plate:
+6

Mass
6kg
9kg

Cost
10 mk
20 mk

Coverage
Full
Full

12kg
12kg
12kg
18kg
18kg
18kg
24kg

30 mk
80 mk
150 mk
120 mk
200 mk
505 mk
758 mk

Torso
Torso
Torso
Full
Full
Full
Full

Leather Armour: This armour is cheap and light,
made from hardened leather. It is worn by those
who do not anticipate front-line combat duty, such
as scouts; or by those who cannot afford heavier
armour. For an endurance 3 human, leather
armour is considered light.
Studded Leather Armour: This armour is similar to
leather armour, except the leather is covered in
small iron studs for added protection at the
expense of cost, weight, and comfort. For an
endurance 3 human, studded leather armour is
considered light.

Mail Armour: Mail, sometimes called “chainmail”
or “ringmail,” is made of tiny interconnected rings
of iron. Mail is always worn with a belt to distribute
the weight. It is easy to maintain (broken links can
simply be replaced) so any Engineering checks to
repair it get a +2 bonus and take half the time. Mail
shirts only cover the torso, while full mail covers
the whole body. Full mail comes with gauntlets and
a helmet (+5 Defence to hands and head).
Plate Armour: Plate armour is made from, as the
name suggests, solid plates of metal. This is much
more complicated to construct than either scale or
mail armour, as every part of the body requires a
uniquely shaped and designed piece of armour,
and as such has a higher cost. However, it provides
unequalled protection for its weight, which is
generally much less than its appearance would
suggest. Breastplates cover only the torso, while
full and field plate cover the whole body. Plate
armour is worn only by elite soldiers or those in the
wealthiest or most advanced armies. Due to speed
limitations imposed by the heavier field and full
plate armour, they are typically only worn while
mounted. Field plate is used by heavy cavalry and
shock troops, while full plate is used only by the
strongest of wearers or in tournaments. Full and
field plate come with helmets and gauntlets, which
apply the armour’s usual defence bonus to the
head and hands.
Custom Armour
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Instead of using the premade armour, a character
or the GM can design their own out of component
parts. For example, you could make armour that
has a breastplate covering the torso, but only chain
armour for the limbs as a compromise between
cost and protection. Limb armour either both arms
or both legs (double the cost and mass for every
limb, half them for just one), torso armour covers
the torso, and helmets the head. Gauntlets and
boots come in pairs and allow characters to make
more damaging unarmed attacks, as well as protect
the hands and feet (respectively); see the Weapons
section for more information. Only gauntlets and
boots that are metal (i.e., not leather or studded
leather) increase unarmed damage.
Torso Armour
Name
Defence
Leather
+1
Leather,
+2
Studded
Scale
+3
Mail
+4
Plate
+5
Limb Armour
Name
Leather
Leather,
Studded
Scale
Mail
Plate

Mass
4kg
6kg

Cost
4mk
8mk

12kg
12kg
12kg

30mk
80mk
150mk

Defence
+1
+2

Mass
0.5kg
1kg

Cost
2mk
4mk

+3
+4
+5

1.5kg
1.5kg
1.5kg

15mk
40mk
150mk

Mass
0.25kg
0.375kg

Cost
0.5mk
1mk

0.5625kg
0.5625kg
0.5625kg

3.75mk
5mk
15mk

Gauntlets and Boots
Name
Defence
Leather
+1
Leather,
+2
Studded
Scale
+3
Mail
+4
Plate
+5
Helmets
Name
Cap, Leather
Cap, Studded
Leather

Defence
+1
+2

Mass
0.5kg
0.75kg

Coif, Scale
Coif, Mail
Helmet

+3
+4
+5

0.8kg
0.8kg
0.8kg

7mk
20mk
25mk

Extras:
Quick-Exit: Quick-exit armour has a hidden switch
built into it which causes the straps holding the
armour together to come undone rapidly. This
could be useful, for example, if you fall into a river
and need to swim to safety. Removing armour with
the quick-exit modification takes only a 2SA.
Noticing the switch on someone else’s armour
takes a DC 8 perception check, and actually using it
takes a successful opposed Wrestle check (a 4SA).
Quick-Exit adds 500mk to the cost of the armour,
but does not increase mass at all.
Heavy Construction: Heavy construction involves
thicker armour, especially in vital areas. The
Defence bonus increases by +1, but the mass
increases by +50% and the cost by +100%. This
modification can be added multiple times, but the
mass and cost increases are applied to the newly
modified mass and cost. For example, a breastplate
(12kg, 150mk) with this modification would weigh
16kg and cost 300mk. Adding it again would double
the newly increased cost and boost the mass by
50% to 22kg and 600mk.
Spikes: Armour can be spiked, which, in addition to
looking impressive, can be used as a weapon (as
described in the weapons section under Martial
Arts). Further, a character with armour spikes can,
once per round, make a free melee attack as a 0SA
against a character he has held or who is holding
him (see the Wrestle Skill for more information).

Cost
1mk
2mk
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of weapons normally allowed to be carried in that
hand. Using a buckler requires the Buckler Training
technique.

Armour for Large or Small characters
The mass and cost for armour listed in the tables
are for characters of scale 0. For characters of
other scales, simply multiply the character’s Scale
Multiplier by the cost and mass of the armour to
determine the modified values. The GM may rule
that armour for exceptionally small creatures
actually increases due to the difficulty in crafting
armour so small. Similarly, armour can be made for
non-humanoid creatures (such as barding for
horses) at no extra cost (aside from scale
considerations), except in extraordinary cases as
ruled by the GM. In such a case, armour can cost as
much as double the listed price.

Wooden Shield: A basic, cheap wooden shield. It is
lightweight, reliable, and easy to repair.
Iron Shield: Making a shield out of solid iron is
expensive, heavy, and not generally a huge
improvement over a wooden shield, except that it
is more durable.
Tower Shield: A tower shield, in addition to
allowing the defender to make block checks,
provides +1 cover to your Target score. Using a
Tower Shield requires the Tower Shield Training
technique.
Spikes: Spikes are added to shields, so can’t be
purchased by themselves. A bash attack made with
a spiked shield deals one die size larger damage,
and all damage is piercing.

SHIELDS
Shields are necessary to use the Block defence roll.
If a shield weighs as much as a light weapon, it can
be carried in either hand. If it weighs as much as a
standard weapon, it requires your primary hand. If
a shield weighs as much as a heavy weapon, it
takes both hands.
Types of Shields
Buckler: This is a small, metal shield that straps on
to the wrist, leaving the hand free. However, the
weight of the buckler is deducted from the weight

Type
Buckler
Wooden
Shield
Iron
Shield
Tower
Shield
Spikes

Weight
1.5 kg
1.5 kg

Special
Strap

4 kg

Target
6
6

Toughness Cost
8/2
15 mk
7/1
2 mk

5

11/5

25 mk

4 kg

Cover

4

10/4

10 mk

+1 kg

See text

--

--

+1 mk
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ADVENTURING GEAR
Name
—Adventuring Gear—
Backpack
Bedroll
Caltrops (bag)
Chain, 10 ft
Earplugs
Crowbar
Fishhook
Flask (Empty)
Flint and Steel
Grappling Hook
Hammer
Ink (30 mL vial)
Lock:
-Crude
-Simple
-Standard
-Complex
-Master
Lantern, Bullseye
Lantern, Hooded
Manacles
Mirror
Oil (500 mL flask)
Pick, Miner's
Rope, 15m
Spyglass
Shovel
Tent
Torch
Holy Symbol
Lockpicks
Needle, Sewing
Musical Instrument

Cost

Weight

1 sp
1 sp
5 sp
1 sp

Neg.

20 sp
40 sp
1 mk
5 mk
25 mk

Neg.
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg

1 sp
2 sp
2 sp
10 mk
2 sp
10 sp
1 cp
5 cp
5 mk
1 sp
3+ gc

0.5 kg
1 kg
4 kg
0.5 kg
2 kg
8 kg
0.5 kg
Neg.
Neg.
Neg.
2 kg

Name
—Medical Items—
Surgical Tools
Filter Mask (10)
Bandage and thread (10)
Herbalist's Kit
Disinfectant
—Food and Drink—
Rations, trail (1 day)
Waterskin (3 days)
—Clothing—
Poor
Common
Fine
Extravagant
Uniform
Cold Weather
Desert
—Hirelings—
Labourer (per day)
Mercenary (per day)
Servant (per day)
—Animals—
Horse, Riding
Horse, Racing
Horse, War
—Services—
Inn, Poor (per night)
Inn, Common (per night)
Inn, Good (per night)
Inn, Fine (per night)
Item Repair
Messenger, Foot (per km)
Messenger, Horse (per km)
Meal, Poor
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Cost

Weight

5 mk
1 cp
1 cp
2 mk
2 cp

1 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
1 kg
Neg.

1 sp
1 sp

1 kg

5 cp
3 sp
5 mk
5 gc
3 sp
5 mk
3 sp

1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1.5 kg
1 kg
2 kg
0.5 kg

1 sp
2 sp
1 sp

—
—
—

5 mk
10 gc
10 gc
2 cp
2 sp
4 sp
1 mk
1/5th
1 cp
2 cp
2 cp

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Flint and Steel: Starting a fire with flint takes
around ten seconds.
Earplugs: While wearing Earplugs, the DC to hear
anything increases by +3. This makes it harder to be
deafened by loud noises.
Medical Tools
Surgical Tools: Without the surgeon's tools, the
character must improvise. This requires a small,
sharp instrument, such as a dagger; and imposes a 2 penalty on Medicine checks involving Surgery.
Filter Mask: Filter masks come in packs of ten.
When a character wearing a filter mask goes near
an infected creature, roll a d20 instead of a d6. On
a 1, the character gets infected. Otherwise, he is
fine.
Bandages and Thread: Bandages come in packs of
ten. A bandage and length of thread is used when a
character uses the Medicine skill to perform
Emergency First Aid. Bandages can be fairly easily
improvised out of any strip of cloth, and same with
thread.
Herbalist's Kit: A herbalist's kit comes with enough
herbs to make 10 doses of medicine. See the
Medicine skill for more information.
Disinfectant: If a disinfectant us used during
surgery, there is no chance of the character being
operated on getting an Infection. Alcoholic
beverages can be used instead in a pinch.
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Chapter 7: Modern Equipment
Sure, it may have enough firepower to total
relatively fragile objects — plates, glasses, small
mountain ranges, cities — but does it come in pink?

The main difference between a campaign set in a
medieval or fantasy setting and a modern one is, of
course, the technology of equipment available to
the PCs. Combat is completely redefined by the
advent of powerful and accurate gunpowder
weapons. Armour becomes more expensive and
less common, so cover, concealment, and mobility
are more important than ever.

Rate of Fire: A weapon may have multiple rates of
fire. If this is the case, each attack made with the
weapon may be with a different rate of fire. Higher
rates of fire can increase the recoil, which may
push the weapon into a higher effort category
when this rate of fire is used. The following are the
most common:
Single: The weapon must be manually cocked
between attacks. This prevents you from using
certain techniques, such as Double Tap, that
require a semiautomatic rate of fire. Otherwise, the
single rate of fire functions the same as semi.

WEAPONS
In a modern setting, typically more emphasis is
placed on ranged combat than in a typical fantasy
one. As such, firearms get more sophisticated rules
than bows or crossbows, as they come in many
more shapes and sizes. Unlike older weapons, less
importance is placed on the weapon’s mass but
rather the recoil of the weapon’s firing.

Semi: The weapon cocks itself between firing.
Certain techniques (such as Double Tap) require
weapons with a semiautomatic rate of fire.

Firearms
Mass and Recoil: for most firearms, the
determining factor in effort necessary to use the
weapon is not the weight of the weapon, but its
recoil. Both the weapon's mass and its recoil must
be less than or equal to your character's light
weapon limit for it to be a light weapon, standard
limit for standard weapons, and heavy limit for
heavy weapons. Note that this does not mean the
two are added together. For example, Colonel
Mauve has a light weapon limit of 1.5 (like most
people). The sidearm (with mass of 1.05 and recoil
of 1) is a light weapon, because both the recoil and
mass are below 1.5. If a similar weapon had a mass
of 1 and recoil of 3, it would be a standard weapon.
The recoil is derived from the calibre of the
ammunition fired. Firing a weapon on Auto or Burst
increases the recoil.
The mass of all attachments and ammunition on or
in a gun is added to its mass to determine effort.
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Range Increment: You may fire at targets up to 3
full doublings of the range increment away. Each
doubling imposes a -1/0 attack penalty from
distance. So, a weapon (such as most pistols) with a
range increment of 10m would have no penalty at
targets 0-10m away, -1/0 at targets 11-20m away, 2/0 from 21-40m away, and finally -3/0 from 4180m away (the maximum range).

Auto: Holding down the trigger of an Automatic
weapon produces a steady stream of bullets that
are difficult to control. Instead of attacking a single
target, Auto weapons attack an area a scale 1 point
larger than the weapon firing (2m across for a scale
0 weapon). However, firing on Auto doubles range
penalties (-2 per increment instead of -1) and uses
5 bullets per attack. Firing on Auto doubles recoil.
As with all area attacks, Autofire attacks usually
cannot be defended against without special
techniques, and scatter 1d6 squares (character or
weapon’s size, whichever is larger) per range
increment when they miss.
Instead of targeting an area, you can fire all five
bullets at the same enemy. This still doubles the
range penalties, but grants +1/1 to hit. If you beat
the Target by 1 or more, you roll two damage dice
(as if you had hit the target with two attacks)
instead of one.
Firing a weapon on Auto rate of fire without the
Automatic Firearms Proficiency Technique imposes
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a -1/-1 penalty to attacks that does not stack with
improficiency with the base weapon.
Burst: Pulling the trigger of a Burst weapon fires a
short burst of bullets. This uses three bullets per
attack and multiplies the recoil by 1.5. However, it
gives +1/1 to attack, and if you beat the target's
Target score by 1 or more, you roll two damage
dice (as if you had hit him with two attacks) if the
defender fails his defence roll.
Firing a weapon on Burst rate of fire without the
Automatic Firearms Proficiency Technique imposes
a -1/-1 penalty to attacks that does not stack with
improficiency with the base weapon.
Auto X: This is very similar to the Auto rate of fire,
but shoots much faster for a more devastating
effect. The weapon multiplies it's recoil by 2X,
attacks a scale X area, and uses 5 times 2X bullets
per attack. In all other ways it functions like Auto.
Auto 2 represents the rate of fire of a machine gun
or some submachine guns. Auto 3 is usually
reserved for stationary gun positions. A rotary
Gatling-style gun is Auto 4.
Similar to Auto, you can fire all the bullets at one
target instead of an area. For every point you beat
the target's Target score by (to a maximum of X),
roll an additional damage die. You get +X to attack
when firing at just one target.
Firing a weapon on an Auto rate of fire without the
Automatic Firearms Proficiency Technique imposes
a -1/-1 penalty to attacks that does not stack with
improficiency with the base weapon.
Rate
of Fire

Ammo
Per
Attack

Recoil Area

Attack
Bonus

Max Hits

Magazine: How much ammunition is held in the
magazine, and the type of magazine. The reload
times given below assume a weapon of scale 0 or
smaller in the hands of a human. Weapons of scale
1 (.50 to 20mm) take 3s longer, scale 2 (23mm to
30mm) take 6s longer, scale 3 (75mm to 120mm)
take 9 seconds longer, etc..
Box: It takes 3 seconds to reload a firearm with a
pre-filled box magazine available. To manually load
a box magazine, it takes 3 seconds per bullet. Box
magazines typically come in 10 to 15 for handguns,
and 20 or 30 for automatic rifles. Heavier drum
magazines can hold 50 or 100 rounds.
Cylinder: It takes 3 seconds with a pre-loaded
speed loader, or 3 seconds per bullet to manually
load a revolver. Weapons with Cylindrical
magazines never jam except after taking wounds.
Internal: It takes 3 seconds per bullet to reload a
weapon with an Internal magazine. Weapons with
internal magazines never jam except after taking
wounds.
Linked: It takes 3 seconds to load a link into the
gun, and 3 seconds to clip two links together. There
is no maximum amount of ammunition that may be
loaded this way.
Muzzle: Muzzle loading firearms are primitive. You
have to individually pack in the powder, bullet, and
wadding in a time-intensive process. Reloading a
muzzle-loading weapon takes 30 seconds (five
rounds). Muzzle-loading weapons that do not have
the smoothbore modification take 42 seconds to
reload due to the awkwardness caused
Range
Penalties by the tight-fitting bullet.

Single 1
1x
—
+0/0
1
1x
Semi
1
1x
—
+0/0
1
1x
Burst
3
1.5x
—
+1/1
2
1x
Auto
5
2x
Scale +1* +1/1*
2
2x
Auto 2 20
4x
Scale +2* +2/2*
3
2x
Auto 3 40
8x
Scale +3* +3/3*
4
2x
Auto 4 80
16x
Scale +4* +4/4*
5
2x
*Auto weapons can fire either with the attack bonus listed and potential
extra hits or at an area

Damage: This is the damage dealt when
a target is hit with the weapon. The
damage is based off of the weapon’s
calibre, though sometimes modified by
ammunition.

Calibre: The type of ammunition the gun
use. Determines the recoil, damage, and
range of the weapon. The number (in
inches or millimetres) refers to the
approximate circumference of the weapon’s barrel,
and therefore the round itself. In general, the
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larger the number, the more powerful the weapon;
although this is not always the case. Pistols, for
example, tend to have larger bullets, but are fired
at a lower velocity than rifles, and so do less
damage.

Recoil: This is the weapon’s base recoil before
modifications (such as autofire, burst, or magnum).
Use the weapon’s final recoil or mass, whichever is
higher, to determine effort necessary to wield the
weapon. If the weapon has multiple rates of fire, it
can have a different recoil (and therefore effort)
depending on setting. For example, a strength 3
human could fire a carbine (mass: 2kg) on semi
(recoil 3) as a standard weapon, but on auto (recoil
6) it would be a heavy weapon. However, an
assault rifle has the same recoil, but has mass of
4kg, so would be a heavy weapon on either setting
for a strength 3 human.

Superheavy Weapons: a character can use a
weapon heavier than class Heavy with the use of a
bipod, tripod, or other mount. It usually takes a
4SA to set up a weapon with a mount like this.
Perception DC: The DC to hear a gun firing is zero
minus its damage bonus. For example, hearing a
sidearm (1d6 + 8 damage) has a DC of -8. Firing on
Burst or Auto drops the DC by -2, Auto 2 by -3,
Auto 3 by -6, etc.

Examples: Here are listed one or more example
calibres that fall into the listed class. While there is
no difference in rules between, for example, a
9mm and a .45, the ammunition is not
interchangeable between the two. So while a 9mm
and a .45 pistol with the same modifications have
exactly the same statistics for the purposes of this
game, they use incompatible ammunition.

Custom Firearms
The easiest way to customize a weapon is to simply
take one from the sample charts (below) and add
one or more modifications to it. Alternatively, you
can design one from the ground up. This is slightly
more complicated, although it allows for greater
customization. First consult the chart on the
following page, then add any modifications that
you see fit. Total up the cost, mass, recoil, and
other statistics, and you’re done.
Weapon Scale: This is the weapon’s scale. It is used
for several purposes, such as determining the size
of its blast radius with the Blast modification. It is
not, however, necessarily the physical size of the
weapon for determining toughness. To determine a
weapon’s scale for that purpose, take the finished
weapon (with all modifications that increase mass)
and find the value on the chart with the closest
base mass. The weapon’s physical scale is two less
than the weapon scale on the chart for that
weapon.
Range Increment: This is the base range increment
of the weapon, before any modifications (such as
Oversized or Accurized) come into effect.
Weapon Mass: This is the base mass of the
weapon, before ammunition or modifications. Use
the weapon’s final mass or recoil, whichever is
higher, to determine the effort necessary to wield
the weapon.

Base Cost: The base cost is equal to the calibre's
base recoil x $100. Round the base cost to the first
two significant figures. This is the cost for an
unmodified weapon of this calibre with the single
rate of fire and an internal magazine of 1 round.
See weapon modifications, below, to improve this
weapon.
Base Ammunition Cost: This is the cost for ten
rounds of the weapon’s ammunition with no
modifications.
Base Ammunition Mass: This is the mass of ten
rounds of the weapon’s ammunition with no
modifications. Add the mass of the weapon’s
ammunition to the weapon’s mass to determine
weapon effort.
Fire-Linked Weapons: Firearms can be linked
together to fire more bullets in the same general
direction. This multiplies the mass, recoil, and
ammunition capacity by the number of weapons
linked together. So, a twin-linked weapon has twice
the magazine capacity, twice the mass, twice the
recoil, etc.. For single-shot or semiautomatic
weapons, the only advantage in this is increasing
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the number of times you can fire before all
weapons must be reloaded. If three or more single
or semiautomatic weapons are linked together,
three can be fired at once to achieve the Burst rate
of fire. If the weapons are automatic, every full
doubling of weapons linked together increases the
rate of autofire by 1. For example, if two assault
Scale Damage

Range Inc.

-2
-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5

5m
10m
10m
10m
20m
20m
20m
40m
40m
40m
80m
80m
80m
160m
160m
160m
320m
320m
320m
640m
640m
640m

1d6 + 6
1d6 + 7
1d6 + 8
1d6 + 9
1d6 + 10
1d6 + 11
1d6 + 12
1d6 + 13
1d6 + 14
1d6 + 15
1d6 + 16
1d6 + 17
1d6 + 18
1d6 + 19
1d6 + 20
1d6 + 21
1d6 + 22
1d6 + 23
1d6 + 24
1d6 + 25
1d6 + 26
1d6 + 27

Weapon
Mass
0.5 kg
1kg
1kg
1kg
4kg
4kg
4kg
16kg
16kg
16kg
64kg
64kg
64kg
250kg
250kg
250kg
1t
1t
1t
4t
4t
4t

rifles (Auto 1) are linked together, they can fire
together at Auto 2. If four are linked together, they
can fire at Auto 3; if eight are linked, they can fire
at Auto 4, and so on.

Recoil Examples

Base Cost

0.6
1
1.6
2.5
4.0
6.3
10
16
25
40
64
102
161
256
406
645
1024
1625
2580
4096
6502
10321

$60
$100
$160
$250
$400
$630
$1,000
$1,600
$2,500
$4,000
$6,400
$10,000
$16,000
$26,000
$41,000
$65,000
$100,000
$160,000
$260,000
$41,000
$65,000
$100,000

0.22
0.32
9mm, .45
5.7
5.56, .357, .50AE
7.62, 12ga
.444, 10 ga
.50 BMG
14.5mm
20mm, 23mm
25mm
75mm
105mm
120mm
155mm

Mass /10
Rounds
30g
50g
80g
0.125kg
0.2kg
0.315kg
0.5kg
0.8kg
1kg
2kg
3kg
5kg
8kg
13kg
20kg
32kg
51kg
81kg
130kg
204kg
325kg
520kg

Cost /10
Rounds
$0.38
$0.75
$1
$1.50
$3
$4
$6
$12
$16
$24
$48
$64
$96
$192
$256
$384
$768
$1,024
$1,536
$3,072
$4,096
$6,144
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Name
Armour Piercing
1
Armour Piercing
2
Flechette
Magnum
Blast
Dragon
Low-Powered
Iron-Jacketed
Silver-Jacketed
Subsonic

Mass Cost
Neg. +200%
Neg.

Misc

+900%

Neg. +1400%
+50% +200% +50%
+25% +900%
-2 damage, blast
radius
Neg. +900%
Neg. +0%
Neg. +25%
Neg. +900%
Neg. +900%



Ammo Modifications







Armour Piercing decreases the damage of the
weapon, but makes up for that with the ability
to threaten more heavily armoured targets.
Comes in two levels:
1. Increase the target's toughness by 1 for the
purposes of this attack, but decrease the
minimum toughness by 1 as well. This
results in a weapon more likely to wound,
but less likely to kill the target due to the
relatively smaller wound it creates. Ex. Full
metal Jacket, Heavy Metal Core.
Abbreviated AP1
2. Increase the target's toughness by 2 for the
purposes of this attack, but decrease the
minimum toughness by 2 as well. Ex.
Tungsten or Depleted Uranium Core.
Abbreviated AP2.
Flechette: Flechette rounds are long, narrow
darts made of an extremely heavy metal like
Tungsten. Flechette rounds are always AP2.
They can only be fired from smoothbore
firearms and cannons. Flechettes add +50% of
base to the weapon's range.
Magnum: Deals one die higher damage but
increases the recoil and ammunition mass.
Expanding/Exploding Ammunition: deals more
damage, but is less effective against tougher
opponents. Comes in three levels:
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o Decrease the target's Toughness by 1
point for the purposes of this attack, but
increase the minimum wound threshold
by 1 as well. Ex. Hollow Point, Frangible.
Abbreviated AP -1.
o Decrease the target's Toughness by 2
point for the purposes of this attack, but
increase the minimum wound threshold
by 2 as well. Ex. High Explosive.
Abbreviated as AP -2.
Blast: The weapon has a blast area based on
the calibre’s scale. The blast area is a sphere
with that is one scale higher than the weapon’s
scale, but deals 2 points less damage. When
combined with Auto, it increases the Auto area
of effect by one scale. Blast weapons come in
four types:
o Shrapnel: Deals Slashing damage
o Concussive: Deals Bludgeoning damage
o Gas: The round does not explode, but
instead releases gas of some sort. The
most commonly used are tear gas and
smoke.
o Heat: Deals Heat damage, and
flammable objects are lit on fire.
Dragon Rounds: Essentially turns the weapon
into a low-powered flamethrower. It is only
available for shotguns or grenade launchers.
The weapon shoots a line of fire of a scale equal
to the weapon’s scale +1, dealing the weapon's
normal damage -4 in Heat damage. Flammable
objects are also lit on fire.
Low-Powered: The projectile moves
significantly slower than a normal bullet. This
modification may not be combined with
Shotgun. Low-powered weapons deal -2
damage, but this penalty does not stack with
the one from Blast ammunition. Attacks made
with Low-Powered ammunition require the
Weapon Proficiency: Firearms (Grenade
Launcher) technique to use without penalty.
Iron-Jacketed: Works the same as a regular
bullet, except that it is slightly more expensive
(+25% of base) and certain types of creatures
(primarily Faeries) are vulnerable to Iron.



Silver-Jacketed: Works the same as a regular
bullet, except that bullets cost an additional
+900% of base and certain types of creatures
(primarily Werewolves) are vulnerable to Silver.
Subsonic Ammunition: Subsonic ammunition
decreases the damage die of the gun by one
(typically to d4) but adds +5 to the DC to hear



Accessory Rail: Allows the attachment of
scopes, flashlights, laser sights, and the like.
The mass increase is negligible.
 Accurized 1, 2, 3: increases range inc by +25%

of base each time. Increases weight by +10% of
base each time. Increase cost by +50%
(Accuracy 1), +150% (Accuracy 2) or +300%
(Accuracy 3)
Name
Mass
Cost
Range Other

Automatic: Replace Single rate of
Accessory Rail
Neg.
+$50
—
fire with Auto. Increase cost by +200% of
Accurized 1
+10%
+50%
+25%
base
Accurized 2
+20%
+150% +50%

Automatic 2: Replace Single rate of
Accurized 3
+30%
+300% +75%
fire with Auto 3. Increase cost by +500% of
Auto 1
—
+50%
—
Auto 1 Rate of Fire
Auto 2
+100%
+500% —
Auto 2 Rate of Fire
base and weight by +100%
Auto 3
+200%
+2500% —
Auto 3 Rate of Fire

Automatic 3: Replace Single rate of
Bayonet Lug
+0.25 kg +$25
—
fire with Auto 4. Increase cost by +2500%
Box Magazine
—
+50%
—
of base and weight by +200%
Burst
—
+50%
—
Burst Rate of Fire

Bayonet Lug: Allows the
Breakable
—
+100% —
attachment
of bayonets and underslung
Crude
+50%
-50%
-25%
weapons.
Compact
-50%
+50%
-25%
No range penalty

Box Magazine: This allows boxes of
with Underslung
bullets
to
be added to the gun. The
Crude
+50%
-25%
-50%
weapon can accept different sizes of
Cyl. Magazine
—
+25%
—
Lightweight 1
-20%
+100% —
boxes, but usually they are 10 or less (for
Lightweight 2
-40%
+250% —
handguns) or 30 or less (for rifles).
Linked
+25%
—
—

Breakable: The weapon can be
Magazine
broken down into two or more parts.
Oversized
+50%
+50%
+100%
Breaking or reassembling the weapon
base
takes a full round. Typically, this is only
Semi
—
+25%
Semi Rate of Fire
used for extremely heavy weapons that
Shotgun
—
—
-50%
+1/0 to attack, d8
require multiple people to carry.
damage

Burst: The weapon gains the Burst
Simple
+50%
-25%
-10%
Reroll Jam rolls
rate of fire.
Smoothbore
—
—
-50%
No penalty with
Flechette

Compact: The weapon's base range
Underslung
See text
Additional Weapon
decreases by 25% of base, and the weight
Muzzle Brake
+25%
+25%
—
-25% recoil, -3
decrease by 50%. Further, a weapon’s
Perception DC to
scale is reduced by 1 for determining
hear
whether it is a pistol or longarm. This
the sound of the gun firing. This DC is normally
modification is incompatible with Oversized.
equal to 0 minus the weapon’s damage bonus.
 Crude: The weapon is either extremely
This modification is not available for shotguns,
primitive or simply poorly made. Increase the
low-powered ammunition, or magnum rounds.
weight by +50% of base, and drop the range
increment by 25% of base. If the weapon can
Weapon Modifications
be bought or sold at all, its value drops to 50%.
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Cylinder Magazine: cheap and reliable, a
cylinder magazine has a built-in fixed ring into
which bullets are loaded. The size of the
magazine cannot be modified afterwards
without completely redesigning large portions
of the gun (Complex Engineering check). Adds
+25% of the weapons base cost.
Lightweight 1, 2: Decrease mass by 20% of
base, increase cost by +100% of base for
lightweight 1. Decrease mass by 40% and
increase cost by +250% of base for lightweight
2. Lightweight 1 and 2 can’t both be added to
the same weapon
Oversized: The weapon's base range increases
by 50% (before other modifications), and the
weight increases by +100%. Further, a
weapon’s scale is increased by one point for
determining whether it is a pistol or longarm.
This modification is incompatible with Compact.
Semiautomatic: Replace the Single rate of fire
with Semi. Increase cost by +25% of base
Shotgun: -50% total range increment, +1/0 to
attack bonus. The weapon deals 1 die higher of
damage (typically d8s). Shotguns deal 1 less
damage for every range increment out the
target is.
Simple: The weapon uses simple, tried and true
construction. Any Jam roll may be rerolled
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once, and the weapon costs 25% less of base.
However, the weapon weighs +50% of base and
decreases the range increment by -10% of base.
Smoothbore: This weapon has no internal
rifling. When firing any projectile other than a
Flechette, the base range increment drops to
50% of its original, before any other
modifications take place.
Underslung: The weapon may be attached to
another with a suitable attachment point
(typically a rail and/or bayonet lugs). The
weight of this weapon is added to the weight of
the base weapon to determine whether it is
light, medium, heavy, or superheavy. When
combined with the Compact modification, the
range penalties are waived if the underslung is
attached to another weapon. If used by itself,
they are not.
Muzzle Brake: Muzzle brakes decrease the
recoil of the gun but increase the noise and
bulk. Weight increases by +25%, the perception
DC to notice the gun firing decreases by -3 and
recoil drops by 25%. Firearms with Muzzle
Brakes may not take suppressors. Muzzle
brakes do not function when firing on a higher
rate of fire than semiautomatic.

enough (perception DC -16) to seriously risk
deafening (fort. DC 6) the shooter without
protective ear plugs. The cost and weight include a
telescopic scope (0.5kg, $250).
Modifications: Accurized 3, Box magazine,
Accessory Rail, Breakable, Lightweight 2
Scale: 1

SAMPLE FIREARMS:
The following is a list of the most common
weapons one is likely to encounter in a campaign
and some (like the heavy machine gun and antimateriel rifle) that will probably not be seen in
most campaigns, but are given to grant a sense of
scale. If the GM or a player wants a gun not on this
list, then the best place to start is by modifying an
existing weapon. Firearms come in all shapes and
sizes, with hundreds of manufacturers and tens of
thousands of different types and models, so it is a
safe bet that nearly anything that can be designed
with these rules (within reason, good luck finding a
Gatling 10 ga. shotgun) is available on the market
somewhere.

Assault: Assault rifles can be found in many shapes
and sizes across the world. They are the standard
infantry military weapon in every modern army.
Many armies (such as the United States) have
replaced their auto capabilities with burst fire to
save on ammunition. Assault rifles with burst fire
cost the same amount, but have a recoil of 6 on the
higher fire rate, instead of 8 for auto. When fired
on auto, it can attack a scale 1 (2m x 2m) area.
Modifications: Box Magazine, Accessory Rail,
Bayonet Lug, Semiautomatic, Auto
Scale: 0

Rifles
Rifles in general are the mainstay of modern
armies. A rifle requires Firearms (Longarms)
proficiency to fire without penalty.
Name

Carbine: An assault carbine is a cut-down assault

Damage Damage
Type
Piercing 1d6 + 13

Range
inc.
70m

Mass

Piercing

1d6 + 10

20m

4.25kg 0.6kg

30 box

4/ 8

Piercing

1d6 + 10

15m

2.25kg 0.6kg

30 box

4/ 8

Piercing

1d6 + 11

20m

4.25kg 0.63kg

20 box

Rifle, EBR

Piercing

1d6 + 11

30m

2.99kg 0.63kg

20 box

Rifle,
Hunting
Rifle, Sniper
PDW

Piercing

1d6 + 12

23m

10kg

5 box

Piercing
Piercing

1d6 + 11
1d6 + 9

52.5m
15m

5.87kg 0.16kg
3.25kg 0.5kg

5 box
40 box

1d6 + 8

15m

3kg

80 box

Rifle, AntiMateriel
Rifle,
Assault
Rifle,
Carbine
Rifle, Battle

Submachine Piercing
Gun

Ammo Magazine Recoil
Mass
14.9kg 0.4kg
5 box
16

0.25kg

0.64kg

Anti-Materiel: This incredibly heavy rifle fires the
high-powered .50 BMG Anti Aircraft round. It is
generally considered overkill for use against enemy
combatants, and they are usually employed against
enemy equipment ("materiel") such as light
vehicles. It is sometimes fitted with a muzzle brake
(+$400, 4kg) , although this makes the gun loud

Calibre

Rate of
Fire
Single

Cost
$13,100

6.3/
9.5
6.3/
9.5
10

.50
BMG
5.56mm Semi/
Auto 1
5.56mm Semi/
Auto 1
7.62mm Semi/
Burst
7.62mm Semi/
Burst
.444
Single

6.3
2.5/
10
1.6/
6.4

7.62mm Semi
5.7mm Semi/
Auto 2
9mm
Semi/
Auto 2

$5,183
$2,313

$975
$1,175
$1,493
$4,013
$1,750

$1,160

rifle. It has the same firepower as the larger
weapon, but sacrifices accuracy. In armies that
have removed the auto capability from their
assault rifles (such as the United States), carbines
are carried by a few members in every squad.
Otherwise, carbines are used for much the same
purposes that assault rifles are; and the two are
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often confused. When fired on auto, it can attack a
scale 1 (2m x 2m) area.
Modifications: Box Magazine, Accessory Rail,
Bayonet Lug, Semiautomatic, Auto, Compact
Scale: 0
Battle: This is a full-powered version of the assault
rifle. The additional weight and difficulty of
controlling the weapon on autofire means that the
battle rifle has fallen out of favour with most
armies. Some battle rifles (particularly older
models) have full auto capability instead of burst:
these cost the same amount, but have a recoil of
12.6 when fired on auto. When fired on auto, it can
attack a scale 1 (2m x 2m) area.
Modifications: Box Magazine, Accessory Rail,
Bayonet Lug, Semiautomatic, Burst
Scale: 0
Enhanced Battle Rifle (EBR): This is an improved
version of the Battle Rifle, typically only given to
marksmen in elite units.
Modifications: Box magazine, Accessory Rail,
Bayonet Lug, Semiautomatic, Burst, Accurized 2,
Lightweight 2
Scale: 0
Hunting: This is one of the most common civilian
firearms. It is simple, cheap, accurate, and reliable.
Modifications: Accurized 1, Box magazine, Simple
Scale: 0
Sniper: Similar in appearance to the larger AntiMateriel rifle, the Sniper Rifle is designed to take
out enemy combatants at great distances. Some
models come with detachable silencers, not
included in the base cost. The cost and weight of
the Sniper Rifle includes a Telescopic Scope ($250,
0.5kg).
Modifications: Accurized 3, Box Magazine,
Accessory Rail, Lightweight 2, Semi, Oversized
Scale: 0 (1, see Oversized description)

PDW: The PDW, or Personal Defence Weapon, is a
compact weapon that fires armour-piercing
rounds. It resembles (and is often mistaken for) a
submachine gun. PDWs are carried as self-defence
weapons by military personnel without a direct
combat role, such as engineers or vehicle crew.
When fired on auto, it can attack a scale 1 (2m x
2m) area. The cost and weight of the PDW includes
a built-in Reflex Scope ($500, 0.25kg)
Modifications: Semi, Auto 2, Box magazine,
Accessory Rail, Oversized
Ammo Modifications: Armour Piercing
Scale: -1 (0, see Oversized description)
SMG: A submachine gun is a relatively inexpensive
automatic weapon, generally carried by police
SWAT teams, certain criminal organizations, and by
the military. Submachine guns have a high rate of
fire, but fairly close range and lack the stopping
power of a full rifle. When fired on auto, it can
attack a scale 1 (2m x 2m) area.
Modifications: Semi, Auto 2, Oversized
Scale: -1 (0, see Oversized description)
Shotguns
Shotguns fire a large number of small lead balls
with each attack, known as “shot.” Weapons with a
lower gauge fire larger balls. All shotguns
presented here are longarms. Shotguns grant a
+1/0 bonus to attack rolls, however they deal 1
point less damage for every range increment away
the target is.
Hunting: Hunting shotguns come in thousands of
models with tens of thousands of variants.
Modifications: Shotgun, Simple
Scale: 0
Tactical: Shotguns are very occasionally used by
police or the armed forces for close range fighting.
Modifications: Shotgun, Box Magazine,
Semiautomatic, Accessory Rail, Bayonet Lug
Scale: 0
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Name
Shotgun,
Hunting
Shotgun,
Tactical
Shotgun,
Underslung

Damage Damage
Type
Piercing 1d8 + 11
Piercing

1d8 + 10

Piercing

1d8 + 10

Range Mass
Ammo Magazine Recoil Calibre
inc.
Mass
8m
7.15kg 0.1kg
5 int.
6.3
10
Gauge
10m
4kg
0.1kg
5 box
4
12
Gauge
10m
2kg
0.08kg 4 int.
4
12
(5m
Gauge
alone)

Underslung: Some compact shotguns are designed
to be attached to the accessory rail of combat
rifles. The statistics written assume the shotgun is
attached to a larger weapon, otherwise decrease
the range increment to 5 m.
Modifications: Shotgun, Semiautomatic, Compact,
Underslung
Scale: 0 (-1, see Compact description)
Heavy Weapons
Name
Grenade
Launcher
Grenade
Launcher,
Underslung
Machine
Gun, Heavy
Machine
Gun,
Medium
Machine
Gun, Light

Semi

$750

Semi

$700

$472.5

Machine Gun, Heavy: The heavy machine gun risks
deafening those within 10m unless they wear
protective ear plugs (see Environmental Hazards in
the Combat chapter for more details). Heavy

Range Mass
inc.
13m
4kg

Ammo
Mass
0.16kg

Magazine Recoil Calibre
8 cyl.

10

15m

2kg

0.02kg

1 cyl.

10

Piercing

1d6 + 13

40m

36kg

linked

64

.50
BMG

Piercing

1d6 + 11

30m

13.6kg

linked

Piercing

1d6 + 10

20m

9kg

+8kg/
100
rounds
+3.15kg
/100
rounds
+2kg
/100
rounds

linked

Machine Gun, Medium: Medium machine guns are
occasionally carried by infantry to give constant,
sustained fire; but are usually mounted on vehicles.

Cost

Medium machine guns to be used by infantry are
typically tripod mounted. When fired on automatic,
it can attack a scale 2 (4m x 4m) area.
Modifications: Auto 2, Oversized, Linked Magazine
Scale 0 (1, see Oversized)

Damage Damage
Type
Slashing 1d8 + 10
Blast S2
Slashing 1d8 + 10

Machine Gun, Light: Light machine guns are carried
by infantry to give constant, sustained fire; and as
well are occasionally mounted on vehicles. Light
machine guns meant to be used by infantry are
typically bipod mounted ($40, 0.5kg). When fired
on automatic, it can attack a scale 2 (4m x 4m)
area.
Modifications: Auto 2, Linked Magazine
Scale: 0

Rate of
Fire
Single

Rate of
Fire
Semi

Cost

Semi

$2,000

Auto 2

$9,600

25.2

7.62mm Auto 2

$4,095

16

5.56mm Auto 2

$2,400

40mm
Frag
40mm
Frag

$1,750

machine guns are typically mounted to vehicles or
on tripods (mass not included). They are used
against distant targets, low-flying aircraft, or light
vehicles. When fired on automatic, it can attack a
scale 3 (8m x 8m) area.
Modifications: Auto 2, Linked Magazine
Scale: 1
Grenade Launcher: This large, matte-black weapon
looks a little like an oversized revolver that fires
almost cartoonishly large bullets. It can fire 40mm
grenades of various sorts, such as smoke, stun,
flashbang, thermite, and fragmentation. The
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statistics presented use frag grenades.
Modifications:
Ammo Modifications: Magnum, Blast (Shrapnel),
Low-Powered
Scale: 0 (-1, see Compact)
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Pistols
A Pistol is any firearm one scale smaller (or more)
than the wielder, or one of the wielder’s scale with
the Compact modification. So, to a human, any
weapon firing ammunition up to 5.7mm is a pistol,
while an Ogre (scale 2) can fire a heavy machine
gun as a ‘pistol.’ Pistols require the Firearms (Pistol)
proficiency to be fired without penalty.
Name
Pistol,
Machine
Pistol,
Magnum
Pistol,
Sidearm
Pistol,
Revolver
Pistol,
Compact
Pistol,
Derringer

Sidearms are carried by the police, soldiers (in
addition to their main weapon), criminals, civilians,
some security guards, and just about anyone else.
When people think "gun," this is generally the type
of weapon they’re thinking of.
Modifications: Semi, Box Magazine
Scale:-1
Compact: A compact pistol is ideally suited to

Damage Damage
Type
Piercing 1d6 + 7

Range Mass
inc.
10m
2kg

Ammo
Mass
0.2kg

Magazine Recoil Calibre
40 box

1/ 4

.32

Piercing

1d8 + 10

15m

2kg

0.19kg

6 cyl.

6

$800

Piercing

1d6 + 8

10m

1kg

0.12kg

15 box

1.6

.357
Magnum
9mm
Semi

Piercing

1d6 + 8

10m

1kg

50g

6 cyl.

1.6

.38

Semi

$240

Piercing

1d6 + 7

10m

1kg

35g

7 box

1

.32

Semi

$175

Piercing

1d6 + 7

7.5m

0.63kg

5g

1 int.

1

.32

Single

$75.50

Machine: Machine pistols are favoured by criminals
for their low cost and high rate of fire. They are
used by some military personnel who are not
serving on the front lines. When fired on auto, it
can attack a scale 1 (2m x 2m) area.
Modifications: Semi, Auto 2
Scale:-1
Magnum: A magnum is a ridiculously overpowered
handgun, made famous by Hollywood – you know
the movie. They are impressive, but generally
impractical as a combat weapon. That said, when
something absolutely has to go down in one hit,
this is your gun.
Modifications: Semi, Compact, Cylinder
Ammo modifications: Magnum
Scale:0 (-1, see Compact description)
Sidearm: This is the catch-all for semiautomatic
pistols. They come in a wide variety of calibres,
such as .45 or 10mm. The different calibres are
close enough not to change game statistics, but are
not interchangeable with each other. Sidearm
magazines are generally 5, 7, 10, or 15 rounds.

Rate
of Fire
Semi/
Auto 2
Semi

Cost
$675

$280

stealth. It’s small size makes it easy to conceal, and
its light cartridge makes less noise (though it is still
very loud) than a more powerful weapon. With a
silencer (sold separately), this weapon has a
perception DC of -2.
Modifications: Semi, Box Magazine
Scale: -1
Derringer: Derringers are a generalized class of
extremely compact pistols (also called “palm
pistols”) designed to be concealed.
Modifications: Compact
Scale: -1 (-2, see Compact description)
Revolver: Revolvers have, in modern times, fallen
in popularity relative to their automatic
counterparts. Their reliability and cheapness comes
at a cost of smaller capacity and longer reload
times.
Modifications: Cylinder, Semi
Scale: -1
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Archaic Firearms

special kind of match, known as a slow match,
which burns at around 30cm per hour. Matches
used in matchlock weapons are usually around 2cm
long, and as such can burn for 4 minutes before
needing to be replaced (a 4SA).

‘Archaic’ firearms are a catch-all term for weapons
using obsolete technology (such as muskets). They
are typically fairly inaccurate, heavy, and require
lengthy reload times. All weapons in this chapter
have rate of fire ‘Single’ and a magazine of “1
Muzzle.” Muzzle-loading firearms take at least 30
seconds to reload, though certain types of
mechanisms have additional steps.
Name
Pistol,
Matchlock
Musket,
Matchlock
Arquebus,
Matchlock

Matchlock Pistol:
Modifications: Crude, Muzzle-loader, Smoothbore,
Oversized

Damage Damage Range Mass
Type
inc.
Piercing 1d6+8
4m
2.25
kg
Piercing 1d6+10
8m
9 kg

Ammo Recoil
Mass
5g ea.
1.5

Calibre

Cost

Year

.30

Reload
Time
30s*

$100

1475

10g
ea.
10g
ea.

3

.40

30s*

$300

1475

3

.40

30s*

$300

1425

5g ea.

1.5

.30

30s

$400

1500

10g
ea.
10g
ea.
5g ea.

3

.40

30s

$1200

1500

3

lead
shot
.30

30s

$300

1650

Pistol,
Piercing 1d6+8
4m
2.25
1.5
30s
$100
Flintlock
kg
Musket,
Piercing 1d6+10
8m
10 kg
10g
3
.40
30s
$300
Flintlock
ea.
Rifle,
Piercing 1d6+10
16m
10 kg
10g
3
.40
42s
$300
Flintlock
ea.
* Reloading a matchlock weapon also involves lighting the match. See the description for details.

1650

Pistol ,
Wheellock
Musket,
Wheellock
Blunderbuss

Piercing

1d6+10

4m

4.5 kg

Piercing

1d6+8

4m

Piercing

1d6+10

8m

4.25
kg
12 kg

Piercing

1d8+10

4m

10 kg

Matchlock Weapons: Matchlock pistols, muskets,
and arquebuses are very early firearms which use a
lit match to spark the powder. Pulling the trigger
plunges the lit match into the powder, thus firing
the weapon. This method of firing is prone to
several problems, the main one being the difficulty
in keeping the match lit. On a natural 1 when
rolling, roll another d6. If that d6 is also a 1, the
weapon misfires. In wet or windy weather, the
weapon misfires on a natural 1 without needing to
reroll. A misfired matchlock weapon must be
disassembled and cleaned, a process taking several
minutes. For safety reasons, the match must be put
out before firing the weapon. Lighting the match
takes a 4 SA with a reliable fire-starting mechanism
(such as a lighter or good match) or ten seconds
with flint and steel. Matchlock weapons used a
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1650
1650

Matchlock Musket:
Modifications: Crude, Muzzle-loader, Smoothbore,
Oversized
Matchlock Arquebus:
Modifications: Crude, Muzzle-loader, Smoothbore
Wheellock Weapons: Wheellock weapons work by
spinning a spring-loaded wheel of steel against
pyrite. Pulling the trigger releases the springloaded wheel, causing the pyrite to spark and
igniting the weapon – much like a modern cigarette
lighter. Wheellock weapons do not suffer from
many of the major inconveniences of the
matchlock firearms (there is no match necessary to
light, and they are far more reliable in inclement
weather: roll a second die, and the weapon
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misfires on a 1,2, or 3) but the heavy and
complicated mechanism drastically increases the
cost. Wheellock weapons quadruple the base cost
of the firearm and increase their mass by +2 kg.
The weight and cost meant they were never
adopted for standard-issue military use, and
instead carried by members of the nobility. They
were frequently elaborately decorated. Wheellock
weapons presented here are otherwise identical to
their matchlock cousins.
Flintlock Firearms: Flintlock weapons are
significantly simpler than the earlier wheellock
weapons they replace. Pulling the trigger strikes a
piece of flint against, steel, thus igniting the
powder and firing the weapon. Flintlock weapons
otherwise work like wheellock weapons, except
without the increase in cost or mass. Flintlock
weapons are in use until the invention of the
Percussion-Cap weapon in the 1800s (identical to
flintlock weapons save that weather is no longer an
issue). In the 1850s, breech-loading cartridgefirearms are introduced, which are essentially
identical to modern weapons.
Blunderbuss: The blunderbuss was the precursor
to the modern shotgun, firing a group of lead shot.
Blunderbusses can be identified by their signature
fluted barrels.
Modifications: Crude, Muzzle-loader, Smoothbore,
Oversized, Shotgun
Flintlock Rifle: Improvements in gunsmithing allow
weapons to be rifled, thus greatly increasing the
range. However, these are never very popular due
to the difficulty in reloading a muzzle-loading rifle.
They are generally used by sharpshooters.
Modifications: Crude, Oversized, Muzzle-loader
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Who Uses What
There are a bewildering array of firearms available,
and it can sometimes be difficult to determine on
the fly which should be carried by a specific NPC
met, by encountered gangsters, or even by the PCs.
This chart is meant to be a general guideline to
help make this decision quickly.
Organization

Main Weapon

Government
Investigators
Military,
Infantryman
Military, Vehicle
Crew
Military; Pilot,
officer, or noncombatant
Guerrilla Fighters
Police Constable

SWAT Team

Armour

Misc.

Sidearm

Secondary Special
Weapon
Weapons
None
None

None or Ballistic Vest

Handcuffs

Assault Rifle

Sidearm

Ballistic Vest or Combat
Vest

Frag Grenades
(2x)

None, SMG, or
PDW
Sidearm

Sidearm

Light MG,
Underslung
GL, Carbine
None

None

None

None

Ballistic Vest or Combat
Vest
Ballistic Vest or Combat
Vest

Varies, usually
Assault Rifle
Sidearm or
Revolver

None or
Sidearm
Club

RPG

None or Ballistic Vest

None

Tac. Shotgun
(in patrol car)

None or Stab Vest

SMG

Sidearm

Tac. Shotgun,
Sniper

Ballistic Vest

Handcuffs and
Pepper Spray
or Taser
Stun Grenades
(2x)

Main Weapon: This column refers to, generally the
weapon carried by most members of this group in
the field, unless they are carrying a special weapon.
Secondary Weapon: The secondary weapon,
typically a pistol, is generally used only when the
main weapon is unavailable for some reason.
Special Weapons: This column merely lists a few
other kinds of weapons used in place of the main
weapon. For example, in the US military, generally
one person per fireteam (four soldiers) has a light
machine gun, one has an assault rifle with an under
slung grenade launcher, and the other two have
assault rifles or carbines.
Armour: This column refers to the armour, if any,
worn on duty by these groups.
Misc: This column refers to other key gear that
might be carried on duty. It is not exhaustive.
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None

OTHER MODERN WEAPONS
Name

Cost

industrial and decorative uses, but it is also has
uses when making weapons to fight certain

Damage

Reach

Combat
$30
Gloves
Pistol
—
Whip
Rifle Butt —

1d4

Close

1d4

Close

Range Weight Damage
Specials
Inc
Type
—
Neg.
Bludgeoning Unarmed,
+2 Defence
—
≤ 3kg
Bludgeoning

1d6

Close

—

Chainsaw

1d12 + 2

Standard

$300

Family
Martial Arts

Blunt,
Improvised
4-10kg Bludgeoning
Blunt,
Improvised
7 kg
Slashing
Loud (listen Specialised:
DC -7)
Improvised
supernatural creatures. Materials unsuitable for
making weapons can be used to electroplate more
conventional weapons. The main use of this is to
use silver to thinly coat swords, knives, or bullets.

—

Melee Weapons
Melee weaponry in the modern era is much less
common than it was in the past. Really, the only
melee weapon a person is likely to see is a knife
(use dagger stats), a truncheon (use the club’s
stats), or possibly a bayonet (which can be
mounted on firearms the same as on crossbows).
There are a few new modern weapons, however.
Combat Gloves: Combat gloves are, for all intents
and purposes, the new gauntlets. They are made
with Kevlar, and have weighted knuckles to protect
your hands. Combat gloves only add +2 defence to
your hands, but weigh much less than gauntlets do.

Special Material: In addition to the fantasy special
materials (such as cold iron and mithril), which may
or may not be available in your modern campaign
(ask your GM), there are new, high-tech materials
to make armour and weapons out of, such as
refined steel and titanium. See the Modern Special
Materials section, below.

Pistol Whip and Rifle Butt: These are not exactly
weapons by themselves, but refer to using a
firearm as an improvised melee weapon. A pistol
whip is a melee attack made with a pistol (a
weapon 1 or more scales smaller than you) and a
rifle is with a larger weapon.
Chainsaw: A chainsaw is not really a weapon, but
the situation may arise when one is pressed into
service as one, often by people who watch too
many movies. This grizzly weapon is extremely
cumbersome, and requires both Improvised
Weapon Proficiency and Specialized Weapon
Proficiency: Chainsaw to use without penalty.
Melee Weapon Modifications
Electroplating: Using modern chemistry, it is
possible to permanently bind a thin layer of metal
to another metal object. This process numerous
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Miscellaneous Weapons

Water and Squirt Guns: After the terrifying
weaponry of flamethrowers and RPGs, a water gun
might seem like an unusual weapon. However, they
can be used creatively with, say, holy water. The

This category is for weapons that don’t fit neatly
into the above categories.
Flamethrower: Flamethrowers consist of a large,
Name
Flamethrower

Damage
Type
Heat

Damage

RPG

Slashing

Water Gun

See text

1d6 + 6
or + 4
(Cone)
and Fire
1d6 + 15
Blast S2
See text

Squirt Gun

See text

See text

Range
inc.
5m and
S2 Line
or S3
Cone
20m

Mass

Magazine

6kg

5m (max
20m)
5m (max
5m)

heavy tank filled with an incendiary and
pressurized propellant, as well as a small gun-like
nozzle. Flammable gasses are shot out of the nozzle
and ignited by a small pilot light, projecting fire to
the enemy. Flamethrowers are no longer used in
modern war due to the horrible deaths and injuries
they can inflict. Flamethrowers have adjustable
nozzles, which in game terms means they have two
different settings. In the first, the flamethrower
fires with a range increment of 5m, and attacks an
area equal to a scale 2 line (8m x 2m). In the
second, the flamethrower opens the nozzle to the
maximum setting, firing in a large cone (scale 3)
directly from the nozzle (no range increment). The
cone deals 1d6 + 4 heat damage, while the line
deals 1d6 + 6. Anyone hit by a flamethrower must
also make a reflex check (DC 6) or be lit on fire. A
replacement tank of fuel costs $50.
RPG: This is the only part of the game in which
“RPG” stands for “Rocket-Propelled Grenade”
instead of “Role-Playing Game.” Don’t get them
confused, as a weapon that fires rulebooks (even
hardcover ones) would be less than impressive.
RPG launchers fire unguided self-propelled
explosives, which explode catastrophically. They
are used around the world against low-flying
aircraft and medium-armoured vehicles. The price
listed includes one rocket, each additional rocket
costs another $600. Reloading an RPG takes 6
seconds.
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Cost

Family

10 Int

Rate of
Fire
Single

$450

None

6kg

1 Int

Single

$800

Missiles

3kg

20

$30

None

0.5kg

10

Semi,
‘Auto’
Semi

$2

None

larger water gun refers to the pressure-powered
sort, which requires two hands to use (one to
pump the air, the other to pull the trigger)
regardless of the effort necessary. It can fire on
‘auto,’ which means you simply hold down the
trigger and shoot out a constant spray of water.
This is treated the same way as auto rates of fire
for firearms, in that it attacks a scale 1 (2x2) area or
against a single target with +1 to attack, and uses
five units of ammo. Water guns have a range
increment of 5m, but still can’t shoot more than
20m. Squirt guns are the cheap pistol-shaped guns
that can be found in dollar stores, and can’t fire at
targets more than 5m away. However, they can be
fired one-handed.
MODERN ARMOUR
The modern world can be a dangerous place, and
defensive technologies increase to match the new
deadly weapons that rule the battlefield.
See Chapter 6: Equipment for an explanation of
how armour works.
Premade Armour
Reading the Chart:
Defence: This is the defence bonus added to your
toughness when wearing the armour.
Mass: This is the mass of the armour, used to
determine whether the armour is light, medium, or
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heavy for you, based on your endurance. The mass
assumes the armour is made for a scale 0
character. For other scales, see the “Armour for
Large or Small characters” section, below.

Kevlar, like a Ballistic vest, but with added
protection at the shoulders, neck, and groin. A
Combat vest has heavy ceramic inserts over critical
areas for increased protection.

Cost: This is the cost to buy the armour, assuming
there aren’t any unusual market conditions.

Riot Gear: This full-body gear comes with a visored
helmet to protect against all manner of improvised
projectiles. It is similar to a Stab Vest, except it
covers the whole body. Riot gear is worn by police
when they want to quell a particularly violent riot.
In extreme cases, Riot Gear is worn with a Ballistic
Vest.

Coverage: This column tells you where the armour
covers you. It is only important if someone is
attempting to make a called shot to an extremity
(see the Combat chapter for more information).
Full coverage means that the armour covers every
part of you, so you add the Defence bonus to all
attacks made against you, regardless of location.
Premade Armour
Name
Defence Mass
Cost
Coverage
Stab Vest
+3
3 kg $1,000
Torso
Ballistic Vest
+7
6 kg $5,000
Torso
Combat Vest
+9
16 kg $10,500
Torso
Riot Gear
+3
6 kg $2,000
Full
Combat
+7
1 kg $1,250
Head
Helmet
Stl. Breastplate
+7
12 kg $1,500
Torso

Refined Steel Breastplate: This armour represents
what the stats would be if someone in the modern
era made a serious effort to create steel body
armour mimicking archaic designs but using
modern technology, as opposed to cheap stainless
steel replica armour used as movie props. Aside
from the higher defence value, it is identical to a
medieval breastplate.
Stab Vest: A stab vest is a light Kevlar vest worn by
police officers to protect them from knives, and
provide at least a modicum of defence against
firearms. Stab vests sacrifice defence for mobility
and comfort.
Ballistic Vest: A ballistic vest is what most people
think of when they hear the term "bullet-proof
vest." It is worn by tactical units expecting danger,
and is uncomfortable to wear for prolonged
periods of time.
Combat Vest: A combat vest is an extremely heavy,
uncomfortable piece of protective equipment worn
by soldiers of wealthy nations. It is made mostly of

Custom Armour
Instead of using the premade armour, a character
or the GM can design their own out of component
parts. For example, you could make armour that
has a breastplate covering the torso, but only chain
armour for the limbs as a compromise on cost and
protection. Limb armour either both arms or both
legs (double the cost and mass for every limb, half
them for just one), torso armour covers the torso,
and helmets the head. Gauntlets and boots come
in pairs and allow characters to make more
damaging unarmed attacks, as well as protect the
hands and feet (respectively); see the Weapons
section for more information. All gauntlets and
boots in the modern era increase unarmed
damage.
Torso Armour
Name
Defence
Stab Vest
+3
Ballistic Vest
+7
Combat Vest
+9

Mass
4kg
6kg
12kg

Cost
$1,000
$5,000
$10,500

Limb Armour
Name
Riot
Ballistic

Mass
0.5kg
1kg

Cost
$200
$1000

Mass
0.25kg
0.5kg

Cost
$200
$1000

Defence
+3
+7

Gauntlets and Boots
Name
Defence
Riot
+3
Ballistic
+7
Helmets
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Name
Riot
Combat

Defence
+3
+7

Mass
0.4kg
0.8kg

Cost
$200
$1,250

MODERN SPECIAL MATERIALS
In general, gear such as weapons and armour is
made of iron by default. This is by far the most
common material in use.

Stone
Iron
Refined Steel
Titanium
Cerametal
Mithril
Adamantine

Refined Steel
Although steel has been around since ancient
times, at the advent of the industrial revolution,
the quality of steel made a sharp jump. Steel prior
to this era uses the same stats as iron due to its
poorer quality.
Durability: 7
Armour Defence Bonus: +2
Density Multiplier: 1x
Cost: $10/kg. Any item previously made out of iron
in the fantasy equipment chapter is assumed to be
made out of Steel in the modern era, and generally
has no price increase.
Titanium
This lightweight metal is as strong as steel, while
only weighing little more than half as much. Due to
the decreased mass, bludgeoning weapons deal
one die lower damage when made of titanium.
Titanium piercing or slashing weapons deal +1
damage and become Armour-Piercing 1.
Durability: 7
Armour Defence Bonus: +2
Density Multiplier: 0.6x
Cost: $100/kg
Name
Paper, Cloth
Glass, Ice
Dirt, Mud
Soft Leather
Treated Leather
Silver, Gold, Lead
Wood
Aluminum
Bronze
180

Durability
-3
-2
-1
-1
1
2
3
3
5
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5
5
7
7
9
12
13



MODERN GEAR
There is no such thing as loans, interest or monthly
payments in Semiautomagic. You’re welcome.
Name

Cost

—Adventuring Gear—
Flashlight
$5
Searchlight
$45
Camera, Digital
Camera, Film
Camera, 35mm
Cell phone
$100
Smartphone
$300
Computer,
$300
Netbook
Computer, Laptop
$1,000
Computer, Desktop $750
Radio, Two-way
$50
Air Tank, 8L (4
$400
hours)
Air Tank, 2x6L (6
$600
hours)
Handcuffs, Steel
$75
Handcuffs, Zip-tie
$5
(25)
Parachute
$1,000

—Vehicles—
Civilian Car
SUV
Pickup Truck
Helicopter
Motorcycle, Racing
Motorcycle,
Highway

$10,400
$31,600
$31,400
$3.1M
$22,700
$4,300

$
$

Mass



Name
—Medical Items—

0.25kg
2 kg

—Food and Drink—
1 kg
3 kg

16 kg

—Combat Gear—
Bipod
Flash Goggles
Gas Mask

26 kg

Holster, Concealed
Illuminator
Laser Sight

10kg

1,600
kg

Nightvision Goggles
Scope, Telescopic
Scope, Nightvision
Scope, Reflex
Speed Loader
Suppressor, Pistol
Suppressor, Rifle
Tripod
Stun Grenade
Frag Grenade

Clothing
Fatigues
Formal
Ghillie Suit

Adventuring Gear:

Flashlight: A typical flashlight shines a scale 1
cone (2m) of normal light, and a scale 2 (4m)
cone of hazy light.
Searchlight: Basically just a large flashlight, a
searchlight creates
Cost
Mass
a scale 3 cone
(8m) of normal
light, and a scale 4
cone (16m) of
hazy light.

Camera:
Film cameras are
increasingly rare in
the age of digital
cameras, but there
are still a few
kicking around.
$40
0. 5 kg
Developing film
costs $5, or takes
a DC 3 Science
(Chemistry) check.
A roll of film holds
$60
0.25 kg
24 photos. 35mm
$125
0.25 kg
cameras are
basically just
$2,000 0.5 kg
extremely high$250
0.5 kg
quality, expensive
$2,500 1 kg
film cameras used
$500
0.25 kg
by professionals.
$2
neg
Digital cameras
$500
0.25 kg
can hold hundreds
$2,500 1 kg
of photos, or more
$100
3 kg
with an expansion
memory card.

Parachute:
Parachutes are
invaluable when
falling from
extreme altitudes.
Deploying a
parachute takes a
2SA. Once
deployed, the character’s terminal velocity
decreases by 75% to 15m/s (maximum of
1d6+3 damage). A fall with a parachute is still
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dangerous, but significantly less so than one
without.
Medical Items:
Food and Drink:
Combat Gear:









Stun Grenade: Stun grenades emit an
extremely loud noise and bright flash. The
perception DC to see or hear a stun grenade is 15, meaning that a DC 6 fortitude check is
required within 10m of the stun grenade’s
explosion area to avoid being blinded and
deafened for one round. Failure by 5 or more
results in permanent blindness and deafness. If
the grenade goes off in your occupied area,
another fortitude check (DC 8) is required.
Failure results in being Stunned for 1d6
seconds.
Laser Sight: With a laser sight, you can aim the
attached gun as a 0SA as long as the target is
within 10m.
Scope, Nightvision: Nightvision scopes function
identical to regular telescopic scopes except
that they are bulkier (reflected in their
increased mass) and that the shooter can
enable Lowlight or Nightvision. Lowlight vision
grants the wearer lowlight vision, while
Nightvision allows him to see in total darkness.
Nightvision produces a grainy image, imposing
a -1 penalty to visual Perception checks.
Scope, Reflex: These devices are designed so
that the wearer can aim through the sight with
both eyes open, allowing for rapid target
acquisition. This comes at a cost of reduced
image magnification compared to a traditional
scope. They function like telescopic scopes
except that they do not increase the time it
takes to aim, but don't increase perception
increments, either.
Scope, Telescopic: Adding a scope to a weapon
does a few things. It increases Perception
increments from 10 m to 100 m, so it is much
easier to spot far away targets. When you aim
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at targets through a scope, you decrease range
penalties by an additional 1 point (to a total of
2). However, you cannot use the iron sights on
a weapon with a scope, so if you fire without
aiming, you take a -1 attack penalty. Using a
scope limits your vision, doubling the time it
takes to aim (typically from 2 seconds to 4
seconds).
Speed Loader: A speed loader is simply a plastic
or metal ring that can be loaded ahead of time
with revolver bullets. In this manner, all six or
eight bullets can be loaded into a revolver at
once, reducing the reload time to 3 seconds,
the same as with a box magazine.
Suppressor: suppressors may not be used with
shotguns, revolvers, or grenade launchers.
Suppressors decrease the sound of a gun firing.
They add +5 to the DC to hear the gun firing,
which stacks with Subsonic ammunition.
Suppressors are designed with a specific calibre
in mind, and can’t be used with guns of
different calibres. Attaching or removing a
Suppressor takes a 4SA. Firearms with a calibre
of 5.56 or larger require a Rifle Suppressor.
Weapons using calibres larger than 7.62mm
cannot take a suppressor.
Bipod: A bipod is a light, usually collapsible
stand that connects under the barrel of a gun. A
weapon with a bipod can be fired even if its
recoil is double the character's usual Heavy
maximum (counting as a Super Heavy weapon);
although he must be prone, or otherwise have
a stable object at shoulder height to rest the
bipod on.
Tripod: A Tripod is a heavy metal mount that
bolts to the floor. A weapon bolted down in this
manner becomes a stationary emplacement,
and as such uses the scale of the weapon
(based on its calibre) or the scale of the
character, whichever is higher, to determine
attack penalties.
Illuminator: An illuminator is a small flashlight
that can attach under the barrel of a pistol, or
to an accessory rail of a rifle. It functions like a
normal flashlight.

Chapter 8: Sci-Fi Equipment

round action to remove. The battery supplies
enough power virtually forever. A laser weapon
without a power pack must be connected to a
larger power source (such as a vehicle at least 3
scales larger than the weapon) to operate.

LASER WEAPONRY
Laser weapons tend to be heavier and bulkier than
projectile weapons. However, they more than
make up for this with increased precision and vast
ammunition. They are also extremely expensive
and prone to overheating except in a vacuum.

Laser Modifications:


Changes from Equivalent Firearm:
















1d4 base damage die (from 1d6), but increase
the damage bonus by +1
Base cost is equal to the calibre's recoil (as if it
were a firearm) times $1,000 instead of $100.
Use the base recoil as the weapon’s mass. Any
modifications that affect recoil instead affect
the weapon’s mass. If a modification increases
the recoil and the mass, use only the higher of
the two increases.
the recoil becomes zero
Laser weapons can shoot out to five range
increments instead of four (doubling the
maximum range)
Heat damage rather than Piercing
The Blast modification, instead of adding a
spherical explosion, adds a Line attack one
square of the gun’s scale wide and four long,
originating on the first target hit.
Semi rate of fire modification for free
Cannot take the following modifications:
o Smoothbore
o Any magazine modification
o Shotgun
Overheating: If a 1 is rolled to attack when
firing on auto, reroll the die. Another 1 results
in an overheat. An overheated laser weapon
takes 1d10 rounds without firing to cool down.
Firing an overheated laser before it cools
destroys the weapon, and deals the weapon’s
damage -3 to the wielder.
Power: Laser weapons do not require any
ammunition, but instead draw power from a
compact internal battery. The battery is roughly
half the weapon’s weight, and takes a full-

Charge Circuit: With this modification, the
weapon can deliberately overcharge at low risk.
This takes a 1s action to activate, but the gun
takes 5s to charge. You can take other actions
in this time. Once charged, the weapon can
remain charged for 1 minute + 1d6 rounds
(rolled secretly) before overheating. The first
shot fired while charged deals +2 damage and,
if the weapon has a blast area, it boosts the
area by +1 scale. Charge circuits can be added
to laser and plasma weapons, and increase the
cost and weight by +50%. Plasma weapons take
quadruple the ammunition to fire a charge
shot. Charge shots cannot be fired on
automatic or burst, or with double-tap or
similar ability to increase rate of fire. The bonus
from Charge Circuit does not stack with any
bonus from overcharge or hypercharge.

PLASMA WEAPONRY
Plasma weapons are even more expensive than
Laser weapons, and fire slow-moving projectiles of
superheated plasma at fairly close ranges.
However, they do tremendous damage and their
projectiles are much more explosive.
Changes from equivalent Firearm:








Base cost is equal to the calibre's recoil (as if it
were a firearm) times $2,000 instead of $100.
1d10 base damage die (from 1d6)
Use the base recoil as the weapon’s mass. Any
modifications that affect recoil instead affect
the weapon’s mass. If a modification increases
the recoil and the mass, use only the higher of
the two increases.
The recoil becomes so low it is effectively zero
Has a blast of the weapon’s scale. The blast
modification boosts this scale by +1.
Halve the original base range increment
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Heat damage rather than Piercing
Semi rate of fire modification for free
Power and Ammunition: Plasma weapons
require both ammunition (in the form of
plasma flasks, which function like a box
magazine) and power from internal batteries,
like a laser. Firing a plasma weapon drains
ammunition in the same way that a firearm
does.
Overheating: If a 1 is rolled to attack when
firing on any setting, reroll the die. Another roll
of 1 results in an overheat. If the weapon was
firing on auto or burst, a result of 1 or 2 on the
reroll overheats. On auto 2, a result of 1, 2, or 3
overheats, on auto 4; 1-4, etc.. An overheated
plasma weapon takes 1d10 rounds without
firing to cool down. Firing an overheated laser
before it cools destroys the weapon, and deals
the weapon’s damage -3 to the wielder.



Plasma Modifications:
Most modifications that can be added to normal
firearms can be added to plasma weaponry, with
the following exceptions:






Smoothbore
Shotgun
Box Magazine
Cylinder Magazine
Linked Magazine

RAILGUNS

In addition, any modifications to the ammo are
intrinsic to the weapon, not the ammunition (a
plasma cannon must be specially built to fire more
explosive bursts, as opposed to firing special
plasma). The following ammo modifications may be
added to all shots the weapon fires:



Burst
Dragon

There are also a few modifications exclusive to
plasma weaponry:


Charge Circuit: With this modification, the
weapon can deliberately overcharge at low risk.
This takes a 1s action to activate, but the gun
takes a further 5s to charge (meaning it is ready
for your next turn). You can take other actions

in this time. Once charged, the weapon can
remain charged for 1 minute + 1d6 rounds
(rolled secretly) before overheating. The first
shot fired while charged deals +2 damage and,
if the weapon has a blast area, boosts the area
by +1 scale. Charge circuits can be added to
laser and plasma weapons increasing the cost
and weight by +50%. Plasma weapons take
quadruple the ammunition to fire a charge
shot. Charge shots cannot be fired on
automatic or burst, or with double-tap or
similar ability to increase rate of fire. The bonus
from Charge Circuit does not stack with any
bonus from overcharge or hypercharge.
Plasma Recharger: This device can slowly drain
power from an external source to refill the
plasma in the plasma weapon’s flask. It can
refill one round per three seconds active, and
drains a power point of the weapon’s scale to
do so. Activating it or de-activating it is a 0SA.
The plasma recharger weighs 1 kg and costs
$750 at scale 0, and increased by the scale
multiplier for higher scales. The recharger need
not be mounted on the gun, just plugged into it
(or another plasma flask), so it does not
necessarily need to increase the weapon effort.

Railguns use super-powered electromagnets to
propel solid tungsten slugs at tremendous
velocities. This draws on a lot of power and
requires an extremely strong barrel, or opposing
pressure of the magnets risks causing the weapon
to explode.
Changes from equivalent Firearm:
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+2 base damage
Fires rounds of a calibre 5 times smaller,
although for every other purpose are treated as
firing the original calibre of weapon.
Base cost is equal to the calibre's recoil (as if it
were a firearm) times $750 instead of $100.
Always fires Tungsten Flechettes, so always
have smoothbore barrels. This results in +50%
range and AP 2 rounds.







Power and Ammunition: Rail weapons require
both ammunition (in the form of heavy
tungsten darts) and power from internal
batteries, like a laser. Firing a railgun uses
ammunition in the same way that a standard
firearm does. The weight of the power cell in
addition to the moving parts of a kinetic energy
weapon increases the base weight of the
weapon by +50%, however.
Barrel Wear: Standard railgun barrels are made
of high-quality steel. On an attack roll of 1, roll
another d6. On another result of 1, the barrel is
damaged to the point of being unusable. Firing
the weapon with a damaged barrel destroys the
weapon, and the damage -3 to the wielder.
Replacing a barrel takes twelve seconds (faster
with Rapid Reload and similar abilities).
Replacement barrels cost the weapon’s base
(before being increased by turning it into a
Railgun) cost divided by 2, and weigh 1/10th of
the weapon’s base weight.
Special Barrels: Titanium barrels cost ten times
as much, but let you reroll barrel damage rolls.
Adamantine barrels cost 250 times as much,
and never damage themselves.
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SAMPLE FUTURE RANGED WEAPONS
Here are a list of example futuristic laser, plasma,
and rail weapons.
Name

Damage
Type

Damage

Range
inc.

Mass
(kg)

Laser
Pistol
Laser
Rifle
Laser
Carbine
Laser
Sniper
Laser
Cannon
Autolaser
Plasma
Pistol
Plasma
Gun

Heat

1d4 + 10

10m

1kg

Ammo
Mass
(kg)
None

Heat

1d4 + 13

20m

6kg

Heat

1d4 + 13

20m

Heat

1d4 + 13

Heat
Heat
Heat

Plasma
Cannon

Heat

Plasma
Falconet

Heat

Rail Rifle

Piercing

Heat

Magazine Recoil Calibre Rate of
Fire

Cost

Infinite

None

Laser

Semi

$1,000

None

Infinite

None

Laser

$6,000

8kg

None

Infinite

None

Laser

35m

3.3 kg

None

Infinite

None

Laser

Semi,
Burst
Semi,
Auto
Semi

1d4 + 17

40m

24kg

None

Infinite

None

Laser

Semi

$24,000

1d4 + 13
1d10 + 9
Blast 1m
1d10 +
13 Blast
2m
1d10 +
13 Blast
4m
1d10 +
17 Blast
4m
1d6 + 15
AP2

20m
5m

24kg
1.5kg

None
Neg.

Infinite
8 Box

None
Neg.

Laser Auto 3
Plasma Semi

$15,000
$3,000

10m

6kg

0.3kg

10 Box

Neg.

Plasma Semi

$12,000

20m

16kg

0.8kg

10 Box

Neg.

Plasma Semi

$32,000

20m

24kg

0.8kg

8 Box

Neg.

Plasma Semi

30m

6kg

Neg.

10 Box

6

.32
Dart
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Single

$4,500

Future Armour
Name
Ad. Mail Shirt
Ad. Breastplate
Ad. Full Mail
Ad. Full Armour
Cerametal Vest
Cera. Armour

Defence
+12
+13
+12
+14
+9
+9

Armour Modifications
Name
Defence
Space Skin
—

Mass
12 kg
13 kg
18 kg
24 kg
6 kg
12 kg

Mass
+6 kg

Cost
$60,800
$80,000
$110,000
$80,000
$5,250
$10,500

Cost
+$10,000

Era
Future
Future
Future
Future
Future
Future

Era
Future

Coverage
Torso
Torso
Full
Full
Torso
Full

Coverage
—

FUTURISTIC ARMOUR






Adamantine Armour: With metal as the new
strongest material around, armour vaguely
resembling archaic styles (although thoroughly
modern in design) become more common
among the extremely wealthy.
Cerametal Armour and Vest: Cerametal is an
advanced synthetic ceramic material that
makes extremely strong, solid plates. Cerametal
is also a very poor conductor of heat and
electricity, so the wearer gains a +3 defence
bonus (that stacks with the armour’s regular
bonus) against all energy-based attacks.
Cerametal is the standard armour worn by
soldiers in the future.
Space Skin: This futuristic space suit can be
built into armour or worn by itself. This protects
the wearer from the elements of space, grants
a +6 equipment bonus to fortitude checks
against temperature, and makes the wearer
immune to dangerous gasses and dusts. The
cost and weight do not include air tanks (see
the modern equipment list) or common
additions such as a thruster pack, radio, and
flashlight. Such extra equipment counts
towards a character’s encumbrance, but not to
determine whether armour is light, medium, or
heavy.
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Sonic Weapon: This modification may only be
added
Name
Cost
Damage
Reach
Range Weight Damage Specials Family
to
Inc
Type
Chainsword $2,000 1d12
Standard —
4 kg
Slashing Loud
Specialized slashing
or
(listen
Unique
piercing
DC -5)
Heavy
$4,000 1d12+4
Standard —
8 kg
Slashing Loud
Specialized melee
weapon
Chainsword
(listen
Unique
s. Sonic
DC -7)
Beam
$15,000 1d10+10
Standard —
0.5 kg
Heat
No
Specialized weapon
s
Sword
strength Blade
vibrate
at hypersonic frequencies. They make a
characteristic loud and sharp screech whenever
OTHER FUTURE WEAPONS
they hit anything (listen DC of -1). At the point
Melee Weapons:
of contact, they become superheated. Sonic
weapons deal +5 damage, but cost ten times as
 Beam Sword: This unusual weapon doesn’t
much as the original weapon.
look like much (just a complicated metal
handle) until it is activated. Activating it can be
MODERN CURRENCY
drawn while drawing, or as a 1s action (0SA
with Quick Draw or a similar ability). Once
People don’t use great big coins made of
activated, a beam sword appears as a glowing
precious metals anymore, and neither
energy blade of any colour (varies from sword
should your characters. To reflect this, we
to sword). You do not add your strength to
don’t use the cp, mk, sp, and gc
attacks with beam swords. Beam swords
abbreviations when dealing with modern
cannot be parried or blocked except by
equipment.
weapons or shields that can defend against
Use the $ sign instead. When converting the
energy attacks. Beam swords can be used to
prices over, the rule of thumb is that $1.00 =
parry energy weapon attacks. Obviously, the
1 sp. This reflects the fact that things have
weapon’s material doesn’t add bonus damage
gotten significantly cheaper since the
to beam sword attacks. The only advantage an
pseudo-middle ages of the fantasy setting.
adamantine beam sword has over a regular one
These aren't any specific real-world dollars
is that it is harder to damage the handle.
(such as American, Australian, or Canadian
dollars). They're just dollars. Don't worry
Melee Modifications:
about exchange rates too much.
 Plasma Blade: This modification can only be
Some items have, due to rarity value, gotten
added to slashing or piercing weapons melee.
more expensive over time than less
Plasma blades deal +7 points of Heat damage,
expensive. Equipment from the fantasy list
which does not stack with any bonus damage
that is not typically found in modern times
from the weapon’s material. Plasma weapons
has 10x or more than the listed cost.
cannot be parried or blocked except by
weapons or shields that can defend against
energy attacks. Plasma blades can be used to
parry energy weapon attacks (with the proper
techniques, of course). Plasma blades cost one
hundred times as much as the original.
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FUTURE SPECIAL MATERIALS

Cerametal objects and creatures wearing cerametal
–based armour gain +3 defence against all energy
damage types (such as heat, electricity, cold, etc.).

In addition to the modern special materials
available (see Chapter 7), there are new, even
more advanced materials available in a sciencefiction campaign.

Durability: 9 (+3 vs. energy)
Density Multiplier: 0.75x
Cost: $50/kg

Synth Diamond

Name
Paper, Cloth
Glass, Ice
Dirt, Mud
Soft Leather
Treated Leather
Silver, Gold, Lead
Wood
Aluminum
Bronze
Stone
Iron
Refined Steel
Titanium
Cerametal
Mithril
Adamantine

Synthetic diamonds are created for industrial and
military purposes, being extremely hard and
capable of holding a razor sharp edge. Unlike
natural diamonds, synthetic diamonds are black
and opaque. Synth diamonds can be made to use
any tool or weapon with an edge. Diamond
piercing or slashing weapons deal +3 damage and
become Armour-Piercing 2.
Durability: 6
Density Multiplier: 1x
Cost: $2,000/kg
Adamantine
Adamantine, is the strongest known substance in
existence. It is a heavy, dark gray lustreless metal
created artificially at prodigious expense on the
plane of Æther. It is capable of holding an edge
nearly as sharp as a diamond’s. Adamantine
piercing or slashing weapons deal +2 damage and
become Armour-Piercing 2.

Durability
-3
-2
-1
-1
1
2
3
3
5
5
5
7
7
9
12
13

Adamantine is extremely difficult to work with,
adding +4 to the DC to construct or repair anything
created from adamantine.
Durability: 13
Material Bonus: +6
Density Multiplier: 1x
Cost: $25,000/kg
Cerametal
Cerametal is an advanced alloy of titanium, nickel,
tungsten and steel in a super-strong synthetic
ceramic material. Cerametal is extremely resistant
to extreme temperatures. Unlike most special
materials, Cerametal isn’t used as a substitute for
iron in armour or weapons, but instead is used to
make its own type of armour (Cerametal vests and
full armour).
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Chapter 9: Artifacts and Magic Items



ARTIFACTS





Artifacts are unique items forged with legendary
skill, or sometimes even magic. Artifacts are
virtually never found for sale, unless the seller is
unaware of the quality of the item in question. The
value is given for them only to aid GMs in
determining treasure.
Name
Artifact
Weapon
Artifact Armour
Artifact Shield
Artifact Tool

Value
+500 gc

Weight
Varies

+500 gc
+350 gc
Varies

Varies
Varies
Varies

ARTIFACT WEAPONS
Artifact weapons are created by smiths of
legendary skill.










"Artifact" is a modification that can only be
applied to a weapon when it is being created.
Artifact weapons all have +6 toughness
Artifact weapons adds +1 to attack and +2 to
damage
Iron weapons become Refined Steel, boosting
their durability by +2.
Artifact ranged weapons have double the base
range increment
Parry defence rolls made with Artifact weapons
get +1.
Artifact weapons can be created using
Engineering with the Legendary Weaponsmith
technique. The DC to do so is 16. It takes a
month, although for every point you beat the
DC by, subtract a week. After the first three
weeks have been subtracted, you subtract only
a day for every point by which you beat the DC.
Artifact weapons can only be repaired only by a
character with the Legendary Weaponsmith
Technique.






"Artifact" is a modification that can only be
applied to armour when it is being created.
Artifact armour has +6 toughness
Artifact armour adds +2 Defence to the wearer
Artifact armour adds +1 to the target score of
the wearer
Iron armour becomes Refined Steel, boosting
its durability and defence bonus by +2
Artifact armour can be created using
Engineering with the Legendary Armoursmith
technique. The DC to do so is 16. It takes a
month, although for every point you beat the
DC by, subtract a week (for the first three) then
subtract a day.
Artifact armour can only be repaired only by a
character with the Legendary Armoursmith
Technique.

ARTIFACT SHIELD








ARTIFACT ARMOUR
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"Artifact" is a modification that can only be
applied to a shield when it is being created.
Artifact shields have +6 toughness
Artifact Shields grant +1 to Block defence rolls
Iron shields becomes Refined Steel, boosting
their durability by +2
Artifact shields can be created using
Engineering with the Legendary Armoursmith
technique. The DC to do so is 16. It takes a
month, although for every point you beat the
DC by, subtract a week (for the first three) then
subtract a day.
Artifact shields can only be repaired only by a
character with the Legendary Armoursmith
Technique.

MAGIC ITEMS

hour's work. The scroll can be of a spell the
character can cast normally, or any spell that
the character could theoretically design with
available metamagics and spell seeds. If the
spell is one that the character cannot normally
cast, it takes twice as long to make and the DC
is +2 points higher.

Common Magic Items
Common magic items are those that can be made
simply and predictably using the Arcana skill, with
the right techniques. Depending on the setting,
common magic items can generally be bought for
the prices given.

POTIONS

SCROLLS
Scrolls are cheap, one-use premade spells. Each
scroll has one spell scribed into it, chosen at the
time the scroll is made. Casting a spell from a scroll
is just like casting one from knowledge, it must be
within your Magic Power and Magic Complexity
scores in order for you to cast it. As part of casting
the spell, the scroll is destroyed in a manner
appropriate to the spell being cast – if it was a fire
spell, the scroll burns up, for example.








Scrolls have a cost of (Magic Power + Magic
Complexity)2 x 5 gc each, including the cost of
paper.
Making a scroll generally costs half as much as
its value in rare inks.
If the spell has an expensive material
component, add the cost of the component to
the cost of the scroll.
Spells cast from scrolls do not need a separate
focus. The scroll acts as the focus instead.
Making a scroll on a more exotic (or durable)
material adds the cost of the material to the
cost of the scroll. Scrolls on tougher materials
don't burn up in casting, but the writing (and
magic) of the scroll is wiped from the page.
Some examples could include stone tablets,
metal sheets, or even more impromptu
surfaces such as the blade of a sword or
scrawled upon a wall. A scroll takes about the
surface area of a sheet of paper on whichever
surface it is to be scribed.
Making a scroll takes an Arcana check with a DC
equal to 4 + the Magic Power + the Magic
Complexity ratings of the spell, and about an

Potions are like scrolls, except that anyone can use
them. Grabbing a potion from a pack or pocket is a
4SA, and drinking it is another 4SA. Quick draw (or
a similar ability) decreases the time it takes to grab
the potion. Potions require more expensive
ingredients to make than scrolls, and more effort
on the creator’s part, so they are more expensive.
Anyone can drink a potion.










Potions have a cost of (Magic Power + Magic
Complexity)2 x 10 gc each, including the cost of
a glass or ceramic vial. More expensive vials
cost more.
Making a potion generally costs half as much as
its value in rare alchemical and magical
ingredients.
The person who drinks the potion is the target
of the spell. If the spell has an area of effect, it
is centred on the drinker.
A character can force another to drink a potion.
This requires a successful opposed Wrestle
check against a target who is already held.
If the potion has a spell that requires a skill
check, the potion is treated as having a number
of ranks equal to the highest magic power,
complexity, or divine power rating of the spell.
Making a scroll takes an Arcana check with a DC
equal to 6 + the Magic Power + the Magic
Complexity ratings of the spell, and about four
hours of work. The potion can be of a spell the
character can cast normally, or any spell that
the character could theoretically design with
available metamagics and spell seeds. If the
spell is one that the character cannot normally
cast, it takes twice as long to make and the DC
is +2 points higher.
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MAGIC WEAPONS



Magic weapons are a staple of the fantasy setting.
There are a wide variety of magic weapons, but the
most common ones are those listed here. Magic
weapons can be made by anyone with the proper
technique in Arcana. This is a modification that can
be added to an existing weapon, including an
Artifact weapon.





could deal extra damage against Orcs,
Trolls, or Dragons).
Minor magic weapons cost 200 gc more than a
normal weapon of its type.

MAGIC ARMOUR

This is a modification that can be applied to any
existing weapon
Magic Weapons have Invulnerability/Magic or
Cold Iron
Attacks made with Magic Weapons count as
Magic attacks or regular attacks, whichever
would be most beneficent to the wielder.
In addition, choose one of the following minor
magical effects:
o Wounding: If you beat your target’s
Target score by more than one point,
you roll two damage dice, as if you had
hit twice.
o Celerity: The weapon attacks with
preternatural speed. Any combo made
with this weapon can add an additional
attack.
o Mighty: The weapon deals one die
higher damage. If it already did d12
damage, it adds +1 damage.
o Inferno: The weapon either deals its
damage +1 in Heat damage or its normal
weapon damage, whichever would deal
the most.
o Frost: The weapon either deals its
damage +1 in Cold damage or its normal
weapon damage, whichever would deal
the most.
o Bolt: The weapon either deals its
damage +1 in Lightning damage or its
normal weapon damage, whichever
would deal the most.
o Bane: The weapon deals +2 damage
against one race of creature. The race
varies by the weapon (for example, it

Magic armour is nearly as common in fiction as
magic weapons. There are a wide variety of types
of magic armour, but the most common ones are
those listed here. Magic armour can be made by
anyone with the proper technique in Arcana. This is
a modification that can be added to an existing
armour, including Artifact armour.
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This is a modification that can be applied to any
existing armour
Magic Armour has Invulnerability/[Magic or
Cold Iron]
In addition, choose one of the following minor
magical effects:
o Shadowy: you are always treated as if
you had concealment
o Quick: While wearing the armour, your
movement speed is increased by +2
squares
o Reflexive: While wearing the armour,
you make dodge defence rolls at +1
o Heat Resistant: You gain heat resistance
+3
o Cold Resistant: You gain cold resistance
+3
o Shock Resistant: You gain lightning
resistance +3

Special Magic Items

Mana wells generally look like ordinary objects, but
any character with Arcane Sight can identify their
presence if the object is in reach. Further, a
character with the Arcana: Link technique can
immediately discover their true nature simply by
touching a mana well.

Special magic items, unlike common magic items,
cannot generally be bought. Their rarity, or lack
thereof, is entirely in the hands of the GM when
designing the setting.
TOKENS
Angel Token: An angel token is a one-use magic
card inscribed with an angelic motif. If you are
wearing an angel token and die, the ring
immediately activates. It glows brightly and then
vanishes, and the wearer is returned to life as if by
a successful Resurrection spell.
Shell Token: A shell token can be activated as a one
second Interrupt Action immediately after the
wearer is wounded. After activation, the shell
token turns to dust. The wound is negated as if it
never happened, but any other effects from the
attack (such as poison) remain. A shell token does
not help if the attack knocked you dead or dying.
Haste Token: This one-use token is inscribed with
some sort of pattern, although what it is, precisely,
is unclear because the etchings are blurred and
distorted. Activating it takes a one second action
and causes the haste token to burn up in a small
fire. To the activator, the rest of the world begins
to move at a snail’s pace. To everyone else, the
character moves impossibly fast. Activating this
token allows you to take an extra six seconds of
action on your turn.

WING BOOTS
These boots have short wings attached to the
ankles. They allow the wearer to defy gravity and
fly – for a while. The wearer can activate the boots
mentally as a 0SA. The wings grow slightly and glow
a dull white, and the wearer can fly at a speed of 2
squares. After a minute of sustained flight, the
wing boots falter and the wearer falls. Every hour,
the wing boots recover enough magic to fly the
wearer for one round. So, after two hours without
use, the wearer can fly for 12 seconds.
Variants: Instead of winged boots, the magic item
could be a wide, tattered cloak (for example). Also,
for a more powerful item, increase the maximum
flight duration or the recharge rate.

MANA WELL
A mana well is an extremely rare and valuable
magical device that amplifies the magical power of
spellcasters. Mana wells come in many shapes and
sizes, although they are usually in the form of
jewellery weighing less than 0.1 kg. A character
with the Arcana: Link technique can link with a
mana well as if it were another spellcaster, drawing
on its power. Mana wells add +1 to the Magic
Power skill and maximum power rating, just like
linking with a caster. A character can only link with
one mana well at a time.
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Chapter 10: Game Mastering

expected to wear heavy armour, or do most people
go unarmoured?

WORLD BUILDING

To help get you started and to make sure the
players understand (you might know that a
handgun is overkill for most battles the players will
face, but they might think that an assault rifle is a
reasonable weapon to start the game with),
consider using the Campaign Character Sheet
included with this book. The sheet can be thought
of as a character sheet for your campaign – it
includes much of the information needed “at-aglance” for your setting, though it leaves most of
the detail, description, and life of the world
something to be revealed during play. Simply check
off the boxes that apply to your campaign, and
maybe add some notes in the margins if you feel
explanation necessary.

Fantasy Elements
Handling Magic
Handling Shape shifting
Handling Possessions
Handling Monsters
Multi-Racial Societies
Fantastic Racism

Technology Level

Magic: Check this box if magic of any sort exists in
your campaign. If the box is unchecked, characters
cannot take ranks in the Magic Skill, Magic Power,
or Arcana skills. Similarly, the Magical Education
character background is unavailable. If magic users
are persecuted (maybe there is a witch hunt going
on, and mages are burnt at the stake if caught),
check the “Persecuted” box. If magic is something
impressive, and its use will amaze or surprise most
ordinary people, check the “Impresses
Commoners” box. This is a useful indication of the
rarity of magic in your campaign, and of how
special a magic using player should feel. If magic is
common and available to just about everyone,
check the “Common” box.

Arms Control

Realism

Fleshing out a Setting
-ruler
-political party
-demographics
The Campaign “Character Sheet”
When designing the setting for your campaign,
there are several questions you should consider
before you start playing. What, if any, supernatural
elements exist? Are their existence common
knowledge, or are they rare and mysterious? What
is the general technology level in the world your
players live in? What is the scale of violence they
are likely to encounter – if someone pulls a knife on
a player, is that upping the ante on a generally
hand-to-hand combat game, or are most battles
settled with much heavier weaponry? Similarly, is
this a world where a melee fighting character is

Shapeshifting: Check this box if players can take
the Shapeshifting skill. For descriptions of the
Persecuted, Impresses Commoners, and Common
boxes, see Magic, above.
Possession: Check this box if players can take the
Possession skill. For descriptions of the Persecuted,
Impresses Commoners, and Common boxes, see
Magic, above.
Playable Races: Check any boxes that apply to
which races the characters can play. There are
blank lines for you to write in unusual races, such
as goblins or aliens
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Magical Monster: Check this box if monsters, such
as dragons or demons, exist in your world.
Magic Items and Artifact Weapons: Check this box
if magic items exist at all. If they can generally be
found for sale in most cities, check the “For Sale”
box. If magic items can still be created by living
magicians (as opposed to all being relics of a day
gone by, for example) check “Can Be Made.”
Deities: If deities are a part of your campaign,
check this box. If their existence is easily provable
(such as in many fantasy settings), check the
“Inarguable” box. If deities actually take an active
role in your world, check the “Take Action” box. If
the Faith skill is available to PCs, check the “Faith
Skill” box.
Other Planes: If there are other planes of
existence, check this box. Then check off the boxes
which apply to planes that exist, or you can write in
your own.
Resurrection: If players can be resurrected after
death (such as with the Resurrection spell seed)
check this box.

The Fastest Way from NY to London Is: Obviously,
your setting might not have a New York or London.
However, this category gives the players a good
idea of what long-distance travel looks like in your
world.
Transportation Methods in Use Are: Check off the
categories of transportation in common use in your
world. In the modern world, for example,
automobile and jet plane would be checked off. In
the industrial era, the steam engine and maybe
horse-drawn carriages are checked off. In a distant
future science fiction setting, travel might be
mostly done using Warp Drive, thrusters, and
Æther portals.
Spaceflight is Limited to: If there is spaceflight in
your setting, then this category gives the scale.
Interstellar here means travel can be done
between fairly nearby stars, and pan-galactic
means spaceships can cross most of the galaxy in a
reasonable amount of time.
Computing: Check off the category that closest fits
the level of computer technology in your setting.

Sentient Animals: If your fantasy setting has
sentient animals, which can talk and act in many
ways that humans can, check this box.
Science: Check this box if the scientific method
would actually work in your setting. Check
“Aristotalian/Fantasy” if the science of your setting
is consistent, but works closer to how it was
believed to in ancient times – maybe the sun orbits
the Earth, heavier objects fall faster, or everything
is made up of four elements. If the laws of the
universe work more or less how they do in real life
(with the obvious exception of everything else
checked off on this page) then check off this box. If,
while travelling through space, a spaceship can
encounter a “quantum time dilation field” or other
similar pseudoscience phenomenon (for example)
then check off the “Sci-Fi” box.
Elements: Simply check off any elements that exist
in your world. This mostly matters for what
elementals exist, and whether the elements found
on the periodic table exist or not.

Artificial Intelligence: Check this off if AI exist in
your world (and consider adding A.I. to the
playable races section). If A.I. are seen as inferior to
humans, check off Persecuted. If they are used for
menial tasks like any other tool, check off Enslaved.
If they are treated as exactly the same as a human
in the eyes of the law, check off Equal Rights. If A.I.
move around in generally humanoid bodies
(instead of, say, being trapped in a desktop
computer) check off Androids. If robots look and
feel human, check off “Looks Human.”
Communication: Check off the kinds of modern
and futuristic communication methods available in
your setting.
Alien Life: Check off this box if there is
extraterrestrial life. If the life is intelligent, check
off “Sentient.” If the aliens are basically human in
shape, check off “Humanoid.” If alien life is limited
to plants and fungi found on other planets, check
off “Flora.” If there is alien life, but it is on the level
of animals, check off “Fauna.” If aliens in your
campaign are, essentially, limited to monsters,
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check off “Monstrous.” If the types of aliens are
manifold, check off “Varied.”
A Powerful Weapon Is A...: Check off the box that
closest represents a weapon that the characters
should be afraid of. This should be the smallest
weapon that should still be seen as not merely a
credible threat, but something that is more
powerful than most other threats. In a martial-arts
heavy or simply low-combat game, “fist” might be
appropriate. In a high-violence modern setting,
“military small arms” might be fearsome. If combat
is mostly done by massive spaceships pummeling
each other with heavy weaponry, then “Nuclear
Weapons” would be what it takes to raise the
stakes.
Armour: Check off the boxes that apply to where
armour is used in your setting. If armour is
commonly available (such as in a medieval or
ancient setting), check off Common. If armour is
used mostly by military or elite military personnel
(such as the modern era) check off the appropriate
box. If armour is only used in ceremonial functions
(such as the early gunpowder era) check off
“Ceremonial.”
Available Equipment, Materials, Vehicle Types,
and Power Sources: Check off the items that are
available in your campaign. For some boxes, the
technology may exist to make the item, but it is still
extremely difficult to find – such as Fantasy Gear
(ie, swords and spears) in the modern world.
CREATING AN NPC
ENCOUNTERS

ADJUDICATING

HOUSE RULES AND OPTIONAL RULES

TIPS AND TRICKS

Simultaneous Monster Moves: Hacking through
dozens of low-level mooks to get to the boss at the
end can make for a fun encounter, but can also
slow the game down dramatically unless handled
properly. Instead of treating all the monsters
individually (for example, by rolling initiative for
each and giving them each their own turn), you can
treat them as one character. Just roll initiative for
the whole group once, and move them all
simultaneously. When attacking, roll all of their
attacks together like one gigantic combo. The only
trick then is counting their individual wounds,
which isn’t too difficult because low-level monsters
will probably be killed on the first (or maybe
second) hit by a high-level character anyways.
Secret Notes: Information that only one character
knows about can be delivered via a secret note,
which can and will make the other players nervous.
Even the most honest player might be tempted to
try to get a glance at the note, so make sure you
get the note back as soon as it’s been read. Then
eat it. (Or, if you for some reason don’t like the
taste of paper, crumple it up and recycle it).
Additionally, make sure that if you’re going to start
passing notes, you do it frequently, and for often
inconsequential things – otherwise, the mere fact
that one player got a secret note will put the other
players on their guard. Notes can be passed around
as Red Herrings, like “Your character has an
inexplicable bad feeling about this,” or even
“Frown, nod, roll a d6, and pass the note back.”
The other players will have no idea what just
happened – so much the better.
Secret Rolls: Rolling dice secretly is a key
component of being a GM. You need to find out if
the hidden monster spotted the sneaking PCs,
what’s behind the next door, etc. without the
players knowing that you know. Further, most
combat rolls should be made secretly, otherwise it
will be a trivial manner for the players to use
simple arithmetic to divine their opponents skills
and stats. Make sure, then, that you have a means
to roll dice without the players seeing – most GMs
have something to use as a screen, which can be as
simple as the lid of a board game box lain on its
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side or as complex as a custom made piece of card
with notes and useful references on the back.
Secret rolls have the same problem as secret notes:
they will put players on edge instantly. This can be
a useful tool, whenever you want to make the
players nervous, just roll a few dice secretly and
look contemplative. Maybe flip through a rulebook
while you’re at it, or ask what the players’
Perception modifiers are.
The Fifty Percent Rule: As GM, you’re expected to
describe an entire world, down to the smallest
pebble. You probably have a decent idea of the gist
of things (such as, the room ahead is 10m x 10m
and made of worked stone), but it would be
impossible to know everything as you went. So, if a
piece information (such as, is there a convenient
tree root for a player falling off a cliff to catch) is
needed on the fly and you really have no idea, you
can roll a die to find out. But, not only do you not
know if there’s a root or not, you don’t even know
the odds that there would be one or not. So what
you could do, is roll a d% to determine the percent
chance, and then another one to see if there is, but
anyone who knows a little about probability will
say that works out to, roughly, a 50% chance that
there is a tree root there or not. This brings us to
the Fifty Percent Rule: when you are literally
stumped about whether something is true or not,
just roll a random die. If the result is an even
number, it’s true. If it’s odd, it’s false.
CHEATING
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Appendix A: Blast Shapes
This appendix shows a number of images that depict the size and affected areas of spheres, lines, and cones.
In all examples, the dark orange areas are squares affected by the blast, and the lighter areas are there simply
to show the overall shape. Any square that has any orange in it is completely affected. The grids shown are all
scale 0 (1m squares), but when playing on a larger or smaller grid, simply change the scales of the areas
accordingly. So, when using cones on a scale 2 grid, the smallest cone becomes a scale 2 cone (affecting one
4m by 4m square), the second largest cone becomes scale 3, etc..
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Appendix B: GM only Stuff
Random Artifact Name Generation:
1. Adjective
2. Name
3. Of _____
D%
1

Adjective
none

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

19

none

20

none

21
22
23

none
none
none

24
25
26
27
28
29

none
none
none
none
none
none

Name (Weapon)
Name of weapon
(longsword,
battleaxe, etc)
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Name of weapon
Ancient Greek
Name of weapon in
Latin
Name of weapon in
other foreign
language
Destiny
Dream
Edge (edged
weapons only)
Wind

Name (Armour)

Name (Shield)
Aegis

Of...
none

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
Black
Gray
Green
Blue
Violet
Dark
Light
White
Crimson
Red
Sable
[Historical Figure]’s
Demon

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
[Pick a city]
[Pick a country]
Doom
Despair
Hope
Fury
Forgiveness
Destruction
Peace
War
Heaven
The West
The East
The South
The North

Remember to put everything in italics afterwards.
Another good way to do it is just name the sword after the maker, as with the famous Masamune.
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Appendix C: Optional Rules
CHRONOLOGICAL ROLLS
In the standard rules, when a character makes a combo attack or a large number of NPCs fire a volley, all
attacks are rolled and dealt with simultaneously. While this is quick and efficient, it lacks slightly in realism.
With this optional rule, whenever multiple dice need to be rolled at the same time but the order in which they
take place matters, there are two immediate solutions. The first is to roll them in order. However, this can
take a long time at high levels or with a lot of combatants. With this optional rule, roll the dice the same as
normally. When determining which one happens first, then look at where the dice landed. The one furthest on
the player’s left happens first, then the one slightly closer to the right, then the right of that, etc. until you’re
at the rightmost dice, which is the last blow (or whatever) to land.
DEFENCE DCS
If the current combat system is too slow for your group, here’s an easy way to speed it up. Instead of having
the defender roll a defence die against each attack that beats the defender’s target score, use this system: the
defence roll becomes a flat DC equal to 4 + the player’s skill modifier. So, with a +2 Reflex bonus, the attacker
would need to roll a 6 or higher to hit.
TOUGHER CHARACTERS
Are your characters dropping like flies in combat? This is especially a problem in settings where armour is
uncommon or unavailable, such as in modern campaigns. The trick here is not to simply boost the base
toughness, which is the most obvious solution — this can result in weird situations where a weapon that
should be dangerous (such as a knife) can’t beat the characters’ minimum toughness. Instead, boost the
toughness (+2 is a good increase) but do not increase the minimum toughness. That way, the same weapons
are still a threat (i.e., they can wound the character) but it takes heavier firepower or more wounds to risk an
instant-kill.
OVERKILL
The Dragoon brings its 25mm autocannon to bear, and rolls a hit against the party’s unarmed and loveable
thief. Everyone is silent and tense while the thief rolls his dodge roll. There is a rattle as the blue die tumbles
down the table … and comes up with a 1. The players stare in horror at the die result while the GM rolls for
damage. The oversized cannon deals 25 damage, compared to the toughness 10/4 of the thief. That’s so far
beyond the thief’s toughness that it might seem obvious that the thief should be beyond salvation, but under
the default rules, he is in the same situation as if he’d only taken 10 damage. This is for a reason — if a
character is killed outright without the chance to be saved, and there isn’t resurrection magic available then
the player is forced to give up on his much-loved character in favour of a replacement simply due to bad luck.
However, for a grittier play style, consider this optional rule: if a character takes damage 6 points higher than
his toughness from a single source, he does not start "dying," but instead dies instantly.
MORE DETAILED ARMOUR
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In the real world, armour types tend to be effective against certain kinds of attacks, while remain ineffective
against others. In most campaigns, this detail can be glossed over without too much worry. For example, chain
or scale armour allow the blunt force of bludgeoning weapons to pass through fairly easily, even though they
render the wearer virtually immune weapons that rely on a cutting edge, and Kevlar can stop bullets, but be
cut through fairly easily. However, for a more realistic experience, consider the following optional rules. Use
these armour chart instead of the ones presented in Chapter 6: Equipment. The Special column refers to the
total defence bonus to toughness against the specified damage types, not a modifier to the original value.
These optional rules should be used in conjunction with the Layering Armour optional rule (below).

Archaic Armour
Name
Defence

Weight
(kg)
6
7.5

Cost

Era

Leather
+1
10 mk
Leather,
+2
20 mk
Studded
Scale Shirt
+4
12
30 mk
Mail Shirt
+5
12
80 mk
Breastplate
+5
13
150 mk
Full Scale
+4
18
120 mk
Full Mail
+5
18
200 mk
Field Plate
+5
18
400 mk
Full Plate
+6
24
800 mk
*This value is not increased by special materials
Modern Armour
Name
Stab Vest
Ballistic Vest
Combat Vest
Riot Gear
St. Breastplate

Defence
+0
+1
+3
+3
+7

Mass
3 kg
6 kg
16 kg
6 kg
13

Cost
$1,000
$5,000
$10,500
$2,000
$1,500

Future Armour
Name
Defence
Mass
Cost
Ad. Mail Shirt
+13
12 kg
$60,800
Ad. Breastplate
+13
13 kg
$80,000
Ad. Full Mail
+13
18 kg
$110,000
Ad. Full Armour
+15
24 kg
$80,000
Cerametal Vest
+9
6 kg
$2,000
Cera. Armour
+9
12 kg
$10,500
*This value is not increased by special materials

Coverage

Special:

Archaic Full
Archaic Full

+3 vs. bludgeoning
+3 vs. bludgeoning

Archaic
Archaic
Archaic
Archaic
Archaic
Archaic
Archaic

+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+3 vs. bludgeoning*
+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+3 vs. bludgeoning*
+3 vs. bludgeoning*

Torso
Torso
Torso
Full
Full
Full
Full

Era
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern

Coverage
Torso
Torso
Torso
Full
Torso

Era
Future
Future
Future
Future
Future
Future

Coverage
Torso
Torso
Full
Full
Torso
Full

Special
+3 vs. piercing
+7 vs. piercing
+9 vs. piercing
+5 vs. bludgeoning
+3 vs. bludgeoning*

Special
+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+3 vs. bludgeoning*
+1 vs. bludgeoning*
+3 vs. bludgeoning*
+12 vs. energy
+12 vs. energy
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For vehicles, welded on armour counts as plate armour, and only grants a +3 bonus vs. bludgeoning attacks
(such as a collision). However, the vehicle’s structure does not count as plate armour, and gives its full bonus
against any kind of attack. So, take two vehicles, for example. One is a wooden vehicle (Durability +1), whereas
the other is a steel vehicle (Durability +7). Both have steel heavy armour plating (+8 defence, +3 vs.
bludgeoning). For most attacks they have the same toughness, but when hit with a bludgeoning attack, the
wooden vehicle has only a +3 defence bonus (from the reduced steel armour) while the steel one has +8 (from
the steel structure’s Durability).
LAYERING ARMOUR
With these optional rules, characters can layer their armour for added protection. Generally, simply use the
higher of the two bonuses, but combine the weight. If the character has two bonuses of the same value, treat
them as one bonus that is +1 point higher than the original values. So, for example, a character is wearing a
breastplate over full mail. Attacks on the limbs use the mail’s bonus (+4), while hits to the torso use the
breastplate’s (+5). If the character were wearing two chain shirts instead (each at +4), then the wearer would
have a +5 defence bonus (+1 higher than +4).
It is strongly recommended that these rules are used when the More Detailed Armour optional rule (above) iis
being played with, because then a character can (for example) wear mail over leather armour to reduce mail’s
ineffectiveness against bludgeoning weapons.
This rule is optional because it can lead to some complicated situations. For example: A character is wearing
leather armour under his field plate (commonly done in real life). Against bludgeoning attacks, both grant a +3
bonus, so the combined defence bonus is +4.
FASTER OR SLOWER LEVEL GAIN
Did it seem like you’ve been level three for ages, and are just dying to learn a new Absurdly Overpowered
Explosion spell? Well, if the rest of your group thinks this is the problem, too, there’s an easy solution. Instead
of levelling up at 1,000 XP; work out a different value. 800 XP is good for quick levelling, and 1,500 or even
2,000 XP are good numbers for a slower advancement, or in high-powered campaigns where XP is earned
rapidly.
SIMPLER WEAPONS
Although armour-piercing weapons can be extremely useful, they make the math a little more complicated. If
you find this slows down combat or is an unnecessary complication, simply ignore the AP value after a
weapon’s damage. This might result in special material weapons, such as diamond-edged blades, being more
powerful, but otherwise things should function normally.
PANIC-FIRE
This optional rule is ideal for a survivalist modern, horror, or post-apocalyptic campaign. In real life, soldiers in
stressful or frightening situations are often tempted to set their weapon to the highest rate of fire and hold
down the trigger. While fearsome, this is not typically an effective tactic. It takes a disciplined hand to use the
appropriate level of force and remain calm in danger. Any character who has recently taken a morale penalty
from a fear effect must make a Will check (1d6 + Will) against DC 12 whenever he uses a firearm. On a failure,
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the character must use the weapon’s most powerful setting available (generally, its highest rate of fire). If the
weapon’s highest rate of fire is semi, he fires 1d4 bullets for every attack. Weapons with a maximum setting of
single are unaffected.
FRIENDLY FIRE
In combat, accidentally injuring a comrade is a very real danger. In battle, when a character is caught by
surprise by an ally (sees him under unexpected circumstances, for example), the character makes an Initiative
check against his own Will. If his Initiative check beats his Will, he accidentally identifies the ally as an enemy
for one round and treats him as such. If both sides in this battle have distinctive uniforms (such as one side is
wearing bright red and the other blue, most modern uniforms are a similar tan or green and do not count) or
other identifying features, the character’s initiative check is at a -3 penalty. If there is no reasonable way the
ally could be identified as an enemy (for example, you’re fighting giant aliens and all humans are on your side)
then this rule can be ignored.
SEVERED LIMBS
With this optional rule, when a target receives Overkill damage (see the Overkill optional rule, above) from a
slashing weapon on a called shot, the limb is severed completely.
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Glossary


































XP
Level
Attack: When you attack a target, you must first make an attack roll to hit. The DC is the target’s Target
score. If you succeed your attack roll, the target can attempt to defend with a defence roll. If the
defence roll fails, roll for damage.
Attack bonus: the number added to a die when making an attack roll, and added to 4 to determine the
DC to defend against the attack.
Attack roll: any die roll made to attack a target, whether with a weapon or spell. Attack rolls can be
defended against with a defence roll.
Critical Success: When making a skill check (including attack and defence rolls) on a d6 (and only a d6), if
you roll a natural six (the die shows a six) and still fail the check, you can roll the die again once with a +2
bonus. If that check fails, you’re out of luck.
Defence roll: a defence roll is made to negate an attack roll. If an attack roll beats your target score, you
can attempt to defend. There are several types of defence rolls, the most common are Dodge (using the
reflex skill), Block (using the shield skill), and Parry (using the weapon skill). You can usually make a
number of defence rolls per turn equal to your ranks in the skill used. A successful defence roll (DC=4 +
target’s attack bonus) negates the attack.
DC: short for “Difficulty Class,” a DC is the minimum number that you have to roll to make some sort of
check succeed. In general, meeting or beating the DC is a success, and below the DC is a failure.
Skill modifier
Skill bonus: See skill modifier
Rank
Damage
Toughness
Minimum Toughness
Will
Minimum Will
Flat Footed
Invisible
Defence bonus
Natural Armour
Magic Complexity rating
Magic Power rating
Divine Power rating
Wound
Morale penalty
Race
Racial Background
Character Background
Skill
Scale
Technique
Weapon Effort
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Heavy Weapon
Light Weapon
Standard Weapon
Combo
Combo component
Spell seed
Invulnerable: [Ability] The monster is only vulnerable to specific forms of attack. Any attack that is not
of that type is vastly reduced in effectiveness: a Kill is reduced to a Wound, and a Wound is completely
ignored. Here are some examples of weaknesses:
Spellcaster: Any creature that has one or more ranks in magic skill, magic power, or spell repertoire is
considered to be a spellcaster, even if that character is currently unable to cast spells. A creature with
Magical Sense can detect spellcasters.

No index entries found.
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